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PREFACE 

Though this book is without any doubt the outcome of the political
social reality in which] live, it is not a political piece of work. It 
deals with certain historical aspects of the history of Medieval Muslim 
Jerusalem, out of scholarly interest, in a purely scholarly manner, 
namely primarily through critical analysis of the vast Arabic liter
ary sources. 

I gained this approach from my teachers at the Institute of ASian 
and African Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. I am 
especially indebted to Professors D. Ayaloo, M.J. Kister, and M. 
Sharon of the Institute for introducing me to the world of Medi
eval Islamic History. 

I want to thank Mrs. Bevie Katz for her technical assistance and 
for editing the English, and to Mrs. Tamar Soffer and Miss Noah 
N achum of the Cartography Laboratory of the Department of Ge
ography at The Hebrew University, for the preparation of the maps. 
Publication of this book was partially financed by the "Hebrew 
University Internal Funds." 

lowe special gratitude to my wife Einat, without whose constant 
support the book would not have been completed. 
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MAP ONE 

THE I:iARAM IN J ERUSALEM DURING THE UMAYYAD PERIOD 

The main problem when preparing a map of the l::Iaram in the Umayyad 
period is that the majori ty of the Arabic sources arc from later periods and 
mostly relate to those periods. 

Another significant problem is that the names of constructions and their 
locations have changed in the course of time. The double danger arises, 
therefore, of mistakenly attributing anachronistic names and dates to buildings 
found in the 1:laram to·day but were bui ll at the latest in the later Middle 
Ages. 

On luckier occasions. an early tradition may have been traced relating 
some details on one monument or another in Jerusalem, of the Umayyad 
period, but even then it is usually impossible to determine the exact location. 

Using the guide lines drawn up here, I was able to assert that the Gate of 
Repentance (Bab ai-Tawba), during the Umayyad period, was in close 
proximity to Mi!:trab Maryam. However, th e location of the latter place in the 
south-east corner of the "aram can on ly be attributed (with reservation) to 
the end of the 9th century and clearly so to the 10th and 11th centuries. 
Although the eastern Mil).rab Dawud is mentioned by the early (7th-8th 
century) sources, I was unable to locate it. 

The same considerations were important in locating the Dome of the 
Chain (Bab al-Si lsila), the Gate of The Divine Presence (Bab al-Sakina), the 
Dome of Ascension (Qubbat al-Mi 'raj) and other monuments on the l:Jaram 
from the Umayyad period. I only used the procedure just described when 
places or monuments were mentioned in a source that I estimated to date 
back to the Umayyad period. 

Not included in this map are monuments mentioned by late sources which 
allude to their existence during the Umayyad period, such as the mention by 
al-Muhallabi (mid-10th century) of the Dome of the Scale (Qubbat ai
Mizan) and the Dome of the Gathering (Qubbat al-MaJ:lshar). Still , al
Muhallabl does refer to the Dome of Ascension (Qubbat al-Mi'raj) and the 
Dome of the Prophet (Qubbat al-Nabi), which were both mentioned by much 
earlier sources in their account of the Umayyad period. AI-Muhallabi' s 
description of the latter monuments may, therefore, serve as additional proof 
to earlier sources, that these indeed existed in the Umayyad period. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. THE NATURE OF THE SOURCES 

1. Arabic Sources 

The nature of the sources at the historian's disposal provides the 
main difficulty of presenting a detailed and complete history of 
Jerusalem in the early Islamic period. 

The politico-religious status of Jerusalem in the Muslim world 
was established at the beginning of the 2nd/8th century. However. 
from the middle of the 8th century. and even prior to it, Jerusalem 
lost its central political, though not its religious, status, and throughout 
most of the Middle Ages was an outlying city of diminished im
portance. Thus. little information on Jerusalem is found in the rich 
Arabic literature in all its variations, particularly respecting the early 
Muslim period (638-1099). 

The information on Jerusalem in this literature is scattered and 
brief, and great patience is required to gather it. But even after 
such painstaking work, the results are disappointing because the 
bits of information cannot be crystallized into a comprehensive 
(certainly not exhaustive) study on the city. Only towards the end 
of the 10th century. for the first time, does the native Jerusalem 
geographer, al-Muqaddasi, give a little economic, social and cul
tural information about Jerusalem. I However, not even from his 
book, and certainly not from other geographical works of the 9th 
to the 12th centunes2 can an inclusive picture of this or any other 

1 AI-Muqaddasi (see Bibliography); a partial English translation (including 
Syria and Palesline), AlJsanu-T-Taqasimfi Ma'rifati-I-Aqalim ... translaled .. 
and edited by G.S.A. Ranking and R.F. Azoo. Calcutta. 1897 (Bibliotheca Indica, 
A Collection of Oriental Works, published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
New Series, No. 899). A partial French translation, al-Muqaddasi, AlJsan at
Taqasim fi Ma'ri/at al-Aqalim (La MeilleuTC Repartition pour la connaissance 
des provinces). Traduction partielle annotee par Andre Miquel, Damas, 1963; 
al-Muqaddasi's description of Syria and Palestine was translated by Le Strange, 
Description oj Syria Including Palestine by Muqaddasi, translated ... and an
notated by G. Le Strange, London, 1886; about the author and his work, see 
B.A. Collins, AI-Muqaddasi, The Man and His Work, University of Michigan, Dept. 
of Geography, Ann Arbor, 1974. 

1 See the relevant translation of the most important Arab geographers in Le 
Strange, Palestine, and Marmarji. 
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aspect of the history of the city be crystallized, i.e., certainly not a 
comprehensive and complete picture of its political, economic, so
cial, cultural and religious aspects. 

As opposed to other important cities throughout the Muslim 
Caliphate, there are no comprehensive historical books on Jerusa
lem in the early medieval period.3 The first work in which there is 
actual reference to topographic-historical aspects of the city are 
from the 14th and 15th centuries, i.e., the later "Literature in Praise 
of Jerusalem", However. even in this literature the point of depar
ture is not generally an historical one. For that Jerusalem had to 
wait until the end of the 15th century, and the time of the Jerusa
lem qalji, Mujir ai-Din (d. 1521), who wrote a comprehensive book 
on the city, In his introduction, Mujir relates to the problem, ex
plaining: 

What motivated me to write this [Le" book] is that the majority of 
cities in the Islamic world gained the interest of the scholars, who 
wrote about matters related to their history, helpful things that are 
instructive of their true events in olden times, Though with respect 
to Jerusalem, I did not come across any writing of this kind about 
it, devoted only to it ... I saw (therefore) that people yearn for some
thing of this type, an example of which I turned to do; for a few [or 
one1 of the scholars wrote something connected to praise [of Jerusa
lem] only; several of them deal with a description of 'Umar's con
quest and the construction of the Umayyads; a few of them note 
SalaJ) al-Din's conquest, found it sufficient, and did not mention what 
occurred after it; and some of them wrote a history in which they 
discussed some distinguished Jerusaiemites, which is not of much 
use. 
And 10, I wish to gather all the notations on the construction, the 
praise, the conquests and the biographies of the esteemed persons 
and to mention some of the famous events in order to construct a 
complete history. 4 

From Mujir al-Din's words it can be understood that his work 
does not enable reconstructing the history of the city for the period 
predating the Crusades either. For this period Mujir depends mainly 
on the "Literature in Praise of Jerusalem", For the later Ayyfibid 
and Mamlfik periods, and especially for the period of his own life
time, his sources increase and the information he presents is thus 

I Hasson, "Jerusalem," pp. 283- 284. 
~ Mujir ai-Din, vol. I (Amman ed.), p. 5 (Bulaq's ed., vol. I. p. 6); mentioned 

by Goitein, "Jerusalem During the Arabic Period," p. 7. 
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significant and of greatest importance. It enables one to satisfacto
rily reconstruct the face of the city (particularly its topographic 
aspect, but also its social aspect).5 

The study of Mamiik Jerusalem received an important impetus 
in recent years due to the discovery in the Islamic Museum of 
hundreds of documents (most of them from the end of the 14th 
century), on the f:Iaram al-Sharif.6 

2. Non-Arabic Sources 

Non-Arabic sources (Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Hebrew, etc.) from 
the early Muslim period are few. Most of them are not comprehen
sive historical writings and the information they give is much poorer 
than that provided by the Arabic sources.7 

"There are effectively, only two 'histories' of the period compiled 
by Byzantines, both of which date from the early ninth century ... 

, The studies of E. Ashtor. "Jerusalem During the Late Muslim Period," Jeru· 
salem, Quarterly Devoted to the Study of Jerusalem and Its History, vol. 11(5) 
(1955), pp. 71 - 116 (in Hebrew); J. Drory, "Jerusalem in the MamlUk Period," 
Jerusalem in the Middle Ages. Selected Papers, ed. B.Z. Kedar, Yad Izhak Ben
Zvi, Jerusalem, 1979, pp. 148-184 (in Hebrew); and recently M.H. Burgoyne, 
Mamluk Jerusalem, relied ex tensively on Mujir ai-Din; less comprehensive are 
the works of Kamil Jamil al-'Asali, Min Athilria fi Bayt aJ.Maqdis, Amman, 
1981: idem., Bayt al·Maqdis; 'Abd al·Jalil, l:Iasan, • Abd al·Huda, al·Madaris fi 
Bayt al·Maqdis fi 1·· U~ur al-Ayyubi wa- 'l-Mamluki, Dawruha fi 'l-J:laraka al
Fikriyya, Amman, Maktabat a l-Aq~a, 1981. 

6 On the l:Iaram documents and their utmost importance to the study of Mamliik 
Jerusalem, see Linda S. Northrup and A. Abul-Hajj, "A Collection of Medieval 
Arabic Documents in the Islamic Museum at the Haram ai-Sharif," Arabica, 
vol. XXV (1978), pp. 282- 283; but mainly tile studies of Little: Donald P. Little, 
"The Significance of the l:Iaram Documents for the Study of Medieval Islamic 
History," Der Islam, vol. LVII (1980). pp. 189-219; idem., "Two Fourteenth
Century Court Records from Jerusalem Concerning the Disposition of Slaves by 
Minors," ArabicQ, vol. XXIX (1982), pp. 16-49; idem .• "The l:Iaram Documents 
as Sources for the Arts and Architecture of the MamHik Period," Muqarnas. vol. 
II (1984), pp. 61 - 72; idem., "The Judicial Documents from al-l:Iaram ai-Sharif 
as Sources for the History of Palestine Under the Mamluk.s," The Third Interna
tional Conference on BUdd ai-Sham: Palestine (/9-24 April. 1980), vol. I, Jeru
salem, University of Jordan-Yarmouk University. 1983, pp. 117- 125; idem., "l:Iaram 
Documents Related to the Jews of the Late Fourteenth-Century", Journal of Se
mitic Studies," vol. XXX (1985), pp. 227-269. (A revised Hebrew version ap
pears in Palestine in the Mamluk Period, pp. 189-219). 
The catalogue of the documents was published by linle in 1984 (see Bibliogra
phy). See also Ulrich Haarmann, "The Library of a Fourteenth-Century Jerusa
lem Scholar," The Third International Conference on Bilad al-Sha.m: Palestine 
(19-24 April, 1980), vol. I, Jerusalem, University of Jordan-Yarmouk Univer
sity, 1983, pp. 105-110; a comprehensive bibliography on Mamliik Palestine 
(including Jerusalem) is found in Palestine in the Mamluk Period, pp. 237-246. 

1 R.S. Humphreys, Islamic History, A Framework for Inquiry. (revised 
edition), lB. Tauris. London-New York, 1991 , p. 69; Haldon, p. XVII; Palmer, 
p. XXIV (Hoyland's Introduction); Kaegi, p. 2. 
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one, the brief history of Nicephorus [d. 829], and the other the 
Chronography of Theophanes" [d. 818].8 Theophanes' writings were 
highly regarded by the classical Near East scholars. particularly as 
he was thought to be cut off from the historiographic Muslim tra
dition of the Near East. They thus considered him to be an inde
pendent parallel SOUTce. This view was recently criticized by Conrad, 
who showed that in several cases Theophanes used Arabic sources.9 

However, research on this specific problem is still in its initial stages. 
Many other methodological problems (which, of course, also exist 
in the processing of the Arabic sources, see below) hamper the use 
and discussion of these sources. A great part of them are still in 
manuscript form, some have been published. though not translated 
(from the original). Many of them are in need of modern transla
tion and internal analysis. A large number of them (perhaps the 
majority) have a definite theological character, a matter which must 
be taken into consideration in the few cases in which Islam or 
Islamic history is referred to.1O The traditions respecting the holi
ness of places in and around Jerusalem were naturally transferred 
from the Jewish and Christian traditions to the Islamic tradition. 
Some of these places gained a holy status in Islam with no rela
tion to or reliance on other heritages. 

3. Previous Research On Jerusalem During the Early Muslim 
Period 

The history of Jerusalem and its holy sites in the early Muslim 
period has received scant attention from scholars studying the his
tory of medieval Islam. Over ninety years have passed since the 
publication of G. Le Strange 's important work,1I much of which 
was devoted to this topic. [n it he published translations of the 
most important accounts of the history of Jerusalem from the books 
of Mujir ai-Din (d. 1521), Shams ai-Din al-Suyii\i (d. 1475), Shihiib 
aI-Din al-Maqdisi (d. 1364)12 and other writers. Despite the great 

• Haldon, p. XVII; cf. Kaegi, p. 3. 
9 L.1. Conrad, "Theophanes and the Arabic Historical Tradition: Some Indi

cations of Inter-Cultural Transmission," ByzantiniscM Forschungen, vol. XV (1990), 
pp. 1-44. 

10 See for insulflce, J, Haldon, "The Works of Anastaslus of Sinai: A Key 
Source for the History of Seventh-Century East Mediterranean Society and Be
lief," The Byzantine and Early Islamic Near East, p. 129; A. Cameron, "The 
Literary Sources for Byzantium and Early Islam: Collaborative Work in Great 
Britain-Report on Progress", La Syrie de Byzance a i'lslam VII"-VIII" siicles 
(Actes du CoUoque International Lion-Maison de l'Orient Mediterraneen, Parls
Institut du Monde Arabe 11- 15 Septembre' I990), Damas, 1992, p, 7 ff; see also 
the discussion below, pp, 8,31-33. 

II Lc Strange, Palestine (see Bibliography), 
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lapse of time since its publication, Le Strange's book still consti
tutes the basic research work for the study of the historic topogra
phy of Jerusalem and of Palestine during the early Muslim period. 
Since its publication in 1890, only one other book with a similar 
focus has been published-Father Marmarji 's work i3-but it added 
very little to Le Strange's study . Le Strange's translations, notes 
and evaluations are not always exact, but are of considerable im
portance as the pioneer work in this field . Of specific importance 
are his translations of al-Muqaddasi .14 Na~ir-i Khusraw l$ and many 
passages from Mujir al-Din's work. Any historico-topographical 
research of Jerusalem in the Muslim period must start with Le 
Strange's book. 

There are very few comprehensive studies of the history of Jeru
salem during the early Islamic period. 16 Some scholars have lim
ited themselves to specific topics in the history of Jerusalem, usually 
its holy aspects. 17 

A number of general works were written in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries on Palestine in the Muslim period, but none 
of these placed any specific emphasis on Jerusalem. ls Vincent and 
Abel's book discusses Jerusalem in the Muslim period, but their 
review is short and adds very little to Le Strange's work on this 

12 On these authors and their works. see J. Sadan, "Nabi Mus!" (2nd part), 
p. 227 (Shihab ai-Din al-Maqdisi); p. 228 (Shams ai-Din al-Suyu!i); p. 229 (Mujir 
ai-Din). A revised French version of this article is idem., "Le tombeau de MoIse 
a Jericho et a Damas: une competition entre deux lieux saints principalement A 
I'epoque ottomane," Revue des etudes islamiques, vol. XLIX (1981). pp. 59--99; 
and see also al-'Asali , Makh rurat, pp. 70-77 (Shlhab ai-Din al Maqdlsi); pp. 
92-104, (al-Suyuli); pp. 10.5-112 (Mujir ai-Din); M~mud Ibrihim, Fat;la>il, pp. 
332-419 (Shihab ai-Din al-Maqdisi); pp. 464--488 (al-SuyiitO. 

13 Marmarji (see Bibliography); and see E. Ashtor's review of this book in 
Kiriath Sepher, voL XXIX (1953-1954), pp. 234-236 (in Hebrew). 

14 See note I. 
" Na~ir-i Khusraw (see Bibliography). _ 

_ 16 Goilein. "Jerusalem During the Arab Period" (see Bibliography); ' Artf el
' Arlf, al.Mufaualfi-Ta 'rikh al Quds. al Quds, 1961; 'Awwad Majid al-A'~mi, 
Ta'rikh Madin.at al-Quds, Baghdad, 1972; Shafiq JAsir AI;Imad Ma~miid, Ta' rilch 
al-Quds wa-'I- 'Altiqa bayn al-Muslimin wa-'I-Masil)iyyin jiM Mundhu al-Fatl) 
al-Islami /;latta al-lJurub al-$alibiyya, Amman, 1984; the last two books, In spite 
of their titles, are somewhat limited and not comprehensive. The most compre
hensive study is that by Peters, J~rusalem (see Bibliography). 

17 For a bibliographical summary of this subject, see Sadan, "Nabi Miisa" 
(first part); al-' Asali, Makh,u,at, loe.cit.; idem., Bayt al-Maqdis (see Bibliography); 
Ma~miid Ibrahim, Fat;la'il. pp. 27-149; Hasson, "Jerusalem" (see Bibliography); 
Duri, "al-Quds" (see Bibliography); Zakariyya' al-Qac;lat, " Mu ' ihadat Fatt:a Bayt 
al-Maqdis: al-'Ahda al-'Umariyya", a{-Mu'tamiJr al Duwali al-Rabi' /i-Ta'rikh 
Bilad ai-Sham, vol. II, Amman-Beirut. 1987, pp. 271-283. 

" The most important books are I) R. Hartmann, Palaestina unter den Araben. 
632-1516, Leipzig, 1915; 2) N.A. Miedniko"Y , Pa/~stina ot Zavo~yaniya Arabami 
do Krestovykh Pokhodov, Pravoslavnyj Palestinskij Sbomik, vols. 16--17. 1897; 3) 
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period.]9 Van Berchem. in his important and monumental work, 
indeed devotes two large volumes to JerusaJem.20 Although his study 
concentrates on inscriptions in general, his discussion of a particu~ 
lar inscription frequently leads him to the study of one site or an
other in Jerusalem. His research excels in that it concentrates on a 
large number of Arabic sources, some only in manuscript form,21 
and also in that it refers to non-Arabic sources in other languages. 
Likewise, his ability to analyse precisely the many sources and to 
abstract far beyond the limited text of the inscription was keen. 

Sufficient use of this work has not been made by scholars who 
have studied Jerusalem in the Muslim period. 

A recent publication in this field is M. Gil's also monumental 
work. A History oj Palestine, 634-1099. This is the most compre
hensive and most important study on the subject to date, and some 
of its sections are devoted to Jerusalem.22 

B . THE "LITERATURE IN PRAISE OF JERUSALEM" AND ITS 
IMPORTANCE FOR THE RECONSTRUCfION OF THE HISTORY OF 

THE CITY DURING THE EARLY MUSLIM PERIOD 

The "Literature in Praise of Jerusalem" upon which Mujir al
Din based most of the first part of his book, which discusses the 
early period of the city, is mainly from the 12th to 15th centu
ries.2) This literature is predated by earlier writings which the later 
authors copied. Among these are the books by AbO Baler al-Wasi!i 

M. Asaf, History of the Arab Rule in Palestine, vol. I, Tel Aviv. 1935 (in Hebrew); 
4) Ph. K. Hiltl, History of Syria, N.Y., 1951; 5) F. McGraw Donner, The Early 
Islamic Conquests, Princeton, 1981; 6) F. Omar, Ta>rikh Filas!in al-Siydsi Ii 1-
'Usur al- Isldmiyya, 17/638-567/1171, Abu Zabi, 1983. 

19 Vincent-Abel, Jerusalem, ch. 37, pp. 926-944. 
2G Van Berchem (see Bibliography). 
71 He used, among others. the mss. of al-Musharraf b. al-Murajj! and al-Suyiiti. 
22 Gil has published many other research articles on Palestine in this period; 

a few of his important studies are: 1) "Immigration and Pilgrimage in the Early 
Arab Period (634-1099)," Cathedra/or the History of Eretz Israel and Its Yishuv, 
vol. VIlI (1978), pp. 124-133 (in Hebrew); 2) "The Sixty. Years War (969-1029 
C.E.)," Shalem, Studies in the History of the Jews in Eretz Israel, vol. III (1981), 
pp. I-55 (In Hebrew); 3) "The Jewish Quarters of Jerusalem (A.D. 638-1099) 
According to Cairo Geniza Documents and Other Sources," Journal of Near 
Eastern Studies, vol. XLI (1982), pp. 261 - 278 (a shorter version In Hebrew In: 
Shalem. vol. II (1976»; 4) "Dhirnmi Donations and Foundations for Jerusalem 
(638-1099)," Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, vol. 
XXVII (1984), pp. 156-174; 5) "Taxation in Palestine During the First Period 
of Muslim Occupation (634-1099)," Zion, A Quarterly for Research in Jewish 
History, vol. XLV (1980), pp. 268-285. 

uSee pp. 2 and 14. 
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(beginning of the lIth century), Facjil'i[ al·Bayt al-Muqaddas 24 and 
by al-Musharraf b. al-Murajja (middle of the 11th century), Fa4ii'il 
Bayt a/-Maqdis wa-a[-Shilm wa-'/-Kha/i/, which is the largest and 
most important of the In-Praise-of-lerusalem literature. A number 
of scholars used Ibn al-Murajja's manuscript for their research.25 

* * * * * 
There is an ongoing controversy among researchers regarding the 
value of the Arabic sources in studying the history of the early Islamic 
period. At one extreme are the scholars who think that these sources 
should be strictly regarded as literature, with no actual historic value.26 
Against them, at the other extreme, are those who unequivocally 
accept what is given in these sources and along with it, the histori
cal framework created and developed by the Muslim scholars of 
the medieval period. 

Dealing with the Arabic sources becomes harder the closer one 
gets to the beginnings of Islam, especially the period of the Prophet, 
"The Four Guided Caliphs" and the early Umayyads (ca. A.D. 600-
700). Criticism of the early Arabic sources is still in its beginning 
stages. Very little has been written concerning the value of these 
sources for the reconstruction of the fundamental historical pro
cesses of early Islam. Noteworthy in \hiS respect are the studies of 
A. Noth, especially regarding the historiographical problems of the 
Islamic conquests, emphasizing the tapos phenomenon. 21 

The period under discussion here is a later one, mainly the 
Umayyad and early 'Abbasid periods ([640] 66O-<a. 900), and also 
slightly later. 

2< See Bibliography. 
n In 1914, I read Ibn al-Murajjii.'s manuscript and prepared a detailed card 

index of the manuscrlpl's sections. Dr. O. Livne was kind enough to indicate to 
me a number of traditions which will appear in his doctoral thesis. Thus, the 
number appearing after the quotation from Ibn al-Murajjii's manuscript is the 
number of the tradition as it will appear in the fina l edition of the text. Livne 
also directed my attention to some traditions which I had failed to notice when 
reading the manuscript and lent me the manuscripts of Muthir al-Gharam, It/)af 
al-Akhilla'. and the Tafsir or Muqiitil b. Sulaymiin, which were in his posses
sion. I am extremely grateful to him for all his assistance. On Ibn al-Murajjii 
and his book see, Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 7 If. 

26 For example, see J. Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu: Content and Com
position oflslomic Salvation History, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978; P. 
Crone and M. Cook, Hagarism (see Bibliography); P. Crone, Meccan Trade and 
the Rise of Islam, Princeton and Oxford, Princeton University Press, 1987. 

17 A. Noth, Quellenkritische Studien zu Themen. Formen und Tendenzen jruhis
lamischer GeschichtsuberlieferulIg, Bonn, Orientalisches Seminar der Universitlit 
Bonn, 1913; idem. , "Der Charakter" (see Bibliography); idem., "Isfahan-
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The early Islamic history was formulated by scholars, who, to
gether with their personal backgrounds which influenced their manner 
of writing and description, also constituted a part of a collective, a 
society that had definite forms and concepts, that influenced and 
sometimes even decided the subjects and form of their writings. 
The early Muslim historical framework laid out by them has not 
changed to this very day. Some of the Western researchers have 
even based their works on it. However, today it is clear that a 
revision is called for in relation to the historical framework of the 
early Islamic period. The descriptions of the period of the four 
caliphs who ruled after the death of Mui}.ammad (al-Khulafa' af
Rashidun) as an "ideal Islamic theocracy", the Umayyads that fol
lowed as a "secular Arab kingdom" and the • Abbisids as an "Islamic 
Caliphate" are schematic and negate a basic principle by which 
history is learned and tested, namely, the prinCiple of development 
and change, Le., not the fruit of "mutations", one-time changes, 
that completely alter the existing order.28 

Nevertheless, with respect to reconstructing early Islamic his
tory, the situation is far from desperate. Despite all the reserva
tions and caution required in dealing with the Arabic sources, they 
constitute a wealth that few civilizations have produced. The non
Arabic sources, as noted, are scant, short, and often of a strong, 
clearly tendentious character, no less (and sometimes even more) 
so than the Muslim sources. However, some of the non-Arabic 
sources, especially the Syriac ones, are of importance to the study 

Nihavand. Eine quellenkrltische Studie zur frUhislamlschen Historiographie" 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen MorgenJiindischen Gesellschaft. vol. CXVU (1968), 
pp. 274-296; idem .• "Zum Verhiiltnis von kalifaler Zentralgewl!.1t und Provinun 
in umayyadlscher Zeit: die "Sult:a"-" 'Anwa" Traditionen fUr Agypten und den 
Iraq", Die Welt des Islams. vol. XIV (1973), pp. 150-162; regarding the Islamic 
conquests and the topos phenomena. see also the important study of Conrad. 
"Arwid" (see Bibliography). 

a See the preliminary studies of M.G. Morony, "Bayn al-Fitnatayn: Problems 
in the Periodization of Early Islamic History." Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 
vol. XL (1981), pp. 247-251; S.D. Goitein. "A Plea for the Periodlzation of 
Islamic History," Journal of the American Oriental Society. vol. LXXXVIII (1968). 
pp. 224-228; I. Bligh-Abramski, "Evolution Versus Revolution: Umayyad Ele
ments in the 'Abbisld Regime. 133n50-3201932." Der Islam. vol. LXV (1988). 
pp. 226-245; A. Elad, "Aspects of the Transition from the Umayyad Caliphate 
to the • Abbisid Caliphate," forthcoming in Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam. 
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of the early history of IsJam.29 The Arabic sources are, therefore, 
the best basis for studying early Islamic history. Information is to 
be found in the many and different kinds of Arabic literature. Exami
nation of the Arabic sources, comparison between them and analysis 
of them (from internal and external aspects) can in many instances 
give as objective a picture as possible of the event-or of any 
historical process. 30 This method is indispensable because without 
it the possibility of arriving at and exposing the historical core is 
small. 

All the possible Arabie sources must be examined in order to 
check different versions and changes in the text. Parallel sources 
must sometimes be quoted even if they do not add or detract from 
the text, in order to show just where parallel texts are "concealed" 
or where to look for them. Many studies of early Islamic history 
do not apply this method; they mainly utilize the literary type termed 
"historical", while neglecting other kinds of literature. 

This book, as has already been noted, is based to a large extent, 
though certainly not completely. on the "Literature in Praise of 
Jerusalem". The question is to what extent can one rely on this 
literary type in reconstructing different aspects of the history of 
Jerusalem. Though other kinds of Arabic literature are not discussed 
here, the conclusions reached also have implications bearing on 
their evaluation and consideration as well. 

* * * * * 
Le Strange was sometimes aware that the traditions in these com
positions were copied or cited from earlier compositions. He also 

29 The tendentious character of the non-Arabic sources was one of the major 
arguments in the criticism of P. Crone and M. Cook, Hagarism (see Bibliogra
phy); see, for e~ample, the review of Morony in, Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 
vol. XU (1982), pp. 157- 159; Hava Lazarus-Yafe, in Asian and African Studies 
(Haifa), vol. XIV (1980), pp. 295-298. Regarding the significance of the non
Arabic sources, especially the Syriac ones, see Crone, Slaves, pp. 15- 16; and 
especially Conrad, in his forthcoming book. The Arabs in Southern Palestine; 
idem., "Narrative Elaboration in the Early Arabic FutiilJ. Tradition," a paper read 
at the "O~ford Conference on l;Iadirh," O~ford, September, 1988, pp. 1-13; idem., 
"Arwad," esp. pp. 340--348, 399-401; idem., "Syriac Perspectives on BHad a1-
Sham During the • Abbasid Period," in: Mutaammad • Adnan al-Bakhit and Roben 
Schick (eds.), Bi/ad al·Sham During the 'Abbiisid Period (132 A.H1750 A.D-451 
A.HII059 A.D.), (Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on the His
tory of Bi/ad aJ-Sham, 7-11 Sha'ban 1410 A.H./4-8 March, 1990 (English and 
French Section), Amman, 1412 A.H./l991 A.D., pp. 1-44; see now the impor
tant studies of Haldan, Reinink and Drijvers in , The Byzantine and Early Is 
lamic Near East (see Bibliography); see also, Kaegi, p. 4. 

XI This method has been practiced at the Hebrew University for some decades. 
Prof. A. Noth reached the same conclusions (independently). See Noth, "Charakter," 
p. 198; note also the (sober) reservation of Crone, Slaves, p. II , and note 63. 
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mentioned some from the works in this genre of Ibn al-Murajja 
and al -Wasi~i from the mid-11th century. Generally, however, he 
saw these traditions as reflecting the post-Crusade era. He explicitly 
states this in the introduction to his translation from the work by 
Shams ai-Din al-Suyfl~i (from the mid-15th century), large parts of 
which were copied from the book Muthir al-Gharam (mid-14th 
century). When referring to the copying, Le Strange says: 

It is from this work that I have printed the extracts relating to Omar's 
visit to the Noble Sanctuary .. . also the chapter giving an account 
of the building of the Dome of the Rock by • Abd ai-Malik ... These 
accounts as they now stand dale from J 350, fully six centuries from 
'Abd al-Malik's days and over seven hundred years from those of 
Omar; also I must confess that they seem to me extremely apocry
phal. The source from which they are derived is to me quite un
known. Possibly in the Muthir we have another specimen of the 
romantic history books which Islam produced during the age of the 
Crusade .. .. (italics mine) .3] 

Grabar, in his important study on the Dome of the Rock, was 
also perplexed by some of the same questions as Le Strange (de
spite his different time perspective and greater orientalist's experi
ence). For example, in relation to the evaluation of the Literature 
of Praise (FQ(jii'ii) and its date, he notes: 

If we consider the long tradition of Mount Moriah as a sacred place, 
what was its significance in the eyes of the Muslims? The Fatjil ' il, 
or religious guidebooks for pilgrims of later times, provide us with 
dn answer for the period which followed the Crusades, but it may 
be questioned whether all the complex traditions reported about the 
l:Iaram at that time had already been formulated when the area was 
taken over by the Arabs [i.e .• by ~alaJ) aI-Din al-Ayyiibi. in 1187].32 

The "Literature of Praise" (Far.ja'il) is considered a part of the 
I;.adith literature. This literature is usually regarded as reflecting 
trends and developments in the early Muslim state in the 1 stf7th 
and 2nd/8 th centuries. The classic approach of the important I;.adith 
scholars of the 19th and 20th centuries was to examine the I;.adith 
chiefly through the matn, Le., internal and external analysis and 
examination of the content of the l)adith. This type of analysis 
provides historical, religious, social, economic, etc. data incorpo
rated into the I;.adith. Sometimes it is possible to point precisely to 
trends of a specific I;.adith (though less possible to give an exact 

JI Le Strange. "Description," p. 251. 
J1 Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," p. 33. 
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date of its creation) by comparing it with known historic processes 
or events. As noted, with the exception of single instances, just on 
the basis of the criterion for examining the matn alone, it is very 
difficult to establish an exact chronology or to date the creation of 
the tradition before the end of the I stnth century. During the last 
twenty years extensive progress has been made in the study of early 
Muslim historiography, especially in the broad field of badith lit
erature. More and more emphasis is being given to the study of 
the isnad, i.e., to the chain of transmitters. Efforts are being made 
in these studies to develop a method and establish criteria that will 
aid in finding data, particularly chronological (though also others) 
about the /.uldith. 33 

* * * * * 
The In-Praise-of-Jerusalem literature contains a wide spectrum of 
traditions. One set of traditions is of particular interest. This set 
yields very important historico-topographic information such as the 
long traditions on the building of the Dome of the Rock and al
Aq~a Mosque and their histories. These traditions, like the rest of 
the traditions, appear in early collections of the Fa4a~il, constructed 
according to the regular external frame of the badith, Le., isniid 
(chain of transmitters) and matn (content of the tradition), each, 
however, with a certain uniqueness (see below). These specific tra
ditions help in constructing the early history of Jerusalem. Paral
lels to these historic traditions which appear in the "Praise Literature", 
such as the long chapter on the conquest of Jerusalem and the 
building of the 1:iaram by the Umayyads and the first • Abbiisids, 
are found in relatively earlier compositions. Parallels to the tradi
tion of the conquest can be found in the early history and Futub 

Jl The essence of the controversy among scholars, regarding the methodological 
approach towards I)adith (from GoJdziher-Schacht, until the end of the 70's) is 
recorded by Crone, Slaves, pp. 14-15, and note 88, p. 211; more about the nature 
of the controversy and the developments in the study of /.Iadith may be found in 
the following researches: N.J. Coulson, A History of Islamic Law, Edinburgh, 
1964, esp. pp. 64-70; 1.A. Bellamy, "Sources of Ibn Abi 'j-Dunyi's Kitab Maqtal 
Amir ai·Mu'miin 'Ali," JourrrtJi of the American Oriental Society, vol. CIV (1984), 
pp. 3-19; J. Robson, ''The Isnad In Muslim Tradition," Transactions (Glasgow 
University Oriental SOCiety), vol. XV (1955), pp. 15-26; D.S. Powers, "The 
Will of Sa'd b. Abi Waqqill," Studia Is/amica, vol. LVIII (1983), pp. 33-53; 
Juynboll, esp. chapters 4 and 5; H. Motzki, "Der Fiqh des az·Zuhri: Die 
Quellenproblematik," a paper presented at the 5th International Colloquium of: 
From JihiUyya to Islam, 1-6 July 1990 (fonhcoming in Jerusalem Studies in 
Arabic and Islam); idem., "The MU$annaf of 'Abd al·Razzaq al-$an'ini as a 
Source of Authentic A/.Iiidith of the First Century A.H.," Journal of Near East
ern Studies, vol. L (1991). pp. 1-21. 
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books. Yet earlier parallels to the traditions on the building of the 
Dome of the Rock and al-Aq~ii Mosque are found in the 
historical literature. They constitute an important central axis in 
the discussion on the Dome of the Rock and particularly on 
the ritual ceremonies in Jerusalem during the Umayyad period (see 
Chapter 2). 

* ... * * ... 
This leads to the central question of the historical value of the 
"Literature in Praise of Jerusalem", Many researchers considered 
this kind of literature with great reservation, viewing it rather as a 
later literary type and historically unreliable. The most important 
questions are when were these traditions composed and when were 
they written down. One way (Goldziher's, Schacht's and others) of 
checking this is by clarifying the historic circumstances and back
ground giving rise to the tradition. Goldziher's answer was that 
these traditions are a direct product of the political, religious and 
social circumstances prevailing in the Umayyad period, a period 
when Syria and Palestine were the focus of the caliphate, when 
Jerusalem was ascribed a central role. The literature is part of the 
unending efforts of the Umayyad caliphs and the scholars inspired 
by them to exalt Jerusalem.34 

This method, which Goldziher based his writings on, is accept
able and can be slightly expanded. Already towards the close of 
the Umayyad rule there are signs indicating that the Umayyads 
transferred their political centre to northern Syria and Mesopotamia. J.5 

Apparently, at the same time, a process of decline of the southern 
provinces of ai-Sham began, and along with it Jerusalem lost its 
important politico-administrative status. The decline in Jerusalem's 
position began several decades earlier, with the establishment of 
Ramla as the capital of the Palestine district (Jund FilasJin) in the 
first decade of the 8th century. With the rise of the • Abbasids to 
power (750), the political centre was switched to Iraq and the east
ern provinces. From the beginning of their rule, the • Abbasids adopted 
a deliberate policy of discrimination and of distancing themselves 
from the Syrian provinces. They had little interest in developing or 
investing in Syria, as is evident from the low number of building 
projects there. In this connection, the • Abbasids had no interest 

,.. See below, p. 147f. 
n H.A.R. Gibb. "Arab Byzantine Relations under the Umayyad Caliphate," 

Studies on the Civilization of Is/am, Princeton, New Jersey, 1982. p. 60; G.R. 
Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam: The Umayyad Caliphate AD 66/-750, 
Croom Helm, London and Sydney, 1986, p. 98. 
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whatsoever in encouraging In-Praise-of-Syria literature in general 
or In-Praise-of-Jerusalem in particular. The politico-religious, so
cial and economic conditions that were the central factor in the 
development of the In-Praise-of-lerusalem literature no longer ex
isted. Most of the great scholars of the /:tadith and the great Mus
lim historians lived in Iraq. congregated around the COUTt, or in 
other big centres (mainly) in the east of the empire. They had no 
interest in composing traditions in praise of Syria. 

'" '" '" '" '" 
It seems that the Muslim scholars in the medieval period were aware 
of the sources and trends of the "Praise" traditions, and that is the 
reason why most of them were not included in the canonized /:Iadith 
literature. Some are found in the relatively later I;adith literature 
(from the 10th century on) or in the "forged" I;adith literature 
(mawt;iu'iit). That they are found in the latter shows that they were 
unacceptable to the I;adfth scholars due to their content.36 

* * * * * 
Research on Jerusalem in the early Muslim period in general and 
on the [n-Praise-of-Jerusalem literature in particular took a deci
sive tum following Kister's studies. He further developed the method 
Goldziher used in studying the I;adfth and clearly showed that a 
great number of the traditions of the Praise literature are very old 
and were created in the Umayyad period, or in his own words: 

We can say with certainty that they were well known and widely 
circulated as early as the beginning of the second century after the 
hijra . ... Jerusalem Praise Literature emerged in the second half of 
the first century of the hijra (the end of the seventh century C.E.) 
and was put into writing in the first half of the second century of 
the hijra (eight century C.E.).l7 

Recently, Juynboll has argued, basing his argument on other meth
ods, that this literary type (the FQ(;id'il) as a whole (not just the 
"Literature in Praise of Jerusalem") is among the older types of 
l;adith, if not the oldest, and was already circulated from the middle 
to the end of the Ist/7th century.38 Other scholars reached identical 
concluSions through analysis and treatment of another type of l;adith 

16 Though the system they usually used in criticizing the I)adith was through 
the disqualification of the chains of transmitters. 

11 Kister, "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," pp. 185- 186. 
31 Juynboll, pp. 74, 162, 163, esp. note 4. 
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literature, al-Fitan wa-'I-Ma/abim (events and wars of the "End of 
Days")." 

'* '* * '* '* 
I rely to a great extent in this book on Jerusalem Praise Literature 
and in particular on two compositions that Le Strange did not see, 
namely. that of al-WisHt and of Ibn al-Murajja (beginning to the 
middle of the 11th century). The years these authors lived and when 
they died date their compositions to pre-Crusader times. The as
sumption of other scholars that a large part of the In-Praise-of
Jerusalem literature was composed after the Crusader period is 
mistaken. Analysis of the historic background (the Umayyad pe
riod) which was conducive to the creation of the Praise literature 
and the conclusions of the studies quoted above lead to the conclu
sion that most of the traditions in the Jerusalem Praise composi
tions are from the Umayyad period. They can, therefore, be traced 
back to the end of the 1 st17 th century or the beginning to middle 
of the 2nd/8th century. The collection of the old Praise-of-Jerusa
lem traditions that appear in the books of al-Wasiti and Ibn al
Murajja served the later authors of the 12th to the 15th centuries; 
the latter copied what lay before them. If they added anything, 
they usually noted it; sometimes they deleted material. Compari
son of tens of traditions in the books of al-Wasip and Ibn-aI-Murajja, 
that were accurately copied by later authors is proof of this. Evi
dently, the reason for the caution and relative preciseness in copying 
these traditions was because they were part of the /:uldith litera
ture. This is one of the basic characteristics of the J:tadith literature 

" W. Madelung, "Apocalyptic Prophecies in l;Iim$ln the Umayyad Age," Journal 
oj Semitic Studies, vol. XXXI (1986), pp. 141- 185; idem., 'The Sufyimi," pp. 5-48; 
L. Conrad, "PoMents of the Hour," pp. 1-69. 

The traditions about the Jllan and trUlfd~im were collected and studied by scholars 
who lived during the Umayyad period. In addition to the examples recorded by 
Conrad and Madelung another piece of evidence can be added, according to 
which 'Abd aI-Malik b. Marwin (reigned 685-705) was Interested in these tra· 
ditions and their transmillers; see Nu 'aym b. l;Iammid. fol. 147b: the scholar is 
AbO B~yya, 'Abdallah b. Qays al-KJndI, al-I:fi~i, d. 77/696-7 during the reign 
of al-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik (on him, see Ibn l;Iajar, Tahdhib. vol. V. pp. 364-
365). We know of scholars who lived at the end of the Umayyad regime and the 
beginning of the ' Abbisid 's, who had collections of Fitan and Malii~im tradi
tions, such as Ismi'U b. 'Ayyish al-Kindi al-I::Hm$i (b. 102/720-1 or 105n23-4 
or l06n24-5; d. 181/182n97- 799); on him, see ai-Jar!), vol. 111/2, Haydarabad, 
1361 H., p. 211; al-Fasawi, vol. II. pp. 423-424; aI-Khatib ai-Baghdadi, vol. 
VI, pp. 221-228; Ibn J:lajar, Tahdhib, vol. I, pp. 321- 326; Madelung, "al-Sufyini," 
p. 17; or al-WaJid b. Muslim (b. 119n37; d. 194 or 195/809--811); on him, see 
Ibn Sa'd, Kitiib al-Tabaqdt a/·Kubrii, vol. VII. Beirut, ed. IJ:asan 'AbbAs, pp. 
470-471; al-Fasawi, vol. II, pp. 420-423. 
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and also of Muslim history: ancient compositions and traditions 
can "disappear" for hundreds of years and reappear in later com
positions.40 

The collections of Jerusalem Praise Literature composed in the 
Umayyad period found their way into the hands of Syrian and 
Palestinian scholars and also other scholars in Muslim cultural centres 
outside of Palestine. A small number, as noted above, were inte
grated in the /:Iadith literature which was at the height of its devel
opment at the beginning of the 'Abbasid regime. They appeared 
again (and were not composed!) in later periods, when new po
litico-religious conditions were created in Syria. The revival of this 
literature began at the beginning of the II th century (the reasons 
for which are not clear),41 but it mainly flourished during the Cru
sader period, when Zengi, the sovereign of Mosul and Aleppo, and 
Nur aI-Din after him, wanted to make use of the Faq.aJiJ ai-Sham 
through the 'u/amaJ for the jihad against the Crusaders.42 This lit
erature again flourished after the Six-Day War with the conquest 
of East Jerusalem in 1967 and was studied by both Arab and Is
raeli scholars. Many analyses (a number of which can be classified 
as political pamphlets though some are serious scientific writings) 
contributed to the renewed study of Syria (and especially of Jeru
salem) in the early Muslim period. This is not an unknown phe
nomenon. Subjects of historical studies are usually connected with 
the politico-cultural experience of the times. 

* * * * * 
Other arguments can lead to the attribution of an early date to the 
Praise-of-Jerusalem Traditions: 

1. Many traditions with an identical isniid exist in early /:Iadith 
collections or early exegesis of the QurJiin as well as in Faq.iiJil 
works. (There is a large body of evidence of this type, hence it 
would be superfluous to discuss it here.) 

2. A great number of traditions (sometimes many scores) were 
transmitted at a certain stage by one transmitter, one isniid chain 
going back from him to the a lleged originator of the report. One of 
these transmitters, ai-Wand b. I:lammad al-Ramli, who wrote in 
the mid-9th century, has been discussed elsewhere.43 The fact that 

010 cr. also JuynboU, pp. 135- 136; Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 2 . 
• , Sivan. "Fa<;la'Il," p. 265; Hasson, "'Jerusalem," p. 298. 
' 2 Sivan, op. cit., p. 27 1. 
'l See Elad, "An Arabic Tradition." pp. 34- 36; and see also L.1. Conrad, "AI

Azdi's History or the Arab Conquests in SHad a i-Sham: Some Historiograhical 
Observations," The Fourth International Conference on the History of 8iliid al
Shiim, vol. I, ed. by M.A. Sakhit, Amman, 1987, pp. 57- 59. 
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each different transmitter, some living in the 9th-10th centuries. 
had an accumulation of so many traditions makes it likely that 
they already possessed a book or big collection of "Traditions in 
Praise of Jerusalem ...... 

3. Juynboll argues that during the last two decades of the lst 
century of the hijra (700--720), interest was awakened in J.zadfth 
literature in the different centres of the Caliphate, and he adds: 

I have come to recognize that the vast majority of isnacis, as far as 
their three oldest transmitters are concerned, can be considered as 
being particular to one centre. At a somewhat later stage, say , dur
ing the first few decades of the second century (the 720s-750s A.D.), 
contacts do seem to have been established between centres and wit
ness the emergence of isruids that can be labelled as being particular 
to more than one centre .·' 

An analysis of the isnad of a great many traditions in Praise-of
Jerusalem shows that at least the first three scholars, beginning 
from the Successors onwards, lived in Palestine or in the towns of 
southern Syria. This is particularly evident in the traditions dealing 
with or providing information on the topography of Jerusalem (and 
not merely from a geographico-historical point of view). I shall 
insist and comment on this point many times during my discussion. 
It has important demographic and cultural implications, and a special 
study needs to be devoted to this in the future.46 

4. The place the tradition was transmitted or heard is often given 
in the isnild itself, and sometimes even the date of transmission. 
There are many such testimonies in the "Traditions in Praise of 
Jerusalem" in Ibn al-Murajja's work. The dates are generally from 
the 9th century onwards, although some are earlier,'t7 

"4 I was happy 10 learn Ihal my assumption was proven correcl, al least con
cerning al-Walid b. J::Iammad al-Ramli, see Conrad. op. cit., p. 57, who quotes a 
tradition from al-Dhahabi's. Siyar A 'Iam al-NubalO>, vol. XIV. p. 78. According 
to this tradition, al-Walid b. l;Iammad was the author of a book on the merits 
(FarJdd'if) of Jerusalem. This information about ai-Wand being the author of a 
book on the merits of Jerusalem was first noted by Prof. M. Cook.. It is also 
mentio~d by Sadlq AJ:tmad Diwud Jawdat, Madinot al-Ramla Mundhu NashQ'ihii 
/)alia 'Am 49211099, Beirut, 1406/1986, p. 312, (quoting Siyar A'iam al-NubaltY). 
See also Livne, op. cit .• pp. 2~2 1 , and Hasson. "Jerusalem." p. 298. who came 
to the same conclusion about al-Walid and the early collections of Traditions
in- Praise-of-Jerusalem. See Livne, loc, cit .• for many examples of scholars who 
had in their possession collections or. better, notes of scores of "Traditions in 
Praise of Jerusalem." 

" Juynboll . p. 39. 
46 On this topic see also Livne. The Sanctity of Jerusalem. p. 146; Conrad 

bases himself on this method (as well as on others) In establishing the early 
dating of the Fitan Literature. see Conrad. "Portents of the Hour." 

. 7 An exceptional example Is the mention of the date of hearing l;Iadith and 
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5. Many key traditions, often those with the greatest historical 
value for the history of Jerusalem during the Umayyad period and 
later, were transmitted by a chain of transmitters from one Jerusa
lem family. Such a family, the Salama b. Qay~ar, with all its branches, 
has been discussed elsewhere.48 

Another very important family is that of 'Abd al-RaJ:tman b. 
MuJ:tammad b. Man~iir 6. Thabit of Jerusalem. Eight traditions trans
mitted by members of this family are found in al-Wasili's work.49 

a) 'Abd al-RaJ:tman lived in the mid-9th century. He transmitted 
all eight traditions mentioned above to al-Walid b. l:Iammad al
Ramli (mid-late 9th century). 

b) His father, MuJ:tammad b. Man~Or, was active in the last quarter 
of the 8th century, and early 9th century. He was active at least 
during the reign of Caliph al-Mahdl (reigned 775-785), since he 
teli sSO of the church which al -Mahdi ordered al -Faq,1 b. ~aliJ:t 
(b. 'Ali b. 'Abdallah b. ' Abbas) to renovate and construct. This 
renovation may have been carried out during al-Madhi 's visit to 
Jerusalem in the year 163n80 .~1 From another source it is learned 
that Salih b. 'Ali was in al-Madhi 's retinue when he came to Jeru
salem in' the year already mentioned.'2 Another tradition tells that 
the MuJ:tammad b. al-Man~iir in question lived in the period of 
Muq.til h. Sulaym.n (d. 150n67-8) and even heard [hadithl and 
transcribed from him on the ijaram.:53 

c) Man~iir b. Thabit. Nothing more is known about him. 
d) Thabit b. Istanibiyadh, al-Farisi al Khumsi lived during al

Mahdi' s reign. He reports on al-Mahdi ' s visit to Jerusalem in 780 
in an important tradition.S4 In another5s he reports from Raja' b. 
J:laywa (d. 112n30) on the building of the Dome of the Rock. And 
in yet another,S{; he reports on the earthquake which occurred in 
130n47. 
The members of this family are discussed in detail since the infor
mation they provide in their traditions is of the greatest importance 

its transmission in 132n50, see, Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 90a . 
.. Elad, op . cit. , pp. 36-37. 
: AI-Wiiisili, nos. 119, 122, 135- 140. 

Ibid., p. 84, no. 137. 
JI Elad, op. cit., p. 36; al-Tabari, JU, p. 500, 11.4--6; al-Ya'qObi, Ta'rikh , vol. n , 

p. 480. 
J2 AI-Tabari, loc. cit. 
JJ AI-Wiiis ifi. p. 86, no. 140; Muthir al-Ghardm. fol. 73b (see also ibid., fol. 

73a). 
~ Ibid .• pp. 83-84, no. 137. 
JJ Ibid .• p. 81. no. 136. 
)6 Ibid. , p. 80, no. 135. 
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for the history of Jerusalem in the early Islamic period. At least in 
connection with the "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem" which were 
examined, it is concluded that the family traditions are an extremely 
important source. This differs from Schacht, who almost totally 
negates such traditions in the field of legal /:I.adIth/>l 

6. The isnad in many "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem" does 
not "originate" with the Prophet or with one of the Companions of 
the Prophet ($al:uiba), but with a Successor or the Successor of a 
Successor, who generally lived in the first or second half of the 
8th century. [n this respect the words of Schacht should be noted, 
that "isnilds have a tendency to grow backwards," or that: 

In the course of polemical discussions ... traditions from Succes· 
sors become traditions from Companions and traditions from Com· 
panions become traditions from the Prophet. ... We must as a rule ... 
consider the opinions of the Successors as the starting point, and the 
traditions from the Companions and from the Prophet as secondary 
development, intended to provide a higher authority for the doctrine 
in question. 51 

In another place he says: 
"Generally speaking, we say that the most perfect and complete 

isnads are the latest. "'~ 
Juynboll develops this basic idea of Schacht's as follows: 

Where did a specific lJ,adilh originate? Probably in the region where 
the traditionist mentioned at the Successor's level in its isnad oper
ated.60 When did a specific J:uu;/ith originate? ... at the earliest sometime 
during the life of the Successor of the isnad . .. 61 Who may be held 
responsible for bringing a tradition into circulation? ... It is again 
in most cases the Successor who can be held responsible as the ear
liest likely candidate... but the class of so-called Successors of 
Successors are even more likely candidates.62 

It can be said with certainty that traditions concluding with a 
Successor or Successor of a Successor were widespread during the 
Umayyad period, at least at the time when the last transmitter lived. 

57 See Schacht, Origins, p. 170; but cf. Robson. p. 23; Abbot, Studiu. II. pp. 
36-39. 

" Schacht. Origins, p. 156; cf. Juynboll. pp. 3. 115.207; Cook, Muslim DOgfTUl, 
p. 107. 
~ Schacht. op. cit., p. 165. 
60 Juynooll, p. 71. 
~I Ibid .• p. 72. 
~2 Ibid. , p. 73. 
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In many traditions of this kind, the earliest personality signing the 
isniid was a scholar living in one of the cities of Palestine or at 
least a Syrian scholar, with dose ties to Palestine and its scholars. 
The information they transmitted was thus of great importance; it 
is often unique historical or historico-topographical information. 
Traditions of this kind were transmitted by mu'adhdhinun of Jeru
salem,63 but mainly by religious scholars, some who served in ad
ministrative posts during the Umayyad reign. Such men included 
Khiilid b. Ma'diin (d. 103 or I04!721 or 722), who was both a 
transmitter of traditions and chief of the "police" ($a~ib al-shur,a) 
of Caliph Yazid b. Mu'iiwiya (reigned 60/68()...{)3/683)"; or the fa
mous scholar, Raja' b. f:J.aywa (d. 112n30), born in Beit Shean in 
Palestine,6S who was in charge of the construction of the Dome of 
the Rock, and served the Umayyad caliphs from 'Abd ai-Malik 
(reigned 6S/68S-86!70S) to 'Umar b. 'Abd al-' Aziz (reigned 99/ 
717-101(720); or Ibriihim b. Abi 'Abla (d. IS2{769-770 or IS3/ 
770), who lived in Ramla, and was in close contact with the Cal
iphs al-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik (reigned 86{70S-96{71S), Sulaymiin 
b. 'Abd ai-Malik (reigned 96{7 IS-99!7 17), 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, 
Hishiim b. 'Abd ai-Malik (reigned 99{724--12S(743), and Marwiin 
b. MUhammad (reigned 12S{744--132(749). AI-Walid b. 'Abd al
Malik used to send him from Damascus to Jerusalem to distribute 
the pensions which the government gave to the Arabs there ('a,d').66 

~l AI-Wasi!i, p. 76, no. 123: Abu J:Judhayfa, mu'adhdhin Bayt al Maqdis (cf. 
Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 45a (=Uvne. no. 149]): al-Wasi!i, p. 14, no. 15: Abu '1-
'Awwam, mu'adhdhin Bayt al-Maqdis; on the mu'adhdhinun of Jerusalem, see 
Livne, op. cit., pp. 151-152, 154. 

60 On Khalid b. Ma'dan, see Donner, "HislOriography," pp. 7-9; Madelung, 
"The Sufyani," p. 14; see also al·Tabari, II, p. 2482; al·Tabarani, Mu'jam al· 
Shdmiyyin, vol. I, pp. 39, 228, 405; vol. lI, pp. 64. 131, 166-201,423; Ibn 
'Asiklr, Tahdhib, vol. V, 1322 H., p. 87: $dl;ib al·Shurta of Yazid; AbO Nu'aym, 
J:lilya, vol. V. 1354/1935, pp. 210-221 (as a zahid); al·Dhahabi, Siyar. vol. IV, 
pp. 536-541; on his being a rawi. akhbarl, who related traditions on the Islamic 
conquests in Syria and on the caliphate of al·Rashidun, see al·Tabari, Index: 
Khalid h. Ma'dan; see also Abbot, Studies, vol. II, index, S.V., esp. p. 225. Livne. 
op. cit., p. 32, notes that KhaHd b. Ma'dan transmitted thirteen traditions in 
Praise of Jerusalem and three on the merits of ai-Sham; see ibid., p. 39, for 
additional bibliography on him; the close relations between the early zuhhiid 
and the government were noted by Kister ("Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," 
p. 71), but especially by Livne, op. cit., pp. 29-35. 

6!1 Bosworth, "Raja'" p. 37; Gil, Palestine, p. 121 no. 153 [=vol. I. pp. 100-
101]; see also, Ibn 'Asikir, Ta'rikn (Amman), vol. VI, pp. 230-240; idem .• 
Mukhta$ar, vol. VIII, pp. 312- 316; idem., Tahdhib, vol. III. p. 312; Ibn J:lajar, 
Tahdhib, vol. III, p. 265 (both sources and many olhers are cited by Gil); see 
also al-Wasi!i, nos. 19,96, and esp. no. 136; Ta'rikh Abi Zur'a, vol. I, pp. 249, 
335-337,370; al-Dhahabi, Siyar. vol. IV. pp. 557-561; Livne, op. cit., p. 32. 

"Ibn 'Asikir, op. cit.. vol. II, 1330 H., p. 215: cf. al·Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. IV, 
p.323. 
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In another tradition, Ibrahim testifies that al-Walid b. 'Abd aI-Malik 
used to send gold bands with him to be distributed among the in
habitants of Jerusalem.67 In another place his explanation of a verse 
of the Qur' an is transmitted with an early. very important topo
graphical identification.68 Ibrahim served as secretary to Hisham 
and was in charge of dlwan al-kMtam during MaIW8.n b. Mul)anunad's 
reign.69 

There are many other such exampies.70 One further unique ex-

61 Ibn al-Murajjii.. fol. 89a: kana yab'athu rna'; bj-lafd>j~ al-dhahab fayu
qassimuhii bayna Ahl Bayt al-Maqdis: In parallel sources we read instead of 
la/d'il) al-dhahab (gold bands); qi$d' al-fit#a (big) silver bowls, see al-Tabarini. 
Mu'jam af-SMmiyyin, vol. I, p. 27; al-SuyOti, [t/Jol, vol. 1, p. 144; Abu Nu'aym, 
J:lilya, vol. V, p. 245: instead o( AM Bay' al-Maqdis (the 'Arab) inhabitants of 
Jerusalem): Qurrti' Mosjid Bayt al-Maqdis (the readers of Qur'dn of the Mosque 
of Jerusalem); SimI al-Nujum, vol. Ill, p. 175; Qurrd' Bayt al-Maqdis. 

6C AI-WisiU, p. 48, no. 71; Ibn al-Murajja, foL 84b; also on Ibri him b. Abi 
'Abla, see al-Rizi, al-larl), vol. 1/1,1371/1952, p. 105; al-Tabar!n!, Mu 'jam al
Shdmiyyin, vol. I, pp. 25-72; Ibn i:lajar, op. cit., vol. I, p. 142; al-Dhahabi, 01-
'/bar fi man Chabar, I, al-Kuwayt, 1960, p. 217; idem., Siyar, vol. VI, pp. 
323-325; Gil, op. cit., p. 124 no. [166] [=vol. I, p. 103]; Llvne, lac. cit. 

fR Secretary 10 Hishi m: Mu.t:aammad b. 'Abdus al-Jahshlyiri, Kitdb al-Wuzard' 
wa-I-Kuttdb. Cairo. 1938, p. 137; Diwan al-Khdtam: al-Tanukhi. al-Faraj Ba'da 
al-Shidda. vol. I, Beirut, 1978. p. 388. 

'lOFor example: 1) 'AW b. Abi Muslim al-Khurisini (d. 135n52-753 ). al
Wasi!i, p. 24, no. 30; p. 36, no. 47; he died in Jericho and was burled in Jeru
salem: Ibn al-Murajji, fols. 72b-73a; al-RAzi, op. cit., vol. III/I , 1360/1941, pp. 
334-335; Ta'rlkh Abi Zur'a, vol. I. p. 255; al-Fasawi, vol. II. pp. 376-377; Ibn 
'Asakir (Amman), vol. XI, pp. 656--658; idem., Mukhta~ar, vol. XVII, pp. 76-
80; Dhahabi. Siylir. vol. VI, pp. 140-143; Mlzilll al-I'tiddl, vol. II. 1325 H .• pp. 
198-199; Gil, loc. cit.; Sezgln, I, p . 33. 

2) 'Aliyya b. Qays (end of the In th century); on him, see al-Wislli, p. 15, 
no. 17. n. I; Ibn ' Asakir (Amman), vol. XI, pp. 684-688; idem. , Mukhta~ar, vol. 
XVII, pp. 88-89; Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. V, pp. 324-325. 

3) AI-Walid b. Muslim. al-Filaslini (d. 1941809-810); on him. see al-Waslli. 
p. 49, no. 73; p. 87. no. 141. and esp. ibid., p. 15, no. 16. n. 2; Ibn 'AsiJdr 
(Amman), vol. XVII, pp. 897-908; idem., Mukhta~ar, yol. XXVI, pp. 353-357; 
Dhahabi, Siyor, yol. IX, pp. 211-220; Sezgin, yol. I, p. 298; and see the Impor
tant research of Donner. "Historiography," pp. 1-27. where he discusses In great 
detail several Important scholars In the Umayyad period, and their relations with 
the regime. Donner utilized the Important work of Abu Zur' a for his study. 

4) Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (d. I 67n83-784); see Ibn al-Murajji. fol. 87a; al
Wasili, p. 14; see also Ibn 'Asiklr. Ta'rikh (Amman), vol. VII, pp. 298-308; 
idem., Mukh/OIar, vol. IX. pp. 330-333; idem ., Tahdhib, yol. VI, 1349 H., pp. 
152- 153; Donner. op. cit., pp. 21, 23-25. 

5) Abu Zur'a, Ya~yi b. Abi 'Amrii al-Saybini, al-Ramli (d. 148n65); see al
Waslli, p. 7, no. 6; see also Gil. Palestine, Yol . I. p. 103, no. 168, with addi
tional sources. 

6) Thawr b. Yazid (d. 153n70-171); al-Wislli, p. 41, no. 56; p. 21, no. 24; 
Ibn 'Asiklr, Ta'rlkh (Amman). vol. III. pp. 603-612; idem., Mukh/a~or, vol. V, 
pp. 350-35 1; Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. VI, pp. 344-345; Gil, op. cit., p. 233, no. 
389; but esp. Donner, op. cit., pp. 15-18; see additional Information concerning 
the relations between distinguished scholars and the Umayyad regime, Ta'rikh 
Abi Zur'o, Yol. I, pp. 35 1, 432-433. 370; yol. II , pp. 7~701; al-Fasawi. yoL 
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ample is the last tradition in al-Wasi~i's book. l1 The isnad con
cludes with I;>amara b. Rab;' •• I-Ramli (d. 202/817), the pupil of 
Ibrahim b. Abi • Abla,12 from Khalid b. ijazim, who recounts in the 
first person that Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri, the famous scholar (d. 124/ 
742), came to Jerusalem: 

and I began to go around with him in these (holy places) so that he 
could pray there. He said: I said here is [a]shaykh, who recites from 
the holy books (inna htihunii shaykhan yUl}addithu 'ani 'l-kurubi) ,73 
called 'Uqba b. Abi Zaynab. What do you think of sitting in his 
company? ... He said: And we sat by him and he began to transmit 
traditions in praise of Jerusalem. And since he dwelt at length (on 
these), al-Zuhri said, oh shaykh, you will never reach the level reached 
by Allah. He said: "Glory to (Allah) who did take his Servant for a 
journey by night from the Sacred Mosque to the Farthest Mosque. 
whose precincts we did bless. "74 And he (the shaykh) was angered 
and said: The resurrection of the dead will not come to pass until 
the bones of MuJ:lammad, may Allah pray for him and save him, are 
transferred to Jerusalem. 

From this tradition one learns of the early ziyara to holy places 
in Jerusalem during the Umayyad period; of the study of non-Muslim 
religious literature on the ijaram by Muslims; of the identification 
of Jerusalem with the well known Qur'an verse of the Prophet's 
lsra'; of the activity of al-Zuhri, the important scholar, and of two 
early Jerusalem scholars, mentioned by name. This is in fact an 
historical tradition, with isnad, of course. Many traditions of this 
kind are to be found in the collections of the Fatjtl'il. 

In light of all of the above, and based on my understanding of 
the traditions of the "Literature of Praise", I attempt to trace the 
earliest historical and topograhical processes in the Muslim period 
in Jerusalem. This brings us back to the Umayyad period, in which 
great efforts were made by the rulers to exalt Syria (including 

n, p. 396; Ibn 'Asftkir, Tahdhib. vol. VI. pp. 273-275. 285-286; Goldziher, 
Mlllllm Studies, vol. II, p. 48; Juynboll, pp. 80-81; and especially, Livne, loe. cit. 

11 AI-Wisiti, p. 102, no. 165; Livne. op . cit., p. 282 (quoting al-Wisili). 
12 On Qamra, see al.Wasi!i, p. 7, no. 6, note; Ibn 'Asikir, Ta'rikh (Amman), 

voL VIII, pp. 480-485; idem., Mukhta~ar, vol. XI, p. 159; Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 
IXnPp, 325-327; Gil. op. cit., pp. 291-292 no. 408 [:::vol. I. p. 241]. 

On Ihis expression, meaning the Holy Books of the Jews and ChriStians, see 
Kister. "/:laddithii," p. 224 (=14, where he cites Ibn Kalhir, al.Bidtiya, vol. II, 
pp. 298-299); see also Hasson, "Literature in Praise of Jerusalem," p. 59, al
Wiisi!i, p. 23 (Introduction). 

1. Qur'tin, XVII (Bani }srti' il). v. I. 
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Palestine: al·Sham), and in which Jerusalem received a special status 
within the framework of these efforts . I will, therefore, begin the 
account with an historical survey encompassing Umayyad construction 
works in Jerusalem, with special emphasis on construction at the 
holy places in the city. 



CHAPTER ONE 

CONSTRUCTION WORKS ON THE f:lARAM DURING THE 
UMA YY AD PERIOD 

A. INTRODUCTION: THE UMA YYAD CALIPHS AND JERUSALEM 

1. Mu 'awiya b. Abi Sufyan (Reigned 40/661-60/680) 

Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan, founder of the Umayyad Caliphate, served 
as governor of Syria from the year 640. In 658, at the height of 
the struggle between him and 'Ali b. Abi Talib for the caliphate, 
he made a covenant in Jerusalem with 'Amnl b. al-'A~, the impor
tant military commander.l A unique tradition tells that this took 
place at the Gate of Lod,2 most probably the western gate of Jeru
salem. Two years later, on the death of 'Ali, Mu'awiya was crowned 
Caliph in Jerusalem.3 

Mu'awiya is today recognized as the active promoter and sup
porter of great construction works throughout the Muslim caliphate. 
There are clear testimonies of this from Mecca, Madina, Ta'if, 'Iraq 
and Damascus,4 but such evidence concerning Jerusalem is almost 
totally lacking. It does seem that he was the first to demonstrate 
great interest in the development of Syria and Palestine, and also 
of Jerusalem. There are traditions, already noted by Hasson, 
concerning Mu'awiya' s interest in Jerusalem and the import
ance he attached to it.' The testimony of Arculfus, the Christian 
pilgrim who visited Palestine right at the end of Mu'awiya's caliphate, 
states that quite a large, primitive mosque already stood on the 

I Creswell, vol. 1/1. p. 35; Goitein. "Jerusalem During the Arab Period," p. 11 
(quoting, Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat, vol. IVI2 and Mujir (Cairo ed.), p. 233); see also 
Gil. Palestine, pp. 75-76. no. 88 [=vol. I, pp. 62-63}. 

1 Na~r b. Muzii.i:tim, p. 217; and see the discussion on Bab Ludd below, pp. 
134-136. 

l Wellhausen, pp. 101- 102; Asaf, p. 290, n. 8; Goitein. loco cit.; Gil, op. cit., 
p. 78, no. 92 (=vol. I, pp. 64--65]; Duri, "al-Quds", p. 15; Arce, pp. 181- 182. 

, Kister, "Mecca," pp. 84-86, 88-90; idem .• "al·l;larra," pp. 38,42-44; Hasson. 
Mu 'owiya, pp. 342-351. 

, AI-Wasil!, Arabic intred., pp. 19-20; French intred. pp. 18-19; Livne, The 
Sanctity of j erusalem, p. 172; I agree with Wellhausen, p. 214, who thinks that 
the lraditlon of Mu'awlya wishing to transfer the mjnbar of the Prophet from al
Madina to Syria testifies to an authentic wish and intention. Even if the tradi
tion, In its various forms, Is not authentic and its purpose is to calumniate the 
Umayyads, it is certainly a reflection of the Umayyad trends and the state of 
mind prevalent among them. 
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l:Iaram.6 Nonetheless, only one explicit statement has been found 
in Arabic chronicles testifying to construction in Jerusalem during 
Mu'awiya's reign. This tradition, presented by al-Mu~ahhar b. Tahir 
al-Maqdisl (mid-10th century), says that Mu'iiwiya built al-Masjid 
al-Aq~a (al-Aq~ii Mosque).7 This statement is corroborated by the 
apocalyptic Jewish midrash which notes that Mu'awiya built the 
walls of the Temple Mount.s 

2. 'Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan (Reigned 651685-861705) 

'Abd ai-Malik had very close ties with Palestine. Already during 
the reign of his father he ruled on his behalf over Jund Filaspn.9 

He was in Jund FiJastin in the year 65/685, apparently in Jerusa
lem. A tradition to which no parallels have been found, recorded 
by Khallfa b. Khayyii\ (d. 240/853), states that 'Abd ai-Malik was 
crowned as caliph in Jerusalem. The tradition is transmitted in a 
succinct. dry manner, and seems reliable. 1o 

As soon as 'Abd ai-Malik became caliph, he planned the construc
tion of the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-~akhra) and apparently 
of the al-Aq~a Mosque too, as a permanent, glorious building. His 
first act was to expand the boundaries of the Mosque within the 
l:Iaram, which, in the year 685, did not include the rock upon which 
the Dome of the Rock was to be erected. Goldziher mentioned this 
act in passing, but unfortunately omitted the reference from his 
book. II He may have referred to Sa'id b. al-Bipiq who says: "l'AbeI 
al-Malik] added to the area of the Mosque so that the rock was 

6 Goilein, op. cit., p. 12; Creswell. op. cit., p. 35. nn. 3-4; Tsafrir, p. 46; Busse, 
'''Omar b. al-ijanab," p. It 7; J. Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Cru
sades, Jerusalem, 1977. pp. 9-10; Rosen-Ayalon, The Ijaram, p. 4. 

1 Al-Mulahhar b. Tahir. vol. IV. p. 87 (mentioned by the editor of al-Wasi!i, 
Introduction, p. 20. and Goitein, op. cit .• p. II). 

I "Vayimloch ta~tav Mu'dwiya ben Abi Sa/un (=Sufydn) vayivneh et /:IOlnOt 
haBayit vaya',ich shanim." This midrash is mentioned by Goitein, loc. cit., quoting 
Batey Mid,ashot (Wertheimer's ed.), vol. II. Jerusalem. 1894, p. 30; published 
again by I. Levi. Revue des Eludes Juivu, vol. LXVII (1914), pp. 173-182; see 
also Peters, Jerusalem and Mecca, p. 93 who also thinks that Mu'awiya planned 
and even built the J:laram. He even believes that "Mu'swiya it appears. intended 
to rule the Dar ai-Islam from Jerusalem." 

, AI-Baladhuri, Ansab (Anonym), pp. 164, 1. 15-165. 1. 20; al-Ya'qilbi, Ta' ,ikh, 
vol. II, p. 306, II. 16-20. 

10 Khalifa, Ta'rikh, vol. I. p. 329; thumma tuwuffiya [Marwdn b. al-I;lakom} fi 
muslahall Ramat!im, wa'stukhlifa amir al-mu'minin 'Abd ai-Malik bi-lliya' fi shah' 
Rama{Mn [year 65/April-May 685]; see also Duri, "al-Quds," p. 15, n. 61. 

II Goldziher, Muslim Studies, vol. II. p. 45, n. 5: "It is possible that 'Abd al
Malik had this in mind when he extended the al-Aq~a mosque to include the 
$akhra and its territory." 
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included in this area."12 This tradition was copied by al-Maqrizi with 
a significant modification in the wording: "He included the rock in 
the l:laram," i.e. in the consecrated area of al-Aq~a,n and by Ibn 
Khaldun, who also included the same modification. 14 

' Abd ai-Malik is principally know n for the construction of the 
Dome of the Rock, but his name is also connected with other con
struction works in Jerusalem, such as al-Aq~a Mosque. Two gates 
were also built in Jerusalem during his reign, one bearing the royal 
inscription on its lintel , with the name of the caliph, and the other 
the name of the famous governor of Iraq, al-l:Iajjaj b. Yflsuf. AI
ijajjaj supervised the building of these two gates. IS 

It is difficult to determine with certainty where these gates were 
built and in which walls, whether in the walls encompassing the 
l:Iaram or in the city waiL They may have been fixed in the wall 
of the l:Iaram, since according to the writings of the important mid-
10th century geographer, al-Muqaddasi, 'Abd ai-Malik apparently 
repaired and renovated the l:Iaram walls. 16 Some contemporary schol
ars have attributed the Gate of Mercy (Bab al-Rai)ma) and the Gate 
of the Prophet (Bab ai-Nab!) to the Umayyad period. 17 If this assumption 

12 Sa'id b. al-BI!riq, Ta>rikh, vol. II. p. 39. 1.19: fa-zada Ii 'I-masjid ~atta 
adkhala al-$akhra dakhil al-masjid. Cf. Gil. op. cit ., p. 92, no. 104 (=vol. i , 
p. 76). 

II AI-Maqrizi, Khitat. vol. II , p. 49. II. 22-23: adkhala al-$akhra Ii ~aram al
Aq~a. 

14 Ibn Khaldun. ' [bar, vol. II , p. 226, II. 26-27: wa-adkhala al-$akhra Ii '1-
J:Iaram. Ibn Khaldun quotes this tradition from a i-Makin b. al-'Amid (1205-
1273), a Christian writer, who wrote a world hi story in Arabic. M . Plessner, Et . 
says that a i-Makin independently used early sources unknown to his predeces
sors, such as Sa'id b. a l -BI~lq . It would see m thus that Ibn al-'Amid drew the 
Information from Sa'id b. al-Bitriq. AI-Maqrizi may have taken the information 
from Ibn al-'Amid, or directly from Ibn al-Bitriq. On this, see also CI. Cahen, 
"La Chronique des Ayyubides d'al-Makin b. a l-'A mid ," Bulletin d'ltudes 
Orientales, vol. XV ( 1958), p. 113. 

U Ibn Kathir. al-Bidaya, vol. XI, p. 226, quoting from Ibn Khallikan : qala 
Ibn Khallikan . wa-hadha kama jara Ii- 'Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan /:lina amara al
J:Iajjaja an yabnl bab bi-Bayt al-Maqdis wa-yaktub 'alayhi ismahu. Fa-bana lahu 
baban wa-bana li-nafsihi baban akhar. 

Translation : "Ibn Khallikan said. this incident {which has been related previ
ously] is similar to that which occurred to ' Abd ai-Malik b. Marwin when he 
commanded al-l;Iajjaj to build a gate in Jerusalem and to engrave his name upon 
it. And he (al-I:Jajjajl built a gale for ' Abd a i-Malik and built another gate for 
himself." GOitein, op. cit., p. 13, mentions the traditions; ibid .• he mentions a 
poem by al-Farazdaq in which al-I:Jajjaj's journey from Jerusalem to ' Iraq is 
mentioned (al-Tabari. n, p. 1139, II. 8-11.) 

16 Al -Muqaddasi. p. 168; Le Strange, Palestine, p. 98; al-Muqaddasi used the 
expression "al-Masjid al-Aq~i." By this he means the whole l;Iaram area, see le 
Strange. op. cit .• pp. 96-97. 

17 Tsafrir. pp. 21- 22.28; Tsafrir says (n. 48) that this view was expressed already 
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is correct, it raises the obvious question as to whether these two 
are the same gates mentioned above. In addition to these major 
construction works, • Abd ai-Malik also repaired the roads to 
Jerusalem. 18 

3. AI-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik (Reigned 86/705-961715) 

The Aphrodito Papyri, which contain the official correspondence 
between Qurra b. Sharik, Governor of Egypt (80/709-96/714) 
and Basilius, the official in charge of the Area of Aphrodite in 
Upper Egypt, clearly prove that during al-Walid b, 'Abd aI-Malik's 
reign there was widespread construction on the l:Iaram and outside 
its walls. 19 

Two papyri refer to the workers and craftsmen working in the 
Mosque of Jerusalem and in the Palace of the Caliph.20 In another 
papyrus, mention is made in one place of a worker employed in 
the Mosque of Jerusalem for six months,21 and in another place, of 
three others who worked in the ~osque of Jerusalem for a year.22 

A fourth papyrus tells of sending one worker for 12 months to 
the new building of Amir aJ-Mu JmininY These papyri thus 
testify to three different structures built in Jerusalem at the time of 
al-Walid b. 'Abd aI-Malik. The first is the Caliph 's Palace, the sec
ond, an undefined building, called the new building of the Caliph, 
and the third structure mentioned is the Mosque of Jerusalem, re
ferring to al-Aq~ Mosque. It is possible that some of the six Umayyad 
buildings discovered during the excavations south and west of the 
l:Iaram are those referred to in the Aphrodito Papyri. 

in 1935 by C. Watzinger (Denkmiiler Palestinos. II. Liepzlg. 1935. pp. 144-145). 
He also quotes M. Ben Dev, who holds the same view, Eretz Israel, Xl. (1973). 
p. 79; see also Ben Dev, Excavations. pp. 282-286; and especially, Rosen-Ayalon. 
The Haram, ch. 6. 

II Van Berchem, vol. I (Jerusalem-ville), pp. 17-21; Sharon, "Arabic Inscrip
tion." pp. 367-372; Gil. op. cit., p. 109, no. 120 (=vol. I, p. 90]. 

19 Bell published an English translalion of the Papyri in Der Islam. vots. Il
IV; see also Creswell. 1/2, p. 373; but especially. Abbot, The Kurrah Papyri. 
Introduction; on Qurra b. Sharik. see Abbot. op. cit .• pp. 57--69; al-Zirikli. A'liim. 
vol. VI, pp. 36-37; Stem. "AI-Masjid al-Aq/ii," p. 31. 

lG Bell. "The Aphrodito Papyri," Der Islam, vol. U, p. 383. no. 1403; ibid. , vol. 
IIIhP. 137, no. ~414; quoted by Creswell. loe. cit. . 

Bell. op. CIt .• vol. IV. p. 93. no. 1435; quoted by Creswell, loco Cit.; Stern, 
loco cit. 

u Bell, op. cit., p. 95 . 
2J Ibid., vol. III, p. 370, no. 1443. 
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4. Sulayman b. 'Abd ai-Malik (Reigned 961715-991717) 

Sulayman b. 'Abd ai-Malik also served as Governor of Jund FHastin 
during the reigns of his father and brother. al-Walid.24 

According to one tradition. we learn that when Sulayman was 
appointed Caliph he wished to establish his place of residence in 
Jerusalem and to live there. It was indeed to Jerusalem that dele
gations of the tribes and honourables arrived to swear loyalty to 
the caliph.2S This is an early tradition and its transmitters can be 
traced back as far as the early 9th century.26 But in light of what 
we know of Sulayman's attitude towards Jerusalem (see below) 
and especially of the establishment of Ramla, it seems more likely 
to accept another tradition (from al-Waqidi) from which it may be 
understood that SUlayman resided in Jerusalem just for the purpose 
of sending troops to conquer ConstantinopoleY 

Jerusalem was at this time the central and most important city 
in the Palestine district. It seems. however, that Sulayman did not 
display the same adoration for Jerusalem as did the Umayyad caliphs 
who preceded him. A very interesting tradition (its isndd ends with 
al-Zuhri) in AbO DawOd's al-Ndsikh wa-'I-Mansukh, quoted by Ibn 
Sayyid al-Nas, elucidates this trend.23 One of the prominent acts 

Z' Khalifa. Ta'rikh, vol. I. pp. 394. 417; al-Baladhuri. Futul,l, p. 143; Eisener, 
p. 18 concludes wrongly (according to Kahl1fa, loc. cit.) that SuJaymin served 
under his father as the qaf/,i of Filastin. 
~ See Gil. Palestine, p. 104, no. 115 {=vol. I, p. 861; Busse. "'Omar b. al

Hattab," p. 117 . 
• 1&' Ibn al-Murajja. fol. 82a: thumma annahu hamma bi-'I-iqiima bi-Bayt al
Maqdis wa-'ittikhddhihii manzi/an wa-jama'a al-niis wa-'I-amwiil fihii; the isniid 
is as follows: ... al·Walid (b. J:lammid al-RamliJ > some of the old and impor
tant transmitters of the District of Palestine, who lived and witnessed the events 
of the period ("ghayr wiil,lid min mashyakhat al-jund mimman adralul dhiililul"); 
Sivan. "Fac;li'iI." p. 270, quotes this tradition, but doubts its authenticity; Ihis 
tradilion was copied by Mujir. vol. I, pp. 249. 1. 21-250. I. 2 (Amman ed. vol. 
I, pp. 281-282J (mentioned by Gil, IDe. cit.); MuJ:aammad b. Shakir al-Kutubi, 
W~iit al-Wa/ayat, Bulaq, 1299 H., vol. I, p. 177. 

Ibn Kathir. al·Bidiiya. vol. IX. pp. 174, I. 26--175, I. 8; wa qiila al-Wiiqidi 
lamma waliyii Sulaymiin b. 'Abd ai-Malik ariida al-iqiima bi Bayt al-Maqdis 
thumma yursilu al-' asiikir ila I-Qus!an,iniyya. 

21 Ibn Sayyid al-Nas, 'Uyun al-Alhar fi Funun al-Maghiizi wa-'I-Shamii'jl wa
'l-Siyar, vol. I, Cairo, 1356. p. 237: wa-ruwinii min tariq Abi Diiwud fi kitiib al
Niisikh wa-'I-MansUkh lahu qiila: baddathanii A~mad b. Siili~ I,laddathanii 'Anbasa 
'an Yunus 'an Ibn Shihiib qiila: kiina Sulaymiin b. 'Abd ai-Malik Iii yu 'aHimu 
/iyii' kamii yu'a~;imuhti Ahl al-Bayt; qiilafa-sirtu ma'ahu wa-huwa waliyy 'ahd 
qiila wa-ma'ahu Khiilid b. Yazid b. Mu'iiw;ya; qala Sulaymiin wa-huwa jiilis 
fthii wa-AUiihi innafi hiidhihi 'I-qibla '/fari falla ilayhii al-Muslimun wa-'I-Na~iirii 
la-'ajaban. Qiila Khiilid b. Yazid ammii wa-Alliihi inni la.aqra'u 'I-Kitiib alla
dhi anzalahu Alliih 'a lii Mul,lammad ($) wa-aqra'u al-Tawriit fa-lam 
tajidhii al-Yahud fi 'I-kitiib alldhi anzalahu Alliih 'alayhim wa-Iakinna tiibut 
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signalling this change of attitude towards Jerusalem is the com
mencement of the construction of Ramla.29 And indeed. the crown
ing glory of his construction works in Palestine is the planning 
and establishment of the new city of al-Ramla. 

An early tradition (no later than the mid-8th century) mentions 
Sulaymfm b. 'Abd ai-Malik's bathhouse in Jerusalem, where the 
Dome of the Rock's attendants used to purify themselves.30 

'" '" * '" '" 
The magnificent buildings constructed in Jerusalem at the initia
tive of the Umayyad caliphs and with their support were only a 
part of the overall effort to make the city a political and religious 
centre. Another part was the encouragement and circulation of 
"Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem" (jatja'jf Bayt al-Maqdis).31 An 
important place in these traditions is accorded to the traditions dealing 
with the Prophet's night journey from Mecca (al-isriY) and his as
cension to heaven (al-mi'riij). 

The combined tradition of the isrii' and al-mi'riij was developed 
during the Umayyad period, and it attempts to give Islamic legiti
macy to the position of the city and its sanctity. It thus constitutes 

al-sakina kana 'aid ' I-$akhrafa-Iammii gha{liba AlIiih 'alii Bani lsrii'ila rafa'ahu 
fa-kiinat $afiituhum Uii 'I-$akhra 'alii mushiiwara. 

Translation: "It was transmitted to us through Abu Dawud in his book 
af-Niisikh wa-'l-Mansukh: A~mad b. SiillJ:t transmitted to us from 'Anbasa from 
Yunus from Ibn Shihab (al-Zuhri) who said: Sulayman b. 'Abd ai-Malik did not 
honour and esteem Jerusalem as the members of the Umayyad family had hon
oured and esteemed it; he said: And I went with him, when he was [still) heir to 
the throne. And Khiilid b. Yazid b. Mu'iiwiya with him [=Sulaymin). Sulayman 
said, while Sitting there [=in Jerusalem), as Allih lives. this qibla to which Muslims 
and Christians prayed. awakens wonder and astonishment. Khilid b. Yazid said. 
as for me, as Allah lives. I read the (holy) book which Allah brought down to 
Mu~ammad and the Torah, (and I thus know) that the Iews did not find it [the 
commandment to pray in the direction of Jerusalem) in the book of God brought 
down to them, but the Ark of the Divine Presence was on the Rock and when 
God became angry with the Children of Israel, he lifted it up [and took it from 
there] , and therefore they prayed to the Rock [only) after consultation between 
them [between the Jewish scholars]." 

This extremely important tradition Is also quoted by al-Suyuti, Il~af, vol. I, 
pp. 190-191. with a major difference: Kana Sulaymiin h. 'Abd ai-Malik yu'a;;imu 
Iiya', instead of Iii yu·attimu. It seems, however, that this Is a printing error, 
since in the mss. of the It~af, which I checked (BL. Or. 13317(1), fol. 39a; Add. 
2326. foL 42b. II. 16--17; Add. 7327, fol. 37b, I. 9; and Add. 23.339. fol. 44b, 
II. 7-8), the fa appears. 

29 On RamIa during the early Muslim Period, see Sharon. "Passover" (see 
Bibliography). 

:to AI-Waslli. p. 82, no. 136; Elad, "An Arabic Tradition," p. 39. 
II Al-Wisiti (Introduction); Elad, "The Coastal Cities," p. 151; Gil. Palestine, 

pp. 96-100, nos. 109-112 [:::: vol. I, pp. 79-83). 
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additional confirmation, slightly later than the mainly Jewish tradi
tions and midrashim (as well as Christian traditions) which passed 
into Islam, of the sanctity of Jerusalem and, in particular, of the 
1:Iaram area. 12 

B. THE MAJOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS ON THE 1:IARAM DURING 
THE UMA YYAD PERIOD 

The l:Iaram and vicinity served as the religious and political centre 
at the time of 'Abd aI-Malik and al-Walid (65/685-96m5), A com
plete, comprehensive description of the l:Iaram in the early Muslim 
period cannot yet be given: there is much still unknown about the 
stages of its erection and development, and the stages of the con
struction of the many buildings in that area. At this stage of re
search, only partial conclusions can be reached. 

The two most important and impressive constructions on the 
l:Iaram were certainly the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-~akhra) 
and al-Aq~a Mosque (al-Masjid al-Aq~a). While the builder of the 
Dome of the Rock and the date of its construction are known, the 
history of al-Aq~a Mosque, at least of the early stages of construc
tion, is less clear. 

J. AI-Aq$Q Mosque 

a. The Period of the "Four Guided Caliphs" and the Umayyads 

It may be assumed that the Muslims erected a mosque immedi
ately after their conquest of Jerusalem. Where exactly was this 
mosque, and who was responsible for its construction? If Caliph 
'Umar b. a1-KhanAb (reigned 634-644) conquered Jerusalem, it would 
seem that he was also responsible for the erection of the mosque. 
It has already been noted that the Umayyads made every effort 
possible to invent and promote traditions in praise and glorification 
of Jerusalem. A great many of these traditions tell in detail of 'Umar 
b. al-KhaHab's most praiseworthy role in everything connected to 

)2 On al-isra> and af-mi'raj, see Ell, "Isra'" (B. Schreike), s.v.; EJ', "Mi'radj: 
(J. HorOvitz), S.V.; and especially the exhaustive bibliography In GU's Palestine, 
pp. 96-98, no. 109 {=vol. I, p. 81); H. Busse, "Jerusalem in the Story of 
Mul:tammad 's Night Journey and Ascension," Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and 
Islam, vol. XIV (1991), pp. 1-40; on the Islamization of the Jewish traditions 
and midrashim see Hirschberg, "Sources," pp. 320-324; PoJak, "Even Shtiyya," 
pp. 165-167, 172- 173; Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," pp. 38-39; Goilein, 
"The Sanctity of Jerusalem," pp. 144-146; Hamilton (quoted by Kessler, "'Abd 
ai-Malik", p. II , n. 20); Busse, "Jerusalem," pp. 455-460; Kister, "f:laddithii," 
p.237. 
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the siege and conquest of Jerusalem, obtaining the peace treaty for 
the city and his different activities there. It was Busse who first 
insisted on the significance of these traditions, describing '''Umar's 
construction works in Jerusalem", In a number of research works 
he analysed several motifs in the "'Umar Traditions" on the con
quest, his activities on the ijaram, etc. 33 One of these traditions, in 
one of its many different forms, describes 'Umac's entry to the 
l:Iaram, with Ka'b al-A~bar. the Jewish convert, and 'Umar 's re
fusal to accept Ka'b's suggestion that the qibla, i.e., the direction 
of prayer, should be fixed from behind the Holy Rock, thus com
bining the two qiblas, Mecca and Jerusalem. 'UmaT locates the 
qibla or, according to other traditions, the foundations of the mosque, 
in front of the rock (Le., to the south of it). Scholars who have 
studied Jerusalem of this period considered this tradition and its 
different components to be true, and did not view it as one of the 
traditions testifying to the struggle over the sanctity of Jerusalem 
and its significance in Islam. 34 It was Goitein, with his perspicac· 
ity, who upon analysing this tradition claimed that "this story ap
parently originated in a slightly later period (than the conquest of 
Jerusalem-A.E.), at the time of construction of the first temporary 
mosque on the site."JS Indeed, according to al-Wasiti's tradition, 
the time of circulation of this tradition can be determined as the 
first half of the eight century, namely, during the reign of the 
Umayyad caliphs, 'Abd ai-Malik, al-Walid, Sulayman and 'Umar 
b. 'Abd al-Aziz, Yazid and Hisham, sons of 'Abd aI-Malik (who 
reigned from 65/685-125(744), since the tradition is transmitted 

)) See especially "The Sanctity of Jerusalem"; idem, '''Omar b. al-ijanab." 
(see Bibliography); Elad. "An Arabic Tradition." pp. 31- 32; but d. Gil. op. cit .• 
pp. 52- 53, no. 66-67 [=vol. t, pp. 43-44); see also Peters.lt!rusalem and Mt!Cca, 
pp. 89-90. 

}.t This tradition can be found in many sources with many variations and ad
ditions. e.g., al-Wisili, pp. 45--46, no. 63, where the imad is as follows: 'Umar 
b. al-Fac;tl ... al-Walid [b. Muslim) > Kulthum b. Ziyid > Sulayman b. !:Iabib; 
ibid., p. 46, no. 3 (many parallel sources from the mss. of Ibn al-Murajji, the 
author of ItlJ,df al-Akhi$$d', ai-Kanji, the author of Muthir al-Ghardm and al
Faziri); and see also GOitein, "Jerusalem During the Arabic Period." p. 9; idem., 
"The Sanctity of Jerusalem," p. 140 (quoting Ibn 'Asikir, Tahdhib, vol. I, p. 
176; al-Babi, Mu'jam, vol. II [Wtistenfeld ed.], p. 600 [Cairo ed. vol. III, 1368/ 
1949, p. 828: from Abu 'Ubayd, al-Qislm b. Salim (d. 838» and Mujir, vol. I, 
p. 227); see also Sa'id b. al-BilJ"iq, Ta'rikh, vol. 11, p. 18, II. 15-16; al-Mulahhar 
b. Tihir, vol. IV, p. 87. I. 12; Ibn Kathir, al-Biddya, vol. VII. p. 55, I. 22; al
Maqrizi. Khi!a!, vol. II, p. 492, I. 19; al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. Ill. Cairo. 1962. 
p. 324; cf. idtm., Ta'rikh al-Isldm, vol. III, Cairo, 1368 H., p. 100; and see the 
exhaustive bibliography in Gil. Pale~tint. pp. 65-{)9, nos. 81--82 [=vol. I, pp. 54-
57}i Livne, Tht Sanctity of Jerusalem, pp. 284-285. 

Goitein, loco cit. 
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by Sulayman b. J:labib (the last transmitter), who served as qtuji of 
Damascus during the time of the above-mentioned caliphs.36 

The subject of the qibla and determination of its direction is 
extremely complex and cannot be discussed in detail here.)7 Notable, 
however, is the interesting parallel, already dealt with by Gil, 
describing the determination of the qibla by the Prophet in Mecca, 
before the hijra to al-Madina. One current of traditions unites Mecca 
and Jerusalem; another determines that the Prophet only prayed 
towards Mecca. 38 This is the same disagreement reflected in the 
tradition concerning fixing the qibla in Jerusalem, noted above. 

Creswell. who deals extensively with the question of the con
struction of the early al-Aq~a Mosque, mentions a number of other 
traditions from late Muslim sources relating the building of the 
Mosque to 'Umar b. al-Khanab; but he considers these accounts to 
be legendary. 39 He notes that there is no early SOurce mentioning 
his construction, apart from Eutychius (Sa ' id b. al-Bi!Iiq), but this 
report he also sees as biased and legendary. Creswell then goes on 
to cite40 a series of Christian writers: Theophanes (751-818), Elias 
of Nisibis (d. 1046), and Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286), who specifically 
note the construction of a building on the 1::Iaram in 643, and Michael, 
the Syrian (1166--1199), who notes that the mosque was built in 
640. These stories are accompanied by religiously-motivated Christian 
legends, such as the story of how the construction erected by 'Umar 
on the Dome of the Rock collapsed (!) until , on the advice of the 
Jews, the Cross was removed from the summit of the Mount of 
Olives. Despite his reservations about the accounts of the Chris
tian chronicles, Creswell concludes: 

Now although these accounts must be regarded as unsatisfactory , 
and in spite of the silence of the best Mu~ammadan authors, it is 
quite possible thai some primitive struCture was erecled al the time 
of 'Umar in homage to the QurJanic lexl . . . for Arculf, who visited 
Jerusalem c. A.D. 670. says ... "the Saracens now frequent a quad-

~ On Su laymiin b. l:Iabib, see al-Wasili, lac. cit.; Ta'ri/(h Abi Zu,·a, vol. II, 
pp. 700-701; Ibn l:Jajar. Tahdhib, vol. IV, p. 247; Ibn 'Asakir, Tahdhib, vol. VI, 
1349 H., pp. 246-247: qat;li for 30 years; Ibn l:Iajar, foe. cit.: for 40 years. As 
indicated above, I established lhe period In which this badith was circulaled to 
be lhe first quarter of the 81h century. due to the mention of SuJaymiin b. Habib. 
A parallel tradition in Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 48a, ends with: al-Walid b. Muslim 
(d. 194) > Kulthum b. Zlyad [Sulayman b. l:Iabib is omitted!]. Kullhiim b. Ziyad 
was the secretary of Sulayman b. l:Iabib, see al-Wasi!i, p. 45, no. 63, n. I. 

)7 Prof. M.J. Kister is writing an article on this subject. 
,. Gil, loc. cit., and see Ibn Sayyid al-Nas, op. cit., p. 236. 
It Creswell, vol. 1/1, pp. 32-33, quoting al-Babi (d. 1091), Ibn l:Iubaysh 

(d) 188), Muthir al-Ghartim, copied by al-Suyu~i and Mujir ai-Din. 
Creswell, op. cit., p. 33. 
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rangular house of prayer" ... There is consequently no reason for 
doubting that 'Umar did erect a primitive mosque with a timber roof 
in the Temple Area . ...• ' 

Creswell's argument has one glaring defect. Arculf visited Palestine 
between 679 and 682. 'Urnar b. al-Khaniib died in 644. It is abso
lutely impossible to prove that it was actually 'Uroar who was re
sponsible for the construction of the primitive mosque described 
by Arculf. It is also difficult to understand how Creswell, who con
sidered the relevant Muslim sources to be legends and the Chris
tian sources to be dubious, could so positively affirm that 'Vmar 
thus built al-Aq~a Mosque on the l:Iaram. 

On the basis of his study and analysis of Byzantine Christian 
testimonies, Schwabe claims that 'Vrnar did build a place of prayer 
on the f::iaram. He mainly refers [0 the testimony of Theophanes 
and of the Annenian Sebeos (mid-seventh century),42 yet in the 
same study, he claims that "it may perhaps be considered that there 
is a certain tendency [in Theophanes' account-A.E.] to blame the 
Jews for the damage caused to the Christians by the Arabs, and 
that the Jews, who were 'Vmar's advisors in this matter, are merely 
the fruit of Theophanes' or his source's invention," Although Schwabe 
immediately thereafter rejects this contention, his arguments are 
not suffiCiently convincing,43 In fact, the traditions of both Sebeos, 
the Armenian, and of Theophanes contain polemics and accusations 
against the Jews,44 Schwabe summarizes Theopbanes' traditions thus: 

Yet the Christian historian adapted the matter according to his rea
sons, and of the hidden historical core only a vestige of information 
remains, which is difficult to discover today, even after removal of 
the tendentious description concealing it.4!1 

.1 Ibid .• pp. 33-34. 
_1 Schwabe, p. 102-104. 
U Ibid .• p. 102; apart from the polemical note against the Jews and distortion 

of facts. Theophanes dates his story at 6135 since the Creation of the world, COT
responding to the year 22(13 of the hijra. namely. 643-634. According to the 
Muslim chroniclers, 'Umar was neither in Syria nor in Jerusalem in that year. 
He left Syria in 638 at the latest. and died at the end of 23. namely, November 
644, in al-Madina. Creswell, op. cit., p. 33, who also notes this discrepancy, 
nonetheless accepts the solution of Caetani. who suggests that the date of 'Umar's 
construction work in Jerusalem be moved forward to the year 20(11. namely, 
641. In my opinion, this is a contrived solution which does not withstand rigor
ous examination of the sources . 

.. Sebeos relates that the Jews who came with 'Umar built a Prayer House in 
the Holy of Holies. The zealot Arabs drove them away. and called the place a 
place of prayer. See Schwabe. p. 103 . 

• ) Ibid. 
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Apart from Creswell's notes on these Christian sources and 
Schwabe's research, no other studies have been undertaken either 
to elaborate these Christian sources by in-depth fundamental analysis, 
or, more importantly, to compare them with the many parallel Arabic 
sources.46 The picture that can be pieced together of the Arab conquest 
of Jerusalem remains vague; a comprehensive research on the con
quest of the city, based on both Arabic and Christian sources, is 
still called for. 

al. Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan 

Notwithstanding the lack of information and the inability to con
solidate any definite information on the site and construction of 
the al-Aq~a Mosque after the conquest of Jerusalem, the research 
may be advanced somewhat by looking past 'Vmar and his alleged 
construction works in Jerusalem. 'Vmar appointed Mu'awiya b. Abi 
Sufyan to be the governor of Syria and Palestine. Mu'awiya started 
to rule over this area from 640, and from that time on he began 
consolidating his politico-military framework within Syria, the frame
work which twenty years later was to become the Vmayyad Caliphate, 
with the crowning of the caliph in Jerusalem. 

As noted above there are a number of testimonies on the exis
tence of a mosque (al-Aqsii?) on the ijaram during the reign of 
Mu'awiya. The first, and clearest, is the testimony of Arculf, who 
visited Palestine between 679 and 682, and told of a primitive rect
angular structure built of beams and clay on the I:laram. "into which, 
so it is said, 3,000 people can enter. "47 An apocalyptic midrash 
also testifies to the construction of the walls of the ijaram during 
the time of Mu'awiya.48 

AI-Mutahhar b. Tahir explicitly testifies that Mu'awiya b. Abi 
Sufyan built al-Masjid al_Aq~a.49 but is unclear in his wording as 
to when Mu'awiya built the mosque. In another tradition, which 
can be dated to the first quarter of the 8th century (no later than 
l03n21). it is related: "Mu'iiwiya stood on the minbar of the (Mosque 
of) Jerusalem saying: Everything between the two walls of this 
mosque is loved by Allah, may He be exalted, more than any (of 
the other places) on earth. "SO 

~ However, note the somewhat exceptional study by Conrad, see below p. 4, 
note 9 . 

• 1 See n. 6 . 
.. See n. 8 . 
• 9 See n. 7. 
50 Ibn al-Murajja. fol. 55a with an isnad ending with Khilid b. Ma'dan (d. 

J03n2J, on him, see below p. 19); Abu 'l-Faraj < Sulaymin < al-Walid b. 
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An interesting tradition is transmitted by Mujir aI-Din concern
ing Sham'un h. Zayd, Abu Rayl}.ana. It seems that Abu RaYQana, a 
convert to Islam, was originally a Jew from al-Nac;tir tribe. He lived 
in Jerusalem in the mid-7th century, and was a qa$$, a preacher 
who related stories about the prophets, and admonished and preached 
words of wisdom.sl Mujir says that he preached in al-Aq~a Mosque.'l 
If the reference is to the actual mosque. this would be evidence of 
its existence in the mid-7th century or thereabouts. The reference 
may, however, be to the whole area or the I:laram, which is also 
sometimes referred to as al-Masjid al-Aq~a. 

Another interesting tradition concerning Abu Rayi)a.na is trans
mitted by al-Haytham b. Shufay (or Shufiy), al-Ru'ayru al-l:Iajri, 
a l-Mi$Ti (active during the late 7th--early 8th century)~3-who went 
with his friend, Abu 'A.mir (from the al~Ma'afir tribe),~4 apparently 

MuJ:aammad and l:Iaf~ b. 'Umar < Thawr lb. Yazid, d. 153n70] < Khiilid b. 
Ma'diin: Qama Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan 'ala Minbar Bayt al-Maqdis wa-huwa 
yaqulu: rna bayna ~a'i!ay hadha 'l-Masjid a~abbu i/a Allah ta'ala min sa'ir al· 
art!. This tradition is quoted by the editor of a1-Wiislti (Introduction, p. 20) from 
Ibn ' Asiikir's Risala fi Faf!.a'jJ Bayt al-Maqdis, fol. lOa. 

SI On the qO$$, pI. qU$$ti$, see the introduction to Ibn a l~Jawzi . Kitab al-Qu$$ll$ 
wa-I-Mudhakkirin. A Critical Annotated, Translated Text with Introduction by 
M.L. Swartz. Seyrouth, 1969; see also Hasson, Mu'awiya, pp. 245- 255, and 
bibliography , p. 285, n. 124; Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, pp. 146-147. 

Sl Mujir, yol. I, p. 235: wa-kana ya';;u fi 'l-Masjid al-Aq$a; on Sham' iin b. 
Zayd, see al-Wiisifi, p. 65. no. 103; ibid. , n. 2: the editor quotes, among many 
other sources. Muthir al-Ghartim (printed ed.), p. 27, a slightly different version: 
wa kana yaqU$$U fi ' I-Masjid al-Aq$a; and see also' Abdallah b. al-Mubiirak, 
Kitab al-Zuhd wa-'l-Raqa'iq, 1385/1966. pp. 304-308, esp. p. 305. no. 877; Ibn 
'Asiiklr, Tahdhib . vol. VI. 1349 H. t p. 340; Abu Nu'aym./:filya, vol. II. 1351/ 
1933, pp. 28- 29; Ibn al-Athir. Usd a/-Ghaba. yol. III , Cairo, 1286 H., p. 4; Ibn 
J:lajar. al-I$tiba vol. III, Cairo. 1325/1907, pp. 202-213; Ibn l:Iajar. Tahdhib, 
yol . IV , 1325 H. pp. 365-366; MuJ:aammad b. A!:amad b. J:lammiid al-Diilibi, 
Kjtab al-Kuna wa-' I-Asma" vol. I, Haydarabad, 1322 H., p. 30; Mujir. loc. cit. , 
remarks that he was the father of Ray1).ana, the Jewish wife of the Prophet; Ibn 
J:lajar. loco cit.: Sham'Un b. Zayd b. Khanafa; Ibn al-Athir. loco cit .• Sham'Un b. 
Yazid b. Khunafa, AbU Ray!:aana; Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat. vol. VIII. p. 92. remarks 
that Ray!:aiina is the daughter of Zayd b. 'Amrii b. Khunafa b. Sam'un b. Zayd. 
Zayd, her father, belonged to al-Nal,fir tribe. She married a man from Sanii 
QuraHa, who was killed with his tribe by the Prophet. But see Ibn J:lajar. I$tiba. 
yol. VIII, Cairo, 1325/1907, pp. 87-88. the two possibilities: I ) Ray!:aana b. 
Sham'un b. Zayd; 2) Ray!:aana b. Zayd b. 'Amru b. Khuniifa [b. Sham'Un 
b. Zayd]. 

" On him. see Ibn J:lajar, Tahdhib. vol. XI, 1327 H., p. 98; al-Razi, al-Jar~. 
vol. IV/2. 1373/1953. pp. 79-80; J:lajr b. Ru 'ay n is related to l:Iimyar, see a1-
Sam'ani, vol. IV , 1384/1964. pp. 72-74; Caskel, lamhara. yoL n, p. 237; vol. I, 
pp. 274, 276. 

S4 A southern tribe. some of its sub-tribes and families settled in Egypt. See. 
Ibn J:lazm, Jamhara, pp. 41 8-419, 485; Lisan. al-'Arab, vol. IV , Beirut. 1375/ 
1955. p. 590 ('a.f.r., s.v.): va.qut, Mu'jam, yol. IV (Leipzig. 1869). pp. 570-
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from Egypt, in order to pray in Jerusalem. He relates that they 
went up to Jerusalem so as to hear qi$a$ (religious stories, chas
tisements, and words of wisdom) from Abu Rayi:lana, the story
teller of Jerusalem, li-nu$alli bi-iUya' wa-kana qa$$uhum raju/an 
mina-'/-azdi yuqaJu /ahu Abu RayJ.z.ana. AbO. Rayi:lana sat in the 
mosque, where he used to tell stories and preach. AI-Haytham 's 
friend related the content of AbO. RaYQana 's sermon to his friend." 

This is an early tradition which can be dated back to the begin
ning of the 8th century and seems to be authentic. It is interesting 
that the transmitters of this tradition are Egyptians. Three of the 
last transmitters belong to the same southern tribe (J:limyar), two 
of them clearly to the same sub-tribe (Ru 'ayn), and the third may 
also belong to this sub-tribe.S6 

From what little information there is concerning the existence of 
al-Aq~a Mosque during the reign of Mu'awiya j[ can only be assumed, 
as Goitein does, that the mosque was constructed at the beginning 
of the Umayyad period. S1 

a2 .• Abd ai-Malik 

In the year 65/685 'Abd aI-Malik was crowned Caliph. As soon as 
he came to power, he began planning the great construction works 

571; Caskel, op. cit., vol. I, tabl. 176; vol. II , p. 379; Abu 'A mir, mentioned 
above, is probably 'Abdallah b. Jabir al-l:Iajri al-Azdi al-Ma'afiri; on him. see 
Ibn l;Iajar, Tahdhib, vol. XII, 1372 H .• p. 145. 

" AI-Nasa'i, Sunan, vol. VltI, Cairo, 1348/1930. pp. 143- 144 [= Muthir af
Gharam (printed ed.), pp. 27- 28, quoting al-Nasa'i); Ibn l;Ianbal, vol. IV, p. 134 
[= Musnad af-Shamiyyin min Musnad a/·lmam A!Jmad b. /:lanbal, ed. 'Ali 
MuJ:!ammad Jamaz, vol. I, Qatar, Dar al-Thaqafa, 1990, p. 336]; AI-Fasawi. vol. 
II.,p.5 16. 

The isnad in Ibn l;Ianbal' s Musnad is as follow s: 'Abdallih (b. AJ:!mad b. 
l;Ianbal) <his father (d. 855) <YaJ:!ya b. Ghaylan [d. 2201835 or 2131828-829, 
on him, see Ibn l:Iajar, Tahdhib, vol. XI , pp. 263- 264; ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi, 
vol. XIV, 1349/1931. pp. 158--159) <al-Mufa94al b. Fa9ila al-Ru 'ayni [= l;Iimyar] 
(al-Qitbani, al-Mi~ri (107n25- 18In97- 798). on him, see Ibn l:Iajar, op. cit., 
vol. X, 1327 H., pp. 273-274; Mizan al- I 'ridal, vol. III, Cairo, 1325 H., p. 195; 
al-Rizi, al-JarlJ. vol. IV/ I . 1372/1953, p. 315] <' Ayyash b. 'Abbas, al-l:Iimyar:i<, 
al-Qitbani, al-Mi~ri [d. 133n50-751 , on him, see al-Razi, op. cit., vol. I1I12, 
1361/1942, p. 6; Ibn l:Iajar, op. cit. , vol. VIII, 1326 H., pp. 197- 198] <al-Haytham 
b. Shufay. The lower (earlier) part of Nasa'i's isnad Is identical: 'Abd al-RaJ:!man 
b. 'Abdallah b. ('Abd) al-l:Iakam [the famous Egyptian scholar, the author of 
the book on the conquests of Egypt (l82n98-799-251/871), on him, see Ell, 
Ibn 'Abd al-l;Iakam (4) (F. Rosentahl). s.v.] <his father and Abu 'I-Aswad, al
Na9r b. 'Abd al-Jabbar [I45n 62- 763 d. Dec. 834, an Egyptian scholar of !Jadith, 
milwla of the southern sub-lTIbe Murad (Madhl).ij); on the tribe, see Caskel, Jamiulra, 
vol. II, p. 432; vol. I. tabls. 258, 271 ; on Abu ' I-Aswad, see Ibn l:Iajar, Tahdhib , 
vol. X, 1327 H .• pp. 440-441) <al-Muffa94al b. Fa9ala <'Ayyash b. 'Abbis 
<ai-Haytham b. Shufay. 

S7 Goitein, op. cit., p. 14. 
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on the ijaram, which included, in addition to repairs to the 1::Iaram 
wall, al-Aq~a Mosque and the Dome of the Rock. It has generally 
been assumed that it was 'Abd ai-Malik 's son, al-Walid b. 'Abd 
ai-Malik, who erected al-Aq~a Mosque. Creswell, who supports this 
opinion, relies on a number of late sources, but especially on the 
early Aphrodito Papyri (see above p. 26). He concludes: 

"Thus there can no longer be any doubt that it was al-Walid and 
not 'Abd ai-Malik who built the second Aq~a Mosque"j8 [Le., after 
the first primitive building-A.E.] 

There is reason, however, to doubt this conclusion. There is a 
detailed tradition reported by Mujir. ignored till now by research
ers on Jerusalem during the early Muslim period (with the excep
tion of Livne), which describes 'Abd ai-Malik 's simultaneous 
construction of the Dome of the Rock and alMAq~a Mosque.s9 This 
tradition60 also appears in other later works, from which Mujir al
Oin copied. These include al-Suyuti's late 15th century Itl:U1/ aiM 
Akhi~~ti' and the mid-14th century book Muthir aJMGluJrtim. While 
these sources are admittedly late, this tradition also appears in the 
works of al-Wasiti and Ibn alMMurajja, who both lived in the early 
to mid-II th century. 

The importance of the tradition appearing in these books is high
lighted by its isniid.61 The tradition is transmitted through al-Walid 
b. f:lammad al-Ramli (who lived in the midM9th century).62 It was 
relayed by a series of transmitters, all of whom belonged to one 
Jerusalem family whose ancestor, Thabit, was one of alMAkhmils 
who served on the f:laram in the mid-8th century.63 Thabit trans
mits the tradition from those charged by Caliph' Abd ai-Mala with 
the construction of the l:Iaram: Raja' b. l:Iaywa al-Kindi, the famous 
theologian who served the Umayyad caliphs (d. 112n3{}-731)," 
and Yazid b. Salam (' Abd ai-Malik's mawlti).M This tradition, that 
• Abd ai-Malik built both the Dome of the Rock and al-Aq!ii Mosque 

~ Creswell, vol. 112. p. 374; DUri, "aIMQuds," p. 18 (quoting Creswell); and 
see also Lazarus-Yafeh. "Jerusalem," pp. 221-222; Stern, "al-Masjid al-Aq~a," 
p. 31; Peters, Jerusalem and Mecca. p. 93. 
~ However. it should be noted that Busse, '''Omar b. al-ijanab," pp. 97, 1l7, 

while giving no references, states quite naturally that' Abd ai-Malik built both 
the Dome of the Rock and al-Aq~a Mosque. 

60 Mujir, vol. I, p. 241. 
61 AI-Wisi~i, p. 83, no. 136 and the bibliography by the editor (including Ibn 

al-Murajji). 
62 On him, see Elad, "An Arabic Tradition," pp. 34-36. 
II See below. p. 52. 
60 See below. p. 19. 
6S Goilein, op. cit., p. 13, believes that he was a Christian convert to Islam. 
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was known to late Muslim historians, who cited it in their writings.66 

a3. AI-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik 

The Aphrodito Papyri provide extremely important information 
concerning the construction works in Jerusalem during al-Walid b. 
'Abd aI-Malik's reign. They explicitly state, as described above, 
that workers were sent-for periods of six months to a year-for 
the purpose of working on the construction of the Mosque in Jeru
salem. In addition to the Aphrodito Papyri, there are two other 
relatively early sources which mention aJ-Walid's construction of 
the Mosque. One is Sa'id b. al-Bi~riq (d. 941), whose description 
of how al-Walid erected the Dome of the Rock contains obvious 
errors and inaccuracies.67 The other early source is al-Muhallabi 
(d. 990), whose tradition is remarkably similar to Ibn al-B*iq's, 
containing the same errors and inaccuracies. Clearly, if he did not 
copy directly from Ibn al-BilJ'iq, they must at least have had an 
identical source.68 

Creswell, discussing this issue, also refers to later historians, particu
larly Ibn al-Athir (d. 1233), Ibn al-'Ibn (d. 1286), and Ibn al-Tiq(aqii 
(wrote ca. 1301), all of whom transmit that al-Walid erected the 
mosques of Dasmascus and of al-Madina, as well as aJ-Aq~a Mosque 
in Jerusalem." Creswell did not notice, however, that Ibn al-Athir 's 
tradition was copied word for word from al-Tabari (d. 923), who 
transmitted the tradition from 'Umar b. Shabba (d. 264/877). Ibn 
aJ-Athir's tradition, however, differs from that of al-Tabari's in a 
most important detail: 'Umar b. Shabba mentions only two mosques, 
the Damascus Mosque and aJ-Madina Mosque. Ibn aJ-Athir added 
al-Masjid al-Aq~a to the tradition which discussed al-Walid's con
struction works. This fact is particularly interesting since it echoes 
the accounts of the early Muslim historians concerning the construction 
works of al-Walid. The early and most reliable historical sources 
do not mention al-Walid's roJe in the construction of al-Masjid al-

66 Ibn Kathir. al-Bidaya. vol. VIIJ. p. 280. quoting from Miral ai-Zaman of 
Sib! b. al-Jawzi (1186-1257), "in this year (66-686) CAbd ai-Malik b. Marwin 
began building the Dome of the Rock of Jerusalem and the Friday Mosque of 
al-Aq~A" ( ... bind' a/-qubba 'ata $akhrat Bayt al-Maqdis wa· 'inuirat al·Jami' 
al-Aq$a .. . ); Nujum, vol. I, p. 183, 11 . 9-11. 

61 Sa'id b. al-Bitriq, Ta'rikh , vol. 11, p. 41 , I. 21 . mentioned by Creswell, vol. 
l!26i p. 373. 

AI-Muhallabi. p. 54. quoted by Abu ·1 ~Fidi'. al-Mukhta$ar fi Ta'rikh a/
Bashar. vol. II. Cairo. 1286 H. . p. 41 , I. 21. 

6') Ibn al·Athir. al-Kamil (Tornbcrg cd.), vol. V, p. 5; Ibn al-'Ibri, Mukhla$ar 
al-Duwal. Beirut. 1958, p. 113; Ibn al-Tiq!aqi, p. 173. 
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Aq~a in Jerusalem. When they mention the construction works car
ried out on his orders they mention only two: the Mosque of the 
Prophet in al-Madina, and the Great Friday Mosque in Damascus.10 

For example, in one early tradition (the second quarter of the 
8th century) the description is as follows: 

I;)amra said: I heard Ibrahim b. Abi • Abla say: God have mercy on al· 
WaJid (b. 'Abd ai-Malik). Where can another such as he be found? He 
conquered India, ai-Sind, Spain and besides that he built the Mosque of 
the Prophet (S'), and built the Mosque of Damascus, and used to give 
me silver bowls to be distributed among the readers of the Quriin in 
Jerusalem (qumi' BaYl al-Maqdis).71 

Ibrahim h. Abi • Abla, was a resident of Ramla who lived in the 
early to mid-8th century,72 The first transmitter is Oamra h. Rabi'a 
from RamI a, who transmiued /:ladith from Ibrahim b. Abi 'Abla. 
He died in 2021817-818." 

In the above tradition a scholar from Ramla, who actually lived 
the time of al-WaJid and who was even active in his service, de
scribes the construction works of the Caliph. He makes no men
tion, however, of the building of al-Aq~a Mosque. Jerusalem is 
indeed mentioned following reference to the construction of the 
mosques of al-Madina and Damascus, but only in order to describe 
how al-Walid distributed money among the readers of the Qur'an 
in Jerusalem. 

There is thus apparently a contradiction between the sources. 
The Aphrodito Papyri explicitly affirm construction in Jerusalem 
during al-Walid's reign, including construction of the Mosque. Later 
sources mention the construction of three mosques (including the 
Mosque of Jerusalem) in al-Walid's time, but mention of al-WaUd's 
role in the construction of aL-Aq~a is glaringly absent in early his
torical sources. While it would be tempting to reject the authentic
ity of the later sources, this is unacceptable, as it is common in 
Muslim historiography for early and reliable traditions to reappear 

7(1 See, for example. Khalifa. Ta'rikh. vol. I. p. 397 (the author died in A.D. 
854): in the year 87 (706]. al-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik built the Mosque of Da
mascus. and in the same year, al-Walid b. 'Abd ai-Malik ordered 'Umar b. 'Abd 
al-'Aziz [his governor of al-Madina) to build the Mosque of the Messenger of 
God ... ; al-Baliidhuri. Ansab. fol. 652 b. II. 4-10: and 'Umar [b. 'Abd al-'Aziz] 
built the Mosque {in al-Madina] and al-Walid built the Mosque of Damascus; 
al-Ya'qilbi, Ta'rikh. vol. II (Beirut ed.), p. 284; Ibn Qutayba, Ma'ari/2, Beirut, 
1970, p. 157; al-Tabari. II. p. 1271; al-Mas'i1di. Muruj. vol. III (Cairo. 1964). 
pp. 166-167. 

71 SimI al-Nujum. vol. III, p. 175; see also the parallel sources, below p. 20. 
n On him. see above pp. t 9-20 
73 On pamra, see above p. 21. 
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in later sources. Also, this would not account for the extremely 
reliable reports in the Aphrodito Papyri. 

It would thus seem appropriate to accept Goitein's conclusion 
that the main structure of al~Aq~a Mosque was erected at the be
ginning of the Umayyad period and that the finishing touches made 
during al-Walid's reign were considered at the time to be merely 
renovations.14 This conclusion is strengthened when considering that 
the Arabic word bana ("to build", i.e. , to build al-Aq~a Mosque) 
used in the late sources quoted above (Abu >1~Fida\ Ibn al-Tiqlaqa, 
and Ibn al-'Ibri) does not necessarily mean to build something new, 
since all these sources use the same verb when they describe the 
building of the mosques of Damascus and of al-Madina. These 
mosques already existed at the time of al-Walid's reign; he simply 
had them renovated and repaired. 

It is, nonetheless, evident that al-Walid was indeed responsible 
for at least part of the construction work of al_Aq$a.7s Thus the 
report of al-Qalqashandi saying that al-Walid covered the walls of 
the mosques of Damascus, Mecca, al-Madina and Jerusalem with 
mosaics is understandable.16 This also lends credence to Mujir's 
report of a tradition informing that during al-Walid b .• Abd al
Malik 's reign "the eastern part of the Mosque was destroyed and 
there was no money in the treasury [for repairs] so he [al-WaJid] 
ordered the minting [of dinars] from the gold [which covered the 
domes?] to be spent on repair of the parts of the mosque that have 
been destroyed."77 AI-Wand 's renovation of the Mosque, along with 
the various construction works on it, may well have occurred in 
the aftermath of a series of serious earthquakes in 94(113-714, 
and perhaps the destruction described by Mujir was caused by these 
earthquakes.18 

1~ Goitein, loco cit.; see also Livne, op. cit ., who came to the conclusion that 
'Abd ai-Malik built both al-Aq~a Mosque and the Dome of the Rock. 

n This is also the opinion of R. Bell, "The Aphrodito Papyri," Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, voL XXVIII, p. 116, quoted by Creswell, voL I!2. p. 374, n. I. 
~ AI-Qalqashandi, $ub~ , vol. XIV, p. 368, II. 13-15, quoted by Creswell, loc. 

cit .• copying Ibn Fa<;ll Alliih al-'Umari (d. 1348), al-Ta'rif (= al-Ta 'rif bi"l
M,#,ala~ ai-Sharif, Cairo, 1312 H., p. 185]. 

Mujir, vol. 1, p. 242; it may well be that in this tradition the word 'mosque' 
refers to all of the l;Iaram. all the part included in the area of the mosque. This 
tradition also closely resembles, both in language and in content, the tradition 
relating the repairs effected by the' Abbasid caliph, al-Man~ur (reigned 754-
775), on the east and west of the Mosque, by melting the strips of silver and 
gold over the doors of the Mosque (al-Aq~a Mosque? or all of the l;Iaram?). See 
this tradition and its parallels in al-Wasi~i, p. 84, no. 137. 

" AI-Ya'qubi, Ta'rikh, voL II (Beirut ed.). p. 291. 
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b. AI-Aq~a Mosque from the End of the Umayyad Period to the 
Crusades 

In the year 130n47-748 there was an earthquake which appar
ently destroyed the eastern and western walls of al-Aq~a Mosque.19 
The latter years of Umayyad rule, during the reign of Marwin b. 
MUhammad (reigned 127n44-132n50), were stormy, filled with 
rebellions and internal strife in the caliphate. Within three years 
the Umayyad armies would be defeated by the • Abbasid armies. 
The first ' Abbasid caliph, Abii al-' Abbas al-Saffiih (reigned 132/ 
750--136n54), was unable to repair the mosque, as he was preoc
cupied in the years of his short reign with the suppression of rebellions 
throughout the kingdom and with the organization of his caliphate. 
During the reign of the second 'Abbasid caliph, Abu Ja'far al
Man$iir (reigned 136n54-158n75). restoration work and building 
took place on the ijaram. He ordered that the gold and silver plates 
covering the doors of the mosque be removed, that they be melted 
down and turned into dinars and dirhams, and that this money be 
used for the restoration of the mosque.so This building activity ap
parently took place in the beginning of the year 141n58, the time 
of al-Man~l1r's visit to Jerusalem, after his pilgrimage to Mecca 
towards the end of 140. He stayed in Jerusalem for a full month.11 

Le Strange is of the opinion that the construction took place dur
ing al-Man~l1r's visit to Jerusalem in the year 154n70-771.'2 but 
the date 141n58, which is recounted by many historians.') seems 
more likely. 

79 AI-Wasili, pp. 83-84, no. 137; see also ibid., pp. 79-8 1, nos. 133-135; al
Dhahabi, Ta'rikh, (Beirut, ~awadith wa-wafaytit 120-140), pp. 29-30; [Cairo 
ed., 1367 H., vol. V, p. 39] for an interesting description of the earthquake 
which hit Jerusalem and destroyed the house of Shaddad b. Aws, the Compan
ion of the Prophet; on this, see a180 Gil, op. cit., pp. 89-90, no. 102 [= vol. I, 
p. 74J; al-Suyu'i, Kashf al-Sal$ala, fol. 422a; Nujum, vol. I, p. 311, II. 12-14; 
Le Strange, Pal~stjn~, p. 92. 

80 See note 77 in this chapter. 
I I AI-Dinawari, Akhbtir, Cairo, 1960, p. 383, I. 20: wa-ma(la na~w a/-Sham 

qa$idan Ii-Bayt al-Maqdis ~attti waftihti fa-aqama hiM Shahran. Translation: 
And he turned towards Syria, with his goal being to reach Jerusalem, until he 
arrived there and stayed there a month. 

tl Le Strange, op. cit., p. 193, note. 
n See, for example, al-Baladhuri, Futu~, p. 192; al-Taban, III, p. 129; al

Mus'iidi, Muruj, vol. VI, p. 212; Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, vol. VIII. p. 281, I. 8, 
who adds the important detail that when he came to Jerusalem, al-Man~iir or
dered the rebuilding of the mosque which was in ruins; ibid. , vol. X, p. 75. I. 
15; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, vol. 1/1, p. 15, I. 16; Nujum, vol. I, p. 336, II. 13-18; 
ibid., p. 340, I. 4; Creswell. vol. 1/2, p. 374, without having before him the texts 
of al-Dinawari and Ibn Kathir, claims that it was possible to advance the dale 
of al-Man~iir's construction from 154n70--771 according to Le Strange's esti-
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Shortly thereafter another earthquake occurred which destroyed 
the building whose construction al-Man~ur had ordered. When al
Mahdi, al-Mansur' s son, came to power (reigned 158n75- 169n85), 
al-Aq~a Mosque was in ruins. AI-Mahdi ordered that the mosque 
be rebuilt, subtracting from its length and adding to its width.SoI It 
could be that he ordered this construction work during his visit to 
Jerusalem in 163nSO.8s AI-Muqaddasl describes a great earthquake 
which occurred during the reign of the 'Abbasid caliphs, destroy
ing most of al-Aq~a Mosque, with the exception of the portion 
built around the mil)rah. When the caliph was informed of this he 
ordered each one of the governors of the provinces and his other 
commanders to build a colonnade within the mosque, 

and they built the mosque so that it would be stronger and more 
s table than it was before. The older portion remains as an attractive 
spot in the middle of the new building. The old part extends till the 
border of the marble columns. And a s for the plastered works of art, 
they are new.86 

AI-Muqaddasi does not mention the name of the caliph. It is 
clear that it was not al-Man~ur, for he restored the ruins of the 
mosque after the earthquake which had already taken place during 
the reign of the Umayyads. The conclusion reached by Le Strange 
and Creswell that it was al -Mahdi87 seems likely. In the sources 
checked there is no additional mention of • Abbasid activity related 
to al-Aq~a Mosque, with the exception of the period of the reign 
of al-Ma'mun (198/813--218/833). In 1047 Nii, ir-i Khusraw describes 
a large and beautiful bronze portal in al-Aq~a Mosque upon which 
the name of Caliph al-Ma 'mun is inscribed in silver. According to 
Na~ir-i Khusraw, the gate was sent by al-Ma'mun from Baghdad.88 

mate 10 141n58, and this due to the information from al-Mas'udi (Muruj, vol. 
VI p. 212) about the Caliph' s visil to Jerusalem during thai year. 

J. AI-Wisili , p. 84, and the parallels therein; al-Mas 'udi, op. cit., vol . V, 
p. 212: AI-Mahdi began building al-J:laram Mosque (in Mecca) and the Mosque 
of the Prophet .. . and he built Bayt al-Maqdis [should that be: Masjid Bayt ai
Maqdis?J which had been destroyed previously by an earthquake; see also MaI)mOd 
Ibrahim, p. 59. 

U On this, see al-Tabari, III, p. 500, II. 4-6; al-Ya'qubi, Ta'rikh, vol. II, 
p. 480; al-Fasawi, vol. I, p. 150; al -Dhahabi, loc. cit .; Le Strange, op. cit., p. 98, 
and Creswell, loco cit. , rely on the tradition of the author of Muthir al-Ghariim , 
which appears, of course, already in the books of al -Wasili and Ibn al-Murajji, 
and In other sources referred to here. 

116 AI-Muqaddasi, p. 168; English translation: Le Strange. op. cit., pp. 98-99; and 
see also Slem, "al -Aq~ Mosque." pp. 30-31; ibid .. p. 31 . he quotes al-Muqaddasi. 

11 Le Strange. op. cit .. p. 98; Creswell , loc. cit. 
I I Na$ir-i Khusraw, p. 25 (Arabie). p. 38 (Engli sh). 
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The measurements of the mosque built by al-Mahdi are not known 
(according to some sources, he made it smalJer). The excavations 
to the south and the west of the ijaram uncovered a number of 
buildings from the Umayyad period, among them a large two-sto
rey building. From the second floor of this building there was di
rect passage to the ijaram, apparently to al-Aq~a Mosque, whose 
original building extended westward far beyond the borders of the 
present-day mosque. Rosen-Ayalo" proposed that this two-storey 
building (palace) served as Dar al-lmiira, the governor 's house. 
She based her proposal on the fact that H was connected to the 
mosque, since in the early period it was customary to establish a 
direct passage from Dilr al-Imara to the Friday mosque in the city.89 

AI-Muqaddasi, who describes the mosque as he saw it in the 
middle of the 10th century, says that it had 26 gates. Opposite the 
mi~riib (the prayer niche facing Mecca) was a large gate, gilded 
with bronze, called the bronze gate. This gate was already men
tioned in a tradition, which can be placed in the first half of the 
8th century, which states that this gate was from the property of 
the king of Persia.90 There were seven gates to the left and seven 
to the right of this gate. On the eastern side of the mosque there 
were eleven gates. Opposite the fifteen northern gates there was an 
aisle of marble pillars, built on the order of 'Abdallah b. Tahir, 
Caliph al-Ma'mun's governor of Syria and Egypt.9J 

In the year 424/1033 there was another powerful earthquake which 
destroyed many buildings in various cities in Syria and Palestine, 

t9 Rosen-Ayalon. "The Art of Building", p. 294; on Dar al-Imara, adjacent to 
the great mosque. see Creswell, vol. Ill. pp. 48-55: KUfa; and see testimony to 
this also in Mosul. Ta'rikh al-Maw$il. Cairo. 1967, p. 145: fa IUlzala Qalr al
Imara al-mula#q Ii 'I-Masjid al-Jami'; translation: and he sat down [Yaijya b. 
Muijammad, the brother of the CaJiph Abu 'I-' Abbas al-Saff'al:l. at the time he 
was appointed governor of Mosul) in the government palace adjacent to the 
great mosque; on the Umayyad buildings uncovered in the J:laram excavations, 
see Mazar, "Archeological Excavation," p. 37; Ben Dov, "The Buildings," 
pp. 35-40, esp. p. 37; idem .• The Temple Mount, pp. 274-32l. 

90 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 23a: lnna Bah al-NulJas alladhi fl ' l-Masjid, Bab a/
Jamal al-Awsat huwa min mata' Kisra; the tradition is handed down by the 
Salama b. Qay~ar family (on them, see introduction p. 17): Abu 'I-Faraj > Al:lmad 
b. Muijammad > al-Walid b. J:lamrnad > 'Ali b. Salama rb. MuijammadJ b. 'Abd 
ai-Salim > Salama b. Muijammad > Mul:lammad b. ' Abd ai-Salim; Mujir, vol. 
II. p. 381. and al-Suyuli (JRAS, vol. XIX, p. 267) quote this tradition without its 
isnad, and both of them are quoted by Le Strange, Palestine, p. 186; ibid .• Le 
Strange reads: Bah al-J:lamal al-Awsat and translates: The middle ram gate, but 
he is mistaken. Compare al-Muqaddasi. p. 169, I. 4. who describes al-Aq~ Mosque 
thus: wa- 'ala wasa, al-MughaUa Jamal 'a1im; translation: and on the middle of 
the covered building of the mosque is a great gable roof .. 

91 Ibid .• pp. 168- 169. 
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including Jerusalem and the l:iaram.92 These were the years of the 
reign of the Patimld Sultan, al-~ahir (reigned 412/ 1021-427/1036), 
who precisely during 1034 was busy building the walls of Jerusa
lem. Hamilton thought that this earthquake' "destroyed each one of 
the fifteen aisles which extended north of the dome." Only the three 
central doors were preserved. AI-Zahir, who, according to Hamil
ton, built al-Aq$a anew. even buih the four arcades of the hall and 
the central aisles, which serve as the foundation of the present-day 
mosque.9) Creswell also thinks that a fairly large portion of to
day's al-Aq$a is the fruit of work done during the period of al
Zahir.94 According to Creswell, the mosque of al-Zahir consisted 
of a series of seven aisles formed by arcades running perpendicu
lar to the qibla wall, of which all except two on either side of the 
centre consisted of eleven arches. The central aisle was nearly double 
the width of the rest ... it had a clerestory, and was covered by a 
great gable roof, beyond which rose a great wooden dome. 

As part of the repair and restoratjon work carried out between 
1938 and 1942 (under the supervision and direction of Hamilton), 
the two sets of arcades in the eastern wing of the hall were re
moved and replaced. In the course of this work signs were uncov
ered of an older set of arches in the northern wall: when the new 
set was knocked down it was evident that the pillars were not at 
all supported by the northern wall. Early remnants of arcades were 
discovered on the southern side as well. This proves, according to 

f2 Sa'id b. al-Bilfiq, Ta'rikh, vol. 11 , p. 184, states that part of al -Aq~a Mosque 
was destroyed; al-Suyuti, who quotes Ibn al-Jawzi, tells of this earthquake in 
the year 425 of the hijra, in which a third of Ramla was destroyed and its great 
mosque was split and its residents evacuated for a period of eight days. He also 
tells that the wall of Jerusalem (bd' ir Bayt al-Maqdis, perhaps this refers to the 
wall of the J:laram?) fe ll as well as part of MiI:arab Diwud (that Is. the western 
cily citadel) and the mosque in Hebron. A minaret of (the mosque 00 Ashqelon 
fell . and the edge of the minaret of (the mosque 00 Gaza, and half the buildings 
of Nibu lus. See al-Suyu!i, Kash! 01-$0/$0/0, fol. 423b. and see Gil. op. cit., pp. 
399-400, no. 595 [= vol. I, pp. 329-330J. with an extensive and extremely com
prehensive bibliography concerning the 1033 earthquake from Islamic sources 
as well as the Geniza document (the leiter ITom Shlomo ben ~ma~ to Ephraim 
ben Shemariah?), see the text, op. cit.. vol. II, no. 209. 

'l Hamilton, loe. cil.; for inscriptions testifyi ng to the building of al-~hir in 
al-Aq~A Mosque and on the f:laram in the years 425 and 426 see: I) Van 8erchem. 
vol. II . no. 275, the renewal inSCription of the dome seen by al-Harawi in the 
year 1173; see a.lso al-Harawi, pp. 25-26: Repetoire. vol. VII. no. 2409; 2) Van 
Berchem. op. cit., no. 301; Repertoire . op. cit .• no. 2410; testifying to repairs in 
the south-east of the J:laram Is the Inscription on two stones, published by Van 
Berchem. op. cit .• no. 147; Repertoire. op. cit., no. 2404; and see also Stern, 
op.cit .• p. 38 ... 

,. In this, Hamilton and Creswell disagree with Le Strange. who thought that 
al-Aq~i of our day was from the Ayyilbld and Crusader periods. 
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Creswell, that the dome-bearing arches predate those of al-~ir, 
and they must belong to the building of al-Mahdi. Creswell thought 
that al-~hir honoured al-Mahdi's building plan, with two excep
tions: he built two new arches for the central aisle, and he reduced 
the width of the mosque by 72 centimetres.95 

Na~ir-i Khusraw, who travelled in Palestine in the year 1047, 
described aL-:.?:ahir's mosque in great detail. According to him there 
were "280 [I] marble columns, supporting arches that are fashioned 
of stone, and both the shafts and the capitals are riveted with lead, 
so that nothing can be more firm .... The mosque is everywhere 
flagged with coloured marble and the joints are riveted in lead. 
The Maq~ura [a building closed for prayer within the mosque] is 
facing the centre of the south wall [of the mosque], and is of such 
size as to contain sixteen columns. Above rises a mighty dome, 
that is ornamented with enamelwork .... In this place there is spread 
Maghribi matting, and there are lamps and lanterns, each suspended 
by its separate chain. The great Mi~rab is adorned with enamel 
work .... The roof of the Mosque is constructed of wood, beau
tifully sculptured .... Among these gates [of the mosque] there is 
one of brass most finely wrought and beautiful so that one would 
say it was of gold, set in with fired silver and chased. The name of 
the Khalif al-Ma'mun is upon it, and they relate that al-Ma'mun 
sent it from 8aghdad.'>96 

Construction work also took place in al-Aq~a Mosque during the 
reign of al-~hir's son, al-Mustan~ir (reigned 427/1036-487/1094)." 

2. The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat AI-$akhra) 

The Muslim sources differ as to the beginning of construction of 
the Dome of the Rock. Some repon that the construction began in 
66/685-686," while others attribute it to the year 69/688." The 

9S Creswell. V2. pp. 377-378. 
96 Na~ir-I Khusraw, p. 25 (Arabic); Le Strange's lranslation is followed here, 

see Le Slrange. Palestine. pp. 106-107; but see Creswell, op. cit .• pp. 375-377, 
who doubts the reliability of this description by Ni~lr-1 Khusraw. particularly 
concerning the measurements of the mosque which he reports. The number of 
columns about which Ni~ir-i Khusraw reports (280) Is in his opinion absurd. 
This number would require at least 25 aisles and needs a width of 170 metres. 

t1 An inscription from 1605 on the fronl of the Mosque testifies to this. see 
Van Berchem. vol. II, no. 148; and see also Mazar, op. cit., p. 173. 

9t Ibn Kathir, loc. cit. (from Sib! b. al-Jawzi); Mujir. vol. I. p. 240, I. 24 
[Amman. ed., vol. I. p. 272J, mosl probably also from Sib! b. al-Jawzi. see 
Elad. "The Dome of the Rock," p. 48. 

99 AI-SuyOti.ltlJdf. fols. 4Oa-40b [= vol. I. p. 241J (copies Muthir of Gharam: 
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dedication inscription of the building bears the date 72/691--692; 
however, whether the construction of the Dome of the Rock was 
completed in that year is not known. Sibt b, al-Jawzi reports that 
the construction of the Dome of the Rock was finished in 73/692-
693. 100 The most detailed description of the building of the Dome 
of the Rock by • Abd ai-Malik is reported by al-Wiisiti lOl through 
the isnild of the family of • Abd al-Ral:tman of Jerusalem,102 from 
those charged with the construction. Raja ' b. I:laywa, the famous 
theologian, and Yazid b. Salam, a maw/il of 'Abd al-Malik. IO) This 
tradition is cited by other writers, such as Ibn al-Murajja (early to 
mid-11th century), the author of Muthir a/-Gharilm (mid-14th 
century), aI-Suyfili (mid-15th century), Mujir ai-Din (late 15th century) 
and others,]Oot 

There is no information on the history of the Dome of the Rock 
from the time of Abd al-Malik's caliphate (d. 705) until the period 
of Caliph al-Ma'mun (reigned 813-833). During al-Ma'mun's 
caliphate, the name of the constructor of the Dome of the Rock 
(' Abd ai-Malik), written in the internal inscription encircling the 
building. was changed to al-Ma'mun. 1os On the two large bronze 

from Mir'at ai-Zaman of Sib! b. al-Jawzi); see Le Strange, "Description," 
p. 288 (Arabic text), p. 300 (English translation). See also Le Strange, Palestine, 
p. 144. Note, however, Ibn l;Iabib's report (p. 132), that 'Abd ai-Malik built the 
Mosque of Jerusalem in the year 70. Qala: wa-bana 'Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan 
raJ:!imahu 'llah Masjid Bayt al-Maqdis fi sab'in min al-hijra. Note the use of the 
word bona (built) in this text against the use of the word ihtada'a (began), in 
the sources quoted above. 

100 Ibn Kathir, loe. cit. (quoting Sibt b. al-Jawzi). The prevailing view among 
the scholars is that the building of the Dome of the Rock was completed in 72/ 
691-92; for example, see Creswell, vol. I, p. 72; Rosen-Ayalon, "The Art of 
Building," pp. 288-289; idem., "Art and Architecture in Jerusalem in the Early 
Islamic Period," in J. Prawer (ed.), The History of Jerusalem. The Early Islamic 
Period (638- 1099), Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi , Jerusalem, 1987, p. 316; Hawting, The 
Umayyad Caliphate, p. 59; but cf. G. Rotter, Die Umayyaden und der zweite 
Burgerkrieg (680--692), Wiesbaden, 1982, pp. 227-230, where he argues that 
'Abd ai-Malik began building the Dome of Ihe Rock only after 691, and esp. 
S. Blair, "What is the Date of the Dome of the Rock?," Bayt al-Maqdis: 'Abd 
ai-Malik's Jerusalem , Part One, ed. by J. Raby and J. Johns (Oxford Studies in 
Islamic Art, vol. IX), Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 59-87, where she ar
gues that, "we should read the date of 72/692 in the Dome of the Rock's foun
dation inscription as a terminus a quo." Note, however, that the early source of 
Sibt b. al-Jawzi (al-Wiqidi? Ibn al-Kalbi1) specifically says that the building of 
the Dome of the Rock was finished in 72 H., see ch. 2, p.53. 

101 AI-Wisi~i, pp. 81-85, nos. 136--137. 
102 On them, see below. pp. 17-18. 
10) On them, see below. pp. 19. 36. 
lOt These sources and others are mentioned by I. Hasson, the editor of al

Wasili, p. 83. 
1," Creswell , vol. 1/1, pp. 69-70. I don't know how 10 interpret the report of 
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tablets crowning northern and eastern entrances of the Dome of 
the Rock-which were originally installed in 'Abd ai-Malik's time, 
and on which inscriptions from the Qur~iin were engraved-two 
lines were added in aJ-Ma>mfm's time, bearing his name and the 
date of inscription: Rabi' II 216/May-June 831. H16 

C . OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS ON THE I:IARAM IN THE UMA YYAD 

PERIOD 

Very little is known of other buildings on the l:Iaram during the 
Umayyad per~od. There are descriptions of the l:Iaram from later 
sources, principally from the 10th century onwards, but there is no 
knowing if these descriptions are valid for the Umayyad period as 
well. The names and locations of places on the ijaram were changed 
during different periods. At this stage of research it is impossible 
to give a consistent, ongoing portrayal of construction of the J:laram. 

The early descriptions of AI-Wasi~i and Ibn al-Murajja are in
structive of the many efforts invested by 'Abd ai -Malik and his 
son aI-Walid to glorify the l:Iaram and its close environs with splendid 
buildings. Already noted are the large. important structures of the 
Dome of the Rock, al-Aq~a Mosque, the large palace and other 
structures uncovered in excavations at the southern wall. That the 
Dome of the Rock and its gates, and perhaps also the gates of al
Aq~a Mosque, were plated with thin layers of gold and silver is 
known. I07 Also mentioned are two gates that were built on the orders 
of ' Abd ai-Malik, apparently on the J:laram. lOs These may well have 
been the Gate of Mercy (Bab (Abwab) al-Ra~ma) and the Gate of 
the Prophet (Bab al-Nabi). These are discussed in greater detail below. 

The traditions collected by al-Wasiti and Ibn al-Murajja describe 
the glory and splendor of the J:laram in the early period. One such 
tradition describes the thousands of lamps lighting up the l:Iaram 

Mujir ai-Din. Ta'rikh, fol. 69b, II . 3-4, that during the reign of Hisham b. 'Abd 
aJ-Malik (I05n24-125n44), his brother, Sa'id, built the Dome of Jerusalem 
(w~~ ayyiimihi banii akhuhu Sa'id Qubbat Bay,. al-Maqdis). 

Van Berchem, vol. n, nos. 216, 217; RipertOlre, vol. I, nos. 10, 11; Creswell. 
op. cit., pp. 81-82; Mukhli~, pp. 111-114; Grabar, "Dome of the Rock," pp. 52, 54. 

101 AI-Wasili, p. 83, no. 137, and the parallel sources; from the tradition it is 
not unequivocally clear which doors were plated with gold and silver tablets. In 
this very early tradition transmitted by the family of 'Abd al-Ra~man. the 
Jerusalemile (see p. 17), it is said that "these doors were plated with silver and 
gold and thai all the doors were (plated with) silver and gold during the Caliphate 
of 'Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan." On the gilding of the Dome of the Rock, see al
Wisiti, p. 82. 

lot 'See below p. 25. 
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and the magnificent buildings there, [09 concluding: "and there were 
there (that is. in the area of the mosque, namely the l:Iaram] fifteen 
[buildings with] domes apart from the Dome of the Rock ... [the 
domes of] the Mosque were covered with 7000 lead plates ... all 
this was done during the reign of • Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan."[lo 
The tradition is early and certainly contains some authentic testi 
mony. The number of lamps, lead plates, and even domes is very 
impressive, but perhaps exaggerated. 

J. The Treasury (Bayt ai-Mal) 

The treasury was built to the east of the Rock, on the l:Iaram. The 
transmitter of the early tradition who mentions it notes that " it [the 
Treasury] is over to the edge of the Rock" ifawq lJ,arf al-$akhra). [I [ 

This treasury was filled with money that apparently served to fi
nance the construction of the Dome of the Rock. While the trea
sury may have been built for the sole purpose of storing the money 
needed for the extensive construction works on the l:Iaram, its pres
ence there may also have been an indication of 'Abd ai-Malik's 
intention of making Jerusalem the central city in the Palestine dis
trict (Jund Filas~in). This is particularly likely in light of the fact 
that the Umayyads used to build the Bay, aI-Mal in the capitals of 
the different districts of Syria and Egypt in the courtyard of the 
Friday Mosque. [[2 

2. The Dome of the Chain (Qubbat al-Silsila) 

Other buildings were constructed on the l:Iaram in an attempt to 
further add to its sanctity. These were often legitimatized on the 
basis of Jewish traditions and midrashim, or Muslim traditions which 
were sometimes created after and in light of the Jewish traditions. 
Sometimes the Muslim traditions were totally unrelated to the Jewish 
tradition. 

The Dome of the Chain, which was constructed during 'Abd al
Malik's reign, lIl is an early example of a building sanctified on 
the basis of such a combination of Jewish and Muslim traditions. 

I~ Ibn al-Murajja, fo l. 24a [= Livne, no. 47]. 
110 Ibid.; and see also, 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 264, a parallel tradition. 
III AI-Wiisili, p. 81, no. 136. 
112 Creswell, vol. III, pp. 201 - 202 (basing himself on Ibn l:IawqaJ, BGA II , 

pp. 338, I. 22-339, I. I; and al-Muqaddasi, p. 182, I. 7; see also YaquI, Mu 'jam, 
vol. IV (Beirut ed.), p. 265: al-FuSlii.!}. 

11) On the dating of the Dome of the Chain to 'Abd al-Malik's reign, see 
Rosen-Ayalon, "An Early Source," pp. 184- 185. 
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An early tradition, which dates back to the Umayyad period, de
scribes the site on which the Dome stood as a site where King 
David used to judge the Children of Israel. The tradition goes on 
to describe a special chain of light there, through which it was 
possible to distinguish which among the Children of Israel was 
speaking the truth and which was lying. Interestingly, the very same 
tradition referring to this Jewish source for the sanctity of the site 
of the Dome of the Chain, also refers to the Islamic SOUTce for its 
sanctity: namely, the place where the Prophet, when brought to 
Jerusalem on the night of the isrii~. met the black.eyed maidens of 
Paradise (Qur af- 'ayn).114 

3. The Dome of the Prophet and the Dome of the Ascension 
(Qubbat a/-Nabi, Qubbat a/-Mi'riij) 

Other domes may well have been built on the l:Iaram during the 
Umayyad period, such as the Dome of (the) Ascension (of the 
Prophet) (Qubbat al-Mi'riij),'" and/or the Dome of the Prophet 
(Qubbat al-Nabi), which commemorated the Prophet's prayer be
fore the angels and the messengers. Reliable information from the 
early to mid-9th century related the existence of the Dome of the 
Prophet. 116 In this tradition the Dome of the Prophet is mentioned 
immediately following a description of the Prophet's ascension to 
heaven (al-mi',aj), thus giving the impression that there may be a 
link between the Dome of the Prophet and the mi',iij. 

114 Al-Wasiti. pp. 74-75. no. 119. and the parallel sources therein; cf. al-Durr 
al-Manthur. vol. IV. p. 138; here, al-Wasili combined two traditions. transmU
ted by the family of 'Abd al-Ral).man. The first tradition (al-Wisiti, pp. 73-74, 
I. 3) Is identical to the tradition In Ibn al-Murajja, fols. 44b-45a [= Livne, no. 
148J; the second (al-Wislti, pp. 74, I. 3-75, I. 3), Is identical to Ibn al-Murajja, 
foL 45b [= Livne, no. 1511; see also the discussion of Livne, The Sanctity of 
Jerusalem, pp. 295-296, where he suggests that it is possible that the Dome of 
the Chain served as the Dome of the Treasure. Na~lr-i Khusraw saw in Jerusa
lem (in 1047) the Tree of the Girls of Paradise, see Safar Name, p. 52 (English 
trans.), p. 32 (Arabic trans.). 

IU See Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," pp. 62-63, based on al-Muhallabi, 
p. 54, who mentions several Domes on the i:laram during al-Walid's reign 
(705-715): Qubbat al-Mi'ri.j, Qubbat al-Mizan (the Dome of the Scales), Qubbat 
al-Silsila, Qubbat al-Mal).shar (Dome of Gathering). In the same breath, how
ever, he also mentions the Dome of the Rock (built by al-Walid!), so this infor
mation should be treated with reservation. 

116 AI-Wasiti, p. 73, no. 119, the isnad of the family of 'Abd al-Ral)miin, the 
lerusalemile; in this tradition' Abd al-Ral).mian himself describes the Dome of 
the Prophet to the right of the Rock, the Dome in which the Prophet prayed. 
This Dome has special attributes by virtue of which prayers and requests of the 
people are answered. 
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While it is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the many 
complexities associated with the Prophet's ascension to heaven, one 
of the issues related to this episode should be noted: namely, from 
where, exactly , in Jerusalem, did the Prophet ascend to heaven? 
Early traditions in Al-Wasili's book stress Allah's ascension from 
the Rock to heaven. ll7 The existence of Qubbat al-Mi'raj (the Dome 
of the Ascension) in proximity to the Rock, would indicate, how
ever, that the Prophet did not ascend to heaven from the Rock 
itself. But there are other traditions-also early-which stressed 
that the Prophet did ascend to heaven from the Rock .1I8 The tradi
tion of the Prophet 's ascent to heaven from the place on which the 
Dome of the Ascension was erected, away from the Rock. may be 
earlier than that claiming that he ascended to heaven from the Rock. 
Ibn al-Murajja, discussing a long tradition on a!·mi'riij says: "No 
one disagrees that the Prophet (S) was borne up to heaven from 
the Dome known as Qubbat al-Mi ' raj since Allah intended himself 
to be borne up to heaven from the Rock, and the Prophet (S) was 
borne up to heaven from the Dome."119 This definitive claim on 
the part of al-Musharraf b. al-Murajja that there is no djsagree
ment with regard to the place of the Prophet's ascension to heaven 
is in itself evidence of a controversy over this issue, and reveals 
his awareness of a tradition that established the Prophet 's ascen
sion to heaven from the Rock.1 20 

The sources are thus equivocal as to the exact site of the mi'raj, 
and likewise to the exact site of Qubbat al-Mj'raj. During the period 
of ' Abd ai-Malik or his son al-WaJid, Qubbat al·Mi'raj may just 
have been an alternative name for Qubbat al-Nabi, which was built 
to the right of the Dome of the Rock. It may be, however, the 
Dome described in the early tradition of al-Wasili, which notes the 
existence of the Dome on the l::Iaram, north of the Sakhra, perhaps 
already since the time of 'Abd ai-Malik. J21 Thus, for example, while 
• Abd ai-Malik b. l:Iabib (d. 853) does not mention the Dome of 
the Prophet, he does mention the Dome of the Ascension (Qubbat 

117 AI-Wisl!i. pp. 70-74, nos. 114-120, esp. nos. tt4-1 t7 and the parallel 
sources of the editor therein; Livne. The Sanctiry of Juusalem, pp. 189-190. 

III AI-Ya'qiibi, Ta'rikh, vol . II, p. 311. 
lit Ibn al.Murajji, fol. 44a: wa·/am yakhtalif ithnan annahu ($) 'urrija bihi 

min 'indo ' /-qubba ' I/ati yuqa/u laha Qubbat al-Mi 'raj, /i-anna mina ' I-$akhra 
' ;stawa Allah ta'a/t'i i/a 'I-sama' wa-min 'jnd hadhihi ' I-qubba 'urrija bi· '1 Nabi 
(S)i1a 'I-sama' . 

120 There Is an echo of this tradition In the 12th century from the Muslim traveller 
al. Harawi, who describes the Rock on the ijaram from which the Prophet as
cended to heaven and which bears the imprint of his foot. See al-Harawi, p. 24. 

121 AI-Wislli, p. 75, no. 119. 
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al-Mi ' raj) among the Domes on the ijaram. 122 In another tradition, 
recorded by al-Wasi~i. the Prophet's prayer on the l:Iaram and his 
ascension to heaven are mentioned in the same breath, and in this 
context only one Dome is identified on the l:Iaram. This tradition, 
which can be dated back at least to the beginning of the 9th cen
tury, is transmitted by Abii: ijudhayfa. the Mu' adhdhin of Jerusa
lem (lived at the beginning of the 9th century) from his grandmother 
who said that Ka'b guided !iafiyya, the wife of the Prophet, in and 
around the ijararn. saying to her "Pray here, for the Prophet (S) 
prayed before the prophets when he was borne up to heaven, he 
prayed before them here ... and Abu l:Iudhayfa indicated with his 
hand the farthest Dome behind the Rock. "123 

4. The Gates 

Finally, mention should be made of a number of early gates already 
existing in the Umayyad period. These were apparently erected by 
the first Umayyad caliphs, though there is no expHcit information 
to this effect in the sources (apart from two gates erected on the 
orders of • Abd ai-Malik, the names or locations of which are not 
known). Early traditions, however, which can certainly be dated to 
the Umayyad period, mention Bab al-Ra~ma, Bab i:lina, Mi~rab 
Maryam, Bab al-Tawba, Bab al-Asba~, MilJ.rab Dawo.d, and Bab 
al-Nabi. These places are discussed in a later chapter. 

III Ibn J:labib, p. 138, 11. 3-4. 
Ln AI-Wasiti, p. 76, no. 123: al-Walid b.J:lammad (mid-ninth century] < Ibrihim 

b. Mu~ammad b. Yusuf (a scholar who lived in Jerusalem in the late 8th-early 
9th century, see al-Waslti, p. 22, no. 25 , n. I; also see al-Razi, al-Jarl,l, vol. 
1/1, 1371/1952, p. 128; Ibn J:lajar, Tahdhib, vol. I, p. 161] < Zuhayr 
lb. 'Abbad, d. 236/850; see Ibn ' Asiklr, Tahdhib, vol. V, p. 392; Ibn J:lajar, op. 
cit., vol. III. pp. 344-34.51 < Abu J:ludhayfa, the mu'adhdhin of Jerusalem [he 
may be Musi b. Mas'ud, Abu J:ludhayfa al-Ba$ri, a scholar of l,Iadith, d. 220 or 
221/835-836; see Ibn J:lajar, op. cit., vol. X. pp. 370-371; it is not said here 
that he lived In Jerusalem but ibid., p. 370: he was a mu'adhdhin; see also 
al-Rizi, op. cit., vol. lVII, 137211953, p. 164, but ibid., n. I, the editor draws 
attention to another version, instead of mu'adhdhin: mu'addib; al-Dhahabi, Siyar. 
vol. X. pp. 137- 139) < the grandmother of Abu J:ludhayfa; and see al-Wislti , 
op. cil., parallel sources; Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 45a I:::: Livne, no. 149), omitted 
"behind the Rock"; al-Durr al-Manthiir. vol. IV, p. 157: instead of "the farthest 
qubba (dome)" "the farthest qibla"; on this, see Livne, The Sanctity of Jl!Tusa· 
lem, p. 293. 
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WORSHIP AND PILGRIMAGE IN JERUSALEM 

A. MUSLIM WORSHIP IN THE HaL Y PLACES OF JERUSALEM 

J. Worship on the l:Iaram During the Umayyad Period 

Ritual ceremonies in Jerusalem in the Umayyad Period (and in later 
periods, too) were mainly concentrated on the l;Iaram. There are a 
number of early testimonies of these services, and they certainly 
confirm the trend developed and encouraged by the first Umayyad 
caliphs. Many of these rituals were performed in and around the 
Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-~akbra) . 

During the time of • Abd ai-Malik, the Dome of the Rock was 
opened to the public solely on Mondays and Thursdays (!); on the 
other days only the attendants entered. These attendants cleansed 
and purified themselves, changed their clothing, burnt incense and 
anointed the Rock with all kinds of perfumes. Prayers were held 
after incense was burnt. 

Ten gatekeepers were responsible for each gate. I During • Abd 
ai-Malik's reign, the Dome was coated with gold, and the Rock 
was surrounded by an ebony balustrade, behind which-between 
the pillars-hung cunains woven with gold. Jews and Christians 
were employed in different services on the l:Iaram: they cleaned 
the dirt on the l:Iaram, made glass for the lamps and for goblets, 
and prepared wicks for the lamps. They were exempted from the 
poll tax and passed on these tasks as inheritance.2 Apparently, the 
gatekeepers mentioned above do not refer to these same Jews or 
Christians. 

Another early tradition says that there were 40 guards, and that 
one of these guards belonged to the An$dr.l Also serving on the 
I:laram were al-Akhmds, slaves of the caliph who belonged to the 

I AI-Wisili, pp. 81-83, no. 136, the tradition of the Jerusalem family of ' Abd 
al-RaJ:aman. from Raja' and Yazid; Mondays and Thursdays were the days the 
Jews read the Torah; see also Livne, The Sanctity of-Jerusalem. p. 327. n. 154 
about Mondays and Thursdays. the days the Dome of the Rock was opened 10 
the public; cf. the intereSting tradition in Ibn Lahi'a, p. 288, II . 298-301. 

1 AI-Wisiti, pp. 43-44, no. 60. and the parallel sources; Ibn al-Murajja. fol. 
24b (both sources and others are mentioned by Gil, Palestine. p. 72, no. 86; 
[= vol. I, p. 60]; see also Mujir. vol. I (Amman ed.), p. 281; Seier Hayyishuv, 
vol. 1I, p. 9, n. 29; Livne, Opt cit .• p. 295. 

) AI-Wisiti. p. 79. no. 134. 
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State Treasury as the fifth part (khums) of the booty, or who were 
acquired by the Treasury on account of this khums. 4 

A chain hung from the middle of the Dome of the Rock. An 
interesting tradition relates that at the time of 'Abd ai-Malik a pre
cious stone was suspended from this chain together with two horns 
of the ram sacrificed by Abraham, and the crown of Kisrti.. king of 
Persia.s Also, according to another tradition, prior to the siege of 
• Abdallah b. al-Zubayr in 683-<;84 in Mecca, the two horns of the 
ram sacrificed by Abraham in redemption of his son were hung in 
the Ka'ba,6 Also according to one version of the latter tradition, 
they were placed on the fence of the Ka' ba at the time it was built 
and renovated by Ibn al-Zubayr, and were shattered there.' Less 
that ten years later horns of the ram are allegedly found at the 
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. 

Evidently, already in the Umayyad period there were a number 
of places venerated within the Dome of the Rock where the Mus
lims performed ritual ceremonies. Two of these, the Black Paving 
Stone (al-Balala al-Sawda') and the Gate of lsrafil, are discussed 
in the next chapter. 

During the season of the i)ajj, the same ritual ceremonies were 
held on the l:Iaram as in Mecca. One interesting tradition, parts of 
which are unparalleled in the known sources, describes at great 
length the ritual ceremonies customary on the l:Iaram during the 
time of 'Abd aI-Malik. The text is found in the book of Sib~ b. al
Jawzi (1186-1256), Mir'at aI-Zaman, which is still mainly in manu
script form. The two manuscripts consulted, one in the British Library8 
and the other in the Bodleian Library ,9 are virtually identical , but 

• See Gil, "Jerusalem," pp. 24-25, n. 26; idem., "The Jewish Quarters," 
p. 266, n. 25; idem., Palestine, p. 72, no. 86 [= vol. I, p. 6OJ; see also Ibn 
al-Faqih, p. 100: 140 servants in the i:laram; 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 246: 230 slaves 
(mamtilik); al-Wisiti notes two persons who were part of the khums: I) Thabit 
b. Istinibidh, al-Farisi, ai-Khums!. who li ved in the mid-8th century. On him, 
see al-Wasiti, Index , esp. p. 73. no. 119; 2) Khulayd al-Khumsi, lived towards 
the end of the 8th century. see al-Wasiti. p. 86, no. 139. The father of al-Walid 
b. Muslim (al-Walid d. 194/809-810), belonged to the akhmds; al-Waslli, p. 15, 
n. I; see also al-Fasawi. vol. II, p. 421, where his father is described as belong
ing to raqiq al-imdra, i.e., "the slaves of the regime." The first two persons 
belonged to the khums in Jerusalem; the father of al-Walid b. Muslim lived in 
Damascus. 

, AI-Waslli, pp. 75- 76, no. 122 and the parallels, p. 76, n. I; Livne, The 
Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 296; see also Khalil b. Shahin, Zubdo, p. 20; MaJ:amud 
Ibrahim, Fafj.d' il, pp. 60-61, treats this tradition as a legend of a folklore nature. 

6 Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," p. 50; Rubin, ''The Ka'ba," p. 118. 
7 Grabar, op. cit. (quoting al-Azraqi), p. 156. 
I B.M. Add, 23.277. fols. 2b-3a. 
9 Bodleian Library, MS. Marsh, 289 fols. 153b- 155b. 
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for minor and unimportant variations, with one major and signifi
cant exception: onJy in the Bodleian manuscript does the author 
cite his sources, namely: Mu~ammad b. 'Umar al-Waqidi (d. 207/ 
823), Hishiim b. Mul)ammad al-Kalbi (d. 204/819), and his father, 
Mul)ammad b. al-Sii'ib (d. 146n63). In view of the importance of 
this tradition it is reproduced here almost in its entirety. JO 

TRANSLATION OF SIBT B. AL-JAWZ['S MIR'AT AL-ZAMAN, 

[fol. 153b, II. 4-5] The year 72 of the hijra. In this year the con
struction of the Dome of the Rock. and al-Aq$a [Friday] Mosque 
was finished. We have already mentioned that ' Abd ai-Malik began 
to build it ll in the year 69. Said al-Waqidi: the reason for the con
struction was that ['Abdallah] b. al-Zubayr had already taken control 
of Mecca and during the seasons of the J;ajj he used to mention the 
vices of the Marwanid family and summon (the people) to pay hom
age to him (as caliph). He was eloquent so the people inclined to
wards him. 'Abd ai-Malik, therefore, prevented the people from 
performing the J;ajj. Said Hisham: Ibn al-Zubayr used to deliver a 
sennon on the days of Mina and' Arafa and when the people were 
al Mecca. He detested' Abd ai-Malik and mentioned the vices of the 
Umayyads, saying: The Messenger of God cursed al-l:Iakam [Le., 
Marwan 's father] and his descendants. He was driven out by the 
Messenger of God and cursed by him. And most of the Arabs of 
Syria [Ahl-al-Sham1 inclined towards him [Ibn-al-Zubayr] , and be
came his intimate and familiar associates. This became known to 
'Abd ai-Malik and he therefore prevented the people from the J;ajj. 
The people remained in this situation for a while (and then) they 
became agitated and raised a clamour. He therefore built for them 
the Dome over the Rock. and the [Friday] Mosque of al-Aq$! in 
order to divert their attention from the /Jajj. They used to stand by the 
Rock and circumambulate it as they used to circumambulate the Ka'ba, 
and slaughter beasts on the day of the feast [i.e., • id a/-~]. 

The mention of some selected parts of this (affair). Hisham b. 
Mul)ammad b. al-Sa'ib has mentioned from his father, and al·Waqidi 
and others besides him also have mentioned some choice parts of 
this. Their traditions became confused together; they said: When 'Abd 
ai-Malik decided to build the Dome of the Rock. he wrote to the 
Arabs of the main cities [or the countries? Ahl al-Am~ar] in Syria, 

10 The Arabic text and a complete translation is given in Elad, "The Dome of 
the Rock." 

II It, i.e., the Dome?; or them, i.e., both the Dome of the Rock and al-Aq~a 
Mosque? 
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Egypt, Armenia and al·Jazira that were under his rule : "Now (Le., 
after the preliminary words], [fo1.154a1 the Commander of the Faithful 
has decided to build a dome over the Rock of Jerusalem so that it 
will provide the Muslims with a shade and a shelter and to his chil
dren and whoever succeeded him, power and glory. But. verily, he 
disliked beginning this project before he had consulted those among 
his subjects who are of sound opinion, nobility and excellence; for 
God, may He be exalted, has said 'and consult them in the affair',tl 
They should write to him their opinion regarding what he has de
cided." So they wrote to him: "the Commander of the Faithful will 
accomplish the building of Jerusalem and the adornment of al-Aq~a 
Mosque [= the 1:Jaram?]-may God provide continual good by His 
hands and establish a deed of honour and nobility for him, his pre· 
decessors, who have passed away and for the son who will succeed 
him, indeed it will be successful, if God, may He be exalted, wills 
it." It was said that, verily, he consulted them out of fear of Ibn al· 
Zubayr's vilifications of him. For this reason he wanted to cut off 
this continuous increase of his (propaganda) [or: the substance of 
his propaganda?]. But in spite of this he [I.e., 'Abd al·Malik] did 
not become safe from him, for he [Ibn al·Zubayr] used to besmirch 
him by saying: in his construction works he resembled (the build· 
ings of) the palace of the King of Persia and (the construction of the 
palace of) al-Khac.lra' as Mu'awiya did, and he transferred the ,awol 
from the House of God to the qibla of the Children of Israel," and 
(other accusations) in the same manner. 

They said: 'Abd ai-Malik went from Damascus, with him were 
the money and the skil1ed workmen. He charged Raja' b. J:laywa 
and Yazid b. Salim, his maw/a, with the work; and he gathered the 
craftsmen and the architects from all the regions telling them to pre
pare (draw?] a model of the Dome before its construction. So they 
made [drew?] a model in the courtyard of the Mosque and it roused 
his admiration and pleased him. He built a house for the Treasury, 
to the east of the Dome [of the Rock] and filled it with money. He 
ordered Raja' and Yazid to spend the money lavishly. The building 
(of the ijaram] was completed. Its form is the same as it is today, 
except for the fact that towards the qib/a [I.e., the south end; of the 
al·Aq~i Mosque?] seven praying niches (maft{lrib) were built on which 
were seven domes. The dome that remained until today , above the 
mi~rab, is that which was in the middle of the ma~arib. When the 
construction of the Dome (of the Rock] was finished, two coverings 

12 Qur'an, III (AI '!mran), v. 159. 
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were prepared for it, one of them of red felt for the winter and the 
other from skins for summer. They encompassed the $akhra with a 
balustrade made of the Indian plantain·treel3 in which jades were 
inlaid. [fol. 154b] Behind the balustrade there were curtains made 
of variegated and decorated silk, hanging down among the pillars. 
Every Monday and Thursday the gatekeepers (al-sadana) used to 
melt musk (misk),l. ambergis (,anbar),I' rose water (ma'ward) and 
saffron (za'jariin) and prepare from it [a kind of perfume called] 
gMliya,16 with rose·water made of the (red) roses of JiirY This mix· 
ture was left during the night (so it will become good). Each morn
ing of the above·mentioned days [Le., Monday and Thursday), the 
attendants [al-khadam] enter the bathhouse and wash and purify them
selves. Then they enter the storeroom (makhzan) in which there is 
the [kind of perfume caUed] khaluq, II they take off their clothes and 
put on a garment made of washy l9 and tightly fasten the girdle 
(minraqa) embellished with gold around their waists, and they rub 
the $akhra over with the perfume (khaluq). Then the incense is put 
in censers of gold and silver, inside which there is an Indian odor
iferous wood (01- 'ud al-Qamiiri)20 which is rubbed over with musk. 
As to the (meaning of the word) QamiirI, it is a place in India from 
which a special wood is exported; the gatekeepers lower the cur
tains so that the incense encircles the $okhra entirely and the odour 
[of the incense] clings to it. Then the curtains were raised so that 
thi s odour went out until it fills the entire city . Then [a public?] 
herald called: "Now surely [QubbatJ al-~akhra has been opened. Who
ever wants to perform a visit (ziyiira) let him come." So the people 
came in haste to the Dome of the Rock (al-$akhra), prayed [there] 
and went out. On whomever the odour of the incense was found it 
was said this person was today in the $akhra.2l The gates of the 
Dome of the Rock (al-$akhra) are the same as today. And at each 
gate there are ten gatekeepers. The northern gate is called the Gate 
of Paradise, the eastern gate is the Gate of (the angel) Isram, the 
western, Gate of (the angel] libril, and the southern, al-Aq~a Gate. 

I) Af-Saj: The Teak Tree'! cr. Lane, S.V., saj; Kindi, p. 321. 
" On the misk. see Kindi, pp. 271 - 274; al-Nuwayri, vol. XIII, pp. 1- 15; 

al-9alqashandi, Sub/). vol. II , pp. 113- 116. 
1 On the 'anbar, see Kindi, pp. 168- 172; al-Qalqashandi, Sub/), vol. II, pp. 

116-1119. 
16 On the ghiiliya, see Kindi, pp. 200-202; al-Nuwayri, vol. XII, pp. 52--60. 
11 Ma' af-ward af-Juri; after JOr. in Firls, see Kindi, pp. 268- 269; al-Nuwayri, 

vol. XII, pp. 126-128: ma' aI-ward; p. 123: mfr' al·ward af-Juri; cf. ibid., p. 120. 
li On this perfume, see Kindi, pp. 224-225. 
19 I.e., silk brocade adorned with figures. 
:10 On this tree, see Kindi. p. 361; al-Nuwayri, vol. XII. pp. 23--38, esp. 35-36; 

al-Qalqashandi, Sub/), vol. II, pp. 119- 123, esp. 121. 
11 Following at this point is the addition or Ibn Kathir (see below, p. 57). 
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They used to light the Dome of the Rock with the oil of ben.22 On 
the days that visits are not allowed. nobody enters It. except the 
attendants (aJ~khadam). The J:laram had twenty gates. In it there wer-e 
a thousand marble pillars; and in the roofs [ceilings?] there were 
sixty thousand pieces of carved teak wood,n it had five thousand 
lamps and four hundred chains [for the lamps?). Each chain weighs 
one thousand Syrian ra,Js; their total length is forty thousand cubits. 
Each night, one hundred candles are lit in the ~akhra, the same number 
is lit in al-Aq~a [Mosque], but it is said that their number is one 
thousand. (foI.l55aJ. Each night a ~uantity of one qintar of oil of 
ben (duhn al·ban) and pure olive oil is lit in the lamps. There were 
fifty domes and seventy thousand pieces of plates, made of lead in 
the l:Iaram. There were three hundred attendants (khadim) in the l:Iaram 
who were bought from the Treasury on account of the khums.1' 

Every time one of them died, his son and offspring fulfilled his charges; 
this was imposed on them for as long as they brought forth off
spring. Each month they received their allowances from the Treas
ury. There were one hundred cisterns in the l:Iaram. The plates of 
the upper parts of the Dome were made of gold instead of lead; the 
ceiling of al-Aq$a [Mosque] and the gates of the Dome [of the Rock) 
were also plated with gold. 

AI-Waqidi said: The reason for this is that when the construction 
was finished, an excess of three hundred thousand dinars was left, 
but it was said that six hundred thousand were left. Raja' b. l:Iaywa 
and Yazid b. Salam, therefore, wrote [to 'Abd ai-Malik) informing 
him about the excess amount, and he wrote to them: "I have given 
it to you as a compensation for your great efforts." And they wrote 
to him: "We merely undertook the building of this house for the 
sake of God, may He be exalted, and sought to make Him content 
and wanted to please Him. We shall not receive for this the com
pensation of this world, indeed, we would like to add to this sum 
from the jewels of our women." So he wrote to them: "Melt (the 
remaining coins] and pour (the metal) on the Dome [of the Rock] 
and the gates." So they did. Nobody could contemplate at the Dome 
because of the gold that was on it. ... 

'" '" '" '" '" 

11 Duhn ai-ban, made from the seeds of the ben tree, a species of moringa, 
see Klndi, pp. 181- 184; al-Nuwayri, vol. XII, pp. 78-92. 

n Al-siij al-manqush; the Indian plantain tree. 
1. Al-zayt al-maghsul; probably refers to the use of hot water in the process 

of the manufacturing of the olive oil, d. Kindi, p. 140. 
~ The fifth part of the spoils to which the caliph was entitled; see also below, 

pp. 51-52. 
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Ibn Kathir (1300--1373) copied parts from the account of Sibt b. 
al-Jawzi. His text is more or less parallel except for an important 
addition, describing the signs and pictures concerning the Last Days 
drawn on the 1::Iaram during the caliphate of • Abd ai-Malik. 

And there was no more beautiful or more splendid building on earth 
at that time than the Dome of the Rock of Jerusalem so that the 
attention of the people was diverted by it from the Ka'ba and the 
~ajj, so that they did not go at the time of the ~ajj or at any other 
time, but to Jerusalem. And following this the people were led astray 
and became greatly bewitched and came to it from every place and 
already made there many deceitful signs and marks appertaining to 
the Last Days. Thus (namely. as a result of this) they painted there 
the picture of al-$ira" the Gate of Paradise and the footprint of the 
Messenger of God ($) and the Valley of Gehenna. And [they also 
painted] on its gates and in the (holy) places there. The people have 
been led astray by this even until our time.26 

Analysis of Sib! b. a/-Jawzi's Description: 

Generally, the text can be divided into two parts. The first part 
deals with the circumstances and reasons which led 'Abd ai-Malik 
to build the Dome of the Rock and to divert the /Jajj from Mecca 
to Jerusalem: mainly the struggle between • Abd aI-Malik and 
'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr. The second part (much longer than the first) 
deals mostly with the actual building of the Dome of the Rock, its 

16 Ibn Kathir. al-Bidaya. vol. VIII. pp. 280-281 ; for a detailed analysis of the 
text see Elad. "The Dome of the Rock." 

In translating these sentences I benefited from the advice of Prof. A. Arazi. 
Dr. I. Hasson and Prof. M.J. Kister, to whom I am deeply grateful. It goes 
without saying that the translation and exegesis are my sale responsibility. Goitein, 
in EI\ "al-~uds." s.v., mentions only one specific paragraph. He translates it as 
follows: "They (the people of Jerusalem) have depicted there the spectacles of 
the $irdt . .. of the gate of Paradise, of the footprints of the Prophet and the 
Valley of Gehenna." Goitein's translation of -1awwaru as "depicted" is ambiguous. 
Actually. according to the context it is poSSible to think that Gollein understood 
this expression as referring to an act of imaginary drawing. On the meaning of 
the verb iawarra, see Lane's Lexicon, i.w.r. s.v. ; Lisan al-'Arab, i.w.r., s.v.; on 
the words iawwara. taiw;r, as expressing/meaning painting, drawing. designing 
(a statue, picture, etc.). see,Jor example, Bukhari. $alJ;lJ, vol. IV , Cairo, 1378 
H., pp. 138-139 (several examples); al-Jahshiyari, Abu 'Abdallah. Mui)ammad 
b. 'Abdus, Kitab al-Wuzara' wa-'l-Kuttab. Cairo, 1357/1938, p. 123; see also 
the deSCription of al-Ma'ida on the Mount of Olives as quoted by J:lusayn Mu'nis, 
Ta'rikh al-lughrafiyya wa-' lughrafiyy;n fl 'I-Andalus, Madrid. 1386/1967, p. 409 
(quoting Nafo. al-Tib, vol. II, pp. 242- 243); and see also I;>iya' ai-Din al-Maqdisi. 
p. 82. no. 525. 
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special attendants, the rituals held within, some physical character
istics of the l:Iaram, and in this connection, the description of the 
building and renovations on the l:Iaram during the reign of the 
'Abbiisid caliphs, aI-MansUr (reigned 754-775) and al-Mahdi (reigned 
775-786), following the earthquakes which destroyed parts of the 
f:laram. At the end of this part a tradition from Ka'b ~l-Al)bar is 
reported in which the Dome of the Rock is described as the Tem
ple (al-Hayka{J, built by the servant of God, 'Abd aI-Malik. This 
division of Sib! b. al-Jawzi's text is artificial, and was made only 
to present its contents; the transmitters of the text reported it as a 
single entity. 

To many passages from the second part there are almost identi
cal parallels in the "Literature in Praise of Jerusalem" (Far,lii'il Bayt 
al-Maqdis). As to the first part dealing with the motives for the 
building of the Dome of the Rock, the parallel parts in this genre 
are almost non-existent. 

The First Part 

AI-Waqidi, Hisham b. MUQammad and his father related that the 
religio-political situation, Le., the struggle with 'Abdallah b. al
Zubayr drove 'Abd ai-Malik to prevent Ahl-al-Sham from going to 
Mecca to perform the ~ajj, and to build the Dome of the Rock as 
a replacement for the Ka 'ba. At the same time, religious ceremo
nies and rituals, identical to those held at Mecca during the /J.ajj, 
were also performed within the Dome of the Rock and outside it. 
In connection with this, Ibn Kathir adds a most interesting piece of 
information about signs and pictures relating to the End of Days 
which were drawn inside the l:Iaram, such as the Sirar, the foot
print of the Prophet, and the Gate of Paradise. This information is 
not found in the two manuscripts of Mir'at ai-Zaman, examined by 
this author. It is reported, however, in an abridged form by Mujir 
ai-Din (d. 1521) in his Ta'rikh (still in manuscript form).27 

This description reported by Sib~ b. aJ-Jawzi is much longer and 
detailed than the well-known tradition of al-Ya'qiibi (d. 897), which 
was one of the main sources for scholars debating the reasons and 
circumstances of the erection of the Dome of the Rock.28 

n Mujir, Ta'rikh. fol. 65a. II. 14-21. 
21 AJ-Ya'qlibi, Ta'rikh. vol. II, p. 311. 
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The Second Part 

The descriptions of al~Wasi!i, Ibn al-Murajja and their later copy~ 
ists of the construction of the Dome of the Rock and the rituals 
held therein are almost identical to each other.29 AI~Wasi~i and Ibn 
al-Murajja report the tradition through the Jerusalem family, whose 
ancestor was one of the special servants (a/~akhmas) of the Dome 
of the Rock. The tradition was transmitted to al~Walid b. l:Iammad 
al~Ramli, who lived towards the middle-end of the 3rd/9th century. 
One hundred and sixteen of 165 traditions in al~Wasili's book were 
transmitted by him. Eight extremely important traditions for the 
history of Jerusalem in the early Islamic period were transmitted 
through this family.30 

Notably, while many identical parallels are found in Sib~ b. 
al-Jawzi' s book and the Fa(iii~il books, the sources of Mir'at a/
Zaman are al-Waqidi, Hisham and his father, Mu~ammad, whereas 
the sources for this tradition in the Fat!a~il books are the Jerusa
lem family. 

The account of Sib! b. al-Jawzi has bearing upon some histori~ 
cal as well as historiographical problems. It has significant impJi~ 
cation for the importance of Jerusalem during the Umayyad period. 
The significance of the Dome of the Rock and the reasons for its 
erection are also part of these vast problems (see Chapter Four). 

Goitein rejected al~Ya' qubi's account because of his pro~ ' Alid 

tendencies, and several other scholars have emphasized his Shi'i 
persuasion.)' However, al-Ya'qubi is not the only early source for 
the Dome of the Rock to whom scholars have attributed Shi'i view 
and bias. 

Several scholars have discerned Shi'i views in the writing of 
al-WaqidLJ2 Inqeed, Petersen asserts that, while in the service of 
aI·Ma'mun, he adopted the Mu'tazilite dogma, since the Mu'tazila 
represented the views of the moderate Shi'a.'3 But this claim of 
Petersen and others, that al-Ma'mun chose the Mu'tazila doctrine 
as a compromise between the Suoois and the Shi'is, is no longer 
valid.3-t Horowitz was already rather reserved about the alleged Shi'i 

19 Cf. Muthir af-Charom. fols. 40a-43a; al~Suyuti . Itl.uif. vol. I, pp. 241-246; 
M1fjir, vol. I (Amman), pp. 272-273. 

See, Introduction, pp. 16-17. 
II Rosenthal, pp. 63, 134; Duri, "The ' Iraq School," p. 53. 
l2 Duri, Ba~th, p. 39. 
U Petersen, pp. 88-89. 
).I W. Madelung. "Imamism and Mu'tazilite Theology," in u Shi'ism Imamite; 

Colloque de Strasburg (6-9 mai 1968), Centre d'Etudes Superieures Specialises 
d'Hlstolre des Religions de Strasburg. Paris 1970. pp. 13-30 (discussed by Crone, 
Sfaves, p. 258. n. 608). 
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affiliation of al-Waqidi.35 Some of his arguments are similar to those 
of Jones, who finnly rejects the allegation, and argues that al-Waqidi 
was not himself Shi'i, but merely transmitted traditions of a Shi'i 
nature.36 Other scholars. however, have pointed to his close con
nections with the' Abbasids.J1 

MuJ:iammad h. aJ-Sa'ib and his son Hisham seem to have had 
clear Shi ' j sympathies. As is well known, their family was anti
Umayyad. MuJ:lammad's grandfather and father took the part of 
'Ali in both Waq'at ai-Jamal and Waq'at fjiJ[in. AI-Sii'ib was killed 
alongside the rebel Mufab b. al-Zubayr, the brother of 'Abdallah.38 

Mul:1ammad19 and Hisham 40 are both known for the Shi'i tenden
cies in their writing. 

The question that arises is on the extent to which the ShI'j bias 
of these early akhbariyyun and historians effects their credibility 
and the reliability of the traditions which they report. The study of 
early Islamic historiography is still only in its infancy. At this stage 
of research our knowledge is stiiJ incomplete. Detailed studies of 
specific cases, accompanied by as wide a comparison as possible 
of the parallel traditions, are still quite rare. Yet only through this 
method is it possible to arrive at a balanced evaluation of this or 
the other early historian. Researchers of Islamic historiograhy have 
tended to hold a very high opinion of early Muslim historians. Their 
works are not sectarian and do not express a one-sided, biased 
position. Duri accounts for their moderation and balance by stress
ing the importance that they "attached to the tradition (riwaya) 
versus opinion and to the discipline imposed by scholarly judg
ment."41 The history that they wrote was based upon the transmis
sion of facts, and thus they could not ignore opposing traditions.41 

Moreover, this factual information "was in no way offensive to the 
later orthodox historians, who did not mind copying it.'>43 Thus. 

lS Horowitz, pp. 124-125. 
)6 AI-Wiqidi, vol. I, pp. 16-18 (Jones' introduction). 
n Petersen, pp. 83-84; Horowitz. pp. 125- 126; al-Wiqidi. vol. I. pp. 6-9. 
H Cf. for instance, Ibn Khallikin, A!:Imad b. MUQammad, Wafayat al·A 'yan 

wa Anbd' Abna' ai-Zaman, ed. l!:Isin 'Abbas, Beirut. 1968-1972, vol. IV, pp. 
309-311; Caskel, Jamhara, vol. I. p. 72; W. Atallah, "al-Kalbi", EP, s."'. 

)') Duri, Ba/:llh, p. 41 (Conrad's translation, p. 51); Caskel. Jamhara, vol. I. p. 
72. 

40 Caskel. op. cit., p. 73; Kister and Plessner. pp. 65-67; Duri. "The 'Iraq 
School." p. 52; see also al-Kulayni. AbO Ja'far MUQammad b. Ya'quh, al-V#il 
min a/oKafo. Teheran, 1377- 8111957-61, vol. I. pp. 349-351. 

4 1 Duri. op. cit., p. 49. 
41 Ibid .• p. 50; Rosenthal, pp. 63-64; Kisler and Plessner, pp. 67-68. 
41 Rosenthal, p. 71 . 
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the fact that an early historian was accused of sectarian bias did 
not necessarily discredit his sources or his work as a whole. The 
Shi ' j tendencies of Hisham b. Hu~ammad al-Kalbi did not prevent 
him from cooperating with the' Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi (reigned 
775-785). Hisham received for his services some very valuable 
gifts.44 Moreover, he is most probably responsible for the spread
ing (or even inventing) of a pro-'Abbasid tradition.4S 

The tradition which tells of 'Abd al-MaHk's wish to divert the 
/:!aJ) from Mecca to Jerusalem was copied by later "Sunni" au
thors.46 In later periods the tradition lost its relevance, and the negative 
connotations of this dispure have long since been forgotten. 

The account dealt with in this chapter seems to be an early one, 
which was preserved by later authors. It is possible that many of 
the early "Sunni" historians preferred not to include it in their his
tory books. 

However, many important early books and treatises have been 
lost. Some important historical works are still in manuscript form. 
It would not at all be surprising if this tradition is found in other 
works quoted from different transmitters.4' 

2. Worship on the f:laram After the Umayyad Period: the Wuquf 

Additional testimonies on the performance of the wuqu! ceremo
nies in Jerusalem on the f:laram come from later periods. Na~ir-i 
Khusraw, who visited Jerusalem in the year 1047, describes the 
perfonnance of al-ta'rif opposite the Rock on the J:laram, the offering 
of the 'id al-Ar!l:ul sacrifice on the I::iaram by those Muslims who 
were unable to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.48 AI-TuJ1.ushi, who 
was in Jerusalem during the last decade of the 11 th century ,49 notes 
that on the day of 'A ratat, in the mosque of Jerusalem, the people 
from Jerusalem and the neighboring villages stood in prayer, with 

41 AI-Tabari, III, pp. 528-529 (mentioned by Atallah. £/2
, "Ibn al-Kalbi", s.v.) . 

• , AI-Baladhurt, Ansab, vol. ill, ed. A. A. Duri, Wiesbadcn-Beirut, 1978, p. 48; 
the name of Hisham b. Muhammad in the isnad of this tradition was lefl oul; 
this Is clear from comparison with dozens of traditions (in al-Balidhuri's Ansab, 
and futiiM, in which one finds the complete isniid: 'Abbas b. Hisham < his 
father < (MuI].ammad b. al-Si'ib) < Abu !):iliI:I (= Dhakwin b. 'Abdallah al-Samman? 
d. IOInI9-720). 

006 See Elad, "The Dome of the Rock," pp. 44-45. 
U See further, the full discussion in Elad, '"The Dome of the Rock," pp. 40-52. 
oil Na~ir-i Khusraw, pp. 19-20 (Arabic); Goitein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem 

and Palestine," p. 137; Niliir-i Khusraw claims that in certain years more than 
20,000 people came to these ceremonies. Goilein, "Jerusalem In the Arab Period," 
p. 21, thinks that this Is a standard number N~jr-I Khusraw uses in his descriptions. 

'" Ibn al- ' Arabi, Ri/:lla, p. 80. 
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their faces turned to Mecca, raising their voices in du'a) (prayers 
of request. invocations) as though they were standing before Mount 
'Arafat in Mecca,so In the year 1189. ~alal) aI-Din travelled from 
Safad to Jerusalem for the explicit purpose of celebrating the holi
day of the sacrifice there." Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1329) also tells of 
the existence of the wuquf custom in Jerusalem.52 Towards the middle 
of the 14th century 'Ala' ai-Din, Abu al-ijasan composed a poem 
(qa$fda), whose verses blatantly condemn a number of the rituals 
which were held in Jerusalem, and which were related to the Holy 
Rock and other places on the ijaram.53 

Muslims from Jerusalem and adjacent areas, and pilgrims from 
all over the Muslim world, most certainly took part in the rituals 
held on the f:laram in the course of their visit to the holy places in 
the city. 

B. THE VISIT AND PILGRIMAGE TO JERUSALEM AND ITS 
HOLY SITES 

J. The Umayyad and Early 'Abbasid Periods 

From the beginning of the Umayyad period, Muslim visitors and 
pilgrims came to Jerusalem to pray in its holy places. There are a 
few very early testimonies of this which have been collected and 
are cited here. However, even partial conclusions as to the dimen
sions of the phenomenon cannot be drawn from them. Nor are specific 
pilgrim itineraries or a complete list of the holy sites that pilgrims 
visited and prayed at given. What is known is that the places visited 
were concentrated mainly on the l:Iaram, and the itinerary also in
cluded the Place of Prayer of David (Mii)rab Dawiid), the Spring 

)0 Kisler, ''The 1llree Mosques," p. 195, n. 110; Kister "Concessions and Con
duct," p. 105. 

J l Ibn al-Athir. al-Kiimil, vol. XII (Tornberg ed.). p. 14. His journey took 
pl~fe in Dhu '1-J::Iijja 584/January-February 1189. 

Kister, loc. cit. 
J) Mujir. "A Sequel," pp. 9-10; Kister. "The Three Mosques." p. 194 (mentions 

this source). 'Ala' ai-Din, Abu 'l-I:lasan, 'Ali b. AyyOb b. Man~Or al-Maqdisi 
al-Shafi'j was born in 666/1267-1268, died Ramadan 748IDecember 1347. He 
was a man of the ~adjth and fiqh [Muslim jurisprudence]. Despite the facl that 
he was a Shiifi'i, he tended to follow the teachings of Ibn Taymiyya, and thai 
explains this qa$ida. On him, see Ibn l;Iajar. al-Durar al Kamina. vol. II, 1349 
H., pp. 30--31; idem., Lisiin al-Miziin, vol. IV, 1330 H., p. 207; he taught first in 
the madaris of Syria, but moved to the Madrasa al-$aliiQiyya in Jerusalem, where 
he taught in 1326 (see Mujir, vol. II [Amman ed.], p. 106); see also Goldziher. 
Muslim Studies. vol. II. pp. 287-288, who mentions (based on Ibn al-l;Iajj al-
• Abdari. al-Madkhal. vol. m, p. 265), the lawaj around the $akhra in Jerusalem 
as part of a general analysis of the veneration of Holy Places in Islam. 
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of SHwan, the Valley of Gehenna (mainly the Church of Mary) 
and the Mount of Olives. 

Many traditions were circulated in the Umayyad period in an 
attempt to encourage pilgrimage to Jerusalem and prayer there. These 
constitute a part of the "Traditions in Praise of Syria" (Fatjil'i/ a/
Shilm). ~ In addition, special traditions were circulated at the be
ginning of the Umayyad period, as part of the Fatjti'jJ literature, in 
praise of places in Jerusalem itself, and this certainly encouraged 
pilgrimages and visits there, Thus, there is a quite an early tradition, 
circulated not later than the first quarter of the 8th century, that 
"he who comes to Jerusalem and prays to the right of the Rock 
[on the E:laram] and to its north, and prays in the (holy) place (aJ
mawtjn of the Chain, and gives a little or much charity, his prayers 
will be answered, and God will remove his sorrows and he will be 
freed of his sins as on the day his mother gave birth to him. "55 

Tradition has it that the Prophet "prayed" to the right of the 
Rock on the night of the isrti>, and there the Qubbat al-Nabi was 
built at a later period.S6 It should also be remembered that the one 
who prays to the north of the Rock unites the two qib/as. 57 As for 
the place of the Chain, this may mean Qubbat al-Silsila (or perhaps 
the chain that hung down from the center of the Dome of the Rock).s8 

Another early tradition (the isnild concludes with KhaIid b. Ma'dan, 
d. 103 or l04n21-22) encourages visits to the holy places in Jeru
salem: "Whosoever comes to Jerusalem must come to the eastern 
MiJ:trab Dawiid and pray there, and bathe in the spring, the Spring 
of Silwan, for it is one of the springs of Paradise, and he is not 
allowed to enter the Churches and buy anything from there. "59 

The pilgrims came to Jerusalem from nearby localities, from Syria,60 
and from more distant regions. Some came in fulfillment of personal 

54 See, for example, Goitein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem," pp. 28- 30; Livne, 
The Sanctity of Jerusalem , pp. 278-279. 

jj AI-Wasiti, p. 23, no. 29: Livne, op. cit .. p. 296. 
~ AI.WiSi!i. pp. 73-74, no. 119. 
'1 See below, pp. 30-31. 
jf; See below, p. 52. 
j9 AI-Wasi!i. p. 13, no. 13; p. 44, no. 61, and the comprehensive bibliography 

of the editor therein; Livne, op. cit .• p. 301. 
flO For example, 'Abdallih b. Abi Zakariyya' al-Khuzi'i. a well·known scholar 

from Damascus (d. 117n35-736), who, whenever he came to Jerusalem used to 
ascend the Mount of Olives; see Ibn' Asakir, Ta'rikh, vol. XX, (biographies of 
'Ubida b. Awfi·'Abdalliih b. Thawb), Damascus, Dar al.Fikr, 140211982, p. 413 
(his biography, ibid. , pp. 403-415); for more on him, see Ijilya, vol. Y, pp. 149-
153; al-Dhahabi, Ta'rikh (I)awiidith wa-wa/ayat 10/- 120), Beirut, 1990, pp. 396-
397; idem .• Siyar, vol. Y, p. 286. 
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VOWS.61 Anyone who could not make the pilgrimage and pray in 
Jerusalem could send olive oil instead to illuminate the Mosque of 
lerusalem.62 Goitein thinks that Jews and Christians also donated 
oil for illumination of the Mosque of Jerusalem.63 

Some pilgrims came to Jerusalem before the season of the IJajj 
in order to sanctify themselves and prepare themselves for the lJajj 
or the 'umra. This sanctification ceremony was called i~riim or ihliil 
(meaning that the person sanctifying himself, the mu~r;m. announced 
out loud his intention and readiness to enter into a state of il;lram). 

Early traditions, which can be dated back to at least the first 
quarter of the 2nd/8th century, extol the sanctification of the /:Iajj 
or the 'umra. from Jerusalem.64 There is information on a number 
of important Muslim scholars who went up to Jerusalem to per
form the i/}ram there before the /}ajj. namely: 'Abdallah b. 'Umar 
(d. 73 or 74/692-<;94)," 'Abdalliih b. aI-'Abbas (d. 68/678)," MaI)mud 
b. aI-Rabi', Abu Nu'aym (d. 99(717)," and a little later, Wald' b. al-

6! See, for example, al-Wisili, p. 30, no. 42 (the end of the Umayyad period). 
and the editor's note therein; Livne, op. cit., pp. 280-281. 

62 AI-Wisili, pp. 24-25, no. 32, and the exhaustive bibliography therein; see 
also. Muthir al-Ghanjm, fol. 68a, traditions on this subject. quoting Sunan Abi 
Diwild and Shi'ab al-Imdn of al-Bayhaqi; see also Goitein, "Jerusalem During 
the Arab Period," p. 13; Livne, op. cit., p. 281. 

u GOitein. loco cit.; Goitein quotes the Muslim jurist, al-Kha~~af (d. 874/875 
A.D., A~kdm al-AwqdJ, Cairo. 1904-5, p. 341). who permits Christians and Jews 
to send oil to illuminate the Mosque in Jerusalem. Goilein comments: "And It Is 
JX>Ssible that the words of the A~ima'Q? Scroll hint at this custom: 'Rabbi Shmuel ... 
donated ... and oil to the Temple at the Western Wall and to the altar within. '" 
And see also id~m .• "Caliph 'Umar," p. 41 (Supplement) (this is contrary to 
Dlnur in Zion, vol. III, p. 62). 

64 See Hirschberg, "Sources." pp. 315-3 16; Kister. "The Three Mosques," 
p. 192; Duri, "al-Quds," p. 21; Livne, op. cit., pp. 156,279; al-Wisili. pp. 58-59, 
nos. 91-92, esp. 92: see also Abu Dawiid, Sunan. vol. II, Cairo, 1354/1935. 
pp. 143-144; Ibn Maja, Sunan, vol. II, Cairo, 1373/1953 (Kitdb af-Mandsik. 
no. 49), p. 999: Mutkir al-Gkardm fols. 45b-46a: some of the traditions are 
parallel to those of al-Wasili and Ibn al-Murajja. but the author adds an impor
tant discussion; Ibn al-FirkiJ)., pp. 61-62 (quoting Bahl' ai-Din Ibn 'Asiiklr); 
checking the isndd of this ~adith in a few books of ~adjth (Ibn I:fanbal, Musnad. 
vol. VI, p. 299 (quoted by Hirschberg, loco cit.), Abu Dflwud, loco cit .• Ibn Maja. 
loco cit., al-WAsili, loc. cit.) point to Yahya b. Abi Sufyin, who wrote during 
the first quarter of the 8th century , as the common link in the isndd of this 
tradition; it can thus be said that the tradition was circulated during the first 
or second decade of the 8th century. On Ya~ya b. Abi Sufy!n. see al-Razi, 
al-Jar~, vol. IVa, 1373/1953, p. 155: Ibn I:fajar, Tahdhib, vol. XI, 1327 H., 
p. 244; on the term ahalla, jhldl, see Lisdn al-<Arab, vol. XI, Beirut, 137511956, 
p. 701; see also Ef, "I~ri.m" (A.J. Wenslnck [J. Jomler]. s.v.) 

65 AI-Wasiti• p. 24, no. 30; pp. 58-59. no. 91 and the parallel sources therein; 
see also Muthir al-Ghardm (printed ed.), pp. 12-13; Livne, op. cit., p. 157. 
comprehensive bibliography . 

... Muthir al-Ghardm, loco cit.; Livne, op. cit .• pp. 158, 164. 
67 Muthir a/-Ghardm. p. 34; on him, see al-Dhahabi. Siyar. vol. 1II. pp. 519-520. 
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larrai) (d. 197/812), who performed an i/:mim in lerusalem.68 All 
these were famous people; some of them did not live either in 
Syria or in Palestine. Obviously scholars and other residents of 
Palestine were also present on the 1:Iaram during the ij:zriim cer
emony before the bajj, and it may be assumed that they consti
tuted the majority of those sanctifying themselves. It is related, for 
example, that Salil) b. Yusuf, Abu Shu'ayb, a resident of Palestine 
who died in Ramla in 282/895, performed the ~ajj seventy times, 
and each time he would perform the i~rilm from the Rock of Jeru
salem [or the l:Iaram: min $akhrat Bayt al-Maqdis].69 

Another tradition combined the pilgrimage to Mecca and the visit 
to al-Madina with Jerusalem, praising and recommending prayer 
in the three mosques of these cities during the same year.70 Per
haps in this light one can understand the words of al-Muqaddasi 
(the second half of the 10th century). who, describing the Berbers 
in North Africa. says that there are very few of them who do not 
visit Jerusalem (wa-aqa/la man Iii yazuru Bayt al-Maqdis minhum).71 

A rare testimony combining the pilgrimage to Mecca with the 
ziyara to Jerusalem is found in the poem of al-Mu'alla b. larif, 
the maw/a of Caliph al-Mahdi (reigned 775-786). 

Kamil Muraffal: 

fa ~a/:li inni qad /:lajaj • tu wa-zurtu Bayta )I-Maqdisi 

Wa-dakhaltu Luddan 'amidan • ft- 'idi Marya Jirjisi 

Fa-ra)aytu fthi niswatan * mithla ):?-;#baJi J/-kunnasi.72 

.. Muthir al-Gharam, p. 53 (quoting the Sunon of Abu Dawud); Livne, op. 
cit., p. 158; on Waki' b. al-JarraJ:l, see Ibn 'Asflkir, Ta'rikh (Amman), vol. XVII, 
pp. 783-809; idem., Mukhtolor, vol. XXVI, pp. 292- 302; al-Dhahabi, Siyor, vol. 
IX~pp. 140-168; Sezgln, vol. I, pp. 96-97. 

Muthir al-Gharam, p. 56. 
7G Kister, "The Three Mosques," p. 192; Livne. op. cit., p. 279; against this 

background it may be possible 10 understand the visit of the 'Abbasid caliph, 
al-Man'fur, to Jerusalem after the IJajj of 140n58. See al-Tabari, Ill, p. 129. 

71 AI-Muqaddasi. p. 243. In the preceding sentence, al-Muqaddasi menlions 
the pilgrimage customs of the Berbers. It may have been this that prompted 
S.D. Goitein to explain the sentence on their visit to Jerusalem as if the Berbers 
use to go up to Jerusalem to perform the i~rdm from the Rock before their 
journey to Mecca for the IJajji. However, the text Is not so unequivocal, and 
could be understood otherwise - as if the Berbers came to Jerusalem after the 
pilgrimage, or perhaps even without any connection with Mecca and the IJ.ajj. 
Thus the sentence just generally affirms the visit of the Berbers from North 
Africa to Jerusalem in the 10th century. 

72 Ibn Khurdidhblh, Masdlik, BGA, vol. VI. 1889. p. 79: two first lines only; 
the third line according 10 Aghdni, vol. VI, (Cairo, Dar al-Kutub, 1935), p. 236; 
and Yaqiil, Mu'jam, vol. IV (WUslenfeld ed.), p. 354; bolh sources in line 3: 
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Translation: 

Dh, my friend: 
I have already performed the pilgrimage * and visited Jerusalem 
And I entered [the city of) Lad intending to visit * the St. Georgius 
Festival 
And I saw there women * who looked like gazelles gathering to 
their shelter. 73 

AI-Mu'alla b. Tarif visited Lad for the St. Georgius Festival, 
one of the Christian festivals recognized by the Muslims in Pales
tine, by which they calculated the seasons of the year. The festival 
of Lod rId Ludd) is the festival of the sowing season.14 Exactly 
when al-Mu'alla visited Jerusalem and Lad is not known. It may 
have been at the time of al-Mahdi's visit to Jerusalem in 163nSO.7s 

Jerusalem also constituted a unique cetner for the early ascetics 
and Muslim mystics, the zuhhdd, who developed and circulated 
the "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem", Some resided in the city. 
and others made pilgrimages to it from all corners of the Muslim 
world. They often combined their visit to Jerusalem with visits to 
other border towns (ribarat) in Palestine and other parts of the Muslim 
worfd,16 The testimonies of visits to Jerusalem and its holy places 

wa-alaylu Instead of wa-dakhaltu; Yaqut and Aghiini, IDe. cit.: Sirjis Instead of 

Jiri,isCf. Qur'on, LXXXI, v. 16; the visit to Mecca is the lJajj or pilgrimage. 
whilst to Jerusalem it is simply a visit, ziyiira. In the second century, the pri
macy of Mecca is unchallenged. 

H AI-Muqaddasi, p. 183; Le Strange, Palestine, p. 21. 
" See below. p. 41. 
76 The first scholar to stress the Importance of Jerusalem for the Muslim mystics 

was Goilein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem," pp. 27-30, but he dealt mainly with 
their role during a relatively late period. from the 9th century onwards; M.J. 
Kister was the first to draw aUention to the Important role of the zuhhdd in the 
development and spreading of the "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," see Kister, 
"Traditions In Praise of Jerusalem." See also O. Livne, "The Rlbat Towns" (see 
Bibliography); and especially, Livne. The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 27ft"; see 
also Ibn Abi 'I-Dunya (208/823-281/894), Kitdb af-Awliya' in Majmu'at al-Rasa'it. 
Matba'at Jam'!yyat al-Nashr wa-'J-Ta'lif aJ-A~hariyya, Cairo, 1354/1935, p. 133, 
no. 138, a tradition (that can be dated at least to the late 8th - early 9th cen
tury) about a Muslim scholar who left al-Ba~ra in order to settle in Ashqelon 
(,Asqalin) as a Murdbi! (I.e. one who Is stationed in a border city, facing the 
enemy). and on his way he also visited Jerusalem; see also the tradition on 
AJ)mad b. Kathir [the late 9th-early 10th century; on him, see Ibn' Asikir, Tahdhib, 
vol. I, 1329 H .• p. 440; he was the teacher of Isl)aq b. Ibrahim al-Adhru'i, who 
died in 334/945-946 or 344/955-956, on whom, see Ibn' Asakir, op. cit. , vol. 
II, 1330 H., pp. 427-428J who performed the pilgrimage to Mecca. participated 
in a holy war. made a visit (ziyara) to Jerusalem, Ashqelon. and Acre (' Akka), 
and stayed in all the coastal border cities facing the enemy' (as a murdbif); see, 
Ibn' Asii..k.ir, Ta'rikh Madinal Dimashq, vol. nil (cd. $alii.l) ai-Din al-Munajjid), 
Damascus, 1373/1953, p. 107: fa-sa'alru Alldh rabc'iraka wa-ta<dfd al-lJajja fa-
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are very early, but what the pilgrims' itinerary was is not known 
nor is there a full list of the holy sites which they visited or where 
they prayed. 

Of the well-known scholar al-Awza'i (d. 157n74),77 it was said 
that he prayed on the l:Iaram with his back to the Rock, saying: 
''Thus did 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azjz" (reigned 717-720). The transmitter 
of the tradition continues: "And al-Awza'i did not come to any of 
the holy places which are generally visited."78 It was also said of 
the scholar Waki ' b. al-larraI) (d. 812) "that he did not visit a single 
one of the holy places [which it was customary to visitJ ."79 The 
latter two traditions are evidence of the controversy between the 
scholars in the 2nd century of the hijra (8th century of the Chris
tian era) regarding the holiness of Jerusalem and the holy places 
there, especially of the Rock.sO 

A tradition which emphasizes the controversy between the Mus
lim scholars on this question and at the same time gives evidence 
of the itinerary of the Muslim pilgrim at the end of the 8th century 
was reported by la'far b. Musafir (d. MUharram 254/Jan. 868)," 
who states: 

I saw Mu'ammal b. Isma'I1 (d. 206/821-822)82 in Jerusalem give (a 
small] amount of money to people (a'!a qawman sharan) and they 
went round with him to those [holy) places (fi (ilka '/-nJawii4i'). His son 
said to him: Oh my father. Wald' b. al-JarraJ) has already entered [Jeru
salem?] and he did not make a course [of the holy places]. [Mu'ammal] 
said: 'Each person does as he pleases.'l 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Though specific places were not mentioned in the sources, from the 

evidence assembled of visits to the holy places in Jerusalem from 

J:wjajtu fasa'aJtuhu 'J.jihiida, !a·jahadtu fa·sa'ltuhu 'I-ziyiira wa·'I-laliit ft 8ayt 
al·Maqdis wa· 'Asqaliin wa· 'Akka wa-'I-ribii! fi-jami' 'I-sawiibilfa·ruziqtu dhiilika. 
See also Muthir al-Ghariim (printed ed.), pp. 44- 45, on zuhhiid in Jerusalem. 

T1 On him, see Sezgin, op. cit .• pp. 516-517: Ef, "al-AwziT' (1. Schachl). s.v. 
7t Muthir al-Ghariim (printed ed.), p. 52, (wo-/am ya'ti shay'al1 min al-maziiriit); 

Livne, op. cit., pp. 300-301. 
19 Muthir aJ-Ghariim, p. 53; on him, see nDle 68. 
10 Kister, "The Three Mosques," p. 193. dealt with this cOnlroversy. 
II On him. see al-RaZI. ai-Jar!), vol. 1/1, p. 491; Ibn i:lajar, Tahdhib, vol. II, 

1325 H., pp. 106-107. 
12 On him. see al-WAsi!I, p. 76. no. 124, n. I; al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. X, pp. 

110-112. 
tJ AI-Wasil!, p. 76, no. 124, and the parallel sources therein [:: Livne, no. 

363]; see also Ibn al-Firk.i~ , p. 73, a parallel tradition with a slight textual 
change; Muthir al-Gharam. fols. I lOb-Ilia; Livne, The Sal1ctity of Jerusalem, 
p. 301. 
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the Umayyad period to the early 'Abbasid period. approximately 
to the year 800, it can safely be assumed that. first and foremost. 
they included sites on the l:Iaram, e.g., the Dome of the Rock, the 
Aq~a Mosque, the Dome of the Prophet. the Dome of Ascension, 
and the Dome of the Chain. A number of gates on the J:laram were 
surely included: the gates of Mercy, 1:lin8, the Divine Presence 
(Sakina), the Tribes (al-Asban, and the Prophet. And, finally , there 
were additional places outside the l:Iaram, such as Mil)rab Dawud, 
the Spring of Silw3.n and the Mount of Olives.'" 

As already learned from the description of Ibn Kathir, who out
lines the existing situation in the Umayyad period, visitors to Jeru
salem saw pictures of al-$irii.!. Paradise and other scenes connected 
with the Last Days on the I;laram. Ninth and 10th century geog
raphers , Ibn al-Faqjh, Ibn • Abd Rabbihi, al-Muqaddasj and also 
the Muslim traveller, Na~ir-i Khusraw, describe or mention numer
ous structures on the ijaram, many of them no doubt erected in the 
Umayyad period. It is difficult to determine exactly where they 
were, since their names and locations changed through the years.u 

It was only in the beginning of the II th century that a complete 
account of the pilgrim's itinerary of the holy places in Jerusalem 
was given by Ibn al-Murajja. 

2. The First Guide for the Muslim Pilgrim from the Beginning of 
the 11th Century 

It has been clearly shown that from the earlier periods (7th-9th 
centuries) there is much evidence of pilgrimage and visits to the 
holy places in Jerusalem, especially on the ijaram. The "Literature 
in Praise of Jerusalem" supplies much information concerning reli
gious and learned men who dwelt in Jerusalem, or came to visit its 
holy sites. But at this stage of research it is very difficult to evalu
ate the nature and especially the extent of these pilgrimages in the 

.. It was related about ' Abdalhih b. Abi Zakariyyi' (00 him, see Dote 60), 
that whenever he came to Jerusalem he used to ascend the Mouot of Olives (AbU 
Zur' a < Abu Mushir < Ibrihim b. Abi Shaybio < qdfa Ii Ziyod b . Abi 'f-Aswad: 
hina 10tzibuJcum, ya'nl /bn AbC ZAlwriyyo>, idluJ qadima hdhund ya'nI, Bayt af
M~dis, la'ida hddhd ' f-Jabal, ya'ni Tur ZAytd). 

Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101; al-Muhallabi. p. 54; '/qd, op. cit .• pp. 263-265; Na.,ir
i Khusraw, pp. 27, 31, 48-49. 52 (English), 21-23. 30, 32 (Arabic); al-Muqaddasi, 
pp. 169-170; ibid., p. 170: he mentions the mitzrdbs of Maryam (Mary), Zechariah 
and Jacob, aod al-Khlc;lr aod the maqoms of the Prophet and Gabriel, and the 
places of the ants, the fire, the Ka'ba and $iro{, "all of these are scattered on 
the l;Iaram." See the translation of these geographers (except for al-Muhallabi): 
Le Strange, Palestine. Index: Jerusalem. 
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early Muslim period. The fact has already been stressed that a 
complete description of the pilgrim's stops from this period is 
lacking and we know of no guide book for the Muslim traveller 
from this early period. 

'" '" '" * '" 
A complete and detailed itinerary of visits to the Muslim holy 

places in Jerusalem is recorded by Ibn al-Murajja (beginning of 
the 11th century). It is the first known of its kind.86 Its influence is 
well attested to in the late compilations of the "Literature in Praise 
of Jerusalem". Some of these late authors copy the itinerary al
most verbatim, while others give only parts of it. 87 A few scholars 
mentioned this guide and briefly stressed its importance. A sepa
rate discussion was dedicated to it by Livne.88 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Ibn al-Murajja describes more than twenty places in Jerusalem 

which are recommended sites. In some of them the Muslim must 
pray and in other places he need only perform the invocation, or 
combine prayers with invocations. Livoe, who studied these prayers, 
came to the conclusion that the majority of these prayers have no 
direct link: to the specific places in which they are recited. Usually, 
they are prayers and invocations found already in the early compi
lations of I;adith. and also in the early adab literature, some of the 
prayers "give the impression that they paraphrase some verses from 
the Bible, especially from Psalms." The prayers which have a spe
cial link: to places in Jerusalem are those said in Mil')rab DflwOd 
(sural ~iid), and in Mil')rab Maryam (sural Maryam). Summarizing 
this topic, Livne concludes that the prayers were probably collected 
and put together artificially by Ibn al-Murajja himself.s9 

'" '" '" '" '" 
16 Ibn al-Murajjii., fols. 25b-3 Ib. 
11 A full itinerary: Ibn al-FirkAJ:! (d. 1329), pp. 64--68, who copies most of the 

deSCription of Ibn al-Murajja (this was already noted by Busse, "Jerusalem," 
p. 466); and also Bahi' ai-Din Ibn 'Asikir (d. 1203) (quoted by Hasson, "Jeru
salem," p. 301); a partial itinerary : al-Suyuli. It~df, Liltd'if al-'Uns, fol. 14a if. 
(all are mentioned by Llvne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 302). 

U Ibid. ; see also Sivan, p. 271, who stressed the importance of the descrip
tion of the itinerary by Ibn al-Murajja; he also mentions (ibid., n. 35) the short 
parallel from Ibn al-FirkiJJ; Hasson, loc. cit., mentions the itinerary of Ibn al
Murajjii. and also quotes the Itinerary according to Baha' ai-Din. 

19 Llvne, op. cit., pp. 302-303. 
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Dating the Guide of Ibn al-Murajja: 

Unlike most of the traditions in Ibn al-Murajja's book, which can 
be dated to a much earlier period with the help of the isnad, the 
traditions in the "Muslim Guide" (except the prayers) are not pre
ceded by any isniid. Therefore, it appears that Ibn al-Murajja com
posed the Guide himself during the first half of the 11 th century. It 
is highly probable, however, that this itinerary, or a similar one, 
was known to visitors to the holy places in Jerusalem already at 
the beginning or middle of the 10th century. This can be deduced 
from an interesting tradition, recorded by Ibn al-Murajja with an 
isntld which concluded with Abu Mu~ammad, 'Abdallah b. Mul)am
mad al-Khuli [?], relating that on the 10th of Mul)arram in the 
year 335 [= 12th of August 946] he had a dream in which he paid 
a visit to the holy places on the l:Iaram in Jerusalem. In this dream 
he visited: 

1. The Dome of the Rock. Within the Dome: 
2. The Black Paving-Stone (al-Bala~a al-Sawda'). Then to: 
3. The Dome of the Ascension (of the Prophet) to Heaven (Qubbat 

al-Mi'riij) 
4. The Dome of the Prophet (Qubbat al-Nabj) 
5. The Gate (Biib) of I:lina 
6. The Cradle of Jesus (Mahd 'JSii) and Mil)riib Maryam 
7. Mil)riib Zakariyyii' 
8. The Gate of Mercy (Biib al-Ral)ma) 
9. AI-Masjid al-Aq!ii'" 

All these sites (and several others) are mentioned (though not in 
this order) by Ibn al-Murajja. This tradition likely testifies to the 
existence of an itinerary to the holy places on the l:Iaram. Its pur
pose is most probably to reinforce and praise their sanctity.91 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Stops in the visitors' itinerary to the holy places in Jerusalem, 
according to Ibn al-Murajja: 

1. The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-$akhra). Within the Dome 
of the Rock the Muslim should pray in the following holy places: 

!III Ibn al-Murajja. fols. 95b-96a I::: Llvne, no. 407]; livRe, The Sanctity of 
Jerusalem, p. 302; al·Suyilti, Itl)01, fol. lOa (e vol. I, pp. 110-111]: a corrupt 
tradition. The name of the dreamer: Abu 'Abdallah b. Mul:lammad al-l:Iarizi. 
The entire part dealing with the holy places vislled is left OUI. 

91 liVRe, loco cit. , also reached this conclusion. 
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la. The Black Paving-Stone (al-Bala!a al-Sawda') 
1 b. The Cave under the Rock 
Ic . Maqam al-NabL Then the Muslim must tum towards 

the east, stand and pray at the eastern gate of the Dome 
of the Rock, which is: 

Id. The Gate of [the Angell Israfil (Bab Israfil) 
Then he goes out of the Dome towards: 

2. The Dome of the Chain (Qubbat al-Silsila). Then to: 
3. The Dome of Ascension [of the Prophet] to Heaven (Qubbat 

al-Mi'raj). Then to: 
4. The Dome of the Prophet (Qubbat al-Nabi). Then to: 
5. The Gate of Mercy (Bab al-Rabma). Then to: 
6. Mil).rab Zecharia (Zakariyya'). Then to: 
7. Solomon's "Chair" (Kursi Sulayman), which is located on a 

rock at the back [= the southwest] of the mosque [Le., the 
I:laram] . Then he goes on towards: 

8. The Gate of the Shechina (Bab al-Sakina). Then to: 
9. The Gate of /:Iilta. Then to: 

10. AI-Masjid al-Aq~a. Within the Mosque the Muslim should pray 
in: 
lOa. Mil).rab 'Umar 
lOb. Mibrab Mu'awiya 
IOc. All the mi/:lrabs within the Mosque. Then he ought to 

descend to: 
II. The Gate of the Prophet (Bab al-Nabi). Then he continues to

wards: 
12. Mil).rab Maryam. also known as the Cradle of Jesus (Mahd 

'Isa). From there he goes down to: 
13. The place which the Angel Gabriel drilled with his finger and 

tied up al-Buraq. From this place the Muslim can ascend to: 
14. A1-Siibira, which is the Mount of Olives (fur Sina [= Tiir Zaytiil." 

or enter: 
15. Mil).rab Dawud, which is [1ocated] at the western gate of the city . 

* * * ,., ,., 

Most of these places will be discussed at length, mainly in Chapter 
Three. Briefly referred to below are places which are not discussed 
there. 

91 Ibn al-Muralia. fol. 31a: Tur Sind; Ibn al-Firkal:t. p. 68, copies Ibn al-Muralia: 
Tur ldytd. 
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'" '" '" '" '" 
I b. The Cave Under the Rock: 

This cave is described by the Arab geographers and by Muslim 
travellers from the 10th century onwards.1l3 AI-Harawi (1173) says 
that the cave is called the Cave of the Spirits, and that according 
to a tradition, Zecharia is buried there.94 

Ie. Maqam aI-Nabi: 

AI-Muqaddasi (mid-10th century) only mentions the place without 
giving its specific iocation.9S Maqam al-NabI probably marked the 
Prophet's stay beside the Rock, and his ascent to heaven. Later [?] 
the Footprint of the Prophet (Qadam al-Nabi) is noted as being 
located within the Dome of the Rock, at the end of the Rock. About 
sixty years after Ibn al-Murajja composed his book, during the 90's 
of the 11th century, Ibn al-'Arabi writes that in the higher part of 
the Rock, to the south, there is the Footprint of the Prophet, which 
he made while riding al-Buriq. On the other side of the Rock (con
tinues Ibn al-' Arabi), there are the Fingerprints of the Angels (A!iibi' 
al-Malii'ika), the angels that held the Rock. Al-I:Ialabi (quoting Ibn 
aI-'Arabi) adds that Jaliil ai-Din aI-Suyii~ (d. 1505) was asked whether 
there is any basis in the /fadith literature for the tradition about 
the Footprint of the Prophet. His answer was negative,96 It is note
worthy that the tradition about the ascension of the Prophet from 
the Rock is relatively early: it is mentioned by al-Ya'qubi (d. 897).97 

') See Le Strange. Pa/~stine, translating the Arab geographers; ibid .• p. 120 
(Ibn al·Faqih); p. 123 (al·lnakhri. Ibn J:lawqal); p. 131 (al-Idrisi); p. 132 
(al·Harawi); see also al·Muhallabi, p. 50; al-SuyOti, It~df, vol. I, pp. 134. 135: 
described with a door. In the centre of the cave a small shelf. connected to the 
stairs at its eastern side and its other upper side, Is supported by the edge of the 
Rock; see also Mujir, vol. II. p. 371 (copies al-SuyOti); al-'Abdari. Ri~/a, p. 230 
(Ibn Banuta. Ri~la. vol. I. Paris. 1893. p. 123: copies al·'Abdari; on this. see 
A. Elad, '1be Description of the Travels of Ibn Ba!tiila in Palestine: Is It Original?," 
Journal 0/ the Royal Asiatic Society, 1987, pp. 256-272); Creswell. vol. 1/1. 
p. 100. deals with the flat mi~riib in the cave. He assumes that this is the earli
est mi~riib known. In a public lecture, Prof. H. Baer expressed her reservation 
concerning this hypothesis. In her opinion it belongs to the Ikhshidid period (the 
second half of the 10th century); see also Gil. ''The Iewish Quarters." p. 272. 

'M Al-Harawi, p. 25. 
9J AI-Muqaddasi. p. 170. 
M AH:lalabi, Sira. vol. I, pp. 404-405, quoting Ibn al-'Arabi's commentary 

to al.Muwaua>; this quotation of Ibn al·' Arabi is also in al·SuyOti's ItlJ4/, vol. 
I. p. 139 (quoting the author of Muthir al·Ghardm who quotes Ibn al··Arabi) 
and also in al·Nabulsi's Ri~la. pp. 21-22; and see now Drory, Ibn al·'Arabi, 
p. 101, quoting Ibn al·'Arabi's Ta/sir to al-Tirmidhi's $a~i~, vol. IV. Cairo, 
1351 H .• p. lOS. 

9? AI-Ya'qubi. Ta'rikh, vol. II, p. 311. 
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Al-Harawi mentions the Footprint of the Prophet (Qadam al-Nabi) on 
the Rock,98 but later writers. from the beginning of the 14th century. 
describe a (small) stone, supported by pillars, separated from the Rock, 
on which the Footprint of the Prophet is found.99 

2. The Dome of the Chain (Qubbat al-Silsila). 

The Dome in the earlier periods was discussed in Chapter One. It 
has been mentioned by Muslim geographers and travellers from 
the 10th century onwards. IOO 

3. The Dome of the Ascension (of the Prophet) to Heaven 
(Qubbat al-Mi'raj). 

It is quite difficult to ascertain when the Dome, whose aim was to 
commemorate the ascension of the Prophet to heaven, was built. 
Al-Muhallabi (mid-10th century) records a problematic tradition, 
wherein Caliph al-Walid b. 'Abd aI-Malik (reigned 705-715)'" built 
the Dome. The first mention of this Dome was made by a Muslim 
writer ca. 800 A.D.I02 It is later mentioned by the 10th century 
geographers and travellers from the 11 th and 12th centuries. 103 The 
architectural structure of the dome of the ascension (of the Prophet) 
of today is similar to that of the Church of the Ascension (of 
Jesus) on the Mount of Olives, a Crusader monument, which 
most likely can be dated to between 1102 and 1106/7. ](M But the 
inscription above the entrance to the Dome relates that Qubbat al-

91 AI-Harawi, p. 24 (Le Suange, op. cit. , p. 132). 
" Masdlik al-Abfdr, p. 142 (Eng. trans. Mayer, "An Arab Description," 

p. 46) describes it (the 40's of the 14th century) at the western end of the Rock. 
faCing north; al-Suyuti, op. cit .• p. 134. describes It as a structure on pillars al 
the south-western comer(!) (Mujir. loc. cit. Iquotes al-Suyiili); Le Strange. op. 
cit., p. 136); al-Nabulsi, op. cit., p. 35. quoting Mujir, explains that. in fact. 
Qadam a1-Nabi is not separated entirely from the Rock; see also al-Mustaq~d 
<mid-16th century). fol. 70b. who actually copies al-Suyiiti. but adds that the 
building stands on six small pillars. 

1011 Le Suange, op. cit., pp. 151- 153, quoting the different Muslim geogra
phers. See also al-MuhaUabi, p. 54. in a uadition that the Dome was built by al
Walid {!?J; Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 18; al-Suyiili. op. cit., vol. I. pp. 170. 
173, Identifies this dome with the early Dome of the Prophet (mentioned by Ibn 
al-Murajja). In al-Suyiili's day s it no longer existed. 

101 See ch. I. p. 37. 
102 Ibn J:labib. p. 138. II. 3-4. 
100 Le Strange, op.cit .• pp. 154-155; for additional references to this Dome. 

see Ibn al-Murajja, fo l. 95b (= Livne. no. 407J: the year 946; ibid .• fol. 64b 
[= Llvne. no. 249): the year 952. 

106 B. Kuhnel, ''The Date of the Crusader Church of the Ascension on the Mount 
of Olives," In Jerusalem in the Middle Ages: Selected Papers. ed. B.Z. Kedar. 
Yad lzhak Ben-Zvi. Jerusalem. 1979. p. 337; idem., Crusader Sculpture in Jerusa
lem. Ph.D. thesis. The Hebrew University. Jerusalem. 1979. pp. 86--87: parallel
ism between Qubbat al-MI'raj and the Church of Ascension on Mount Olives. 
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Mi'raj was built on the site after the previous Dome was completely 
ruined (literally, was wiped out and never again seen on the face of the 
earth). It was rebuilt in 1201 by the governor of Jerusalem. lOj Mujir al
Oin claims that an ancient building with a dome once stood on 
this location, that it was demolished and rebuilt by the governor 
on the above-mentioned date. loti Rosen-Ayalon, discussing the 
Dome and inscription, writes that "in this building one finds a great 
number of Crusader architectural elements. and it is not at all clear 
whether these parts were already in existence during the pre-Ayyubid 
period, that is, the Crusader's period, and what was actually built 
during the Ayyubid period." She also recalls that the inscription 
above the gate of this Dome states clearly that "this is the Dome 
of the Prophet."I07 Since it seems that this inscription is in situ, 
the builder of the Dome must have considered it as the Dome of the 
Prophet and not the Dome of the Ascension. I08 In the middle of 
the 15th century, only the Dome of the Ascension was located on 
the l:Iaram.109 It may be assumed that this dome is what is 
currently referred to as the Dome of the Ascension (Qubbat al-Mi'raj). 
Could it be that already at the end of the 12th century, there was 
only one Dome (Qubbat al-Mi'riij) on the !:Iaram? Yiiqilt (d. 1226), 
describing the l:Iaram in his own days, records that he saw Qubbat 
aJ-Mi'raj on the wall (surrounding) the elevated ground and also 
the Dome of the Prophet David. 110 

4. The Dome of the Prophet (Qubbat al-Nabi) 

The earlier history of this Dome was discussed in Chapter One. It 
is mentioned by the Muslim geographers from the end of the 9th cen
tury onwards. It is impossible, from their descriptions, to give the 
exact location of the Dome. Ibn al-Faqih mentions it among the 
other domes on the i:laram, saying: "And in the north(?) the Dome 
of the Prophet ($) and the Maqiim [of the angel] Gabriel, peace 
be upon him."lll AI-Muqaddasi describes the Dome of the 
Prophet as a beautiful structure. whose dome is elevated on marble 

I~ Van Berchem, /jaram, no. 152; Rosen-Ayalon, "Ayyubid Jerusalem," p. 67. 
106 Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 20. 
107 Rosen-Ayalon, loc. cit. 
101 Ibid., in this connection Rosen-Ayalon adds: "One must remember the 

confusion and inaccuracy in the identification of the building, which once is 
called The Dome of Ascension and once The Dome of the Prophet." 

1M AI-Suyuti, loe. cit. 
110 Yaqiit, Mu'jam (WUstenfeld ed.), vol. IV, pp. 593-594 (quoted by Van 

Berchem, loc. cit.), 
III Ibn al-Faqih, p. tol ; in the north; wa-fi ' I-Sham;' It is possible that al-
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pillars and covered with lead, but he does nOl give its exact loea
tion. 1I2 Ibn al-Murajja (beginning of the 11 th century) adds a number 
of topographical markers. In one place he recommends " to go towards 
the Dome of the Prophet (r;ace be upon him), which is located 
behind Qubbat al-Mi<raj."11 In another place he describes a rock 
under the western staircase, near the Dome of the Prophet. He also 
adds that this is the [holy] place of al-Khi<;lr,1I4 Na~ir-i Khusraw 
describes the l:Iaram at the very same time that Ibn al-Murajja wrote. 
He describes two western staircases leading towards the elevated 
ground of the ijaram,lIS It may be assumed that one staircase was 
exactly in front of the western gate of the Dome of the Rock (as in 
present days), Already in the 10th century al-Muqaddasi reports this 
explicitly.116 It is possible that the second western staircase men
tioned by Na~ir-i Khusraw is identical to the present-day one, where 
the Dome of al-Khi<;lr is located (although Ibn al-Murajja. in the 
lllh century, speaks aboul the place (maw(ii') of al-Khic)r [not the 
Dome] under the western staircase). 

• • • • • 
Towards the mid-end of the 15th century (maybe even earlier), the 
existence of the Dome of the Prophet is no longer noted on the 
l:Iaram. In its place a beautiful mi/:lrdb, dedicated to the Prophet, 
was erected. AI-Suyuti quotes Ibn al-Murajja's tradition that the 
Dome of the Prophet is behind Qubbat al-Mi'raj. but remarks that 
in his own days 

on the l;Iaram, there are only two domes behind Qubbat al-Mi'raj. 
The first, al the end of the elevated ground of the l;Iaram, towards 
the west, to the right of the northern staircase ... no one in Jerusa
lem has stated that this is the Dome of the Prophet ... and the other 
dome ... adjacent to Bah al-Duwaydariyya [= Bah ai-Malik Fay~al, 
at the northern wall of the l;Iaram], is called the Dome of Solomon" 
(Qubbat Sulayman). 

Maqiim of-ShOrn; is meanr by this. The northern staircase leading to the elevated 
platform of the I;faram was called by this name. This is how Ni$ir-j Khusraw 
calls It In 1047 (see idem., pp. 51-52 (English), p. 32 (Arabic». 

112 AI-Muqaddasi, p. 169; it is also menrloned by Ibn 'Abd Rabblhl (begin
ning of the 10th century), 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 265; Na~ir-i Khusraw, pp. 48-49 
(English), p. 30 (Arabic), also without a specific indication as to the location of 
the site. 

11) Ibn al-Murajjii, fol. 29b. 
114 Ibid., fol. 53a [= Livne, no. 182]. 
liS Ni$lr-1 Khusraw , p. 51 (English), p. 32 (Arabic). 
116 AI-Muqaddasi, p. 170. 
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AI-Suyufi goes on to say that it is possible that Ibn al-Murajja and 
those who copied him [Le., Ibn al-Firkiil), and Bah.' ai-Din Ibn 
'Asiikir] mean by this description [of the Dome of the Prophet] the 
Dome of the Chain. Finally. al-Suyuti describes the Milp'ab on the 
l:Iaram dedicated to the Prophet. In the past, he says, a building 
with a dome was on that site, but when the i:laram was paved, the 
building with the dome was replaced by the Mil)rab, which is en
circled by red marble,lI7 Mujir aI-Din calls this MH,rrab. Maqam 
al_NabL l18 It is possible that the paving of the l:Iaram mentioned 
by aJ-Suyiili is that which was carried out dunog aJ-Na"ir Mul)ammad 
b. Qal.'iin's reign in 726/1325.'" AI-Nabulsi (in the 60's of the 
17th century) also describes how he turned from Qubbat al-Mi'raj 
towards the MiQrab of the Prophet, which is encircled by a small 
marble railing about the length of a span (shibr).I20 

'" '" '" '" '" 
lOa-JOb. Mi~r'b 'UmarIMil)r'b Mu',wiya 

Milp'ab 'Vmar and Mil)rab Mu'awiya are noted together by Ibn al
Murajja. inside the al-Aq~a Mosque. It may be assumed that they 
were erected in the early period to commemorate the "activities" of 
'Umar b. al-Khanab on the aaram and especially "his prayer" at 
the place where al-Masjid a)-Aq~a was later built. It may also be 
assumed that when the Mosque was erected (most probably already 
during the reign of Mu'awiya), the Mil.u'ab was named after ·Umar. 

There is no information concerning the other miJ:rrilbs mentioned 
within al-Aq!' in the early periods. Na!ir-i Khusraw (1047), de
scribing the al-Aq~a Mosque, says that to the right of the Great 
Mil.u'ab one finds Mil.u'ab Mu6 awiya and to its left, MiI:trab 'Umar.121 

AI-Harawi (1173) mentions a Mil)rab 'Umar that was not damaged 
by the Franks. He may have been referring to the main miJ:rrilb of 
the mosque.1 22 AI-Suyu!i (end of the 15th century) says that there 

117 Al-Suyflli, II/)a/, fol. 25a-25b [= vol. I. pp. 173-174J; Mujir, vol. II (Am
man ed.), p. 20 (caples aJ-Suyilti); Le Strange, Palestine, p. 156 (translates the 
two mentioned sources); Van Berchem, op. cit .• no. 193: the Inscription of the 
renovation of the mihrab from 945/1538. 

III Mujir. loco cit .. 
119 This paving is known from the inscription on the arch rising above the 

north-eastern staircase on the l;Iaram. See Van Berchem. op. cit .• pp. 120-121. 
no. 174; on the renovation of the arches, see Drory, p. 157 [= Van Berchem. op. 
cit. nos. 173-174J. 

do AI-Nabulsi, Rihla, p. 60. 
III N~ir-i Khusraw, p. 37 (English), p. 35 (Arabic); l..e Strange, op. cit., p. 106. 
In AI-Harawi, p. 25; Le Strange, op. cit., p. 102. 
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is a difference of opinion concerning the location of MiJ:trab 'Umar. 
According to one opinion, it is the Great Mil;trab adjacent to the 
minbar, opposite the big [main northern] gate. According to an
other it is the Mil)rab in the eastern portico, which is connected to 
the wall of the mosque, a place called in his own days }ami' 'Umar. 
The predominant opinion, says al-Suyu~i. is that it is the MiI:tnlb 
adjacent to the minbar, l23 Al-Suyiili adds that as for his own days, 
Mif:trib Mu' awiya is within the maq~ura of the orator5.124 

12J AI-Suyilti, op. cit., fo) , 278 [= vol. I. p . 196J; see also Mujir. op. cit., p. 
12i Le Strange. op. cit., pp. 111- 112. 

~ AI-Suyliti, toe. cit., [= vol. I. p. 197]: Maq$urot al-Khittiba. Maq$ura is an 
enclosed chamber. a box or compartment for the ruler, built near the mi/:mi b. 
See J. Pedersen, "MasQjid," EI', p. 336. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE HOLY PLACES IN JERUSALEM DURING THE EARLY 
MUSLIM PERIOD 

A. THE I:IARAM: THE DOME OF THE ROCK 

1. The Black Paving-Stone (al-Ba/ara al-Sawda') 

Jerusalem plays a central role in the Muslim traditions dealing with 
the Last Days: these are very early traditions (beginning of the 8th 
century and even earlier). Central amongst them is that Paradise 
wUl be transferred to Jerusalem and that the Gate of Paradise will 
be opened over Jerusalem.l Early traditions of this kind, in praise 
of the Rock on the ijaram, relate that when Allah went up from 
the Rock to heaven, He said to the Rock: "This is the place of my 
abode and the place of my throne on the day of resurrection of the 
dead, and the gathering of my servants, and this is the place of my 
Paradise to the right [of the Rock]."2 And, in another tradition, 
when He is on the Rock, Allah says: "This is my Paradise to the 
west and this is my fire to the east. ,,3 

Found within the Dome of the Rock was a black paving-stone 
(al-Bala!> al-Sawdii'), also sometimes called the Black Marble Paving
Stone (al-Rukhama a]-SaWda,).4 This stone is linked to these tradi
tions of the Last Days, some of which are quoted here. Though the 
stone's existence is not noted in traditions dealing with the con
struction of the Dome of the Rock. other traditions, transmitted by 
al-Wasi~i and Ibn al-Murajja, relate that this Paving-Stone existed 
at least in the year 130n48 towards the end of the Umayyad rule. 
One such tradition (with an isnad of the family of • Abd al-Rat).man, 
the Jerusalemite) relates that Abu 'Uthman al-An~3rij used to spend 
the nights of Ramac;lan in prayer on the Black Paving-Stone. This 

I Ibn al-Murajjii, fol. 92b, from Muqiitil b. Sulayman[!); see also Hirschberg, 
"Sources," p. 325, and Livne, "The Rlbiit Towns," p. 7, both quoting Ibn al
Fagih, p. 94 (also from Muqiitil b. Su laymAn). 

2 AI-Wlisili, pp. 70-71; Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 39a (= Livne, no. 115]. 
] AI-Wisip, p. 70 no. 114; Hirschberg, op. cit., pp. 330-334, and esp. pp. 342-

348, where he discusses the Muslim traditions of the Last Days and their Jewish 
parallels . 

• AI-Wisi~i, p. 90, no. 146; Ibn al-Murajjii., foL 61a [= Livne no. 146]. 
5 He may be 'Amrii b. Salim (or Salm, Salim, or Sa'd), al·Madani; on him, 

see Ibn i:lajar, Tahdhib, vol. XII, 1327 H., pp. 162-163. 
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tradition, in which legendary elements, miracles, etc. are interwo
ven, also describes the earthquake of I30n48 and its effect on the 
Dome of the Rock.6 

Another tradition is transmitted from Bajila, who was closely 
associated with the (Dome of the) Rock in Jerusalem (wa-kanal 
muldzimat al-$akhra bi-BaYI al-Maqdis). She relates how a man 
from South Arabia who once entered the Dome of the Rock told 
her that he had met Wahb b. al-Munabbih (35/655-656- llOn29 
or 114n32),' who asked him: 

In which direction are you going? I answered: "To Jerusalem." He 
[Wahb] said [to him]: "When you enter, go into [the Dome of] the 
Rock from the northern gate. Then go forward towards the qibla 
[Le., the south] and on your right there is a pillar and a column 
(. amiid wa·Jus!uwana) and to your left a pillar and a column. And 
see between the pillars and columns a black marble paving-stone. 
This paving-stone is over one of the gates of Paradise. Pray on it to 
Allah, may He be exalted and glorified, for the request made there 
is granted.8 

This tradition (even if parts of it seem doubtful and should not 
be taken literally) can be dated back at least to the end of the 8th 
century. It is worth noting that the Black PaVing-Stone, according 
to this tradHion, is over one of the gates of Paradise. 

Next to the Black Paving-Stone there was a wide stone-bench. 
In about 780, Caliph al-Mahdi ordered its ex tension.9 Ibn al-Faqih 
(903), in his description of the f::Iaram , mentions a Black PaVing
Stone, to the right of the Mil)rab, upon which the figure(?: khilqa) 
of the Prophet was carved. This description is transmitted in the 
context of the general description of the f::Iaram, and what the author 
meant by "to the right of the Mil}.rab" lo is not clear. 

Ibn ' Abd Rabbihi (early 10th century) describes this PaVing-Stone 
as follow s: "When you enter the (Dome of the) Rock, pray at its 
pillars, and pray at al-BaJa!a, the sublime characteristics of which 
compete with those of the Rock, since it is over one of the gates 
of Paradise. "II 

6 AI.w asiti, p. 80, no. 135, and Ihe parallel sources therein. 
1 On him, see Sezgin. vol. I, pp. 305-307; Et, Wahb b. Munabbih (J. Horv itz) 

s.v~ Duri , Bal,lth, pp. 103-114. 
AI-Wisiti, pp. 89-90, no. 146, and [he parallel sources therein. 

9 Ibn al.Muralja, fol. 41b [= Llvne, no. 137]; Elad, "An Arabic Tradition," p. 36. 
10 Ibn al-Faqih, p. 100: wa· ·ala yamin ' /-mil,lrab balara sawdii' mak/ub fihii 

Khilqat Mul,lammad ($). 
II '/qd, vol. VI, p. 265. 
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At the beginning of the 14th century Ibn Fa~1 Alliih al-'Umari 
referred to the Black Paving-Stone thus: "As to the northern gate 
of the Dome of the Rock. it is called the Gate of Paradise .. . 
between two pillars. set before the gate within [the area encom
passed by 1 the gilded wood balustrade there is a beautiful mi~rab, 
pointing to [the site of] the Black Marble Paving-Stone, to which 
people pray. This marble plate disappeared sometime ago and a 
green plate was laid in its place. And there people pray and make 
requests to Allah. ,, 12 

The Black Paving-Stone is also mentioned by the author of 
Muthir al-Gharam (mid-14th century),13 and by Mujir aI-Din, who 
copies him,I4 • Abd ai-Ghani al-Nabulsi. who visited Jerusalem in 
1689, described it as green and thought that it was termed "black" 
since the term sawad. aswad at times refers to a shade of green as 
well. l !; 

The constructors of the Dome of the Rock were presumably aware 
of the parallel sought between al-Balii!a al-Sawdii' and al-!:Iajar al
Aswad, the Black Stone in the Ka'ba. The installation of the Black 
PaVing-Stone in the Dome of the Rock reinforces and adds a further 
stratum to the theory put forward by Goldziher, Wellhausen and 
others (discussed at length in Chapter Four), and attests to a tendency 
to compete with the Ka'ba and the holy centre in Mecca. Before 
drawing any binding conclusions, however, a thorough study of 
the parallels between the Black ijajar and the Black Bala~a must 
be made within the context of a more comprehensive, comparative 
study of the traditions on the sanctity of the Ka'ba and those on the 
sanctity of the Dome of the Rock. A superficial examination of the 
many traditions in praise of the Black Stone in the Ka' ba brings to 
light a tradition (not at all surprisingly), that ·states that it came 
down from Paradise, or that it belongs to Paradise-exactly like 
the traditions of the Black PaVing-Stone in the Dome of the Rock.I6 
It should be noted, however, that it is a well-known and accepted 
phenomenon that several places in the Muslim world are attributed 
to Paradise (or to Gehinnom). Thus, the Spring of Silwiin ('Ayn 

11 Masdli/c al.Abfdr, vol. I, Cairo, 1342/1942. p. 144; English translation, Mayer. 
"An Arable Description." pp. 47-48. 

11 Muthir ai·Ghardm, foL 71b, 1. 6. 
10 Mujir. vol. I, p. 209. I. 16; Muthir and Mujir are quoted by I. Hasson, the 

editor of al-Waslli, p. 90. no. 146. n. I. 
U AI-Nabulsi. Ril)la , p. 55. 
16 See, for example, Ibn l;Ianbal, Musnad. vol. I. pp. 307, 329; vol. II. p. 313; 

vol. III , p. 277; al-Nasa'i. Sunan, vol. IV. Cairo, 1350/1939, (al·!.zail) , no. 49; 
all these references are found in Wenslnck, Handbook, p. 220; see also Abu '1-
Fida' al·Tadmuri. Muthir, p. 156: the Black Stone descended from Paradise. 
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Silwan) is one of the springs of Paradise l7 or, according to another 
tradition, Zamzam and 'Ayn Silwan are the springs of Paradise.18 

Similarly, the Rock on the l:Iaram is one of the rocks of Para
dise,19 and Jerusalem itself is one of the cities of Paradise.:ro Five 
cities belong to Paradise: l:Iim~ , Damascus, Jerusalem, Beit Guvrin 
(Bayt Jibril) and Zalar (in Yemen); and five cities belong to Hell: 
Antioch, ' Amfiriyya, Constantinople, Tadmor and $an' ,a,.21 'Abadan 
and Qazwin are two open gates in the skies.22 

2. The Gate of (the Angel) Israfil (Bab Israfil) 

Another holy place within the Dome of the Rock was the gate of 
the angellsrafil. Ibn al-Murajja, who describes (early I Ith century) 
the itinerary of the holy places (principally on the I:!aram) for the 
Muslim pilgrim, says that the pilgrim must pray at the Israfil Gate 
"which was the place to which, if one of the Children of Israel 
sinned, he would turn and pray there to God. ,,23 

According to Muslim tradition, Israfil is the angel who will blow 
the ram's hom (trumpet? -$"r) from upon the Rock within the building 
of the Dome of the Rock on the day of the Resurrection of the 
Dead.24 This tradition was created to explain the Qur'anic verse: 
"And listen for the Day when the Caller will call out from a place 
nearby."~ The early exegetes (Qatada, Ibn 'Abbas) agree that "a 
place nearby" is the Rock on the l:Iaram and that "The Caller" is 
an angel.26 Other traditions explain that "The Caller" is the angel 
Isriifi1.27 There are, however, exegetes who consider that the "Caller" 
is, in fact, the angel Gabriel.28 

These are clear examples of how the Muslim exegetes linked the 
Qur'anic verse to Jerusalem and incorporated it in the framework of 

17 AI-Wisili, p. 13, no. 13; ibid., p. 44, no . 6 1 and the many parallels therein. 
II Khalil b. Shahin, Zubda, p. 22 (from Khalid b. Ma 'dan! ). 
I' Ibid.; Hirschberg, "Sources," p. 329. 
10 Ibn al-Murajji, fol. 59b. 
21 Ibid., with different versions. 
22 AI-Shawkini, Maw{ljj 'ol, p. 435. 
II Ibn al-Murajja, Col. 28a (= Llvne, no. 62]. 
J.< See Ell, "Isrifil" (A.J. Wensinck), s.v.; Hirschberg, "Sources," p. 344 quoting 

other sources: Kitiib A~wal aJ-Qiyomo (Wolf's 00.) and Kiliib al-Zuhd (Leszynsky 's 
edJ; Uvne, The Sanctity 0/ Jerusalem, p. 220. 

Qur iin. L (Qiif) , v. 41. 
l6 AI-Tabari, Ta/sir, vol. XXVI. 1373/1954, p. 184; a f-Durr a f-Manthur, vol. 

VI. Cairo. 1314 H., pp. 110-111 ; Ibn Kathir, TO/Sir, vol. IV, p. 250; al-Wisiti. 
pp. 87-88 , no. 142. and the parallels of the editor therein. 

17 Ibid., p. 89, no. 145, and the exhaustive parallels therein; see also Khalil b. 
Shahin, Zubda, p. 17: Isri fil calls from under the Rock. 

11: See, for example. al-QUJ1ubi , Ta/ sir. vol . VII, p. 6197. 
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beliefs and the traditions connected with the happenings of the Last 
Days in Jerusalem. These traditions are early and were circulated 
not later than the beginning of the 2nd/8th century. 

The Bab [srafil in these traditions is apparently the eastern gate 
of the Dome of the Rock. This is also apparent from the order in 
which al-Muqaddasi (mid- 10th century) describes the gates of the 
Dome of the Rock.29 

B. ADDITIONAL PLACES ON THE f:lARAM 

1. Solomon's "Chair" (StoolJ (Kursi Sulayman) 

When Ibn al-Murajjd describes the pilgrim's itinerary on the l:Iaram, 
he says: " ... afterwards he [the Muslim visitor] will continue to 
Mi!.trab Zakariyya ' .. . and then he will turn to the rocks which 
(are found) in the rear [= northern] section of the Mosque [31-
f:laramJ , and he will pray in the (holy) place [al-maw4i 'J, which is 
called Solomon's Chair" [KUfSi Sulayman].30 When using the term, 
"Solomon's Chair", Ibn al-Murajja is apparently referring to one 
of the rocks found in the northwest section of the I:laram; these 
rocks have been considered holy in Muslim tradition ever since the 
Umayyad period. Identifying the precise location of Solomon's Chair 
constitutes a complicated puzzle; an attempt will be made to put 
together the pieces of this puzzle in the following sections. 

In a tradition with an ;snad comprised mostly of transmitters 
from Ramla and Tiberias [among them even Abu ' Ubaydallah, 
Mu'awiya b. 'Ubaydallah. a well-known wazir of the' Abbasid Caliph 
al-Mahdi (reigned 775-785)J, ending with Rajii' b. f:laywa (d. 112/ 
730), al-Wasili tells of Ka'b al-A~bilr, the Jewish convert, who 
upon arriving in Jerusalem bribed a Jewish sage to show him the 
rock upon which "Solomon, the son of David, stood when he con
cluded building the Mosque. and it (= the rock, thus explains the 
transmitter of the tradition] was near the area of the Gate of the 
Tribes [wa-huwa mimma yaU nal;tiyat Bab al-AsbarJ." And the tra
dition continues in the name of Ka'b: 

Solomon b. David stood on this Slone; he then turned to all the holy 
area (thumma istaqbala ild al-Quds kullihi [whether this refers to 
the Temple or the Rock and also the direction of prayer to Mecca. 
is not clear]) and in his prayer to God, may He be praised and glo-

zt AJ-Muqaddasi, p. 169 (Le Strange. Palutine, p. 123); Llvne, op. cit., p. 296. 
)0 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 30a [= Livne, no. 67]. 
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rified. he made three requests. God answered two of them quickly 
and showed them to him. And I would request [thus says the trans
mitter] that he respond to the third as well. And Solomon said: "0 
my Lord forgive me and grant me a kingdom which [it may be] 
suits not another after me for Thou art the AII. giver.,,31 And the 
Lord, may He be glorified and praised, granted him this. And he 
said: "God, grant me a kingdom and wisdom which suits your wis
dom." And the Lord. may He be glorified and praised, did this. And 
afterwards he said: "God, no man will come to pray in this Mosque 
unless You removed his sin from him [and You left him] as on the 
day in which his mother gave birth to him.32 

This tradition is cited in the same form and with the same isnad 
by Ibn al-Murajja, who prefaces it with the heading, "A chapter 
concerning the qualities of the Chair of Solomon, peace be unto 
him, which is found before Qubbat Ya<qflb and from which invo
cations and requests are answered [by God]" (Bab fa41 Kursl 
Sulayman 'alayhi a/-salam, al/adhl bayna yaday Qubbat ya'qub 
wa-anna a/-du'a' fihi mustajab). 33 The fact that Ibn al-Murajja in
troduced the above tradition with this heading shows that he iden
tified (in the beginning of the lIth century) Kursi Sulayman with 
the rock upon which Solomon stood and prayed, and which is found 
near the Gate of the Tribes. In locating Solomon's "Chair" [Stool] 
before Qubbat Ya'qllb, Ibn al.Murajja unintentionally supplies im
portant additional topographical information aiding in the later search 
for the precise location of Solomon's "Chair" .. 

The tradition itself, which can be dated to the end of the lst/7th 
or beginning of the 2nd/8th century, does not explicitly identify the 
rock upon which Solomon stood with a specific rock. It does, though, 
identify the rock upon which Solomon stood and prayed as being 
adjacent to the Gate of the Tribes (Bab al-Asba!)_ 

)1 Qur'iin, XXXVIII ($iid), v. 35. 
)2 AI-Wiisi!i. p. 17. no. 19; ibid., n. 4, for additional parallel sources. The 

isniid: 'Umar > al-Walid (b. l;Iammid al-RamliJ > 'Abdallah b. 'Ubayd [Alliih?] 
b. 'lmrin, al-Tabariini [= from Tlbertas) > Man~o.r b. Abi Muzal:aim [that is, 
Man~o.r b. Bashir, AbO. Na~r al-Turki. maw/a Azd, af-Kiitib (= the secretary), d. 
235/849 at the age of eighty! On him, see al-Razi, al-JarlJ, vol. IV, p. 170; al
Khatib ai-Baghdadi, vol. XIII, pp. 81-83; ibid., p. 196, it Is said that he heard 
lJadilh from] > Mu'iiwiya b. 'Ubaydalliih al-Ash'ari (d. 169- 170n85- 786, who 
was the wazir of the Caliph al-Mahdi. I emphasize here that both of them were 
secretaries. It is possible that they worked together in the government offices. 
Mu'iiwiya was of Tiberian origin. It was said of his father that he was the chief 
of "police" (liilJib al-ItUl'iina) of the governor of TI~rias. On him and on this 
title, see Elad, "Haifa in the Arab Period." p. 195) > 'A~im b. Rajii' b.l;laywa [on 
him. see al-Wiisiti. loco cit.] > his father. Raja' b. l;Iaywa [on him, see below p. 19]. 

II Ibn al-MurajjA. fol. 47a (= Llvne, no. 158]. mentioned by the editor of &1-
Wasiti, loco cit. 
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A different tradition transmitted by al-Suyiiti, who lived in the 
15th century, again relates that Solomon's "Chair" is located next 
to the Gate of the Tribes. Al-Suyfiti cuts off the isruid and leaves 
only the last transmitter AbO 'l-'Awwam, who was the mu'adhdhin 
of Jerusalem and lived at the end of the 1 st{lth century and the 
beginning of the 2nd/8th century.l4 According to this tradition, when 
Solomon completed the construction of the Temple, 

he sacrificed three thousand cattle and seven thousand sheep. Then 
he said: 'God, a sinner who comes to it, forgive him' .... After
wards he came to the place, which is located behind the mosque, 
adjacent to the Gate of the Tribes, and that is the place called Solo
mon's Chair, and he said: 'God, whoever should come to it and has 
sinned, forgive his sin' .... J~ 

Van Berchem36 justifiably questions whether this tradition brought 
by Al-Suyup is in fact, a copy of a tradition found in Ibn al-Mura.iji's 
book. This tradition is indeed found in Ibn al-Murajja's book, but 
not in its entirety. The part most important and relevant here, the 
topographical identification of Kursi Sulaymin as adjacent to the 
Gate of the Tribes, does not appear in this early tradition. 31 

Whether this topographical fragment is an addition made by the 
15th century al-SuyuP, or he had before him a different manuscript 
is not known. The author of Muthir al-Gharam (approx. 1351) who 
preceded al-Suyu!i, also transmitted this tradition from Abu '1_ 
'Awwam-without the topographical fragment. 38 Mujir aI-Din, on 
the other hand, who lived at the same time as al-Suyup, records 
this tradition with the topographical fragment, and goes on to ex
plain that Kursi Sulayman, which is mentioned in the tradition, 
was then located inside the dome known as Solomon's Dome (Qubbat 
Sulaymiin) next to Bab aI-Duwaydiiriyya [= Bab aI-'Attn, Bab Fay!aI, 
in what is today the northern waH of the ijaram].39 

Again, it should be stressed that the early tradition was definite 

}4 On him, see Introduction, n. 63. 
J' AI-Suyuti, ItI,UiJ, fol. 13a; this tradition was already translated by Le Strange 

in, "The Description of the l:iaram," p. 258, and in Palestine, p. 169: without 
mention of AbO ')-'Awwam. His translation, however, is faulty. This has been 
discussed by Van Berchem (who also quotes the tradition from aI-Suyul1l, I, 
ija~am, no. 209, pp. 206, 209. 

Ibid., p. 206, n. 3. 
J7 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 34b: Abu Muslim MUQammad b. 'Umar al-lifbahini > 

'Umar. aJ-Fac;lJ b. MuhAjir > his father> al-Walid b. i:lammid al-Ramli > AJ:amad 
b. MUQammad > Mu'idh b. Hlsham > his father> QatAda > Jalis [1J al-Oaba'i 
> Abu ')-'Awwim. 

" Muthlr al-Ghartim. fol. 28b. 
19 Mujir. vol. 1 (Amman ed.), p. 123. Regarding Bib al-Duwayditiyya during 

the MamlUk period. see Little. Catalogue (Index). 
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in its identification of the rock upon which Solomon stood as being 
adjacent to the Gate of the Tribes.40 

J.J The Gate of the Tribes (Bab al-Asbal! 

The Gate of the Tribes, mentioned in the above early traditions, is 
not identical to the Gate of the Tribes of today, which is located in 
the north-eastern corner of the wall of the l:Iaram. Wilson and Le 
Strange thought correctly that the Gate of the Tribes of the early 
Arabic (pre-Crusader) period was further west than what is known 
today as the Gate of the Tribes. They claimed that it was located 
where Bab J:lina is today, which in their opinion was in the northern 
wall of the ijaram since the Crusader period.41 Van Berchem op
poses this view. He thinks that Bab al-Asba~ has been in its present 
location in the north-eastern comer of the l:Iaram wall at least since 
the 3rd/9th century. His position is unacceptable on several counts: 

1. Van Berchem cites all the instances in which Ibn al-Murajja 
mentions that Bab aJ-Asbal is located adjacent to Kursi Sulayman. 
Yet he is of the opinion that Kursi Sulayman is located: next to 
the eastern wall of the l:Iaram, a little north of the Gate of Mercy, 
and, accordingly, the Gate of the Tribes must also be in the north
east section of the wall.42 But there are no sources justifying the 
detennination of the location of Kursi Sulayman in the eastern section 
of the ijaram during this early period. He has not a single source 
to back this claim. Thus the identification of Bab al-Asbal in the 
north-east section of the ijaram is unfounded. 

2. Van Berchem claims that, according to al-Kindi, the mauso
leum of the Ikhshidid amirs in the 6th decade of the 10th century 
was in close proximity to Bab al-Asbat ("dans Ie voisinage immediat 
du Bab al-Asbat"). Van Berchem thinks that this refers to the cem
etery of Bab al-Ral}.ma. But in the Arabic text it says that Abu '1-
l:Iasan, 'Ali b. al-Ikhshid ... died on the 19th of the month 
al-Mul)arram [3]55 [25 January, 966] "and was carried in a coffin 
to Jerusalem and he was buried with his brother and his father in 

00 AI-Wasiti, lac. cit.; Ibn al-Murajji, lac. cil.; jbjd., fol. 30a [= Uvne, no. 
67); and see also al-SuyOti. Itl)o[. fol. 27b: "And among the places (which should 
be visitedJ are the rocks behind the Mosque, adjacent to the Gate of the Tribes, 
and there is the place called Solomon's Chair." It seems that al-SuyOti here 
copied the tradition or perhaps only the heading of Ibn al-Murajj!. By his time 
the place was already called the Dome of Sulaymin (Qubbat Sulayman) (see 
below) . 

• L Le Strange, Palestjne, p. 185; jdem., PPTS. vol. IV. Appendix. Wilson's 
notes; see also Prawer, "The Jewish Quarter," p. 140, n. 25. Regarding Bib al
As.~at during the MamlOk period, see Little. Calalogue (Index). 

Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 202. n. 2. 
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Bab al-Asbal" (wa-lJumiia fi UJbut ilia ' I-Bayt al-Muqaddas wa
dufina ma'Q akhihi wa-walidihi bi-Bab al AsbiiO. From this text it 
is evident that the Ikhshidids were buried within the gate itself, not 
in its proximity or in the cemetery adjacent to the gate. or any 
other gate. Hence this tradition does not testify to the location of 
the gate in the north-east comer of the l:Iaram either. 43 

3. Van Berchem refers to the description by al-Muqaddasl, in 
which he mentions the gates of the wall of the l:Iaram, as well as 
to the description of Na~ir-i Khusraw, from which he concludes 
that the Gate of the Tribes should be located in the north-east comer 
of the l:Iaram. But again, this conclusion does not follow from the 
actual texts of al-Muqaddasi and Na~ir-i Khusraw.44 

4. Van Berchem4S cites testimonies from the Crusader period (the 
12th century) according to which the gate of the Tribes is in the 
north-eastern comer. But he himself notes that these testimonies 
do not prove its existence in this place before the Crusader period. 

'" '" '" '" '" 
The Gate of the Tribes in the pre-Crusader period should be located 
a little to the west of the present-day Bab I:lina, at the gate called 
in the late Middle Ages, Bab Sharaf al-Anbiya', and later Bab al
Duwaydanyya, and at present Bab al-'Atm, or Bab aI-Malik FaY$al,46 
and this for the following reasons: 

1. The first gate which Na~ir-i Khusraw describes in the northern 
wall of the ijaram is the Gate of the Tribes. His description is sequen
tial, and begins from the west and proceeds eastward. 

2. It has already been shown that the early traditions locate Kursi 
Sulayman in the vicinity of the Gate of the Tribes. Ibn al-Murajja 
locates Kursi Sulayman in front of Qubbat Ya'qub.47 

Na$ir-i Khusraw describes Qubbat Ya'qub as a building with high 
pillars, and he locates it between the Gate of the Tribes and an 
additional gate which comes after it in the eastern direction, and is 

4l See Van Berchem's discussion. ibid. (according to al-Klndi. al-Wulat, 
p. 296). AI-'Asali (Bayt al-Maqdis. pp. 25-26) is also of the opinion that Van 
Berchem misinterpreted al-Kindi's text; ibid., note 6, wherein al-'Asali also re
jects the opinion of Mal:tmud al-'Abldi, who thought that the Ikhshidlds were 
buried in the south-west area of the l;Iaram . 

.. Van Berchem, op. cit. , pp. 202-203. From al-MuqaddasI's description it 
seems that the Gate of the Tribes Is not really in the north-east corner of the 
l:Iaram. Ni~ir-I Khusraw's description on the subject is eyen more definitiYe. 

4' Ibid., p. 202 . 
... See on the Gate, Ganneau, PEF, SQ, 1874. p. 261; idem., Researches. p. 167; 

Le Strange. Palestine. p. 186; Drori, map, no. 79. 
47 Ibn al-Murajji, fol. 47a [= Livne no. 158]. 
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called Bab al_Abwab.48 Where was Qubbat Ya'qOb located during 
the early Islamic period? Clearly if its location could be estab
lished it would help to locate Kursi Sulayman and even Bab al
Asbal, which are adjacent to one another. 

1.2. The Dome of Jocob (Qubbot Ya'qub) 

Muslim geographers, writing in the beginning of the middle of the 
10th century, only mention MiQrab Ya'qiib. It is possible to learn 
about its general location, however, only from Ibn al-Paqih, who 
places it somewhere along the northern wall of the l:Iaram.49 

Ibn al-Murajja (early 11th century) mentions a building with a 
dome (qubba), Qubbat Ya'qOb, located in front of Kursi SUlayman. 
Na~ir-i Khusraw (1047) describes an inscription he saw on a stone 
slab, above one of the arches of the northern wall of the J::Iaram, in 
the vicinity of Qubbat Ya'qOb, giving the measurements of the J::Iaram 
as: 704 cubits long, and 455 cubits wide. so AI-Harawi (1173) also 
saw an inscription [the same one?] in the northern wall of the J:Iaram. 
According to the inscription he read, the measurements were: 700 
cubits long, 455 cubits wide.sl 

An inscription giving the measurements of the Mosque (= al
l:Iaram] seen by the author of Muthir al-Gharilm (in the second 
half of the 14th century),S2 was described in the following manner: 

Long ago I saw on the northern wall above the gate adjacent to (al
Madrasa) aJ-Duwaydariyya inside the wall (ra'ytu qadiman bi-'[-/)o'j! 
ai-Shimoli, fawq a/-Bob alladhl yoU ai-Duwaydariyya min dokhil a/
sur) a stone plaque upon which was inscribed that the length of the 
Mosque was 784 cubits and its width 455 cubits.s3 

., It is possible that this gate should be identified with the place where Bab 
l:litta is found today. Le Strange, PPTS, vol. IV , Appendix, however, adopts the 
opinion of Wilson that Bab ai-Abwab is identical to today's Gate of the Tribes, 
in the north-east corner of the l:laram wall. Van Berchem's opinion, which I do 
not accept, Is that the Gate of the Tribes ha s always, or at least since the 9th 
century, been located in the north-east corner of the l;Iaram. See Van Berchem. 
f:/aram, no. 209, p. 208; Ibn al·'Arabi mentions Bab al-Asbat (in different works), 
without giving a specific location, see Drory, Ibn al-'Arab;, pp. 95, 103, 112. 

49 Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101 ; see also 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 265; and al-Muqaddasi, p. 170, 
both of whom menlion the MiI:arab. 

50 Na~ir-i Khusraw, p. 21 (Arabic); p. 27 (English); p. 27 (Persian, Teheran 
ed.! 1325 H.); Ganneau, Researches, p. 170; Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 90. 

, AI-Harawi, p. 26, (French trans., p. 65), and the comment of the translator, 
who mentions Van Berchem's important study (Van Berchem, ap. cit., p. 91) 
which will be discussed below. 

'2 On him, see Le Strange, "The Description of the l;Iaram," p. 250; Brockelmann. 
GAL, vol. II, p. 162. He was born in 1314, and was a teacher in al-Madrasa al
Tankiziyya in Jerusalem. He wrote his book in 1351. 

'l Le Strange, op. cit., Arabic text, p. 305; Van Berchem, lac. cit. 
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This latter inscription was first published by Clermont Ganneau in 
1874." Van Berchem detennined with certainty that from a pale<>
graphic point of view. this inscription dates from the beginning of 
the 13th century (1213). Both Ganneau and Van Berchem com
ment on the gap in years between the reports of Na~ir-i Khusraw 
in 1047, al-Harawi in 1173, and the inscription from the year 1213. 
It thus seems certain that at least the inscription seen by Na~ir-i 
Khusraw is not the inscription dated by Van Berchem at 1213, 
which was seen by the author of Muthir al-Gharam in approxi
mately 1340. 

After an extensive and thorough study, Van Berchem, following 
Clermont Ganneau, reaches the conclusion that originally, at least 
from the 9th century, fixed in the northern wall of the ijaram, ad
jacent to Bab al-' Atm, was an inscription bearing the measurements 
of the ijaram. One of Van Berchem's claims (and he was preceded 
in this by Ganneau, Researches, vol. I, p. 171) was that already at 
the beginning of the 10th century (but his description is certainly 
earlier) Ibn • Abd Rabbihi mentions that the dimensions of the ijaram 
are: 784 cubits long and 455 cubits wide. In Van Berchem's opin
ion, the fact that the numbers reported by Ibn • Abd Rabbihi are 
identical to those reported by other later Muslim writers from vari
ous periods is of great significance. It is true that Ibn' Abd Rabbihi 
does not describe the dimensions as given in an inscription, con
tinues Van Berchem, but the information concerning the dimen
sions of the l;Iaram must have been either directly or indirectly 
from this inscription.j~ 

so See its first publication in PEFQ, 1874. p. 261; and in greater detail In 
Researches. vol. I, pp. 167-174. In 188J Schefer, the French translator of Ni~ir
i Khusraw, published the inscription, which he claimed followed the reading of 
the French Consul at the time in Jerusalem. But on this matter, see the pained 
comment of Ganneau, op.cit., p. 168; see also Le Strange, op. cit .• p. 270, n. I; 
Van Berchem, op. cit., no. 163, pp. 84-89, an extremely comprehensive study 
of the inscription. Ibid., p. 87. he dated the Inscription to approx.lmately the 
year 610/1213. The inscription is found on the second column east of the en· 
trance to the Bub al-'Atrn (Bub aI-Malik Fanal), at a height of about four me
ters from the ground. It can be seen clearly to this day. 

" Van Berchem. Joc. cit., in his extensive discussion naturally deals with the 
discrepancy between the measurements of the length of the Mosque handed down 
by the Muslim authon: Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi: 784; Ni.$Ir-i Khusraw: 704; al-Harawi: 
700; the author of Muthir: 785. All of them report a width of 455 cubils. Van 
Berchem, op. cit" p. 84. thinks that this is evidence of mistakes made by copy
Ists in copying the length measurements. He also notes that there were other 
authors who wrote of dimensions completely different from the 455 x 784 mea
surement, and that this may be due. among other things, to the different types of 
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Van Berchem goes on to claim that this early stone, which at least 
in the 9th century bore the dimensions of the J:laram, was adjacent 
to the inscription from the 13th century, which was recorded by 
the author of Muth,r al-Ghartim in the 14th century and which 
was discovered by Clermont Ganneau in 1874. The inscription from 
before the 13th century, hypothesize Ganneau and Van Berchem, 
was destroyed or damaged in the year 610/1213 during the recon
struction of the northern portico of the I:laram wall by the Ayyubid 
ruler al-Ma'aHam 'Isa, and a new inscription, an exact copy of 
the previous one, was set in the same place or near it. 56 

* * * * * 
Na~ir-i Khusraw describes the inscription telling of the dimensions 

of the Mosque as being adjacent to Qubbat Ya'qub. Accepting the 
assumption made by Ganneau and Van Berchem concerning the 
continuity of the location of the inscription adjacent to Bab al
Duwaydariyya (al- ' Atm), it is herein proposed that Qubbat Ya'qub 
is located near Bab al-'Atm or Bab ai-Malik Fay~al of today. Thence 
it can further be concluded that Solomon's "Chair", located, ac
cording to Ibn al-Murajja, behind Qubbat Ya'qub, is adjacent to 
this gate. This provides additional proof that this gate was the Gate 
of the Tribes in the pre-Crusader period, since it is explicitly stated 
in the early traditions previously quoted that Kursi Sulayman was 
located adjacent to Bab al-Asba~. 

3) An additional tradition, brought by al-Suyu~i of the 15th cen
tury, locates the Gate of the Tribes in the north-west area of the 
J:laram: "And concerning Bab al-Asba~, it is behind the Mosque, in 
the vicinity of the rocks that are there. And the MiJ:trab called MiJ:triib 
Dawud, Peace be unto him, mentioned earlier with contradicting 
identifications regarding its location [is also located there]."57 

measurements in use. The complexily of the matter is demonstrated. for example. 
by the repon found in Ibn al-Murajja (fol. 25a, and quoted by Van Berchem, 
op. cit., p. 85), who tells of measurements of 465 x 755. His tradition seems, at 
first glance. to be quite early. It describes the period of 'Abd ai-Malik. Ibn' Abd 
Rabbihi (early 10th century) repons the measurements of the l:Iaram as 455 x 
784, as pan of his description of Jerusalem. Parts of the description of Jerusa
lem in his book are of very early origin. Parts are identical 10 traditions appear
ing in Ibn al-Murajja and al·Waslti, and other pans are apparently from a different 
source. This matter requires funher study. 

)6 See Ganneau, Researches. vol. I, pp. 167-174, esp. p. 173; Van Berchem, 
op. cit., pp. 84-97, no. 163; on the building of al-Mu'a:gam 'Isa in the north of 
the l;Iaram and the inscriplion describing this building and its dating, see Van 
Berchem, op. cit., no. 162; Ganneau, op. cit .• pp. 171- 172; on the construction 
works of al-Mu'azzam 'Isa, see Sharon, "al-Mu'azzam 'Isa". 

'J AI-Suyii.li, Ithdi, vol. I, p. 198: wa-8ab al-isbiir wa-huwa fi mu'akhkhar 
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This tradition is interesting in that it does not reflect the reality 
during the time of al-Suyuli, the end of the 15th century, for by 
then Bab al-Asba~ was clearly identified at the north-eastern edge 
of the f:laram, and MiQrab Dawiid was identified either with the 
city citadel or was located in the south-east corner of the l:Iaram. 
It seems that the tradition reflects a much earlier, pre-Crusader state. 
for then, in 1047, Na~ir-i Khusraw describes MiQrab Dawfld in the 
northern f:laram, next to Kursi Sulayman.SI Al-Suyup locates MiJ:tr8b 
Dawiid in the vicinity of the Gate of the Tribes. 

1.3. The Dome of Solomon (Qubbat Sulaymdn) 

It is herein suggested that the Gate of the Tribes (Bab al-Asbal) of 
the early Arabic period be identified with Bab ai-Malik Fay~al of 
today. next to which Kursi Sulayman is also found. For a more 
exact determination of the location of Kursi Sulayman, an attempt 
must be made to locate a building called Qubbat Sulayman, and to 
determine the relationship between it and Kursi Sulayman. 

As far as is known, Qubbat Sulayman is only mentioned in chroni
cles written after the Crusades. Al-Suyii~i (approx. 1470) notes that 
there is a building with a dome in the northern l:Iaram in the vicin
ity of Bab al-Duwaydariyya [= Bab al-'Atm, Bab ai-Malik Pay!alJ 
which is called [in his day J Qubbat Sulayman. And he goes on to 
say: "And it is not Sulayman the prophet. and perhaps it is Sulaymfm 
b. 'Abd ai-Malik" [reigned 715-717J." Mujir ai-Din (1496) also 
says in his description of the works of Sulayman b .• Abd al-Malik 
in JerusaJem, that at the time that he ascended to the throne of the 
caliphate he sat in a building with a dome (qubba) in the court of 
the Mosque of Jerusalem. It is possible, continues Mujir, that this 
is the dome known [in his day] as Qubbat Sulayman, which is 
adjacent to Bab al-Duwaydariyya,60 

This text was already reponed by al-Musharraf b. al-Mura]a (early 
11th century) with an isniid which goes further back.61 But there is 
no attempt in this tradition to locate the dome in which Sulayman 
sat. Its identification is an addition introduced by Mujir. In fact , 
from Ibn al-Murajja's early tradition what may be understood is 
just that Sulayman b .• Abd ai-Malik sat in a building with a dome 

al-jami' mimmd yali al-$ukhur aI/ali hundJca, wa-'I-Mil,lrdb affadhi yuqdlu lahu 
Mihrdb Ddwud 'alayhi ai-salam, al-mutaqaddim dhikruhu 'ala ikhtiJa/ fihi . 

,. Na~ir-i Khusraw . p. 32 (Arabic), p. 52 (English). 
" Al-Suyi11i. op. cit., fol. 25a [= I. p. 173J; Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 206, 

n. 3 who quoles al-SuyOti and Ihe translalions of Le Sirange and Reynolds. 
6G Mujir, vol . It p. 249, quoted by Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 207. 
61 See ch. I , n. 26. 
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which was next to the Dome of the Rock. What is referred to is 
thus apparently the elevated area upon which the Dome of the Rock 
stands. 

In another place Mujir describes the dome and its environs in 
the following words: 

And behind the Mosque in the northern direction, in a place near 
the western side, many rocks, which are said to be from the time of 
David. peace be unto him, are out in the open. And this is dear 
since they are set in the ground and no change [visible to the eye] 
took place in them. And in this direction [= north-west] in the vicin
ity of Bab al-Duwaydariyya, there is a building with a dome [qubba] 
built well and strongly and inside is a solid rock Ion the ground]. 
This dome is known by the name of Qubbat Sulayman. And about 
the rock set inside it. it is said that upon it Solomon, peace be unto 
him, stood after completing the construction of the Temple, and he 
prayed to the Lord ... and the building above this rock is from the 
Umayyad period.62 

Van Berchem devoted special research to the identification of 
Qubbat Sulayman mentioned by al-Suyil~i and Mujir ai-Din. who 
locate it in the vicinity of Bab al-' Atm. From a topographical point 
of view. Van Berchem says that it is possible to identify it with 
Iwan (Qubbat) Su1aymiin Pasha, which was built in 1817/1818, oppo
site Bab al- ' Atm, as 19th century scholars of the Holy Land thought.6J 

But from an analysis of different elements related to the building, 
particularly the dedication inscription of the building. he concludes 
that the 15th century authors were not referring to this building, 
but rather probably to the one with the dome which is located slightly 
south-west of Bab al-'Atm. Towards the end of the 19th century 
the building was called al-Sakhra al--5aghira [= the Little Rock] or 
Shaqafat al-Sakhra [= the Piece of Rock],64 which on the map of 
De VogUe and Le Strange is called Kursi 'Isa.65 This identification 

62 Mujir, vol. II, p. 374 (Amman ed., vol. II , p. 21), quoted by Van Berchem, 
op. cit., p. 207. 

61 Ibid., p. 208, following Ganneau. Researches. vol. I, p. 170, n. 5; C. Schick, 
PEFQS. 1898, p. 84; Le Strange. Palestine. p. 169; on the dedication inscription of 
the !Wan [= roofed hall], see Van Berchem. op. cit .• p. 204; on the man who con
structed the building. the wazir Sulayman Pasha, the govemor of Sidon and Tripoli 
in the period of the reign of the Sultan MaJ:lmud the Second, see ibid., pp. 210-211. 

'" Schick, PEFQS, 1898, pp. 103- 104, quoted by Van Berchem. op. cit .• 
p. 210. n. 2. Van Berchem notes that Schick (op. cit., p. 84) thought that it was 
possible to identify this building with Qubbat Sulayman, which is described by 
MWir ai-Din as being next to Bab al-Duwaydiriyya [= al-'Alm]. 

Van Berchem, loc. cit., according to the map of De VogUe and Le Strange 
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is apparently correct. An additional source, namely, the detailed 
description of the I:laram of Ibn Pac,tJ Allah aI-'UmMi from 1355. 
which Van Berchem missed, reinforces this identification. The au
thor described in great detail and precision what he saw with his 
own eyes in Jerusalem. The details of Qubbat Sulayman as he de
scribed it are still on the whole in keeping with the details of the 
building as it stands today, slightly south-west of Bab al·'Atm.66 

• Abel ai-Ghani al Nabulsi, who travelled in Jerusalem in the 17th 
century, notes that the name of the building in his time was al
$akhra al-Munqati'a [= the Split Rock] and he describes it in the 
following way: "We went to the place of the rock split from the 
noble rock [that is, the Dome of the Rock]."" 

'" ... '" '" '" 
The obvious question here is whether it is possible to identify 

Kursi Sulayman, mentioned by the Muslim authors before the Cru
sader period, with the Qubbat Sulaymiin building of the 15th cen
tury. Van Berchem, as already noted, was opposed to this 
identification and saw Kursi Sulayman as the building which always 
stood next to the eastern wall of the l;Iaram, slightly north of the 
Gate of Mercy.68 

The first Muslim writer to mention Kursi Sulayman in the east
ern l;Iaram is the 17th century Muslim traveller' Abd ai-Ghani al
Nabulsi,69 who describes Kursi Sulayman as a building located in 
the eastern ijaram wall, next to the Gate of Mercy, in which there 
was a natural rock adjacent to the wall. Although he explicitly de
scribed the building on the eastern side of the l;Iaram, in his description 

in Palestine. p. 172. he notes. correctly. that the name 'lsa was not mentioned 
by the Muslim authors. He puts forth an interesting hypothesis that perhaps this 
name was derived from that of al-Mu'anam 'lsi. the Ayyiibid ruler, who re
paired the portico in the northern wall of the I;Iaram. From an architectural point 
of view, Van Berchem claims. this structure Is similar to Qubbat al-Mi'raj (see 
Van Berchem. op. cit., no. 152) and to the Dome of the Ascension on the Mount 
of Olives (ibid., p. 49), two Crusader buildings or buildings with Crusader ele
ments and foundations from the end of the 12th century (see ch. 2, n. 104). 

66 Mastilik al-Abltir, pp. 165-166. 
61 AI-Nabulsi. RilJla, p. 81; the dimension of the rock which Ibn Fa41 Allah 

al-'Uman saw was 2 1/4 cubits high; al-Nabulsi. loc.cit.: about 2 cubits high 
and 1 cubit wide; Schick, who saw the rock in 1897 through one of the broken 
windows of Qubbat Sulayman, estimated ilS height at 2 In. feet. Concerning the 
measurement of the dhird' (cubit). and lIS different values in the Middle Ages, 
see E12

, "DhW'" (W. Hinz) s.v.; and also the detailed discussion in Van Berchem, 
op. cit .• no. 163. 

61 Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 208. n. 5; Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 
285. 

69 AI-NabuISi, op. cit .• p. 80. 
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he copied entire fragments (without so much as mentioning it) from 
the description given by the 15th century Mujir ai-Din of Qubbat 
Sulayman in the north-west I:Iaram. Nonetheless, there are also origi
nal sentences in his description, and the entire description requires 
closer study. 

Schick identified the early Kursi SuJayman with Qubbat Sulayman. 
which was described by Mujir ai-Din as being adjacent to Bab al
Duwaydanyya.7o The proposal herein to identify the early Gate of 
the Tribes with Bab al-Duwaydiiriyya (al-'Atm-Fay~al), in whose 
vicinity Kursi Sulayman was located in the pre-Crusader period, 
supports Schick's proposed identification. 

2. Mi~riib of Mary (Maryam) and the Cradle of Jesus 
(Mahd 'isii) 

Qur'iin, III (AI '!mriin), VV. 35-38, tells how Mary (Maryam) [the 
mother of Jesus] was watched over in her miiJ,rab by Zechariah 
[the father of John the Baptist], and how each time he came to her 
he found food which had been given to her by God. After she became 
pregnant with Jesus she left for a distant place; when she was about 
to give birth she stopped at the trunk: of a palm tree.71 One of the 
first miracles performed by Jesus, while he was stiU a baby, was 
speaking from the cradle, as a sign to the Children of Israel and 
the family of Maryam.72 

There is a central tendency among early commentators and trans
mitters to describe these events as having happened to Maryam in 
Jerusalem. The miracle of the food is described in great detail . 
how the angels brought her the fruit of the winter in the summer 
and the fruit of the summer in the winter,') and how God sprouted 
the date palm tree for her in Jerusalem.74 And, similarly, it was in 
Jerusalem that Jesus spoke to the people from the cradle. He was 
also born in Jerusalem.75 In light of these traditions, it is little wonder 

'H) Van Berchem, loc. cit.; Schick, PEFQ, 1898. p. 84, which is based on the 
descriptions of Na~ir-i Khusraw and Mujir ai-Din as they were translated by Le 
Strange. Palestine. 

71 Qur'an. IX (Maryam), VV. 22-23. 
72 Ibid., vV. 29- 30; compare also Qur'an, III. vv. 45-46, 110; and see also 

Arce, pp. 178- 180 on Maryam in the Qur'an and in Islam. 
11 See, for example. Ibn al-Murajja, fols. 49a- 50a; the tradition is faithfully 

repeated in all of the books of the Ta/sir, the "Stories of the Prophets," and the 
like. 

70 Muqatil, Ta/sir, fol. 21Oa, but compare Yaqut, Mu 'jam, vol. I, pp. 409-410 
(und~r the entry: Ahnas): the palm-tree trunk mentioned in the Qur'an is in 
Ahnas, in Egypt, and there is indeed a tradition that Jesus was born there. 

15 Muqatll, op. cit .. fols. 2IOa-2IOb. 
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that Mi~rab Maryam was built adjacent to Mahd 'Isa (the Cradle 
of Jesus). 

A number of traditions testify to the existence of the Mil)rab in 
a relatively early period; through them its precise location may possi
bly be identified. 
In the tradition recorded by al-Wasiti it is written: 

In the period of the Children of Israel, if one of them sinned, it [the 
sin] was written on his forehead and his doorpost: Behold so and so 
sinned on such and such a night. And it was customary to exile him 
and send him away and he would come to the Gate of Repentance 
(Bab al-Tawba), the gate found next to MiIJrab Maryam. through 
which the food came to her, and would cry there and plead, and 
stay (there] for a while. And if the Lord forgave him He would 
erase what was written on his head and then all the Children of 
Israel would know. And if he was not forgiven, he would be exiled 
and sent away. 76 

The tradition is recorded by al-Wasiti without an ;snad, and is 
actually composed of a number of traditions. The complete tradition 
with its ;snad appears in the book of Ibn al-Murajja,77 and it ends 
with Abii 'l-Mughira > Abii Bakr [b. Abi Maryam?]" > • Miyya b. 
Qays [who lived and was active at the end 'of the Istl7th century, 
and beginning of the 2nd/8th century. He died in 738(739]." 

According to this tradition, from the end of the 7th, to the be
ginning of the 8th century, Bab al-Tawba and Mn~rab Maryam are 
next to one another. Since Mi1:rrab Maryam was located in the south
east corner of the ijaram, accordingly Bab al-Tawba (the Gate of 
Repentance) would be located in this early period in the southern 
wall of the ijaram. Support for this is found in the list of gates of 
the ijaram noted by Ibn al-Faqih, at the end of the 9th century. 
Ibn al-Faqih lists the gates in the following order: Bab DawOd, 
Bab I:lina [both in the west], Bab al-Nabi [two gates of l:Iulda in 
the south], the Gate of Repentance (Bab al-Tawba) and inside it [is 
found] Mii)r.b Maryam (Bab al-Tawba wa-fthi Mihrab Maryam). 
Then Bab ai -Wadi is mentioned [a south-east or eastern gate lead
ing apparently to the Qidron Valley]. and then the Gate of Mercy 
in the east.80 It is interesting that al-Muqaddasi, who apparently 
described Jerusalem as he saw it in the middle of the 10th century . 

76 Al-Wisiti, p. 85, no. 137, II. 15- 19. 
n Ibn al-Murajja, fols. 49b-50a [= Llvne, no. 168]. 
7' A scholar from Palestine. on him, see al-Wasiti, p. 93, no. 154: al-Dhahabi, 

Si:r.ar, vol. VII, pp. 64-65. 
19 On him, see Introduction, n. 70. 
10 Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101. 
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does not mention Bab al-Tawba as one of the gates of the l:Iaram. 
He does mention. however, following the Double Gate of the Prophet, 
The Gates of MiJ:trab Maryam (Abwab MiJ:trab Maryam).81 

At the end of the 15th century Mujir ai-Din describes the south
east comer of the I:laram, which was known in his day as " the Market 
of Knowledge" (Siiq al-Ma'rifa): 

And J do not know [continues MujirJthe reason that it is ca lled by 
this name, and it seems to be an invention of the servants [of the 
place? of the Mosque?] in order to entice the pilgrims who come to 
them. And one of the historians wrote that Biib al-Tawba was in 
thi s place, and that the Children of Israel. ... 

Here Mujir continues with the tradition quoted above-recorded 
also by al-Wasi~i and Ibn al-Murajjii-about Bab al-Tawba, adja
cent to MilJriib Maryam, to which the sinners of Israel would go to 
repent.82 

,., * ,... * ,... 
The first to identify explicitly Bab al-Tawba in the eastern wall 

of the 1:Iaram adjacent 10 the Gate of Mercy is Na~ir-i Khusraw in 
1047.83 Later authors also mention Bab al-Tawba adjacent to and 
united with the Gate of Mercy.84 Scholars who studied Jerusalem 
and Palestine during the early Islamic period identified Bah al
Tawba in the eastern wall of the l:Iaram throughout all the periods.8s 

2.1. Mahd 'isa (The Cradle of Jesus) 

No known mention is made of Mahd 'Isa in any source prior to 
the 10th century. It should be noted, though, that Muqiitil b. Sulaymiin 
(d. 150n67-8) mentioned expliCitly, (apparently in reference to verses 
in the Qur>an , III , v. 46; XIX, v. 29), that Jesus spoke from the 
cradle in Jerusalem.86 It is thus quite possible that already in the 

'I AI-Muqaddasi, p. 170. 
11 Mujir. vol. II (Amman ed.), pp. 14-15; jbjd., he adds thai this place (that 

is. Suq al-Ma'rifal was established at an early period as a place of prayer for 
members of the f:lanbali School. It was set aside for them by al-Sul!an ai-Malik 
al-Mu'aHam 'Isa, ruler of Damascus, who permitted them to pray in it; cf. also 
al-Nabulsi, Ri1:da, p. 73: which copies Mujir ai-Din; tbn al-Murajja, fol. 54a 
[= Livne no. 183] records an early tradition , describing the l:Iaram during the 
period of the Children of Israel, that "it had inside it next to the great Mil)rab 
(al-Mll).rab ai-Akbar) and the candle of Paradise (! Qindif ai-Janna) the Gate of 
Repentance, which is opposite the Gate of Judah b. Jacob. When the Children 
of Israel repenlend and were purified they used to stand at the Gate of Repentance." 

n N8$ir-i Khusraw , p. 23 (Arabic), p. 32 (English) . 
.. Mujir. vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 27; al-Suyuti. Itl)a/, fol. 28a. 
IJ Le Strange, op. cit., p. 184, following Wilson; Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 26. 
16 Muqatil. TO/Sir, fol. 21Oa: Livne. The Sanctity 0/ Jerusalem. p. 336. n. 286. 
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Umayyad period the place containing the cradle of Jesus was built 
next to MiI:lfab Maryam. 

In the beginning of the 11th century Ibn al-Murajja writes that 
Mii)rab Maryam was known as Mahd '153..87 Na~ir-i Khusraw (1047) 
describes an underground mosque, on marble columns, whose mea
surements are 15 x 20 cubits, in the south-east comer of the l:Iaram. 
The mosque was known, says Na~ir-i Khusraw. as Mahd 'Isa. The 
cradle itself is found in the southern corner, and serves instead of 
the Mil).rab. Within this underground mosque, to its east, Mil)rab 
Maryam is found and next to it, Mil)rab Zakariyya ',88 Al-Suyfiti 
and Mujir ai-Din also note that Mil)rab Maryam was known in 
their day as Mahd '153.89 

In the Crusader period Mahd '!sa served the Templars as a stable 
for their horses. This space, and others under the ijaram, were 
called Solomon 's Stables in Crusader chronicles (since they identi
fied the al-Aq~a Mosque as the Temple of Solomon). AI-Harawi 
also calls it by this name in 117390 and this is how it is known to 
this very day. 

This open space under the l:Iaram was originally created by Herod. 
Ben-Dov argues that 

when the Umayyad rulers built al-Aq$ii Mosque and when they re
paired the ruins of the aaram, before this, it was necessary for them 
to restore the southern wall of the ijaram. They did this in the man
ner of Herod and they created the huge space, which in its present 
form is an early Islamic creation.91 

With respect to the topographical location of Mi~ab Maryam 
and Mahd 'Isa, their linkage from an Islamic and Christian point 
of view is clear. Busse claims that it is possible that the establish
ment of Mil)rab Maryam and the Cradle of Jesus in the south-east 
corner of the ijaram is tied to early Christian tradition, for there 
the early Christian tradition searched for the tower in which Jesus 
was tempted by the Devil, and in its foundations they searched for 
the "rock despised by the builders". In the Crusader period they 
showed the house of Shimeon, in which Maryam was a frequent 
guest there.92 

Thus, mention of M~ab Maryam is already made in early Muslim 
traditions at the end of the 7th or beginning of the 8th century. In 

11 Ibn al-Murajji, fol. 30b [= Uvne. no. 671; Llvne, Joc. cit. 
u Ni~ir-i Khusraw , pp. 23-24 (Arabic), 33-34 (English). 
n AI-Suyilti, 111:1.(1/, fol. 27a [= vol. I, p. 196]; Mujir. vol. II (Amman ed.), 

p. 15; compare also al-Niibulsi, Rj~la , p. 74. 
90 AI-Harawi. p. 27; Le Strange, op . cit., p. 167. 
91 Ben Dev. The Temple Mount, p. 346. 
91 Busse, "Biblical Cult," pp. 122- 123. 
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some of these early traditions the MiJ:trab is described as found 
inside or adjacent to the Gate of Repentance (Bab a1-Tawba). A 
more detailed study of the Cradle of Jesus and "Solomon's Stables" 
might enable one to detennine more precisely the relationship between 
the Single Gate, the Triple Gate, Mil)rab Maryam and Mabd 'Isa. 

3. 8db al-Nabi (The Prophet's Gate) 

The Prophet's Gate has been identified by scholars as what is now 
known as the Double Gate, or, alternatively, the western Gates of 
f:Iulda--on the southern wall of the f:Iaram, below the Mosque of 
al-Aq~a.1I3 According to a number of scholars, these gates were reno
vated in the early Arabic period, apparently in the Umayyad era.1I4 

Ben-Dov is of the opinion that, 

the Muslims used the gate structure which remained [from the Herodian 
period] almost intact ... at the side of the gateposts. pillars bearing 
capitals were erected in the Islamic period in order to improve the 
decoration of the gate. Later. but still in the early pre-Crusader Is
lamic period, they added to the double-gate lintel two ornamental 
arches with illustrations from the world of plants, similar to those 
on the Gate of Mercy. Also similar to the latter, i.e. done in the 
same Muslim technique and form, they constructed above the lintel 
a tooth-like ornament, with plant engravings done in the same Mus
lim technique and form seen also at the Gate of Mercy.IIS 

This gate is mentioned by the 10th century Muslim geographers.96 

The description given by Na~ir-i Khusraw (1047) of the gate and 
the passage leading underneath the Mosque of al-Aq~a is such that, 
as Wilson argues, it can only be identified with the Double Gate, 
namely, the western Gate of f:Iulda. 1I1 

According to Muslim tradition, it was through this gate that the 
Prophet entered the ijaram on his night journey (al-isro') to Jerusalem. 
Traditions dealing with the night journey mention the entry to Je
rusalem as far back as the middle of the 2nd/8th centuryll8 and 
even earlier.\I\I A few traditions even mention the gate specifically 

J) Le Strange, Palestine. p. 180 (following Wilson); Gil, "Jerusalem," pp. 26-29; 
idem., "The Jewish Quarters." pp. 268-269. 

" Among them, Y. Tufrlr, M. Rosen-Ayalon and M. Ben-Dov. 
" Ben-Dav, op. cit., pp. 286-287. 
M Ibn al-Faqih. p. 101; '/qd, vol. VI, p. 264; al-Muqaddasi. p. 170. mentions 

the two gates of the Prophet! (bdbay al-Nabiyy). 
9'l N~ir-i Khusraw, pp. 41-42 (English trans.). p. 26 (Arabic trans.); Le Strange, 

Palestine, pp. 178-179 (quoting Wilson, in PPTS. vol. IV). 
91 Muqatil, Ta/sir. fol. 21Oa; EI\ "Isri'" (B. Schricke), s.v. 
99 AI-WisI1i. p. 102. no. 165. 
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as the gate through which the Prophet entered Jerusalem. Details 
of this gate were transmitted by Palestinian scholars, residents of 
Ramla, Jerusalem and other cities, who circulated and transmitted 
the Traditions-in-Praise, in which historical and topographical de
tails not transmitted by other transmitters are often found. 

Thus, a tradition transmitted by Palestinian I)adfth scholars, which 
can be followed with certainty at least as far back as the year 750 
relates that on his night journey the Prophet "halted al-Buraq [his 
wondrous steed] at the point at which the prophets used to stand in 
days gone by. The Prophet then went in by the Prophet's Gate. 
with the Angel Gabriel in front of him illuminating him with a 
light as strong as the 5UO'5."IOO While the tradition does not specify 
the gate's location on the southern wall below the Mosque of al 
Aq~a (as stated by Na~ir-i Khusraw in 1047), it can be assumed 
that the location of this gate had not changed since the Umayyad 
period. This is confirmed by the traditions which follow that de
scribe the Prophet's Gate in the early period. 

In a tradition in I;>iya) ai-Din al-Maqdisi's book (transmitted to 
him through Sulayman b. AlJmad al-Tabarani [d. 971] in an ismid 
concluding with lubayr b. Nufayr from Shaddiid b. Aws), which 
describes the isra' of the Prophet, it is said that the Prophet and 
the Angel Gabriel enter Jerusalem from its southern gate. Gabriel 
brings the Prophet to the southern side of the Mosque; the Prophet 
ties his riding animal and enters the Mosque from a gate in which 
there is a picture (in the form of a relief!) of the 5un.101 The isnad 
of the tradition concludes, as noted above, with Shaddad b. Aws, 
who lived and whose descendants lived in Jerusalem.102 It shows 
an intimate knowledge of the Gate of the Prophet, its location and 
internal structure. A slightly more developed formulation of this 
tradition is found in two additional traditions, both also from Shaddad 
b. Aws. The first tradition states: 

100 AI-Wasili, p. 73, no. 119; immediately following this tradition, al-Wasi!i 
continues (without additional isnad) with another tradition about Qubbat al-Silsila. 
These traditions appear separately, and unlinked, in Ibn al-Murajja. See Ibn al
Murajj!, fols. 44b-45a (= Livne, no. 148] and the next one, dealing with Qubbat 
al-Silslla, ibid., foL 45b [= liVRe no. 151] with the same isnod (as the first 
tradition), 'Umar < his father < al-Walid b. l;Iammad (al-Ramli) < 'Abel al
Ra~man b. Mu~ammad b. Man$ur b. Thabit (= the famous family from Jerusa
lem] < his father [= Mu~ammed b. Man$ur J < Abu ' I-Tahir. A~mad b. Mu~ammad 
< Ka'b; (one or two chains of transmitters are missing). 

101 I;>iyjl,' aI-Din al-Maqdisi. p. 84: thurrurul infalaqa bi ~tto dakhalnii al-madino 
min biibiha al-yaman {= ai-yamoniJ fa-ato bi qiblat al-masjid fa-rabata dabatahu 
wa-dakhala al-masjida min bab fihi tamilu {= timthalJ ai-shams. 

102 On him, see Gil, Palestine. vol. 1, pp. 101-102. no. 158. 
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Afterwards he. namely, Gabriel, came with me until we entered. that is, 
the chy of Jerusalem [or: the city of the Holy Temple], from its south
ern gate and reached the qibla of the Mosque. Possibly, this is the southern 
gate which has sun and moon decorations on it. 103 

The second tradition states: 

And (the Prophet) went into the Mosque from a gate. within which 
there is a representation of the sun and moon, this being but an image 
of them, inside. And Almighty God is the AII-Knowing. ICM 

These traditions, as noted above, show an intimate knowledge 
of the Prophet's Gate, its location and internal structure. They es
pecially emphasize the unusual internal structure of the Double Gate. 
The images of the sun and moon certainly correspond to the deco
rations on the internal ceiling of the Double Gate. 

The Jerusalem Guide from the Geniza from the 11 th century, 
published by Braslavi, describes the f:lulda Gates as follows: "The 
Gates of l:Iulda-called by the Arabs the Gates of the Prophet
with a stone within, known as al-shamsha."I05 Elsewhere in his ar
ticle, Braslavi mentions the "little sun" (al-shamsa) which, according 
to him, is not referred to in any other Arabic source. 106 It is possi
ble that the early Muslim traditions quoted above refer indirectly to 
the "little sun" described in the "Jerusalem Guide", although the 
expression "shamsa" is insufficiently clear. 107 

4. The Place Where Gabriel Tied al-Buraq 

Residents of Jerusalem in the II th century and even during earlier 
centuries clearly identified the place in Jerusalem where the Prophet's 

10) AI-l;Ialabi, Sira, vol. I, p. 404: wa-fi riwaya 'an Shaddiid b. Aws annahu 
qiifa: thumma infa/aqa bi, ay libril ~atta dakhafniJ ya'n; Mad;nat BaYl af-Maqdis 
min biJbihiJ al-yamiJni,fa-iJtii qiblat al-Masjid, wa·fa'alla hiidhiJ 'l-biJb huwa 'I
biJb al-yamiJni ' l/adhifthi ~urat ai-Shams wa-'/-Qamar; cf. Ibn a l-Firk ii~ , p. 58, 
a ~arallel tradition quoting al-Bayhaqi's Da/li'i/ al-Nubuwwa (from Shaddad). 

". AI-l;Ialabi, loco cit.: wa-fi riwaya, wa-dakhaIa rnin biJb fihi timthiJ/ a/-Shams 
wa-'/-Qamar ay, milhd/uhum fthi, wa-' flah a'lam. (The text is often garbled: in
stead of timthiJI: tamil(u). See for instance, Muthir al-Gharam, fol. 76a.) 

1(1!1 Braslavi, p. 69 (trans.), p. 80 (text): Sha'arei I;lulda wa->/- 'Arab yusammunahiJ 
AbwiJb al-Na{biyyJ wa-fi dakhi{lihiJ lJajar yusammunahu al-shamsa. For more 
on this Genlza text, see Gil, Palestine, vol. II, pp. 3-7. 

106 Braslavi, p. 77. 
101 "Little sun" in Arabic in its diminutive form is shumaysa. The word shamsa 

means jewellery, a round ornament: a little sun-shaped ball; an ornamental neck
lace; a parasol. In the early period, a type of comb used by Arab women was 
called shamsa. A number of caliphs sent shamsa (= precious gifl (1) ornament 
with a screen design?] to the Ka' ba. For the meaning of the word, see, Dozy, 
Supplement, vol. t. sh.m.s., S.V.; al-Tabari, G/ossarium, sh.m.s., s.v.; Ibn 
al-Faqih, Glossarium (BGA vol. V), sh.rn.s., s.v.; Gil, op. cit., p. 4, translates: 
"The Stone of the Sun." 
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winged animal (al-Buraq) was tied. lOS They most probably relied upon 
one layer of traditions belonging to the complex tradition of The 
Night Journey of the Prophet (al-Isra~). in its many varied and 
conflicting versions. And. indeed, the traditions are divided with 
reference to the place of the fastening, the drilling, and the iden
tity of the fastener. One set of traditions states that the Prophet 
himself, on the night of the /Sf(Y, upon arriving in Jerusalem. tied 
al-Buraq to a ring, to which the prophets were accustomed to tying 
their animaisY)') Or, according to a different version of the tradi
tion: "He tied al-Buraq to the ring of the prophets, which was found 
at the gate, that is, the gate of the Mosque,"110 or in the qibla (south
ern side. the direction of prayer to Mecca) of the Mosque.1lI 

According to another layer of tradition, it was Gabriel who, when 
he and the Prophet arrived in Jerusalem, drilled the stone (al-/:fajar) 
next to the gate ('inda ai-Bab) and tied al-Buraq to it.1I2 Another 
version of this tradition actually specifies that he tied al-Buraq to 
the gate of the Mosque itself. ll3 A third tradition mentions that 
Gabriel drilled the stone (al-f:Iajar) , but does not locate this stone
neither in a gate nor in the Mosque. 1I4 This tradition, recorded by 
al-Tirmidhi, is also quoted by al-Suhayli with a change: instead of 
the stone (al-/:fajar) , the rock (al-$akhra). '" Al-J:lalabi also quoted 
this tradition, and decided that the rock (al-$akhra) is intended. 116 

And, indeed, other traditions state explicitly that Gabriel bore a 
hole in the .5akhra with his hand and tied al-Buraq to it. JI7 

This overview of the tradition reveals at least three primary con
tradictions between the different classes of traditions: a} al-Buraq 
was tied to the ring of the prophets in Jerusalem or to the gate of 
the Mosque; b} al-Buraq was ~tied through a hole, drilled by Gabriel 
in stone, in the gate of the Mosque; c} the place in which the hole 
was drilled and al-Buraq was tied was al-$akhra, inside the l;Iaram. 

AI-J:lalabi tries to settle some of the contradictions by saying 
that the hole that Gabriel drilled is the ring at the gate, and that 
the $akhra described in a number of traditions does not refer to 

101 Ibn al-Murajja. fol. 30b; Livne. The Sanctity of Jerusalem. p. 293. 
109 Ibn al-Murajja. fol. 88b; al-J:lalabi. op. cit., vol. I. p. 402; Ibn al-Jawzi. 

Fada'U, p. 119. 
1111 AI-J:lalabi, op. cit., p. 403. 
III Ibn al-Firkal:l. p. 58, quoting Kitab Dala'il al-Nubuwwa of al-Bayhaqi. 
112 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 31a. 
m Ibid .• fol. 88b. 
114 AI-Tlrmidhi. Sa~i~, vol. XI, Cairo, 1934/1353, p. 292 (Abwab al-Tafsir). 
m AI-Raw4 al-Unu/. vol. III, Cairo. 1969/1389. pp. 430-431. 
)[6 AI-Halabi, loc. cit. 
111 Ibid: (and additional parallel tradlUons). 
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the well-known rock inside the l:Iaram, but rather to a stone (/.Iajar, 
/.Iajara) mentioned in the tradition at the gate of the Mosque. Al
J:lalabi even quotes a tradition which compromises between the two 
contradicting trends, which say: 

And some of the transmitters settled (the contradictions between the 
traditions) [by saying that] the Prophet (S) fastened him [al-BuraqJ 
to a ring, outside the gates of the Mosque, which is the place of the 
prophets, peace and prayer be unto them, in a respectful and polite 
manner, and Gabriel took him and Gabriel fastened him, and he 
fastened him in the corner of the Mosque to a stone which is the 
rock which he drilled with his finger, and placed it inside the gate 
of the Mosque. 118 

* * * * * 
Whatever the conflicts and contradictions between versions of the 
traditions, it seems that Jerusalemites clearly identified the place 
in which al-Buraq was tied as being outside the Gate of the Prophet, 
in the southern wall of the f:laram. The Muslim geographers also 
identify the place in this comer. Ibn al-Faqih locates the place at 
which al-Buraq was fastened in the comer of the southern minaret 
(al-manara) of the wall of the ijaram. 119 This matches the descrip
tion made by Ibn' Abd Rabbihi. in the beginning of the 10th cen
tury, of the place below the corner of al-Aq~a Mosque.l2O 

It is of interest here to quote the description made by al-Nabulsi 
(1689) of the place where al-Buraq was fastened: 

Afterwards we went to Jami ' al-Maghariba (The Mosque of the 
Maghribis), which is located outside al-Aq~a Mosque, inside the 
J:laram ... towards the west ... then, after we left it, we turned to 
visit the place of al-Buraq (ziyiirat mal;.alJat al-Buriiq). This is the 
place located to the right of the person leaving the gate of the Mosque, 
next to the Mosque of the Maghribis; one descends to it down a 
long and narrow stairway. At the bottom of the steps, on the right 
side of the person descending them, there is a small window (!iiqa) 
in the wall. It is said that Moses, prayer and peace be unto him, 
threw there the tablets [!1J. Then we turned to go to the left, to the 
place about which it was said that there al-Buraq was tied on the 
night journey of the Prophet. This place is a house in which (people) 
Jive. And we called to us the servant [of the place] and he opened the 
door for us and we entered and saw a dark place. and a small mosque .... 

III Ibid. 
119 Ibn al.Faqih, p. 101; Le Strange. Palestine, p. 162; on the minarets on the 

l:Iaram, see Ibn al·Murajji, fol. 24b [= Livne, no. 47): a tradition about the four 
minarets on the l;Iaram, three on the west side and one on the north. They are 
Similarly described by Ibn' Abd Rabbihi. '/qd, vol. VI, p. 264; Mujir, yol. II 
(Amman ed.), pp. 26-27. 

1:10 '/qd, loco cir. (ta"ra rukn al·Masjid); Le Strange, op. cir., p. 163. 
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And we found there a large ring in the wall, it is said that it is the ring 
that the prophets, prayer be unto them, used to fasten al-Bunlq with. 
and with which the Prophet, may Allah 's prayer be with him and bless 
him with peace, tied (al-Buraq] on the night of his night joumeyY I 

The Mosque of the Maghribis is at present part of the Islamic Mu
seum adjacent to the south-west wall of the ijaram. Its entrance was 
right at the entrance of the Maghrihi Gate,l22 Towards the end of the 
17th centwy, the place at which al-Buraq was fastened was still iden
tified as that under the Maghrihi Gate, towards the west-that is, right 
on the outside south-west comer of the wall of the l:Iaram, just as it 
was described by Ibn al-Faqih and Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi in the 10th century. 

5. The Gare(s) of Mercy (Bab (Abwab] al-Ra~ma) 

In Qur'an, LVII (al-/:fadicl), v. 13, it is said that between the be
lievers and the hypocrites (mumifiqiin) "a wall shall be set betwixt 
them wherein shall be a gate, within which shall be mercy, and 
without it, all alongside, the torment (of hell)." 

When describing the Gate of Mercy in Jerusalem, later Muslim 
writers link: this gate to the verse quoted above. l23 The link between 
the "Gate of Mercy" and this verse was also noted by some scholars, 
among others, Le Strange,l24 upon whom Vincent and Abel relied. l2S 

Gil mentioned the connection between the Gate of Mercy and the 
verse from the Qur~an quoted above, and also conjectured that the 
name "Gate of Mercy" might have been taken from another gate 
so named, located at the western end of the Mosque of the Prophet 
in al-Madina. Gil points out that the name "Gate of Mercy" is 
excluSively Muslim. l26 Finally. a number of scholars expressed the 
view that the Gate of Mercy was built during the Umayyad period, 
and not at the end of the Byzantine period, as thought by others. 127 

I II AI-Nabulsi, Ri~la , pp. 85- 86. 
112 Drory, p. 172; ibid. , map no. 193. 
m 'Iqd, loc. cit.; al-Suyu~i , lt~iif (JRAS, XIX). p. 265; Mujir, vol. II. p. 380; 

the last two sources are quoted by Le Strange, Palestine, p. 184; the words 
ra~ma as meaning Paradise and 'AdIWb as hell , are very common in the ~adith 
literature, see for example. Wens ink. Concordance. r.~.m .• s.v. 

114 Le Strange, loco cit. 
In Vincent-Abel . vol. II. pp. 840-841. 
116 Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 25, n. 27 ; esp. idem., ''The Jewish Quarters." p. 267. n. 

26. 
117 Tsafrir. pp. 21-22. 28; p. 48 note. in which Tsafrir remarks that already in 
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Early commentators on the Qur'an are divided in opinion as to 
the location and character of the wall mentioned in the Qur'an, 
i.e. , mercy within it and punishment of Hell outside it. One body 
of traditions identifies the wall (sur) as being a partition between 
the sons of Paradise and the sons of Hell , or as a wall separating 
Paradise from Hell-the same partition that is mentioned in Quran, 
VII, (al-A'rlif), v_ 46: "Between them [the blessed and the damned] 
shall be a barrier, and on the heights [of this barrier, or on its 
upper parts] will be men who would know everyone by his marks." 

Another set of traditions, also very early, identifies the wall men
tioned in the Qur'an as the eastern wall of the l:Iaram. Other tradi
tions , belonging to the same school, identify the gate mentioned in 
the Qur'an as the Gate of Mercy in Jerusalem, or state speCifically 
that the gate of which God said "a wall shall be betwixt them" is 
the gate in Jerusalem. They identify the l:Iararn area as the interior 
of the wall, while the valley between the f::Iaram and the Mount of 
Olives. which is located outside the wall, is viewed as the torment 
of Hell. 128 These traditions-which identify the wall mentioned in 
the Qur'an with Jerusalem's eastern wall, the gate with the Gate 
of Mercy, the interior of the l:Iaram with ral;ma (Le., Paradise) 
and the part outside with Hell--"":"'belong to those early traditions 

1935 C. Watzinger expressed this view; see C. Watzinger, Denkmaler Palesrinas, 
vol. II, Leipzig, 1935, pp. 144-145; Tsafrir also quotes M. Ben-Dov's view on 
this subject in Eretz Israel, vol. XI (1973), p. 79; see also Ben-Dov, Excavations, 
pp. 282- 286; but especially Rosen-Ayalon, a/-I;Iaram, pp. 33-45; cf. Peters, 
Jerusalem and Mecca, pp. 86-87, and C. Mango, "The Temple Mount, AD 
614-638," BaYl al-Maqdis : <Abd ai-Malik's Jerusalem, Part One, ed. by J. Raby 
and 1. Johns (Oxford Studies in Islamic Art, vol. IX), O:'tford University Press, 
1992, pp. 1- 16. Peters and Mango do not exclude the possibility that the gate 
was built towards the end of Byzantine rule. 

III See the commentaries on Qur>an. LVII , v. 13 (including the two bodies of 
traditions: a) the "wall" mentioned is the wall between Paradise and Hell; b) the 
wall is the eastern wall of Jerusalem; the gale mentioned is the Gate of Mercy 
in Jerusalem; al-Tabari, Ta/sir, vol. XXVII, Bulaq, 1328 H. , pp. 129-130; 
al-QUrfubi, Tafsir, vol. VII, p. 6416; al-Durr al-Manthur, vol. VI, Cairo, 1314 
H., p. 174 (quoted by Gil, loc. cit.); al-Nabulsi, Ri~/a, pp. 77-78; al-Wasili, 
pp. 15- 16, no. 17. a tradition which Identifies the wall mentioned in the Quran 
with the eastern wall of the f;laram (with many parallel sources); the ;mad in 
this tradition is important: 'Umar < al-Walid b. f;lammad (al-Ramli, mid-9th 
century] < A~mad b. Zayd al-l;Iarrar (from Ramla! On him, see al-Razi, 
al-Jarl), vol. 1/1, 1371 / 1952. p. 51] < Rawwad (b. a l-Jarr~, from Ashqelon! 
mid-8th century; on him, see al-Wasili, p. 4. no. 2; Ibn 'Asakir (Amman), 
vol. VI, pp. 283-284; idem .. Mukhta$ar. vol. VIII. p. 334; idem .. Tahdhib , 
vol. V. 1322 H., p. 331; Ibn l;Iajar, Tahdhib , vol. Ill, 1335 H., pp. 288-290] < 
$adaqa b. Yazid [al-Khurasani. lived in Ramla and Jerusalem! at the beginning 
to mid-8th century; on him, see Ibn' Aslikir (Amman), vol. VUI, pp. 283-285; 
idem., Tahdhib, vol. VI, 1349 H .• pp. 413-414; Mizan al-I'tidal, vol. I, Cairo, 
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regarding the Latter Days which seek to establish Jerusalem as the 
place to which all mankind will be gathered for the Last Judg
ment. Additional early traditions, reported by al-Wasi~i. seek to 
identify the valley east of the wall of the l:Iaram as Hell (Wadi 
Jahannam).I29 

Thus there are two trends evident in the traditions. The first iden
tifies the wall separating paradise from Hell or as a barrier between 
the blessed and the hypocrites , without any reference to Jerusalem. 
The second locates the wall and the gate in Jerusalem. This might 
indicate an early conflict amongst Muslim scholars of the lst and 
2nd centuries of the hijra regarding the status of Jerusalem. In 
fact, the transmitters of the tradition which was quoted by al-Wasiti. 
and which identifies the wall (mentioned in the Qur'an) as being 
in Jerusalem, were all from Syria and Palestine. 

In his commentary on Qur'an, LVII , v. 13, Ibn Kathir sums up 
the dispute between the early commentators on the Qur'an from 
the 8th century, and the later ones as weIJl30: 

As to His words, may He be exalted: "And a wall shall be set be· 
twixt them. wherein shall be a gate. within shall be mercy and without 
it all alongside. the torment (of hell)," al·l;lasan [b. Abi '1·l;Iasan al· 
Ba!" (21/642-llOn29)J'" and Qatiida [b. Dl'ama b. Qatiida (601 
679-1ISn36)]ll2 said: "It is a wall (~dJjO between Paradise and Hell"; 

1325 H., p. 466] < Sa'id b. 'Abd al·'Aziz [Mufti of Damascus, 9On08-709-
159n75-776 or J68n84-785; on him. see Introduction, p . 20 note 70] < 'At1yya 
b. Qays (d. 12In38-739; on him, see Introduction, p. 20 note 70; a transmitter 
of ~adilh from Damascus or l;:Iim~; [here one chain in the isniid was left out, 
most probably Abu ' I-'Awwim. the mu'adhdhin of Jerusalem.] < ' Abdallih b. 
'Amrii b. I-'A, [7/616-651684; on him. see al-Wisiti, no. 17. n. 2; al-Dhahabi. 
Siy'ar, vol. III, pp. 79-94; Sezgin. vol. I. p. 84]. 

129 AI-Wislli. pp. 14-16. nos. 14-16. 
110 Ibn Kathir. Tafs;r. vol. IV. Cairo, n.d., p. 309; cf. idem., al-Nihirya, vol. n, 

p. 110. 
1)1 On him, see Sezgin, vol. I. pp. 591-594; Ei, "l;:Iasan al-Ba~ri," (H. Ritter), 

s.v. 
III On him, see Sezgin, op. cir. , pp. 31-32; E12

, "~atida b. Di'ima" (Ch. 
Pellat), s.v. 
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and 'Abd al-Ra~man b. Zayd b. Aslam [d. 182n98]1ll said: "The 
wall mentioned in the Qur'iin is identical with the barrier in the 
verse "between them shall be a barrier".I34 Thus it was transmitted 
[in eXElanation of this verse] from Mujiihid b. Jabr [21/642-104/ 
722V ~ the mercy of God be upon him and others besides him. This 
is the true interpretation (al-$a/:lfl:z) of the words. And as to the words: 
"within shall be mercy", the reference is to Paradise; land as to the 
words] "and without it all alongside the torment (of Hell)," the ref
erence here is to Hell (a/-nor). This was the interpretation given by 
Qatada, Ibn Zayd and others. [But] Ibn Jarir [al-TabariJ said: "And 
it was said that this wall [mentioned in the Qur'an] is the wall of 
Jerusalem (Bayt al-Maqdis) which is very close to the Valley of 
Jahannam"; afterwards, he [al-Tabari] said: "ll was related to us by 
Ibn al-Barqi, from' Amrii b. Abi Salama, from Sa'id [= Sa' d] b. 
'Atiyr,a b. Qays,l36 from Abii 'I-'Awwam the mu'adhd~in of Jerusa
lem,' 7 who said: "I heard' Abdallah b. 'Amru b. al-' A~ [d. 65/685 
or 77/696--697] saying: "The wall that was mentioned by God in the 
Qur'an "a wall shall be set between them" is the eastt;rn wall of 
Jerusalem. Within the wall is the Mosque and outside the Valley of 
Jahannan."138 He also reported a similar commentary from 'Ubiida 
b. aJ-Samit [d. 34/654-55 or 54/673-74JI39 and Ka'b al-At,.bar [d. 34 
or 35/654-656]140 and 'Ali b. aJ-J:lusayn (b. 'Ali b. AbI TaUb1, Zayn 
01-' Abidin [38/658-99n 17]. '" 
This [says Ibn Kathir] is what they transmit because they want to 
popularize the obvious (visible) meaning and to give a concrete il
lustration. [However], the specific wall [mentioned by them], the 
Mosque itself and the valley known as the valley of Jahannam be
hind the wall were not the places to which the Qur'an refers, be-

I II Sezgin. op. cit., p. 38. 
1M Wa-baynahuma /Jijah. Qur'an. VII. (al-A'raj) v. 46: the screen between 

the pt;0ple of Paradise and the hypocrites. 
U On him. see Sezgin. op. cit .• p. 29. 
116 On his father, 'A~iyya b. Qays, see note 128; his son Sa'd learned /Jadith 

from him; on him, see al-Razl. al-Jar/J. vol. IIII . 1372/1952. p. 91; Ibn J:lajar. 
op. cit .• p. 288. 

m On him. see al-Wasili, p. 14. no. 15 and bibliography therein; Abo. ' 1-
'Awwam lived in approximately the mid-7th century; according 10 Ta'jil al
Manla'a , p. 509 (quoted by Hasson. the editor of al-Wasl!i, loc. cit.), al-Bukhiiri. 
Ta'rikh, vol. IX. 1380 H .• pp. 60--61; al-Razi. al-JarlJ.. vol. IV/2. 1373/1953. pp. 
415-416. he is called sadin Bayt al-Maqdis. Le., "the keeper," the man in charge 
of (the J:laram?); see also Ibn' Asakir. Ta'rfkh. vol. I (al-Munajjid's edition), 
p. 482. two historical traditions reported in Jerusalem by Abu 'I-'Awwim from 
'Abdallah b. 'Amru. b. al-'A~ about the Battle of Ajnadayan! 

1.)1 Cf. al-Wisiti, nos. 15, 17. 
1)9 $alJ.iibI, qiifji (Jund) Filaslin. On him, see al-Wisiti, p. 14. no. 14; Ibn 

'Asikir, Ta>rfkh, vol. XX. Damascus 1402/1982 (ed. Shukri Fay~al). pp. 5-38; 
al-Dhahabi. Siyar. vol. II, pp. 5- 11; Gil. op. cit., pp. 98- 99. no. 141. 

140 On him, see Ei, "Ka'b al-AJ:!bar" (M. Schmitz), S.V . 

1.1 On him. see Sezgin. vol. I. pp. 526:-528; Ibn Kathir: 'Ali b. l:Iusayn and 
[this "and" is a printing error] Zayn al-'Abidin. 
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cause Paradise is in the highest heavens and Hell in the deepest 
places below. 
As for the statement by Ka'b al·A~biir that the gate mentioned in the 
Qur'iin is Bab al·Rai:tma, which is one of the gates of the Mosque, 
this is part of his Jewish traditions and his false and vain sayings 
(min isrii!iliydtihi wa-turrahiitihi). The reference is indeed to the wall 
which will be erected at the time of the resurrection of the dead, so as 
to separate the believers from the hypocrites. 

* * * * • 
Right from the beginning of the Umayyad period, many tradi

tions were connected with the Gate of Mercy in an attempt to as
cribe to it special Islamic sanctity. As previously noted, one trend 
in the early /:Iadith sought to attach important Islamic status to the 
Gate of Mercy on the basis of the verse in the Qur'an ("and a wall 
shall be set ... "). Parallel to this, there was an attempt to base the 
status of the Gate of Mercy on traditions with Jewish nuances and 
connections. An early tradition of this kind, dating at least to the 
first quarter of the 8th century, was reported by al-Wasil! in two 
parts, found at the opposite ends of his book,I42 Ibn al-Murajja 
quotes the tradition continuously and in full. 143 The isntid of this 
tradition concludes with al-Walid b. Mul:tammad. who said: 

I heard 'AtA' al-Khuriisini l44 saying: "When Solomon, the son of David, 
peace be on them both, completed the building of the Temple (Bayt al
Maqdis), God, may He be extolled and exalted, caused two trees to 
grow close to the Gate of Mercy. One of them brought forth leaves of 
gold and the other, leaves of silver. Every day it was his custom to 
pluck from each tree 200 ra!l of gold and silver and the Mosque [= the 
entire l::Iaram area] was inlaid with gold and silver. When Nebuchadnezzar 
came, he destroyed the Mosque and took away from it eight wagon
loads of gold and silver and placed them in al-Riimiyya (= ROmiyyat 
al-Mada:in in Iraq]. 

142 AI-Wasi!i , pp. 36--37, no. 47 (the first part); p. 85, no. 137, II. 1- 14. (the 
second part). 

14) Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 9b. 
1 .. He is • Ata' b. Abi Muslim, al-Khurasani, a scholar of ~adith, who lived in 

Palestine (d. 135n52-753 in Jericho and was brought for burial to Jerusalem); 
on him, see al-Waslli, p. 24. no. 30; Sezgin, op. cit .• p. 33; Gil, Palestine. p. 124, 
no. 79 [= vol. I. p. 103, no. 165, and the exhaustive bibliography therein); and 
see also aJ-Rizi, al-Jar~, vol. Ill/I, 1360/1941 , pp. 334-335; Ibn al-Murajji, 
fols. 72b-73a and Mizan al-J'tidtil, vol. II, 1325 H., pp. 198- 199. 
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Here the tradition as reported by al-Wasi!i (no. 47) ends. Tra-
dition no. 137 p. 85, line I , at the end of the book runs as follows: 

... and the sons of Aaron, may God pray for him, used to come to 
the Rock, and call it the Temple in Hebrew (al-Haykal bi'l- 'Ibraniyya) 
and a fountain of olive oil would descend unto them and the [oil 
would] circle and fill the lamps without [humanJ contact. And fire 
would come down from heaven on to the Rock and would encircle 
in the form of a wild beast (sabu') the Mount of Olives. Then it 
spread until it entered via the Gate of Mercy, and then turned to
wards the Rock. And the sons of Aaron would recite Barukh ata 
Adunayh l4' which means: 'May the [All] Merciful (al-Ratlmiin) be 
blessed, there is no other God but him .... 

The tradition goes on to describe the deaths of the sons of Aaron 
in the holy fire which descended from heaven, since they had used 
eanhly fire for the altar and had neglected their duties, not being 
present when the heavenly fire came down to light the altar. 

The two trees (of gold and silver) in the first part of the tradition 
are described as being in close proximity to or actually at the Gate 
of Mercy. This invites comparison with the description of the Muslim 
Paradise in which there are trees of gold and silver. (The most 
accepted description states that there are two gardens of silver and 
two of gold in Paradise. I46

) 

The second part of this tradition also appears in the book of 
Mujir aI-Din (end of the 15th century). 147 Hirschberg (quoting Mujir 
only),148 asserts that this is a strange amalgamation of the Biblical 
story (Leviticus, Chap. X, vv. 1-3) about the sons of Aaron, Nadav 
and A vihu, who gave sacrifices before God (" ... unholy fire before 
the Lord, such as he had not commanded them. And fire came fonh 

lOS In Hebrew: Bariikh ata Adanay (Blessed be my Lord). 
1016 Wensinck, Handbook, p. 182 (Paradise); idem., Concordance, 144., s.v.; 

and see also, Kitab AQwaf af-Qiyama, p. _ I09; Jalai ai-Din, 'Abd al·Ra~man 
al-Suyuli, af-Budiir al-Safira fi Umiir al-Akhira'. Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Kutub 
al-Thaqafiyya, 1411/1991, p. 516, no. 1852: all the trunks of the trees in Heaven 
are made of pearls and gold; ibid .. no. 1851: the stems of the branches of the 
palm-trees (karanif) are made of gold, and their trunks are made of green emer
ald (zumurrud); ibid., p. 517, no. 1858: the ground of Heaven is made of silver, 
its soil of misk, and the rOOls (or trunks: U$ul) of its trees are of gold and silver 
(dhahab wa-waraq), and their branches are of pearls and topaz (af-Iu'/u' wa-'/
zabarjad). 

14: Mujir, voL I, p. 113. 
I'" Hirschberg, "Sources," pp. 349-350. 
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from the presence of the Lord and devoured them and they died 
before the Lord"), and the Jewish legend about the burning coal 
which fell from heaven in the days of Solomon on to the altar, and 
which remained there until Menasseh removed it. It had the appearance 
of a lion or a dog in a crouching position.· 49 AI-Muhallabi echoes 
the Jewish legend: when recounting the ten miracles in the Temple 
during the time of King Solomon, he notes that one of them was 
the fire that took the form of a lion crouching on the altar. 15o How 
this Jewish Temple (Haykal Bayt al-Maqdis) appears in other tra
ditions as a Muslim Temple built by the nation of Mu~ammad. or 
as a Temple built by 'Abd ai-Malik, is discussed below,ls, 

The Gate of Mercy is also mentioned in other traditions connected 
with the Latter Days. An interesting tradition is recorded by Nu'aym 
b. l:Iammad's Kitab al-Fitan, to the effect that "al-Mahdj and al
Sufyiini with (BanO) Kalb would fight in Jerusalem when ... [the 
text here is unclear-A.E.] the oath of loyalty. He said: Al-Sufayaru 
would be brought in as a prisoner ... and would be killed near the 
Gate of Mercy. After that, their spoils would be sold on the stairs 
of Damascus."ls2 This tradition is one of the many which deal with 
the turbulence and the wars that will take place in the Latter Days 
between al-Sufyiini, joined by BanO Kalb, and al-Mahdi (the Mus
lim Messiah). These traditions express hatred for the Umayyads 
and their representatives in the traditions-al-Sufyaru and Banu 
Kalb-the principle supporters of the first Umayyads. IS3 

"* Hirschberg, op. cit., p. 349; G. Vajda, "Le description du Temple de 16rusaJem 
d'apres Ie K. al-nulScilik wa l'mamiilik d'al-Muhallabi, ses 616ments BlbUque et 
rabbaniques," Journal Asiatique, CCXLVII (1959), pp. 196-198. 

ljO AI-Muhallabi. p. 53; Vajda. loco cit. 
lSI See ch. 4, pp. 161-163. 

ISl NU'aym b. l:Iammad, fol. 96a; Ibn;~~~~~t~:jj~ii~;iIi~£f~~~w~an-' I-Sufytlni wa-Kalb, yaqtatiluna fi Bayt 
Fa-yu' ttl bi-'I-Sufycini asiran, fa-yu'maru 
Thumma tubtl'u nisci'uhum wa-ghanii'imuhum ' 
is also recorded by al-Suyuti. al- 'Arf al-Wardi, (Cairo, 
ed .• 1982. p. 72); Bab al-Rahma appears clearly only in 
In Nu'aym b. l:Iammid's text: Bab ai-Raja; aI-Suyo.ti. 
less important variants: al-Suyuti: amir (Instead of 
yastaqilu); see also al-Sulami. p. 84, a part of the last of this tradition; 
see also Livne, The Sanctiry of Jerusalem, p. 242; cr. Hirschberg, loc. cit. (quoting 
Beth-Hamidrash, III, 72- 73): "Revelations of Rabbi Simon 8ar-Yohal say that 
Annilus will join battle with Messiah Ephraim at the Eastern Gate"; Hirschberg. 
op. cit .• p. 345: ''The Book of Zerubabel states 'Annilus will kill Messiah ben 
Joseph. alias Nehemiah ben Hushiel ... and Hefslbah, the mother of Menahem, 
will stand at the Eastern Gate, so that the Evil One may not enter It. ". 

IS) See M.J. Kister. "Mecca and the Tribes of Arabia," in: Studies in Islamic 
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... ... ... ... ... 
In all the traditions mentioned here thus far, the Gate of Mercy 

appears as only one gate. This is how it is described by Ibn al
Faqih and Ibn' Abd RabbihL 1S4 Sixty years later, al-Muqaddasi 
mentions two Gates of Mercy, ISS and after him Na~ir-i Khusraw 
states that this gate has two entrances, one known as Bab al-Ral)ma 
and the other as Bab al-Tawba. ISft Later authors in the 15th century 
also mention these two gates. 1S7 In the early Muslim period Bab 
al-Tawba was located in another place on the ijaram. 

6. The Gate of the Divine Presence (Bab al-Sakina) 

Bab al-Sakina was first mentioned in the 10th century by Ibn' Abd 
RabbihL 1S8 Ibn al-Faqih, a slightly earlier writer, also mentions the 
"place of the Divine Presence" (Maw4i' al-Sakina) among the holy 
places in Jerusalem.1S9 AI-Muqaddasi mentions Bab al-Sakina among 
the holy places which made Syria (including Palestine: aI-Sham) 
famous. The reference might be to the same gate, but this is not 
clear, as he does not include it in his list of l:Iaram gates. l60 The 
gate itself was included by Ibn a]-Murajja in his description of a 
route followed by visitors to the holy places on the l:Iaram at the 
beginning of the 11th centwy. He did not, however, specify the location 
of the gate. 161 

In his description of Bab al-Sakina, Na~ir-i Khusraw (1047), re
ports that in the entrance corridor (dihliz) of this gate. there is a 
mosque with many mil;rabs. The door of entry to this gate is blocked 
up. It has been said, continues Na~ir, "that the Ark of the Divine 
Presence (Tabut al-Sakina) mentioned by God in the Qur'an, was 

History and Civilization in Honour of Professor David Ayalon, edited by M. 
Sharon, Jerusalem-Lelden. 1986, pp. 56-57; Livne. op. cit .• pp. 241-242; ibid., pp. 
235--239 for an exhaustive discussion on the Mahdi and Ihe Sufyiini; Madelung. 
"al-Sufyiini" (see Bibliography); idem .• "Mahdi". Ell. S.V. 

I~ Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101; '/qd. vol. VI. p. 264; Le Strange, Palestine, pp. 183-184. 
1S1 AI-Muqaddasi. p. 170; Braslavi, p. 79. 
U6 NiSir-i Khusraw, p. 32 (English tr.), p. 23 (Arabic); Le Strange. op. cit .• p. 

184. 
157 Le Strange. Joc . cit. (the description of Shams ai-Din al-Suyliti and Mujir al-

Di1Y... . 
/qd, Joc. cu.; i.e Strange, op. cu., p. 164. 

1"-1 Ibn al-Faqih. p. 95: wa-bihii mawtJi ' al-Sirar wa-Wadi lahannam wa-'J
SaliM: "and in (Jerusalem) is found the place of Ihe Slri\, me Valley of Jahannam 
and ai-Sauna." According to the text, it is difficuh to establish beyond any doubt 
mal the word mawdi' is linked 10 al-Sakina. 

160 AI-Muqaddasi, p. 151; Le Strange, op. cit., pp. 174- 175. 
161 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 30a 1= Livne. no. 67]. 
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there but had to be taken away by the angeis."162 The verse which 
Na~ir is apparently referring to is the following: 

And (further) their Prophet said to them: Verily the sign of His king
dom shall be that the Ark. of the Covenant shall come unto you. Therein 
shall be Sakina from your Lord and the relics which have been left by 
the family of Moses and the family of Aaron .... 163 

Early commentaries and traditions dealing with this verse make 
no direct mention of Jerusalem or the l:Iaram. l64 It could be that 
this was so self-evident to some of the commentators that they 
saw no need to emphasize this point. 

The above verse describes the return of the Ark of the Covenant 
(al-Tabut) bearing the Divine Presence (Sakfna) to the Children of 
Israel, a sign which would confirm the reign of King Saul. Thus 
the Ark of the Covenant and the Sakina seem intimately related. 
The word Sakina, however, is mentioned five more times in the 
Qur'an without reference to the Ark of the Covenant. In each of 
these references it mentions the Sakina (Divine Presence) bestowed 
by God upon the Prophet and/or the believers. 16s 

Early commentators on the Qur'an noticed the difference in the 
meaning of al-Sakina mentioned in connection with the Ark of the 
Covenant brought to the Children of Israel (in the verse quoted 
above), and the other five references in which this word appears. 
They seem to have had difficulty interpreting the word. Scholars 
who have discussed the meaning of the name have also noted the 
special significance of this verse, and of the various interpretations 
given to the word in this verse by linguists and Muslim commen
tators on the Qur'anYI6 An analysis of the Significance and mean
ing of the word will not be made here. However, one interesting 
interpretation, already noted by Goldziher,I67 should be mentioned, 
namely, that the Divine Presence in this verse is represented as a 
cat or eat's head, with (or without) wings, which used to shriek 
from within the Ark of the Covenant, thus frightening the enemies 
of the Children of Israel and causing them to flee. 168 

162 Na~ir.i Khusraw, pp. 42-43 (English), p. 27 (Arabic); p. 87 (French). 
16) Qur'an, II , v. 248. 
1600 See, for ellample, al-Taban, Ta'rikh, I, p. 550: the Ark of the Covenant 

reaches Saul's place; idem., Ta/sir, vol. lit p. 610; Ibn Kathir, Ta/sir, yolo I, 
p. 301; al-Tha'iabi, Qi$Of, p. 177; al-Kisa'i, Qi$a$, p. 252: the angels carry the 
Ark of the Covenant to the Land of the Children of Israel . 

Ir" Qur'iin, IX, vv. 26,40; XLVIII, vv. 4. 18,26. 
166 Note here Goldzlher, "Sakina" (see Bibliography); De Sacy, lA, 1829, pp. 

177- 179; Jeffery, p. 174. 
161 Ibid., p. 9 (quoting al-Qastallini, and Lisan aJ-'Arab). 
161 See MuqiUI, Ta/sir, fols. 40b-4la; al-Taban. Ta'rikh, I, pp. 549-553; idem. , 
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Ibn al-Murana recites a tradition (already cited by Van Berchaml69) 

( ... ' Abd al-Razzaq < 'Abd al-$amad b. Ma 'qal < Wahb b. al
Munabbih) , which states that the two cows which brought back the 
Ark of the Covenant to the Children of Israel were escorted by 
four angels, until they reached af-Quds (/:z.altd idhd bafaghatd af
Quds), where David (not Saul!] received the Ark and danced be
fore it. If thi s text is not faulty, it seems that the reference here of 
the word af-Quds is to the Holy of Holies, i.e. , the Temple, for 
Jerusalem was ca lled Bayt af-Maqdis in early traditions. As was 
his custom, Ibn al-Murajja prefaced this tradition with a title, which 
reads as follow s: "The chapter of the story of the Ark of the Pres
ence of God, may He be exalted, brought back to Jerusalem. "170 

An interesting tradition transmitted in the name of 'Abdallah b. 
a1-' Abbas, tell s that: "The Ark and the rod of Moses are in Lake 
Tiberias and they will emerge before the resurrection of the dead. "17l 

While the Divine Presence is not specifically mentioned in thi s tra
dition, there is mention of the Ark of the Covenant-this time not 
in Jerusalem, but in Lake Tiberias in Palestine. Yet another tradi 
tion links the Ark of the Covenant with both Tiberias and Jerusalem. 
It is transmitted by Nu'aym b. Hammad (d. 228/845)172 as follow s: 

Yal)ya b. Sa'id. al-Qanan al-Ba~ri < Suiayman b. 'Isa, who said: " It 
became known to me that through ai-Mahdi the Ark of the Presence 

Ta/sir, vol. II, pp. 6O(Hi15; Ibn Kathir, Ta/sir, vol. I, pp. 30 1-302: al-Kisa'i. 
Qilal, pp. 250-252; al-Tha ' iabi, Qi~a~. pp. 174-177; Nihiiyat ai-Arab. vol. XIV. 
1943, pp. 38-43. 

In the above-quoted sources, there is material rrom early isrii>jliyiil traditions 
which interpret thi s verse and the episode or the wanderings or the Ark of the 
Covenant and its return to the Children or Israel. In part, they are parallel to the 
Jew ish traditions and legends. cr. Ginzberg, Legends, vol. IV , pp. 91-93. Ac
cording to the Islamic traditions. the Divine Presence is described as: I . a rast 
wind with the race or a man; 2. a strong wind with two heads; 3. a head such as 
the head of a two-w inged cat. or with two wings and a tail; 4. the head or a 
dead cat; 5. a tray or gold rrom Paradise, where they used it to bathe the hearts 
of the Prophets; 6. a golden tray given by God to Moses, on which the Tablets 
or the Covenant were placed; 7. the spirit of God speaking; 8. mercy; 9. glory 
and majestic appearance; 10. signs which are recognized and one who is tru st
worthy. According to these traditions, Moses' rod, his shoes, and rragments of 
the Tablets were inside the Ark or the Covenant. as well as the 'imiima or Moses 
(according to others, the 'imiima of Aaron) , a quantity of mann (according to 
MU;J8.til , loc.cit., on a golden tray). 

I Ibn al-Murajja. rol. 6la; mentioned by Van Berchem, vol. I, p. 109, n. I. 
17G Ibn al-Murajja. rol. 60b: Biib dhikr rnii radda 'Uiih ta'iilii min tabUt af

Sakina i/a Bayl al-Maqdis. 
111 Thi s tradition is quoted by Kister, "J:Iadditho.," p. 236, n. 169; see also 

al-Tabari, Ta/sir, vol. II. p. 609; al-Tha'iabi, loc. cit .; al·Durr al-manthur, vol. 
I. g; 314. 

On him , see Sezgin. vol. I, pp. 104- 105. 
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will be discovered in the waters of Tiberias and then carried and 
placed before him in Jerusalem. and when the Jews will look upon 
it. they will almost all be converted to Islam. Then al·Mahdi will 
die. "173 

This tradition belongs to the Fitan traditions relating to the wars 
and disturbances of the Latter Days. Yat:tya h. Sa'id. al-Qanan, 
was a famous scholar of /:Iadith. 174 Although there is no further 
information on the last transmitter referred to--Sulayman h. 'isa
it may be assumed that he lived in the second half of the 8th century. 
Jerusalem has an important role in Islam in the context of wars of 
the Latter Days. The subject. however, merits thorough research, 
and is beyond the scope of this book. 

Tiberias is mentioned in both traditions in relation to the Ark of 
the Covenant. It should be noted that, according to Muslim tra
dition, a number of additional events occurred at Lake Tiberias. 
Ka'b al-AJ.tbar ordered that the Book of Daniel be thrown into the 
lake. He described it as the Law which was revea1ed to Moses by 
God, without any alterations or adulterations. He was afraid that 
men might rely on what was written therein. m Muslim traditions 
give an important place to Lake Tiberias in the Latter Days.116 Yaqut 
(d. 1229) relates that the inhabitants of the Tiberias area claim 
that Solomon's grave is at Lake Tiberias. l17 

The Ark of the Covenant is noted in the following passage found 
in the concentrated collection of Traditions-in-Praise-of-Jerusalem 
in the Tafsir of Muqatil b. Sulayman (d. 150n67-8): "And the Ark 
of the Presence was lifted from Jerusalem" (wa-rufi'a tiibut a/
Sakina min Bayt al_Maqdis).lll It is difficult to know Muq.iitil's mean
ing in this sentence. In his exegesis of Quran, II, v. 249,179 which 

l7] Nu'aym b. I:Iammad, fols. 99a, last line-99b: qala: balaghani annahu 'ala 
yaday al-Mahdi Yu~haru tabtit al-Sakina min Bu/.layrat Taborriyya /.latta yubrnolu 
fa-yutfa'u bayna yadayhi Ii Bayt al-Maqdis, fa-idhd M1arat i/ayhi >I-Yahiid aslarnot 
ilia qalilan minhum; thumma yamutu >1-MahtU; Ibn al-Murajja, fol. SOb; ibid.: 
YaJ:!ya b. Sa'id al-Qanan (?the word al-Qauan is not clear); this tradition is 
quoted by al-Sulami p. 147; al-SuyOti, ol'Arj al-Wardi, p. 244; Mujir, vol. I 
(Amman ed.), p. 268, only notes the last transmitter, Sulaymiin b. 'lsa; see also 
Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem. quoting this tradition from Ibn al-Murajji, 
and the exhaustive bibliography therein, n. 212, p. 264. 

17~ On him, see Ibn Hajar. Tahdhib, vol. XI, pp. 216-220. 
'" Kister, op. cit., p.' 236. 
176 See, for instance. Muslim, Sa~i~, vol. IV, no. 52 (fitan). ~adith, no. 110; 

Y~'h0l , ':1~ 'jam , vo~. It p. 515; Sulami, pp. 84, 98, 11~. _ . 
Yaqut, loc. Cll.; Le Strange, Palestine. p. 67; YaquI, op. CIl., vol. III, p. 

509 inslead of Solomon's tomb: David's lomb. 
L1i Muqatil, TO/Sir, fol. 210b; quoted by Ibn al·Faqih, p. 101, and Ibn 

al-Murajja, fol. 92b, both copying Muqatil's tradition. 
119 Muqatil. op. cit .• fol. 40b. 
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relates the bringing of tabut al-Sakina as a sign and wonder to the 
Children of Israel so that they would believe in the reign of Saul, 
there is no mention of Jerusalem or the Ark of the Covenant being 
lifted from Jerusalem. 

From yet another early tradition, dating back to the beginning to 
mid-2nd/8th century, it is evident that in this period the tradition 
already circulated that the Ark of the Covenant had rested on the 
Rock, and that when God became angry with the Children of Is
rael, He took it from there.180 

'" '" '" ,.. '" 
There is some difficulty in ascenaining the exact location of the 

Gate of Sakina. As already noted,lbn al-Paqih (end of the 9th centwy) 
mentions the [Place] of the Sakina in Jerusalem. At the beginning 
of the 10th century, Ibn' Abd Rabbihi refers to the Gate of Sakina. 
If his description of the gates of the I:laram is sequential, then 
accordingly this gate was located on the western wall of the l:Iaram. 
Though al-Muqaddasi mentions the Gate of the Presence in the 
mid-10th century, he gives no clue as to its location. As far back 
as 1 047 Na~ir-i Khusraw described the Gate of the Presence, but 
independently from his description of the other gates on the I:laram. 
Thus it is difficult to locate it according to his description. Ibn al
Murajjii (beginning of the 11th centwy) also mentions this gate, but 
without giving its topographic location. In another place, he men
tions the return of the Ark of the Divine Presence to Jerusalem. t8t 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Van Berchem relies on the descriptions of Na~ir-i Khusraw and 

Ibn al-Murajja, but does not locate the gate in the pre-Crusader 
Muslim period. Several scholars held the view that the Gate of the 
Presence during the early Muslim period should be located in the 
western wall of the J:laram.112 They relied on the identification given 
by al-SuyO!1 and Mujlr ai-Din towards the end of the 15th century, 
placing this gate in close proximity to the Gate of the Chain on 
the western wall of the J:laram.183 The last piece of evidence before 

110 Ibn Sayyid al-Nas. 'Uyun al-Alhar, vol. I, Cairo, 1356 H., p. 237. from 
al-Zuhri (d. 124n42); and thus the tradition is connected with the existence of 
the Ark of the Covenant in Lake Tiberlas. whither it was taken and from whence 
it will be brought out by al-Mahdi. 

III See below, n. 173. 
III Le Strange, op. cil., p. 188. following Wilson in PPTS. vol. IV, pp. 67-71; 

see also Gil, "Jerusalem," who locates this gate at the western wall of the Haram. 
II) AI-Suyiiti, It~df, fo!' 29b [JRAS, vol. XIX, p. 268); Mujir, vol. I (Amman 
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the Crusader conquest was that of Ibn al-' Arabi, who resided in Jeru
salem in the mid-nineties of the 11 th century. 184 He mentions a 
place known as al-Sakina on the J::Iaram, but does not say exactly 
where it was located. Thus, there is little evidence to substantiate 
the view that the gate was located in the western wall of the l:Iaram 
during the early Muslim period. The identification presented by 
al-Suyl1~i and Mujir at the end of the 15th century (namely. that 
this gate was close to the Gate of the Chain) leaves a gap of several 
hundred years. It is quite possible that Ibn al-Murajja's description 
of the Muslims' pilgrim itinerary on the J::Iaram can be seen as evi
dence that at least in his time the Gate of the Presence was iden
tified with a gate in the western wall of the l:Iaram. 18S 

7. The Gate of Remission (Biib /fir/a) 

This gate was already built in the l:Iaram wall in a very early period
possibly in connection to what is said in the Quriin to the Chil~ 
dren of Israel : "Enter ye the gate with prostrations, and say l:IiHa 
[Remission] and We will pardon you your sins, and give an increase 
to the doers of good. "186 

The commentators of the Qur'iin and the early transmitters from 
the Ist!7th and 2nd/8th centuries interpreted this verse as referring 
to Jerusalem, and that the gate mentioned here is one of the gates 
of Jerusalem. 187 A few commentators were of the opinion that the 
gate referred to in the verse of the Qur'iin was in Jericho.' 88 Ibn 
al~Murajja transmits a relevant tradition whose isniJd is composed 
of Jerusalem transmitters, all from one family, that of 'Ali b. Salama 

ed.), p. 383; vol. II, p. 31; both al-Suyii~i and Mujir are quoted by Le Strange, 
loco cit.; regarding the Gate of the Chain (Bab al-Silsila) during the Mamluk 
period, see Little, Cala/ogue (Index). 

I" Ibn al-' Arabi set out on hi s journey in April 1092, and stayed in Jerusalem 
for three years (approx. 1093- 1096). On him , see the introduction by the editor 
to Ibn al-'Arabi's, al-'Awa$im min al-Qawd$im /i-TalJ.qiq Mawdqif al-$alJ.aba 
ba'da Wa/dt ai-Nab;, Cairo, 1375 H., pp. 10-31 ; see also ll).san 'Abbas, 
"al-Janlb al-Siyasiyy min RII)Iat Ibn al-'Arabi ila ' I-Mashriq", al-AblJOth, vol. 
XVI (1963), pp. 217-236; these references were given to me by Dr. J. Frankel, 
whom I sincerely thank; see also Ef, "Ibn al-'Arabi" (J. Robson), S.V.; but espe
cially , Drory, Ibn al-'Arabi, pp. 11-91; on the place called al-Sakina on the 
J:laram, see Ibn aI-'Arabi, RilJ.la , p. 80; Drory, op. cit., pp. 95, 137, n. 13. 

115 Ibn al-Murajji, fol. 30a [= Livne, no. 67J. 
116 Qur'an, 11. V. 58. 
I" See the extensive bibliography collected by Gil on this topic, "Jerusalem," 

pp. 26-29; idem .• "The Quarters," p. 268; see also Muqali1, Ta/sir. fols. 1 II>-
12a; Ibn al-Murajji. fol. 5la [= Llvne, nos. 171, 172); Livne, The Sanctity 0/ 
Jerusalem, pp. 297-298. I" AI-Tabari. Ta/sir, vol. I, Cairo. 1954, p. 299, according to Ibn Zayd; Ibn 
Kathir, Ta/sir, vol. I. p. 98. 
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from Mul:lammad b. 'Abd ai-Salam, who lived at the beginning of 
the 2nd/8th century. There it is said that "the gate known as Bab 
l:Hna is that gate which was in Jericho when it was destroyed, and 
the gate was transferred to the Mosque [in JerusalemJ ."]89 This part 
of the tradition is also summarized by Gil. ]90 In this tradition there 
are other important and interesting historical and topographical details 
transmitted which are not relevant here. Despite some textual prob
lems, it testifies to the existence of the gate in the l:Iaram wall in 
the beginning of the 8th century. 

Commentators on the Qur'dn had difficulty understanding the word 
biua. They usually interpreted it as supplication for atonement, which 
the Children of Israel pleaded for a sin that they committed. They 
often described how the Children of Israel were ordered to enter 
this gate crawling and stooping as they asked for pardon and for
giveness. Gil is of the opinion that the Gate of the Priest (Sha'ar 
ha-Kohen) is identical or close to the Muslim Bab l:Iina, and that 
it was located in the Arabic period in the southern part of the western 
l:Iaram Wall. ]9] He also tries to connect the ijulda Gates with Bab 
l:Iina,]92 and concludes that, "In light of the above, it seems that 
the nucleus of the tradition in the Qur'dn and the badilh concern
ing biua is indeed Judaic and was concerned with the J:lulda Gates, 
but nothing of all this has been preserved in the sources. "L93 

Rivlin thinks that the verses of the Qur'dn dealing with the en
try of the Children of Israel in the gate, bent over and seeking 
pardon, are tied to the ritual of the Children of Israel in the Tem
ple in Jerusalem. The picture, as presented here, 

is related to the Yom Kippur ritual, 'Ashura' and its order of wor
ship, as MUQammad knew them from the prayers of the Jews on 
Yom Kippur, prayers in which the Temple ceremonies are described 
in detail, as a remembrance of the Temple, as it is stated in the 
Yoma tractate in the Mishnah and Talmud and various liturgical 
poems. l94 

119 Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 23 b; Mujir, vol. II , p. 381 (without Ihe isniid); Le 
Strange, Palestine, p. 186, quoles it according 10 al-Suyuti (lRAS, vol. XIX , p. 
26?J, a~d ,~ujir, loc. cit." . . 

G]I, The Quarters, p. 270, n. 37; Idem., Palestine, pp. 645-646, no. 843 
[= vol. I, p. 527]; Livne, op. cit., p. 298. 

191 Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 29; idem., "The Quarters," p. 268 . 
192 Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 28. n. 35; idem., "The Quarters," pp. 268- 269, n. 34: 

for two reasons: I) etymological similarity : /.I..I.d. in Syriac means 10 crawl, slither; 
2) phonetic similarity between /:fulda and /:Iitra and a Greek eltpression which 
means, "Please forgive, please have mercy"; see further hi s detailed discussion 
in, Palestine, pp. 643-647, nos. 842- 844 r= vol. I, pp. 524-528]. 

19) Ibid. 
I'M Rivlin, "Qibla and 'Ashura'," pp. 38-39. 
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Rivlin feels that these verses (in the Qur'an) refer to the pilgrimage 
to the Temple in Jerusalem. ' 9oS The act of coming to the city and eating 
there is borrowed from the pilgrimage and also from what Mu~ammad 
knew from Mecc3.196 Rivlin also understands the word ~;uat in the 
context of Yom Kippur. 197 

Mujir aI-Din notes that in his day (end of the 15th century) Bib 
I:lina was located in the northern wall of the J:laram,198 apparently 
in the same place as today. But from desriptions of geographers 
from the 10th century it may be inferred that in the pre-Crusader 
period this gate was in the southern part of the western wall of the 
l:Iaram. l99 

These descriptions, and particularly that of Na~ir-j Khusraw, con
stituted the primary evidence leading Wilson and Le Strange to 
identify this gate as Barclay's Gate, located below the Gate of the 
Maghribis of today.200 Van Bercham accepted the claims of Wilson 
and Le Strange that the current Bab ijitta received its name after 
the Crusader conquest. but he casts doubt upon their theory that in 
the pre-Crusader period that gate was in the western wall of the 
ijaram, and was the Gate named after Barclay. He does not locate 
this gate unequivocally, but tends to believe it was in the northern 
wall of the l:Iaram.201 Gil accepts the assumption that this gate was 
in the southern part of the western wall of the l:Iaram.W2 

Ibn al-'Arabi's testimonies lead, however, to the conclusion that 
Bab 1:IiUa can be located in a different place. At one point he states: 
". prayed the evening prayer on one of the nights in Jerusalem 
between Bab al-Akh<)ar [the Green Gate!?] and Bab i:li!!a and with 
us was our Shaykh. "203 Bab al-AkhQar is not mentioned in any of 

1~ Ibid ., p. 42. 
196 Ibid., p. 43. 
197 Ibid., pp. 45-46: "It seems that here MuJ:aammad uses the Hebrew word 

/:Ia,ar . ... This word is repeated often in the reading of the Torah in the Yom 
Kiflur morning service." 

Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), pp. 29-30. Regarding Bib l;IitlB during the 
Mamluk period, see Little, Catalogu~ (Index). 

1" Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101, 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 264; al-Muqaddasi, p. 170; Le Strange, 
op. cit., pp. 174, 179-181. In the texts one can distinguish a continuous and 
orderly description of the gates of the l;Iaram. It seems that this is how Wilson 
and Le Strange understood It. Also from the description given by Ibn al-Murajji. 
one can understand that Bib l:lttlB Is at the edge of the western wall, from 
which the pilgrim turns to al-Aq~i. Mosque itself (see Chap. Two, p. 71.) 

lI)(I Wilson, PPTS, vol. IV. pp. 67-71, Appendix; Le Strange, op. cit., p. 181. 
201 Van Berchem (lJaram), p. 104, n. 3; ibid., pp. 199-203. 
lO'l Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 29, n. 37; jd~m., "The Quarters." p. 270. 
lI» Ibn al-' Arabi. A.;kOm al-Quran. vol. III. Cairo, 1377/1958. p. 1297 (Beirut 

ed .• 1972. p. 1309). quoted by lJ:asan ' AbbAs. al-Ab/:IDth. vol. XXI (1968), p. 66, 
and Drory, Ibn al-'Arabi, p. 104. no. XVIII. 
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the other Muslim sources. It might be a mistaken transmission of 
Bab al-Khic;lr. Bab al-Khic;lr is mentioned only once by Ibn' Abd 
Rabbihi in describing the gates of the l:Iaram. From an analysis of 
the order of the gates he lists it appears to be a western gate. It is 
located before Bab al-Sakina, which is also located on the western 
waH herein.204 It should be noted, however. that the name 
al-Khic;lr is connected with a number of places in different areas. 
Thus we hear of his dwelling place (Maskan al-Khic;lr), his place 
of prayer (Mu!a1la al-Khi",), Mi1)rab al-Khi"', and his place (Mawcji' 
al-Khic;lr).w~ This testimony may reinforce the accepted location of 
the gate at the southern corner of the western wall of the I:laram. 
However. from another testimony by Ibn al-'Arabi it is unequivo
cally understood that Bab I:lina was positioned at the southern wall 
of the l:Iaram: "[Bab l:Iif\a is] the eighth [!] gate of the Mosque 
[Le. the l:IaramJ. It is located on the southern side, very well known 
and remembered. I entered the gate in the year [4]86 [; 1093]. 
prostrated myself and became humble and submissive." (Huwa bab 
al-Masjid al-thamin wa-huwa min jihat al-qibla, ma'/um madhkur. 
Dakhaltuhu sanat silt wa-thamanin wa-sajadtu wa-khat;la'tu).206 

8. MilJ.rab Zechariah (Zakariyya') 

ZakaTiyya\ the father of John the Baptist (Yal)ya). is mentioned in 
four suras in the Quran.2fn Twice he is mentioned in the context 
of mj~rab (Qur'an, III, VV. 37-39): 

37) "To the care of Zakariyya' was she assigned, every time that 
he had entered (her) chamber (miJ;mjb) to see her, he found her sup
plied with sustenance ... 38) There (huniilika) did Zakariyya' 

:100 'Iqd, vol. VI, p. 265; Drory, op. cit .• p. 147. n. 93. 
~ Maskan al-Khi(1r: al-Wisili, p. 91, no. 48, and the parallels of the editor 

therein; see also Khalil b. Shahin, Zubda, p. 23: between Bib al-Ral).ma and 
Bib al-Asbitl; M~a/lti al-Khi(1r: Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101; 'Iqd, loe. cit.; Le Strange, 
op. cit .• p. 164; Ibn al-Faqih relates that it is in the centre of the ijaram. before 
the Dome of the Chain; Mi/:lrtib al-Khi(1r: al~Muqaddasi, p. 170; Le Strange, op. 
cit .• p. 165: on the J:laram. location not specified: Maw(1i' al-Khi(1r: Ibn al-Murajji, 
fol. 53a [:::: Livne, no. 182] nOles that Mawc;li' al·Khl(l.r is under the western set 
of stairs of the l;Iaram (al-Maqam al-Gharbi). The translation herein of al-Maqim 
al-Gharbi as the western set of stairs is based upon the description of Ni~ir-i 
Khusraw of the glorious set of stairs which led to the surface upon which the 
Dome of the Rock was located. He uses the expressions "Maqim Shim!" and 
"Maqim Sharqi" (Ni~ir-i Khusraw, p. 32 [Arabic]. p. 51 (English); Le Strange. 
op. cit., p. 159; see also Ibn al-Murajjii.. fol. 64b [:::: Livne no. 249]: the southern 
set of stairs Is called "al-Maqim al-QlbU" as early as 952. 

lOti Ibn aI-'Arabi, 'Ari(1at al-A/:IwadhI Shar/:l Jam;' al-Tirmidhi, vol. XI, Cairo. 
1353/1934, p. 78 (quoted by Drory, Ibn al-'Arabi, p. 107. no. XXIV); cf. his 
conciusions regarding the location of the gate, ibid., p. 147, n. 93. 

201 Quran. III (AI-'Imran). vv. 37-38; VI (al-An'am), v. 85; XIX (Maryam). 
vv. 2- 12; XXI (al-Anbiya'), v. 89. 
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pray to his Lord, saying: 0 my Lord, grant unto me from Thee a 
progeny that is pure, for Thou Art He that heareth prayer. 39) While 
he was standing in prayer in the chamber (mi~rab), the angels called 
unto Him: God doth give thee glad tidings of YaQyii witnessing the 
truth of a Word from God. 

The mil:zrilb mentioned in verses 37-38 is the MiI:mlb of Maryam, 
the place where she stayed, and it also seems from verse 38 [in 
my interpretation of the word hunalika, as: there] that Zakariyya' 
prayed to his God there, and the angels called him. Muqatil b. 
Sulayman, the early commentator of the Qur)iin (d. 150n67-8), 
distinguishes between the Mi",iib of Maryam (verses 37-38) which 
he describes as a room, a closed cell in the centre of which was a 
door, that was impossible to reach without a ladder,208 and the Mil)rab 
in which Zakariyya' prayed (verse 39), which he identifies not as 
the Mil;trab of Maryam, but rather as a place in the mosque (that 
is, the f:laram), in which sacrifices were offered.W9 Tabari inter
prets the mil:mjb to mean the forward and most important and valued 
area in any place in which people gather and any place of prayer. 
Here, Tabari sees the mihrdb (both that of Maryam and of Zakariyyii') 
as the anterior part of the mosque (muqaddam aJ-Masjid) .2LO Ibn 
Kathir,211 and a1-Suyfi~i212 make no comments about the Mi~rab of 
Maryam. With regard to the Mi~rab of Zakariyya' (Qur'iin, III, v. 
39), al-SuyfiJi says: It is a place of prayer (aJ-mu$alJii), and Ibn 
Kathir comments: "He [that is, Zakariyya' ] prays in the mi/:lrab of 
his worship [of God] and the place of his solitude and the place of 
his intimate conversations munajat), his invocations to God and 
his prayers." 

Neither of these commentators identify the Mil;trab of Maryam 
(verses 37-38) with the miizrdb in which Zakariyyii' prayed, for they 
interpret the word hunillika , which is translated as 'there', that is, a 
deSCription of a place (meaning that Zakariyya' prayed to his Mas
ter from there, from the mi/:lrab), as a description of time-that is, 
while he was witnessing the miracle taking place.213 

201 MuqAtiJ, Tafsir, fol. 52b (Qur'an, III, vv. 36-37); Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil 
(Beirut ed.), vol. I, p. 299. 

:p Muqitil, op. cit., fo1. 53a:fa-bayna huwa yu~alli fi 'I-mi/.lrab J.!aythu yudhba/.lu 
' l-qurbdn; Ibn al-Murajj!, fol. 50b; Ibn al-Athir, op. cit.: /a-baynamO. huwa yu~allj 
fi 'I-madhba/.l alladhi lahum ("And at the time that he was praying at their altar"). 

2111 AI-Tabari, Ta/sir, vol. 1II. pp. 246-250; but d. ibid., where he interprets 
the MI~rib In which Maryam was placed as Zakariyyi's house or an ordinary 
house (p. 245). 

211 Ibn Kathir, Tafsir, vol. I, pp. 360-361. 
m AI-Durr al-Manthur, vol. HI, p. 19. 
m AI-Tabari, op. cit., pp_ 247-248; Ibn Kathir, op. cit .• p. 360. 
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The authors of the "Stories of the Prophets" (Qi,ya,y al-Anbiya~), 
some of which are quite early and can often be seen as a popular 
commentary on the Qur'an , also distinguish in their traditions be
tween the Mihrab of Maryam, described by AI-Tha'iabi (d. !O33) 
as an upper room (ghurfa},214-or, as a (closed) building with a 
door by Abu ' l-Rifa'a (d. 902,2Is-and the place where Zakariyya' 
prayed, which they described as a place of prayer in a mosque.216 

In Qur'iin, XIX (Maryam), v. II , the Mihrab of Zakariyya' is also 
mentioned, this time independently, with no connection to the Mi~ab 
of Maryam. And, indeed, Muqatil interprets "there" to mean that 
the mil,rrab from which Zakariyya' came out to his people to announce 
the birth of his son was the mosque,217 while Tabari describes it 
as: the place of his prayer. 218 

Both the MiJ:trab of Maryam and that of Zakariyya ' were, ac
cording to Islamic tradition, on the l:Iaram219; the MiJ:trab of Maryam 
was interpreted as a room, an upper cell; and the MiJ:trab of Zakariyya' 
was interpreted as a place of prayer in (the forward portion of) the 
mosque, or beSide the alter. These two interpretations represent only 
a few of the different ones existing for the word mil,rrab. 220 

2J' Al-Tha' Jabi, Qj,fa$, p. 244. 
2!S Abu Rifa'a, Bad' al-Khalq, p. 304: the same interpretation as in a l-Mu~ahhar 

b. Tahir, vol. Ill, p. 191 . who reports that Zakariyyi' built Maryam a chamber 
for prayer and seclusion in the mosque, to which he moved her ... ; see also 
Mujir, vol. I, p. 160: the mj~rab is interpreted as a ghurfa-that is, a closed 
(u~r=r) room. 

AI-Tha'labi, op. cit., p. 245: 'inda-al.madhba~, near the altar. This combi
nation of mjl)rab and altar is also fou nd . parallel to these Qur'an verses, in 
Luke J, II; "And there appeared to him an angel of the Lord standing on the 
right side of the altar of incense"; previously noted is Muqatil' s inlerpretalion 
(note 208) in which he makes a connection between the mjhrab and the aitar, 
and this fits in with the standard view about the Christian source of the mj~rab, 
the alcove, the "apsis" of the church behind the altar. On this see Et, "MasQjid" 
(1. Pedersen), .\'.v. Concerning the disagreement among scholars in the lst!7th 
and 2nd/8th centuries, see Kister, "Concessions and Conduct," p. 107 and the 
comfrehensive bibliography therein, nn. 160-162. 

21 Muqatil , op. cit. , fol. 23 1a: fa-kharaja i/a qawmihi min al-Mil)rab, ya'n; 
al-Ma.\'jjd. 

1!1 AI-Tabari, op. cit., vol. XVI, 1373/1954, p. 53 (Qur'an, XIX, v. II ). 
1!9 AI-Durr al-Manthur, loc. cit. But see jbjd., vol. tv, p. 259: Zakariyya' 

was one of the prophets who used to write al-wal)y in the Temple ifi Bayl af
Maqdi.\'}; an identical tradition, Abu Rifa'a, op. cit., p. 299. Wal)y is the term 
for a revelation of verses of the Qur'an to the Prophet. It could be that this 
word should be understood in accordance with the description of al-Mutahhar b. 
Tahir, vol. 111 , p. 116: "Zakariyya' was the head, who would offer the sacrifice 
and write the Torah: (wa-kana Zakarjyya' al-Ro'.\' alladhi yuqarrjb al-qurbdn 
wa-yaktub al.Towrdt). Muqatil, Taf.\'ir, fol. 52b (Qur'an , rn, vV. 36-37); tbn ai
Athir, al-Kamil (Beirut ed.), vol. 1, p. 299. 

120 Among the interpretations: I) tne upper portion of a tent, house or room; 
the upper portion of a house, to which one ascends on steps; 2} an (upper) room 
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9. Zakariyyii' in Islam 

Zechariah the prophet is mentioned twice in the Bible as Zechariah, 
the son of Berechiya, the son of 'Ido,221 and three times as Zechariah, 
the son of 'Ido.222 The Zechariah known in Islam is Zakariyya" the 
father of John the Baptist. His name, however, indicates that the trans
mitters of the Islamic traditions confused him with Zechariah the prophet 
Two main versions of his name are found: Zakariyyi' b. Brakhya,22J 
and Zakariyya' b. Ada (= ' ldo?J. with some variations."" 

The early Islamic historians and transmitters relate that he was 
a carpenter.225 Early commentators, however, are in agreement that 
Zakariyya' was a High Priest, or one of the priests who served in 
the Temple (al-Masjid).'" He married Ishbii' (Elisheva' J. the sister 

called a ghurfa; a private seclusion cell; a private room, to which one ascends 
on siairs; a king's closet. or private chamber. into which he retires alone; 3) lhe 
most honoured seal; a place in which kings and nobility sit; 4) a place of gathering; 
5) a prayer alcove; and alcove in which statues of Holy Christian figures are 
placed; 6) a Mosque or a place of worship of God; a place of gathering for 
worship of God; 7) the highest part of a mosque; 8) the qibla (direction of 
prayer in the mosque towards Mecca). See the following interpretations: Lane's 
Arabic English uxicon, vol. 112, ~.r,b., s.v.; on the historical and architectural 
development of mi/.lrab see Et "MIJ:trab" (E. Diez), s.v.; Ell, "Masruld" (J. 
Pedersen)," S.V.; Kister, loc. cit; E. Whelam, ''The OrIgins of the MiiJriib Mujawwaf, 
a Reinterpretation," International Journal of Middle East Studies, XVIII (1986), 
pp. 205-223. 

nl Zechariah, ch. I, v. I, 7. 
222 Ezra, ch. V, v. I; VI, v. 14; Nehemiah, XII, v. 16. 
223 AI-Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, p. 711; al-Ya'qubi, Ta'rikh, vol. II, p. 68: Zakariyya' 

b. Brakhya b. Shawa b.[] ~ra'i1 b. Sahhin h. Arsu h. Shawil h. [] b. Musa b. 
' Imrin; see also Ibn al-Athir, al-Kiimi/, vol. I (Beirut, 1385/1965), p. 298. 

Ul AI-Tahari, op. cit., p. 720: according to Ibn Is~aq (d. 150n67): Zakariyya' 
b. Ada b. Muslim b. Sduq b. Na~shan b. Dawud h. Sulayman b. Muslim b. 
Sadiqa h. Brakhya h. Shfltiya b. Fikhur b. Shaliim b. Yhflshat b. Asa b. Ahiya 
b. RJ:tab'am b. Sulayman b. Dawud; as noted, there are a number of variations 
of this name: Ada (: 'Ido]: I) Azln: al-Mutahhar b. Tahir, vol. III, p. 116; Ibn 
Qutayba, Ma'iirif (Beirut ed.), p. 24; 2) Adq: Mas'udi. Murui, vol. I, p. 69 
[: I. 120]; 3) Raz: AbO Rifa'a, op. cit., p. 299; 4} al-Tha'iabi, op. cit., p. 243: 
Zakariyya' b. Yu~anni b. Adn b. Muslim b. Sduq b. Ya1Jsin b. Dawo.d h. Sulayman 
b. Muslim h. Sdqiya b. Niikhur b. Slum b. Shf'asit b. Abiyi b. !:Il'm b. Sulayaman 
b. DawOd. 

m Ibn Qutayba, loc. cit.; al-Mu~har b. Tahir. loc. cit.; Kisi 'i, Qi.fQl, p. 
295; Mujir, vol. I (Amman ed.), p. 158; Mas'Udi, op. cit., p. 70 (Pellat, the 
editor of Muruj al-Dhahab. assumed that there was a mistake in the text and 
that surely Joseph the carpenter was intended. but he was mistaken. Both Joseph 
and Zechariah were carpenters according to the Islamic tradition). 

226 Muqatll, op. cit., fol. 50b (al-/:fibr al-Kabir); AbO Rifa'a. op. cit., p. 303 
(Ra's al-A/.Ibdr); Idem., p. 299; al-Tha'iabi, op. cit., p. 244; al-Tabari, op. cit., 
vol. III, p. 243: one of the A/.Ibar or al-'Ubbdd who served In the Mosque. 
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of Maryam [the mother of Jesus1,227 or, according to others, Maryam's 
aunt from her mother's side.228 

The Book of Kings II, XXIV, v. 23, relates that Zechariah ben 
Yehoyada, the priest, was killed by order of Yoash, the king of Judea, 
in the court of the Temple. In Mauhew, XXllI , v. 35, it is written: "In 
order that all innocent blood poured upon the Earth shall come upon 
you, from the blood of Abel the righteous, with blood of Zechariah 
ben Brachiah whom you murdered between the Temple and the altar." 
Here Zechariah ben Yehoyada the priest was switched with Zechariah 
ben Brachiah the prophet, who was killed, according to what is said in 
the New Testament, "between the Temple and the altar.'>229 This confu
sion between Zechariah the priest and Zechariah the prophet can also 
be found in early Jewish Midrashim,2'lO and among early Christian 
writers.2J1 Detailed version of Zechariah's death can be found in both 
the Jerusalem and BabylOnian Talmuds, and in very early Midrashim, 
which predated the Jerusalem Talmud. But for the most pan these sour
ces describe the murder of Zechariah ben Yehoyada, the priest, on the 
order of Yoash. king of Judea, in the priestly section of the Temple 
courtyard.m The Talmud is in agreement with the New Testament, also 
declaring that Zechariah was murdered with the help of the priests 
who were in the Temple.23l 

Early Christians, writing within the first few hundred years after 
the onset of Christianity, replaced Zechariah ben Brachiah (mentioned 

2rI AI-Mas'lidi, loco cit.; al-Mulahhar b. Tahir, loco cit. 
ne AI-Tabari, Ta>rikh, I, pp. 711-7 13: Mujir, vol. I, p. 158: Ibn al-Athir, loc. 

cit.; the name of his wife: Ishii' and the two family relations are presented to
gether. 

u, In Luke, XI, v. 51 there is again mention of the murder of Zechariah who 
was killed between the Temple and the altar, but his father's name is not mentioned. 

2)0 Blank, "The Death of Zechariah," p. 33 1. 
231 Ibid., p. 327. 
m Ginzberg, Legends, vol. IV, pp. 258-259, esp. n. 15; ibid., p. 304, esp. 

n. 30; and see also Encyclopaedia Judaiea, vol. XVI, "Zechariah," s.v.: Blank, 
op. cit., p. 340; Babylonian Talmud, Gitlin, 67b: a long tradition about Zechariah's 
death and the slaughter of Nevuzaradan is handed down by R. Hiyya Bar-Avin 
(third century), the tanna, from R. Joshua Ben Korha: "An old man from the 
people of Jerusalem told me"; R. Joshua lived approximately between 130 and 
160 A.D., Blank. op. cit., therefore assumes that the tradition was widespread in 
the second century; this reference Is also mentioned by Ginzberg, foc. cit. (on 
R. Joshua Ben Korba see also Becher, Legends of the Tanaim, vol. II. part 2, 
Tel Aviv, 1928, p. 31); also in the Yerushalmi, Ta'anit. 69a. says Blank, there is 
a tradition testifying that an amara, R. Yohanan, who lived In the 3rd century, 
heard this legend and handed It down without referring to its sources; concern
ing the Jewish midrashim and their early sources, see the analysis of Blank, op. 
dtih p. ~40, n. 25. . . . . 

IbId ., p. 345; IbId., p. 337, n. 16: early Chnstlan sources. 
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in Matthew, XXIII, v. 35), as the person murdered on the 1:Iaram234 

by Zechariah, the father of John the Baptist. The latter identifica
tion does not exist in Jewish sources, but is present in a manner in 
the Islamic traditions. As already emphasized above, the Zechariah 
known in the Islamic tradition is Zakariyya\ the father of John
but he is called Zakariyya' b. Brakhya [= Brachiah] or 'Ida [= 
' Ido). Many scholars have noted the great similarity between the 
description of Zakariyya', father of John the Baptist, in the Qur'cin, 
and what is told of him in the Christian traditions, particularly in 
Luke, I, VV. 1-25.235 Even though the Islamic traditions identify 
Zechariah ben Brachiah the prophet with Zechariah, the father of 
John, they still adopt large parts of Jewish traditions from the Midrash 
and Talmud concerning the death of Zechariah ben Yehoyada the 
priest, and the punishment campaign of Nevuzradan, Nebuchadnezzar's 
general. But in adopting these Jewish traditions, the Islamic tradi
tions underwent a significant change. The tradition concerning the 
death of Zechariah in Islam ended up as a one describing the death 
of Yat:tya, who is John the Baptist. God's punishment of the Chil
dren of Israel was caused by the murder of John the Baptist, not 
his father, Zechariah! 

Thus, for instance. Tabari relates a number of traditions from early 
historians and commentators of the Qur'an, such as Ibn Mas'ud (d. 
652), Ibn al-'Abbas (d. 686), al-Suddi, (d. 745) and Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 
823), about how Yat:tya (John and Baptist) was murdered, and how 
drops of his blood were boiled and were not absorbed into the 
Earth until Nebuchadnezzar's arrival in Jerusalem. When the people 
of Jerusalem try in vain to lead Nebuchadnezzar astray; hiding from 
him the truth about this blood, Nebuchadnezzar kills 70,000 peo
ple.236 The Islamic writers were faced with a problem, for John the 

2).0 Ibid., p. 334, n. 13; Prawer, "The Jewish Quarter," p. 144; Livne, The Sanc-
lj~)jof Jfr~salem,. p._!.?8. 1 ., " • 

EI, Zakanyya (B. Heller), s.v.; E/, Maryam (AJ. Wenslnck). s.v.; 
Wensinck, loco cit., translates the mi~lT(jb of Maryam as a "chamber" and refers 
to its Christian parallel, the early apocryphal work Proloevangelium Jacobj, VI, 
Syr text, p. 5 if.; he also comments that the miracle of the food, experienced by 
Maryam, and which is described in the Qur'an (see above p. 93). is taken from 
the Christian source quoted above, p. 7; and see also E/2, "'Is!" (G.C. Antawi); 
pp. 81- 82; ibid., p. 86 a comprehensive bibliography on that part of Christian 
theology which deals with the question of Jesus and how he is reffected in the 
Qur'iin (Qur'iin Chrislology); see also D. Sidersky, Les orjgjnes des legendes 
musulmans dans Ie Coran et dans les vjes des Prophetes, Paris. 1933, pp. 135-
138; Ch. Torrey, The Jewish Foundation of Islam, N. Y., 1933, p. 58; D. Mason, 
Le Coran et la revelation judeo chrelienne. etudes comparees, vols. I- II, Paris, 
1958, pp. 316-3 18 (about Zechariah), p. 319 if. (about Maryam). 

236 AI-Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, pp. 711-718. 
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Baptist lived in the period of the Second Temple and not in that of 
the First Temple, the time of the siege of Nebuchadnezzar. And 
indeed Tabari comments that, "it is a mistake on the part of those 
in the fields of the various Islamic sciences, who attribute the murder 
of YaQya b. Zakariyya' to the period of Nebuchadnezzar, for ev
eryone agrees that Nebuchadnezzar attacked the Children of Israel 
at the time that they killed their prophet Sha'ya in the period of 
[rmiya b. l:Iilqiya. And between the period of Irmiya and the de
struction caused by Nebuchadnezzar, until the birth of YaI:tya b. 
Zakariyya', is 461 years."237 A different tradition comes from Ibn 
Ishiiq (d. 150n67), according to which Khurdiis, one of the kings 
of Babylon, arrives in the vicinity of Jerusalem with one of his 
generals by the name of Nebuzaradhan, besieges it "and stood in 
the valley,238 where [the Children of Israel] used to offer their sac
rifices, and he found there boiling blood." When the Children of 
Israel refuse to tell whose blood it is, he kill s many thousands 
until they tell him it is the blood of YaJ:tya b. Zakariyya'.239 The 
Islamic traditions do not specify the place in which Yal}ya was 
murdered. They usually explain that YaJ:tya was murdered by order 
of king Khurdlls (or Khurdfish), because he wanted to marry his 
wife's daughter (or his sisler 's daughter), and YaJ:tya, fo llowing 
the teachings preached by Jesus, forbade him to do SO.24O 

Thus we see that while the early Christian tradition and the Jewish 
legends expand upon and describe the death of Zechariah and the 
punishment dealt the Children of Israel because of him, in Islam 
this tradition is transferred to YaQya, John the Baptist. 

The death of Zechariah (Zakariyya ') described in the Islamic tra
ditions is of particular interest. According to one tradition, handed 
down by al-Tha'labi (from Ka' b), after the death of his son YaQya, 
Zakariyya' fled and hid in a garden near Jerusalem (bustiin 'inda 
Bayt al-Maqdis), in which there were trees, and he hid inside one 

111 Ibid., pp. 718- 719. 
n. Compare Babylonian Talmud, Girtin, 57b: "Rabbi Hiyya Bar Avin said 

that Rabbi Joshua Ben Korha said; An old man from the people of Jerusalem 
told me: in this valley Nebuzaradan performed a mass slaughter, two hundred 
and .::Jeven myriad people .... " 

ll't AI-Tabari , I, pp. 719-723. 
110 Ibid.; Ibn al-Athir, op. cit., pp. 30 )- 303: Mujir, vol. I (Amman ed.), 

p. 159: ijurdus; al-Mas'tidi, Muriij, vol. I, p. 70 1= I, p. 12l} tells three versions 
concerning the king and the general, who slaughtered the Children of Israel. 
Usually the sources tell that Nebuzaradan or Herod killed 70,000 of the Children 
of Israel: (al-Tabari, loco cit.; al-Mas'udi, loco cit.; Ibn al-Athir, op. cit., p. 303): 
Bavti, loco cit.: ninety-four myriad; Yeru shalmi Ta'anit 69a: eighty thousand young 
priests were killed for the blood of Zechariah; compare also Ginzberg, foe. cit. 
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of the trees, with only the edges of his garments sticking out from 
the tree. Iblls [= the Devil] took hold of the edges of his garments, 
ripped them off and showed them to the king and revealed 
Zakariyya"s hiding-place. The tree was sawn down and Zakariyya: 
was killed. The bearer of the tradition then goes on to say that 
because of this act the Jews place strings on the edges of their 
upper garments-they themselves not knowing the real meaning of 
this commandment.241 This tradition-concerning the death of 
Zakariyya' when he hid inside the tree, either because of his fear 
of the messengers of the king after his son died, or following the 
accusation against him that he was the father of the son of Maryam 
[the mother of Jesus]-is mentioned in many works.242 Tabari records 
a tradition from the early commentators of the Qur)dn which re~ 
lates that Zakariyya"s enemy, he who informed upon him, was the 
Devil himself, who disguised himself in the image of a shepherd 
and persuaded him to hide in the tree in such a way that the fringes 
of his coat stuck out a little -leading to his discovery and death. 
And the tradition adds "and you will not find a Jew without these 
fringes on his upper garment. "243 

This Islamic tradition about the death of Zakariyya>, the father 
of John, is very similar to the Jewish legend about the cruel death 
of the Prophet Isaiah at the hands of Menashe, according to which 
Isaiah fled from the king's guards, was swallowed up by a cedar 
(or carob tree), and was sawn together with the tree.244 The legend 
(in the Babylonian Talmud) concerning Isaiah's death tells that they 
sawed the tree into boards, but they could not overcome him [Isaiah]; 
but when they reached his mouth, they injured him, since he said 
at the beginning of his prophecy: "And in the midst of a people of 
impure lips I sit. "24$ But Ginzberg emphasizes that in three Pales
tinian sources there is no mention of what is said in the legend 
from the Babylonian Talmud, namely, that when they arrived at 
his mouth his soul departed, for he had stated: "[n the midst of a 
people of impure Bps I sit" (Isaiah V[, v. 5). According to the 

1-41 AI-Tha'iabi. Qi~a~. p. 249. 
1.1 See for eumple. Ibn Qutayba, al-Mo'arif, p. 24; al-Tabari, op. cit., 

pp. 734-735; al-Mas'udi, lac. cit.; Mujir. lac. cit. 
14l AI-Tabari, lac. cit. There are four different chains of transmission of this 

tradition: 1) al-suddi < Abu Malik; 2) Abu ~aliJ:a < Ibn 'Abbas; 3) Murra al
Hamadani < Ibn Mas'ud; 4) Companions of the Prophet. 

1 .... I am very grateful to Menachem Kister for directing my attention to the 
Jewish legends concerning the death of isaiah. For Jewish sources In the Aggadah 
and the Talmud, see Ginzberg, op. cit., vol. IV, pp. 278-279, esp. n. 103 (vol. 
VI).. pp. 374-375 . 

• s Ginzberg, loco cit. 
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Jerusalem Talmud, Isaiah's hiding-place was discovered by his 
pursuers because the fringes of his talith were not swallowed up 
with him, and they stuck out from the tree.Wi 

]t is perhaps important to note the fact that it is precisely the 
early Islamic tradition which particularly parallels the Palestinian 
tradition in the Jerusalem Talmud. 

* * * * * 
The death of Isaiah is already mentioned in the first part of the 
apocryphal book "Isaiah's Ascent", which tells the legendary story 
of the murder of the Prophet Isaiah at the hands of Menashe. Most 
scholars are of the opinion that the source of this part is early Jew
ish, primarily because the story is widespread in early Jewish sources, 
in the Aggadah and the Talmud.247 

According to the tradition in the book, the Samaritan, the false 
prophet and Isaiah's opponent, revealed to Menashe where Isaiah 
and the rest of the prophets (Micba, Yoel and Habakuk) were hiding. 
This Samaritan was called Baal Chira or Baal Chura,l'48 and is the 
parallel to Iblis the Devil in the Islamic tradition, who informed 
on Zakariyya' and revealed his hiding-place. 

The question to be asked is: If the death of Zakariyya' in the 
Islamic tradition parallels the death of Isaiah in the Jewish tradi
tion, how is the death of Isaiah the Prophet described in the Is
lamiC tradition? 

The Islamic tradition, handed down by the commentators of the 
Qur an and early historians from the 2nd/8th century, describes Isa
iah's death as it is described in the Palestinian Aggadah, according 
to which Isaiah hid inside a tree and the Devil showed the fringes 
of his garment to his pursuers, who sawed the tree and cut down 
Isaiah along with it. 249 

1* Ibid. 
1~7 According to D. Flusser, (he first part was composed by a Jew, who still 

lived in the days of the Temple. See his article in the Hebrew Encyclopaedia 
under "Isaiah-Ascension of"; and in the Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. IX ("Isaiah
Ascension of"); and his article "The Apocryphal Book of Ascensio Isaiae and 
the Dead Sea Sect," Israel Exploration Journal, vol. III (1953), pp. 30-47. 

:!AI Ginzberg, op. cit., n. 103; Encyclopaedia Judaica, "Isaiah, Martyrdom," 
(M.E. Stone), s.v. 

:!.09 See Hirschberg. Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. IX, p. 67 quoting al-Tabari. 
Ta'rikh, I, pp. 644-645; al.Tha'labi, op. cit., p. 218; Abii Rlfa'a, Bad' al.Khalq, 
p. 249; the isnQd in al-Tabari, p. 644: Ibn l;Iumayd 1= Mul;1ammad b. l:Iumayd b. 
J.fayyan, al-Rizi. d. 248/868. On him, see Sezgin, vol. I, p. 242J > Salama 
lb. aI-Fad! al-An~ari, d. 191/806, Sezgin. loco cit. I > Mul;1ammad b. Isl;1aq 
(d. 150n67): al-Tabari, op. cit., p. 645; the tradition about Isaiah and his people 
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* >I< >I< >I< >I< 

As already mentioned, the early Christian tradition identifies Zechariah 
ben Brachian (mentioned in Matthew XXIII, VV. 34-35; and Luke 
I. v. 13), who was killed in the Temple, as Zechariah, the father of 
John.2S0 The Christian tradition claims that he was murdered in the 
south-east corner of the I:laram. Here Prawer says that the Mus
lims even located Mil)rab Zechariah "and since the place is tied to 
Zechariah it is also not surprising that they moved Jesus's cradle 
here ... m Parenthetically, it must be remembered that in the Islamic 
tradition, the blood that was spilled was that of Yal)ya, John the 
Baptist, and not that of his father Zakariyya ' . Islamic geographers 
could have been expected to locate Milp"ab Zakariyyii' in the southern 
section of the I:faram, but that is not the case. The Islamic geogra
phers of the 10th century mention Mil)rab Zakariyya' on the l:Iaram, 
but generally without noting the exact location. 252 Ibn al-Faqih, the 
earliest of them, who wrote his book in 903 and whose traditions 
are certainly from the end of the 9th century (if not earlier), does 
mention it in his description of the gates of the J:laram: "And in it 
[the l:Iaraml were the following gates ... and Bab aI-Wadi, Bab 
al-Rahma, Mihrab Zakariyya' and Abwab al-Asbat, and Maghiirat 
Ibrahim [the Cave of Abraham]. "m Mil)rab Zechariah is mentioned 
here between the Gate of Mercy (Bab al-Ral)ma) and the Gate of 
the Tribes (Bab al-AsbaO. As an introductory methodological com
ment, it seems plausible that in his description Ibn al-Faqih notes 
the gates of the l:Iaram in the order of their geographical location. 
Between the gates he mentions buildings and holy places. Thus in 
his description, Mil)rab Maryam, Magharat Ibrahim and Mil)rab 
Ya'qiib are noted between the gates. Gil also apparently accepts 
this assumption and using it as a basis, organized a comparative 
table of the names of the gates of the l:Iaram in the early Islamic 
period.l.S4 Accordingly, Ibn al-Faqih locates Mil)rab Zakariyya> in 
the north-east corner of the l:Iaram.m Also, on the basis of the 

and his death at their hands was also handed down by a chain of transmitters 
ending with Wabb b. al-Munabbih (d. llOn28, see on him Sezgin, op. cil., 
pp. 305-307J; the tradition of Abu RifA'a is transmUted from Sa'id b. Abi 'Aruba 
[70/689-156n73, Sezgin, vol. I. pp. 91-92] > Qalada [60/679- 11 8n36, Sezgin, 
vol. I, pp. 31-32J > Ka'b al-A1:Jbar (d. 62/681-682). 
~ See below, pp. 121- 122. 
m Prawer, "The Jewish Quarter," p. 144. 
m See for example, ' /qd, vol. VI, pp. 264-265; al-Muqaddasi. p. 170. 
m Ibn al-Paqih, p. 101. 
2$< Gil, "Jerusalem," pp. 26-27. 
m Van Berchem. vol. I, p. 447, mentions Ibn al-Faqih, but thinks that it is 

impossible to learn from his words the exact place of MiI:uib Zakariyya'. though 
he tends to think that Ibn al-Paqih meant 10 locate il in the south-east of the l:Iaram. 
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description presented by Ibn al-Murajja (around the year 1000) of 
the circuit made by Muslim pilgrims on the f:iaram, it may be 
understood that Mii}.fClb Zakariyya' is in the north-east corner of 
the l:Iaram,256 

At about the same time (1047), Na~ir- i Khusraw describes the 
northern Mii}.rab Zakariyya': "And in the northern corner of the 
l:Iaram is a beautiful collonade with a big dome and an inscription 
saying, 'This is MiJ:rrab Zakariyya ' the Prophet, peace be unto him. '" 
Le Strange is of the opinion that this mi~rtib, which Na$ir-i Khusraw 
mentions is located in the north-west [and not north-east] corner of 
the l:Iaram, and that it is identical to that which is described by 
Ibn al-Faqih and Ibn al-Murajja, which clearly seems to describe 
the mi~rtib in the north-east comer of the i:Iaram,257 Na~ir-i Khusraw's 
description of the Temple gates is consistent. He begins at the Gate 
of the Chain (Bab al-Silsila) in the western wall, moves to the 
northern wall, and when he completes his description of the northern 
wall , before turning east to describe the Gate of Mercy he men
tions Mii}.rab Zakariyya', which should therefore be found in the 
north-east corner of the i:Iaram. 

Nonetheless, Na~ir-i Khusraw also describes clearly that located 
in the south-east corner of the J::Iaram is the underground mosque 
called Masjid Mahd ' Isa (i.e., the Mosque of the Cradle of Jesus), 
to the east of which were Mii}.rab Maryam and the Mii}.rab of 
Zakariyya' and on the mi~rtibs were verses of prayer that "descended" 
in connection with them.258 (MiiJrab Maryam and the Cradle of Jesus 

:!.Wi Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 30a [= Livne, No. 67J: "Afterwards [after Bab al-Ra~mal 
he will turn to Mi~riib Zakariyya' and he will pray in it, .. because it is in the 
wall of the mosque (= Baram] also. After Ihi s he will turn to the rocks in the 
back pan of the mosque next to Bab al-Asbal, and he will pray in the (holy) 
place called Solomon 's Chair (Kursi Sulayman)." Here, MiJ:irab Zakariyya' is 
mentioned between the Gate of Mercy and Solomon's Chair, which is near the 
Gate of the Tribes. At first glance, it seems possible to claim Ihal the pilgrim 
visits in the Gate of Mercy and then turns south towards Mi~rab Zakariyya', in 
the south-east corner of the Haram. But this course makes no sense, since aft er 
MiJ:irlb Zakariyya' he must turn back and cross the entire l;Iaram. to its northern 
edge. The route which I described: Gate of Mercy > MiJ:irab Zakariyyii' > Chair 
of Solomon, in the north of the Baram seems more logical. Afterwards, the 
pilgrim continues to Bab al-Sakina , apparently found in the western wall of the 
Haram . 

• :1$7 Le Strange, Palestine, pp. 170, 177; idem., PPTS, vol. IV , p. 32 translates 
"in the nonh-west angle of the Haram area ," The Persian text of Naliir- i Khusraw 
(Siyaqi's ed.) Teheran, 1335 H., p. 28 ''In the northern corner of the Haram" 
and thus likewise the translations to Arabic and the translation to French of 
Schefer, Opt cit ., p. 75; see also Gil, "The Jewish Quarter," pp. 275-276, who is 
of Le Strange 's opinion. 

lSI Na~ir-i Khusraw, pp. 23-24 (Arabic); 33- 34 (English); 78 (French); Van 
Berchem, foc. cit . 
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are discussed in detail below.) It seems that the tradition handed 
down by Ibn al-Murajja around the middle of the 11 th century also 
tells of the south-east MiI:lrab Zakariyya'. In this tradition mawlid 
'isii [the place of birth! of Jesus], [Mii)riib] Maryam and Mi~riib 
Zakariyya' are described altogether in the description of the visi
tor's course on the l:Iaram.2S9 

Van Berchem comments on the existence of MilJrab Zakariyya' 
adjacent to the Cradle of Jesus and MH.lfab Maryam. In addition to 
basing himself on Na~ir-i Khusraw's testimony about this, Van 
Berchem believes that the Islamic geographers' mention (without 
location) of MilJrab Maryam and Zakariyya' together, is also testi
mony to topographical proximity. Even though Van Berchem's 
wording here is not always precise, his claim seems to be correct.260 

Ibn aI-'Arabi describes (in the mid-90's of the 11th century) how 
he stayed in Mit).rab Zakariyya ' on the ijaram during the month of 
Ramac;ian, and prayed special prayers (tar.:iwib) together with the 
Imam (of Jerusalem?). One cannot learn from his description, how
ever, where on the ijaram the Mit).rab was.26 [ 

m Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 96a, Abu Mui)ammad, • Abdallah b. Mul);ammad al
l;IOIi? (or al-Khuzi, according to al-SuyOli, ltl)a/, fol. lOa) tells of a dream which 
he had In the year 3551966, in which he made a circuit on the l:Iaram: "After
wards I asked [says the teller in his dream) about (the place) in which Jesus, 
peace be unto him, was born and I was told that whoever prays there will enter 
Paradise, and whoever enters there it is as though he had looked upon Jesus and 
Maryam. And the same applies to Mil);rab Zakariyya', peace be unto him. After
wards I asked about the Gate of Mercy .... " That Jesus, Maryam and Zakariyya' 
are mentioned here is apparently not a coincidence for, as known from the de
scription of N~ir-i Khusraw (1047), in the south-east comer, in the mosque of 
the Cradle of Jesus, Mil);rab Maryam and Mii)rab Zakarlyya' are also found. I 
understand the expression wakadhiilika mil)riib Zakariyya' (the same [applies to) 
Mil).rib Zechariah), as relating to the verb na;ara Ua (looked at), although, ac
cording to the Arabic, it is possible to relate to Mil).rib Zakariyyi' separately, 
with no connection to Jesus and Maryam; note the expression mawJid 'Isa (place 
of birth of Jesus); there are early traditions according to which Jesus was born 
in Jerusalem. See, for example. Ibn al-Murajji. fol. 92b. quoting Muqitil b. 
Sulaymin (d. 150f767-768). 

:z.6(I Van Berchem. foc. cit.; ibid., quoting Ibn al-Faqih, al-Muqaddasl. a/-'/qd 
ai-FarM, Qazwini, (Alhar al-BifM, II. GOllingen, 1848, p. 108). From among 
all of these sources, only al-Muqaddasi and Qazwini mention the two mil)riibs 
one after the other. They certainly do not determine their explicit location. Moreover. 
it has been suggested that Ibn al-Faqih in fact described a north-east Mii}rib 
Zakariyyi' . In this context it is important to point out that Van Berchem, op. 
cit .• n. 5, mentions the two sections which Ibn al-Murajji devotes to Mil).rab 
Maryam and Mi~rib Zakariyyi '. Their position together is, In his opinion. addi
tional testimony to their topographical proximity. 

161 Ibn al -' Arabi, Ta!sir, vol. III. Cairo, 1387/1968, p. 1126: wa-qad shahadtu 
a/-Imam bi-Mil)riib Zakariyyii' min al-Bayt al-Muqaddas, ,ahharahu Uah , yasjudu 
fi hiidhii '/·mawtji ' 'inda qira'alihi fi tarawi~ Ramar.jan wasajadtu ma'ahu fihii 
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In the 15th century MiJ:trab Zakariyya' is located in another place 
on the 1:Iaram, inside al-Aq~a Mosque, in the portico close to the 
eastern wall of the mosque, opposite the eastern gate. AI-Suyii!i 
(approximately 1470) testifies to this, saying: "As for MiJ:trab 
Zakariyya', peace be unto him, most people think that it is inside 
the mosque, in the portico near the eastern gate."262 

Van Berchem describes two inscriptions in al-Aq~a Mosque, within 
its south-east corner. One is a (floral) Kufi inscription, which he 
dates to the end of the Fa!imid period or to the period of $alaJ:t 
ai-Din (end of the 12th century). In the inscription, found on the 
outside lintels of the eastern gate of the al-Aq~a Mosque, are pans 
of two verses from the Qur'dn, VI, vv. 85-86) which mention a 
number of prophets. But Zechariah, who is referred to at the beginning 
of verse 85, is not noted in this inscription. The second inscription 
is found along the length of a miJ:mib in the centre of the eastern 
portico inside al-Aq$a Mosque, opposite the eastern gate. The in
scription comprises two separate parts: one, a heading, announcing 
that: "This is MiJ:trab Zakariyya'''; and the other, written in Naskhi 
(Mamliik) style has verses from the Qur'dn, XIX (Maryam), vv. 
1- 5. Van Berchem thinks that the inscription is from the 15th cen
tury , and that the literary proofs are al-Suyiili's and Mujir al-Din's, 
testimonies of the existence of MiJ:trab Zakariyya' inside al-Aq~a 
Mosque, which testify to the transfer of the tradition concerning 
MiJ:trab Zakariyya' to this place in the 15th century.26J 

As for the first inscription, as noted, Van Berchem supposes that 
it is most reasonable to date it to the period of $alal). ai-Din, that 
is, to the end of the 12th century.264 

Since the name of Zakariyya" which appears first in the order 
of the prophets in the two above-mentioned verses from the Qurdn, 
does not appear in the first inscription [erased? faded? ever ex
isted?] , Van Berchem advances the hypothesis that those writing 
the inscription intended to give particular mention to Zechariah the 
Prophet by setting apart a specific place inside the al-Aq~a Mosque 
as MiJ:trab Zakariyya'. If this hypothesis is correct, continues Van 

wa-/am yarahu jamiihir a/-'ulamii'. ProL M.J. Kister directed my attention to 
this reference, and I am deeply grateful 10 him for this; in a different work Ibn 
al·'Arabi relates how he looked for his tcacher, who used to stay in a place 
called al-Ghuwayr, on the i:laram, which was located between the Gate of the 
Tribes (Bab al-Asbat) and Mil).rab Zakariyya', see Drory, op. cit .. p. 95: see also 
ibid., p. 104; and the exhaustive discussion. ibid., p. 137. 

16l AI-Suyiiti, It~df, vol. I, pp. 195- 196 (translated by Le Strange, Pait!stine, 
p. III); Mujir, vol. II, p. 367. 

16l Van Berchem, op. cit., p. 447. 
UoO See his historical, epigraphical and architectural explanations, loco cit. 
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Berchem, it is possible that the tradition orr the location of Mi~ab 
Zakariyya' was already transferred in the 12th century from the 
south-east corner, where it was located beside the Cradle of Jesus, 
to al-Aq~a Mosque, perhaps by the Crusaders themselves. 26~ But 
Van Berchem himself admits that this conjecture is shaky, barely 
supported by the facts, and that the verse with the names of the 
prophets, which perhaps [I] also included Zakariyya'. does not 
necessarily lead to the conclusion that he was emphasized and singled 
out. Hence, all that is left are both the inscription and two 
testimonies-that of al-SuyOli and of Mujir al-Din--concerning the 
location of MiI:lrab Zakariyya' inside the portico, which leaned on 
the eastern wall of al-Aq~a Mosque, opposite the main eastern gate. 

'" * * '" * 
Mi!;trab Zakariyya' should not be confused with Zakariyya"s grave. 
Following his visit to Palestine (1173) al-Harawi writes that "below 
the Dome of the Rock is the Cave of the Souls ... and it is said 
that the grave of Zakariyya'. peace be unto him, is in this cave. 
And God is He who knows beS1."266 But Zechariah's grave is com
monly identified in the Valley of Qidron <at the foot of the Mount 
of Olives), at least in the Christian and Jewish traditions.261 

Mujir at-Din (end of the 15th century) quotes a manuscript of 
"one of the men of religion" who tells that "Ya!;tya and Zakariyya" 
peace be unto them, are buried in Jerusalem, on the edge of the 
Mount of Olives, in the graves of the Prophets ... and it is said 
[says MujirJ that the graves of Ya!;tya and Zakariyya' are in the 
village of Sabastiya, belonging to the Shechem district (min an! 
Nabu/us) and it is said [that they are buried) in the big mosque of 
Damascus. And God is He who knows best."268 

us Ibid., p. 448; Prawer, op. cit., p. 145. 
266 AI-Harawi, p. 25 (English trans., Le Strange, Palestine, p. 132); Busse, 

"Biblical Cult," p. 138. 
217 On the grave of Zechariah in the Jewish tradilion , see M. Ish-Shalom, 

Holy Tombs . A Study of Traditions Concerning Jewish Holy Tombs in Palestine, 
Jerusalem, 1948, pp. 63-65 (in Hebrew). On Jewish and Christian sources, see 
Prawer, op. cit., pp. 143-145; Gil, "Jerusalem," p. 33; idem., "The Jewish Quar
lers," pp. 275-276; idem. , Palestine, pp. 439. note 8 [::: vol. I, p. 362 and note 
66!. p. 3631. 

Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 62. 
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C. HOLY PLACES OUTSIDE THE J::IARAM 

1. Mihrob of David (Dowud) 

Early in the 11 th century Ibn al-Murajja recommended to the Mus
lim pilgrim that he pray at Mil:trab Dawud, which was situated at 
the city gate (Mil:mib Dawud 'aJa bah af-Balad}.269 Mil:trab Dawud 
was identified as being located in Jerusalem in light of the Qur>an, 
Ill, vv. 21-22): 

Has the story of the two adversaries reached thee when they as
cended over the wall inlO the upper chamber (miJ.trab), when they 
went in unto David and he was afraid of them .... 

Various commentators on the Qur'iin note that these verses refer 
to the episode of David and Bathsheba. When David was in his 
Mil:trab (the reference here being to a room high up) he saw a very 
beautiful dove (or bird) flying around the room. When he tried to 
catch it, it escaped through the Mil:trab opening, through which he 
saw Bathsheba bathing. 21o It seems likely that the episode described 
by the commentators took place in Jerusalem, but they do not bother 
to specify this. What interested them was the incident between David 
and Bathsheba, to which they devoted considerable attention in their 
discussions. This was the attitude. for example, of the early Qur'an 
commentator, Muqatil b. Sulayman (d. 150n67-8), whose traditions 
can be ascribed to the beginning of the 8th century.271 In his inter
pretation of these verses,272 he describes how David saw Bathsheba 
from the Mil:trab, but he does not state where the Mil:trab was lo
cated. It was clear to him that the event took place in Jerusalem 
and that the Mil:trab was in Jerusalem, as evident from his com
ment: "The angels climbed up to David, peace be upon him, in 
Jerusalem" (wa-tasawwarat al-MaliYika 'ala DiiwUd 'alayhi of-salam 
bi-Bayt al-Maqdis).27) 

[n the mid-lIth century Ibn al-Murajja described MiQrab DawOd 
at the city gate, referring to David 's western gate and the city Citadel, 
where 10th century Muslim geographers placed the Mil:trab.274 Later 

26') Ibn al-Murajja, foJ. 32a. 
17tl Ibn Kathir, Ta/sir, vol. IV, p. 31; al-Qurtubi, Ta/sir, vol. VII, pp. 5610-

5613; al-Durr al-Manthur, vol. V, pp. 300-302; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, vol. I, 
pp. 157-158. See also aI-Kisa'i, Qi~a~, pp. 261-263; Abii Rifa'a, Bad' al-Khalq, 
pp. 104- 105. 

nI Kisler. "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," p. 185. 
m Muqiitil, Ta/sir, fol. I lOa. 
n) Ibid.; see also Ibn aI-Faqih, p. 95; Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 92a; both copy Muqatil 's 

traditions. 
n. Ibn aI-Murajja, loc. cit.; Ibn al-Faqih, p. 101; al-li?!akhri, p. 57; Ibn J:lawqal, 

p. 171; al-Mas'o.di, Tanbih, p. 128; Ibn a1-' Arabi (the end of the 11th century), 
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Muslim geographers and travellers describe Mil)rab Dawud at the 
top of Jerusalem's western fortress. 275 

The location of Mil)rab Dawud in Jerusalem, however, goes back 
much further than the 10th century. First of all. it should be pointed 
out that ancient Christian tradition refers to David's Tower, in which 
David is said to have written the Book of Psalms and which was 
visited by Christian pilgrims in the Byzantine period.276 The com
mentary of Muqatil (at the beginning of the 8th century) already 
quoted locates the Mil)rab in Jerusalem. The MilJrab is also men
tioned in early Traditions of Praise disseminated at the end of the 
Ist!7th century and the beginning of the 2nd/8th century. Tradi
tions of this type seek to glorify the Mil)rab by bringing Caliph 
'Umar h. al-Khauab to pray at Mil).rab Dawiid, These traditions are 
among the ones which were circulated in the Umayyad period in 
efforts to raise the status of the city. 

According to one such tradition. 'Umar came to Mif:u'ab Dawiid 
and prayed there. reciting sura Sad which mentions Mi~b Dawiid. m 
In an addition to this tradition, it is also stated that when 'Umar 
reached the place during his recital of these verses where prostra
tion was customary. he prostrated himself. In this way. by quoting 
the example of 'Umar b. al-Khanab as legal sanction for this custom 
of prostration, this tradition also supplies an answer to the theo
logical debate in Islam as to whether prostration is permitted during 
the reading of the verses of the siira.278 

These early traditions do not explicitly locate MiI:lI'ab Dawfid. The 

A~kam al-Qur'an, vol. IV, Beirut, 1972, p. 1598 (quoted by IIJsan 'Abbas, Ri~/at 
Ibn al-'Arabi, p. 66, and Drory, 11m al- 'Arabi, pp. 105-106); see also A~.tam al
Quran, op. cit., p. 1631, in his commenlary on siiraSad, verse 22: a description 
of the Citadel from personal knowledge (quoted by Drory, op. cit., p. 106); cf. 
al-QUI'lubi, vol. VII, p. 5614, quoting Ibn al-'Arabi; and see Ibn al·'Arabi, RiMa, 
p. 81; see Busse, "'Omar b. al-ijanab," pp. 78-80 for Christian traditions con
nected with David's Tower. 

m AJ-Idrisi, vol. IV, p. 358; al-Harawi, p. 27. 
176 Busse, op. cit. pp. 78-80. 
m AI.Wasiti, p. 66, no. 104 and the parallel sources therein. 
m Ibid., p. 48, no. 72; this tradition mentions that 'Umar enlered the MiIJrab. 

prayed in it, read sura Sad and prostrated (sajada) himself in the right places; 
the MIIJrab is mentioned (=MiIJrab Dawild, see the editor's parallels therein); 
and see also Ibn al-Murajj!, fol. 87a (a tradition with an isniid, ending with 
Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (d. 167f783-784) about Caliph 'Umar, who went to Jeru
salem at the time of the conquest, prayed at MiIJrib Dawud and prostrated him
self during the recital of SUra Sad; Set al-Durr ai-Mathur, vol. V, p. 305 for a 
discussion on whether prostration is permitted during the reading of this sura; 
see also the discussion in Ibn Kathir. TaJsir, vol. IV. pp. 31-32; for another 
example of 'Umar's practice in the solution of legal problems. see Elad. "An 
Arabic Tradition," pp. 31-32; Kilfi. Futu~, voL I, p. 298. 
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question still remains as to how far back Mi!:trab Dawl1d was iden
tified with the western citadel of Jerusalem. In fact, other early 
traditions do not identify Mi~rab Dawl1d with the western Citadel 
of the city. 

One of the traditions which sought to encourage Muslim pilgrims 
to pray at the Holy Places in Jerusalem actually stated that, "he 
who comes to Jerusalem should go to the eastern (al-sharqiyy) M~ab 
Dawud to pray there and then bathe in the Spring of Silwan CAyn 
Silwiin), which is one (of the springs) of the Garden of Eden."z79 

Parallel sources to this tradition have different versions of the 
word al-sharqiyy (the eastern), such as al-musharraf (the noble); 
wa-~/-mashriq (and the east); or wa-'I-sharq (and the east). How
ever, the version al-sharqiyy (eastern), preferred by the editor of 
al-Wasiti, after consideration and comparison of the texts in the 
other parallel sources, was followed here. 

If this version is accepted then this tradition-which can be as
cribed at least to the beginning of the 2nd/8th century-leads to 
the conclusion that one Mi~rab Dawud existed on the eastern side 
(of the city) and another elsewhere. Otherwise, it is difficult to 
understand the emphasis on the phrase "the east". Is this unknown 
Mi!:trab hinted at in this tradition in fact the western Mi~rab re
ferred to in the geographers' traditions noted above from the 10th 
century onwards? This indeed would appear to be the case. A tra
dition recorded by al-Wasi!i in his book states that during his night 
journey the Messenger of Allah ($) saw "to the right of the mosque 
and to its left two flashing lights and he said: 0 Gabriel, what are 
those two lights? He said: As for the one on your right, that is the 
Mi!:trab of your brother David. And as for the one on your left, 
that is on the grave of your sister Maryam.'t280 

In another tradition quoted by Ibn aJ-Murajja-which can be dated 
at least back to the middle of the 8th century-the western Mil:tnlb 
Dawud is specificaHy mentioned. This tradition is the one handed 
down through the Jerusalem family of Salama b. Qay~ar, from the 
head of the family Salama, who said: 

I heard my father say that Lod Gate, about which the Prophet "peace 
be upon him" said that here Jesus, the son of Mary. would kill al
Dajjal {the Antichrist}, is not the church gate near Ramla, but the 

179 AI-Waslti, p. 13, no. 13; p. 44, no. 61. 
210 Ibid., p. 49, no. 73, and the parallel sources, n. I; the transmiuers are of 

Palestinian origin. The ismid ends with al-Walid b. Muslim (d. 194/809-810) 
from one of his Shaykhs! 
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western gate of David, close ('inda) to MiI:lfab Dawud "peace be 
upon him" and known as the Lod Gate (Bah Ludd). 281 

'" '" '" '" '" 
The early Muslim tradition describes how al-Dajjal will install, for 
forty days or years before Judgement Day. a regime of tyranny 
and licentiousness in the world, which will be followed by a world
wide conversion to Islam. 282 

Many traditions describe the death of al-Dajjal at the hands of 
Jesus at the gate of Lod (Ludd),283 near Lod284 or near the eastern 
gate of Lod,m as well as other places in Palestine.286 It should be 
noted that in the afore-mentioned Jerusalem tradition, Bab Ludd is 
also referred to as the gate of the church close to Ramla. Does the 
transmitter mean the Church of St. George in Lod? This is apparently 

111 lbn al-Murajja, CoL 79a-79b~ Mujir, vol. II (Beirut ed.), p. 56: quoting Ibn 
al-Murajja but without the isniid, he menUons only the last transmitter; Gil, 
Palestine, p. 64, no. 80 (=vol. I, pp. 53-54J, quoting this tradition from Ibn ai
Murajja; Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 234. 

m On the "Dajjal," see Ef, "Daru&ial" (A. Abel) s.v.; and see especially the 
exhaustive bibliography in Gil's Palestine, 00. 80, note; Livne, op. cit., pp. 230-235. 

213 Ibn I;Ianbal, vol. m, p. 430 (four traditions, identical maUl, different isntu/); 
ibid. , vol. VI , p. 75; Muslim, $a~i~, vol. IV, pp. 2253-54, no. liD (Kitab 01-
Fitan); Ibn Maja, SUnan, vol. II, p. 1357, no. 36/33 (Fitan); Nu'aym b.l;fammad, 
fols. 157b, 16tb; al-ijumaydi, Musruu/, vol. II , p. 365; Sulami, p. 260; Ibn Kathir, 
al-Nihtiya, vol. I, p. 175; al-Bu$rawi, Tubfat al-Anam, fol. l04b; a)-Barazanji, 
ai-ishii'a, pp. 135-137. 

zt.I Ibn ijanbal, vol. IV, p. 430; cf.ibid., pp. 326, 390; al-Tabari, I, p. 2403, 11. 6-
20. two Jews describe to 'Umar b. al-Khattab in Syria the slaying of al-Dajjal at 
a distance of mort than ten cubits from Lcd Gate; cf. Gil, loco cit. 

lU Ibn ijanbal, op. cit, p. 180; Nu'aym b. ijammad. fol. 157b; Sulami, p. 270; 
Ibn Kathir, op. cit., p. 128; ibid.: Bab ai·Dar al·Sharqi, correct to: Bab Ludd al· 
Sharqi; al-Bu¥rawi, Tu~fat al-Aniim, fol. 107b; Tuwayjiri, p. 213; and see also 
Livne, op. cit., p. 232. 

116 According to other traditions, al-Dajjal will be killed in: 1) 'Aqabat al·Fiq 
in the Golan, see Ibn ijanbal, vol. IV, pp. 5, 221; Abii DAwiid, Musnad, Haydarabad. 
1321 H. , p. lSI. AI-Barazanji. al-/sha'a, p. 137. In these traditions, Jesus is not 
mentioned as the slayer of al-Dajjal; on 'Aqabat al-Fiq, see Sharon, "An Arabic 
Inscription" (see Bibliography). 2) According to another tradition, al-Dajjal will 
be killed in the vicinity of al-ijarra, east of al-Madina. see Gil, ioc. cit., quoting 
Samhiidi, from Ibn Zabala. 3) AI-Dajjal will be killed in Nahr Abi Futrus 
(Antlpatris), Nu'aym b. ijammad. fol. 168a. This river is mentioned as an im· 
portant place in the traditions describing the wars and catastrophy at the end of 
day s, see ibid., fols. 152a. 158b. 4) According to Ibn Kathir, loc. cit., al-Dajjal 
will be killed in the City of Palestine at Lcd Gate (bi Madinat Filas!in Bab 
Ludd). Is the meaning of "The City of Fias(in," the city of Ramla, the capital of 
the District of Palestine? And see ibid. , p. 182: al-Dajjal will be killed in one of 
the towns of Palestine, called Bab Ludd (madina min madii'in Filas,in yuqiilu 
laha Bab Ludd); and ibid., p. 174: in the City of Bib Ludd (Madinat Bab Ludd). 
I do not understand the expression "Madinat Biib Ludd," or "Madinat Filas,in 
Bab Ludd." Perhaps the text is ga.rbled here? 
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the case, though one cannot help but wonder why he does not mention 
the church specifically or even Lod as the site of the church.287 

The traditions about the slaying of al-Dajjal at Bab Ludd make 
no mention of a church, but only of Lod Gate, or a gate close to 
Lod, or the eastern Lod Gate. It is evident from the Jerusalem 
tradition that early in the mid-8th century, the place where al-Dajjal 
would be killed was connected-at least in the consciousness of 
native Muslims-with the church close to Ramla, apparently the 
Church of St. George. This church was erected in the 4th century 
A.D. and dedicated to the memory of St. George, who, according 
to tradition, was killed in the year 303 A.D. 

There is a Christian legend dating to the 6th century that St. 
George saved the life of a king's daughter by slaying a dragon 
which threatened her. 288 It is possible that the Muslim tradition 
which places the killing of al-Dajjal at Lod or at the gate of St. 
George's Church is drawn from this Christian tradition. 

St. George's Church is described in the mid-10th century by al
Muqaddasi as a splendid church, at the gate of which Jesus was to 
kill al_Dajjal.289 It was revered by the Muslims of Palestine. who 
as early as the 80's of the 8th century used to come to Lod to 
celebrate its festival. 290 This festival, known as ' id Ludd, is referred 
to by al-Muqaddasi as one of the Christian festivals celebrated by 
the Muslims, according to which they counted the seasons of the 
year. Thus, the Lod Festival was celebrated in the sowing season.291 

This festival was apparently observed throughout the centuries right 
up to modern times. In the days of the British Mandate, it was the 
custom to broadcast the religiOUS ceremony and chants during this 
festival, since St. George was England's patron saint.292 

The set of traditions which state that al-Dajjal will be killed in 
Bab Ludd is quite early and can be attributed to the early 8th cen
tury.293 In this period there are two types of traditions identifying 
Bab Ludd: the first locates it in Lod or in the church near Ramla 

U1 It is noteworthy that 'Ali al-Manshalili (d. end of the 18th century) in his 
Risala fi Ashraf al·Sa 'a wa·A~wal a/·Qjyama, BM. Or. 12.948, fol. 69b also 
TC!ports that: "Jesus will get (al-Dajjal) in Lod Gate, near al-Ramla": fa-yul~iquhu 
'lsa 'inda Bab Ludd qariban min al-Ramla. 

111 See Encyclopaedia Hebraica, "Georgius" (D. Flusser), s.v.; and especially 
Gil loc. cit. 

ib AI.Muqaddasi. p. 176, quoted by Huhl in Ell, "Ludd," s.v.; Gil, loc. cit. 
29() See ch. 2, p. 66. 
191 AI.Muqaddasi, p.183; Le Strange. Palesline. p. 21. 
m See Z. Vilnai, Encyclopaedia Ariel. "Lad," s.v. 
19J A study of the jsnad of five traditions concerning the death of al-Dajjal 

by Jesus at Lad's Gate reveals thai the common link is Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri 
(d. 124n42). 
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(St. George?), and the second locates it in Jerusalem. And, indeed, 
additional traditions verify the words of the Jerusalem tradition, 
that in Jerusalem there was a gate called Lad's Gate (Bab Ludd).294 
Bab Ludd was most probably the western gate of Jerusalem head
ing towards Loci. Lcd was a major city in Palestine until Ramla 
was built in the beginning of the 2nd/8th century. As noted by an 
early Jerusalem scholar, it was also called the western Bab Da.wud. 
This name was given to it because of its proximity to Mi~ab Oawud 
(Le., the David's Tower of today). It seems that the latter name 
replaced the name of Lod's Gate. When this occurred is difficult to 
ascertain. Most probably following the development of Ramla as 
the capital of the district, and the contemporaneous decline of Lod. 
l! is noteworthy that in 658 the Gate of Lod (Bab Ludd) is men
tioned in an early source as the place where Mu'awiya's followers 
swore allegiance to him.293 The source does not locate the gate in 
Jerusalem, but since it is known that the oath of allegiance was 
given in Jerusalem, it is quite reasonable to connect the two pieces 
of information. 

Jenkinson holds the opinion that the tradition describing the death 
of al-Dajjal in Lod, in the Church of St. George, is derived from 
the Christian tradition about St. George's slaying the dragon, and 
is therefore the earliest. He asserts that the Muslim tradition was 
later transferred to Jerusalem, also in line with the Christian tradi
tion that the Antichrist would be killed by Jesus in Jerusalem.296 
Jenkinson, however, did not support this assumption with any ref
erence. He had not seen the Jerusalem tradition which stated that 
al-Dajjal would be killed in Bab Ludd in Jerusalem. But since the 
Christian traditions concerning the killing of the Antichrist by Jesus 
in Jerusalem are also very early,297 it does not seem possible to 
determine so unequivocally which is the earlier tradition.298 

In addition to the early traditions which locate MiI:u'ab Dawiid in 

~ See al-Samarqandi, Buston af- 'A.rijin (bi hdmish Tanbih al-Ghdjlin), Cairo, 1347 
R, p. 100: Al-Daiiil will be killed by Jesus in Lod's Gale In Jerusalem" (the tradi
tion is quoted by Gil, Palestine, pp. 64-65. no. 80. nole [=vol. I, p. 54]; see also al
QaSlallini, /rshiki a/-Sari Ii-Shorb al-Bukhdri, vol. U, Bulaq, 1304 H .• p. 436. 

:191 See Na~r b. Muzal)lm, Waq'at Siffin1
, ed. 'Abd ai-Salam Mul:lammad Hiinin, 

Qumm, 1403 H. p. 217; see also Rabbat's mention of this source in Muqarnas, 
vol. IV (1989), pp. 19- 20, note 36. 

196 Jenkinson, "The AnUchriSI," pp. 50-55. 
m See Llmor. The Mount of Olives, p. 136 for traditions relating to the Antichrist 

in Christianity. and to the struggle between him and Jesus. "In the most preva
lent forms of this legend, the final and deciding scene of his struggle takes 
place on the Mount of Olives." 

191 Livne. (op. cit., p. 234), is also unable to determine which tradition is 
earlier-that which locates Bab Ludd in Jerusalem, or thai which locates it in Lad. 
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the city citadel (David's Tower)-to the west- and other tradi
tions which relate to another Mi~rab Dawl1d, to the east and on the 
1:Iaram, Busse asserts that the Rock on the 1:Iaram is Mi~ab Dawud. 
In his opinion, the Muslims moved the original Mi~rab Dawud to 
the west of the city from the 1:Iaram out of a desire to detach them
selves from the Christian tradition.299 

In the mid-II th century yet a fourth Mil)rab Dawl1d to the north 
of the 1:Iaram is encountered. This Mi~rab is described by Na$ir-i 
Khusraw as a structure resembling a small mosque, with walls ele
vated to more than a man's height. He locates it in the northern 
part of the 1:Iaram, beyond the elevated area on which the Dome of 
the Rock stands and in proximity to Kursi Sulayman (Solomon's 
"Chair,,).300 Solomons' "Chair" was located earlier opposite Bab 
al-Asbal, which in the early Muslim period was considered located 
at Bab-al- 'Atm or the present-day Bab aJ-Malik Fay~al.30] Thus it 
follows that Mi~rab DawOd, as described by Na$ir-i Khusraw, was 
also located close to this gate. 

There is an interesting tradition transmitted by Shams ai-Din al
Suyii~i (mid-15th century) which appears to be a copy of an early 
text confinning Na$ir-i Khusraw 's description and location of Mi~ab 
Dawud close to Bab al-Asbal, on the north side of the l:Iaram.302 

Following are the different versions mentioned by al-SuyOli else
where regarding the location of Mi~ab DawOd in his time, i.e., the 
70's of the 15th century. 

1. The Great Mil)rab in the wall, adjacent to the minbar inside al
Aq$a Mosque; 

2. The Great Mi~ab in the southern wall of the l:Iaram; 
3. In the citadel (aI-QaI'a) of Jerusalem.") 

Mujir ai-Din, a contemporary of al-SuyOti, describes these three 
places, two on the l:Iaram and one in the Citadel of Jerusalem.304 Else
where, Mujir states that the Mil)rab in the southern wall of the l:Iaram, 
near the "Cradle of Jesus", is widely accepted as Mi~ab Dawl1d.30S 

199 Busse, "'Omar b. al-lJanab," pp. 79, 99; ibid., p. SOff, gives an additional 
source relating 10 David in Christian tradition, namely , the Church of Mary on 
Mount Zion, which is known as David's burial place. 

)1)1.1 Na~ir-i Khusraw, p. 52 (English); 32 (Arabic); Le Strange. op. cit .• p. 167. 
XII See below, pp. 85-90. 
)(12 AI-SuyuU, It~af, fol. 28a; (printed ed. vol. I. p. 198). 
)OJ Ibid. , fols. 26b-27a (printed ed., vol. I, p. 195); Le Strange, op. cit., p. 168. 
)I)< Mujir. vol. II (Amman ed.), pp. 11- 12. 
)OJ Ibid. , p. 14. 
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This is also the impression gained from al-Nabulsl 's description (17th 
century).306 

2 The Church of Mary (Kanisat Maryam) 

It was not unusual in the early period, and later on as well, for 
Muslims to visit and even pray in Christian churches in Jerusalem 
and elsewhere in the Muslim world. During the period of the Con
quests (in the 30's and 40's of the 7th century), it was Arab practice 
to requisition a quarter or a half of a church area in settled dis
tricts, and to use the requisitioned area as a mosque. 307 Somewhat 
later, during the Umayyad period, one frequently read of jOint Muslim
Christian gatherings and dialogues held in churches.308 

One of the churches which attracted the considerable attention 
of the Muslim pilgrims was the Church of Mary in the Valley of 
lehoshaphat. The Church of Mary was one of the Christian holy 
places and is mentioned as an early site visited by Christian pilgrims 
in the Byzantine period.309 As far back as 661, an early Syrian 
chronicle states that Mu'awiya visited this church.310 According to 
another tradition (the ismid concludes with Sa'id b. ' Abd al-'Azlz, 
d. 167f783-784), 'Urnar b. a1-Kha!!iib "prayed two rok'os at a church 
in Wadi Jahannam and said after that: 'We have been instructed 
to bow down for two rak'as by one of the gates of lahannam .... 311 

Another tradition by the same transmitter states: "When 'Umar b. al
KhaHab conquered Jerusalem, he passed by the Church of Mary, 
peace be upon her, in the valley, prayed and performed two rak'as 
there, and then felt remorse because of the words of the Prophet (S): 
'This is one of the valleys of lahannam .... 312 

)06 AI-Niibulsi, Ri~/a. p. 72. 
1O7 Tritton, The Caliphs. pp. 39-40; evidence from Arabic sources. 
J(lI Ibid .• p. 45; Fattal, p. 181; see also Ibn Maja. SUlUln, vol. II, p. 757: Mu'awlya 

and 'Ubida b. al-$amit meet in a church or a convent. and 'Ubida relates a 
~atJlth to those presen~. 

See Busse, op. elf., pp. 78-79. 
JIG See Palmer. West Syrian Chronicles, p. 31 (the Maronite Chronicle). 
m Ibn al.Murajji. fol. 84b; Livne, The Sanctity of Jerusalem , p. 219, and see 

also ibid .• p. 299. 
m Ibn al.Murajji. fol. 90a (the two lraditions); Gil, Palestine, p. 136, no. 

228, note 142 [=vol. I, p. 113]; and see also Mujir. vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 62. 
It is highly probable that this church is referred to in the lradition recorded in 
the Fitan literature according to which al·Sakhri (=al·Sufyanf) will be killed on 
a rock in a church in the valley of the Mount of Olives (Wddi Tur Zayta). see 
Nu'aym b. l;Iammid, fol. 7b; Ibn al.Murajji. fol. 8la; Jalil ai-Din, ' Abd ai
Ral;imin b. Abi Bah al·Suyuti, al-lJawi Jj·'I·Fatawi. vol. II. Cairo. 1352, 
p. 234; Ibn l;Iajar al-Haytami. AbO ' I· ' Abbas. Al;imad b. Mui:lammad, al·Qawl 
al·Mukhtalar fi 'Alamat al·Mahdi al·Munta;ar, Cairo. 1986. pp. 72-73; cf. 
Madelung, "al·Sufyini," p. 25. note 70. 
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These traditions are evidence of the debate and doubts among Mus
lims in the mid-8th century regarding entry into and prayer at the 
Church of Mary. There was no outright prohibition, but there were 
clearly reservations about this practice. It seems that on the whole. 
the Muslims did not heed these reservations, and continued to en
ter and pray at the Church of Mary. 

Arce313 describes Muslim ritual at Mary 's grave from the 14th 
century onwards. With regard to the earlier period, he states that it 
must be assumed that the Muslims practiced a ritual at Mary 's grave 
well before the Crusades. However, written evidence of such ritu
als exists only from the 14th century .314 The proof assembled here 
confirms Arce's suppositions. 

The debate about the Church of Mary was part of a more general 
debate concerning Muslim use of churches as places of prayer. The 
early tradition reported by al-Wasi!i (in the first decade of the 8th 
century), which recommended prayer at Mil)rab Dawud, also forbade 
Muslims to enter churches or to buy items on sale there.31.~ Those 
who absolutely objected to entering and praying in churches relied 
on the text of another tradition, which was mostly transmitted by 
Palestinian residents, the last of them being Thawr b. Yazid (d. 153/ 
770).316 This tradition reports the words of Ka ' b al-AJ:!bar to his 
nephew and another person with him: 

Do not come to the Church of Mary or approach the two pillars, for 
they are idols. Whoever goes to them, his prayers will be as naught ... 
until he returns (to hi s previous place). Cursed be the Christians for 

m Arce, pp. 182-185. 
l l4 Ibid., p. 182. 
m AI.Waslti, p. 13, no. 13; p. 44, no. 61, and the parallel sources. The Ara

bic text: wa-lti-yashtar fihii bay 'an. This tradition bears evidence that in thi s 
early period people used to buy and sell in the churches. II Is noteworthy that 
this phenomenon also occurred in the mosques. It seems that the majority of the 
Juri sts were against this, but some approved of it. This dispute is reflected in 
the /.Iadith literature (see Wensinck, Concordance, b.y.', s.v.; Ibn Abi Shayba. 
al-MU$annaf, vol. II, Karachi, 1986, pp. 79-80). A tradition illustrating the problem 
is reported by Ibn ' Asakir, Tahdhib, vol. VI, p. 287, how in the year l13n32. 
when the /.Iajj caravan headed by Sulayman b. Hisham b. 'Abd ai-Malik reached 
Mina, the famous scholar, al-Zuhri, ordered taken out of the mosque all the 
items on sale there (ja-Iammii wa$aiU Minii amara af-Zuhri bi-ikhriij kull bay' fi 
'I-Masjid, fa-lam yarruk shay'an yuoo ' jihi); see also Ibn al-'Arabi's commen
tary (on the version of al-Tirmldhi's $a/.li/.l , vol. VI. Cairo. 193 1. p. 61), men
tioning the disagreement regarding this topic among the /.Iadith scholars, and 
also the words of al-Ghazili (end of the 11th century) denoting the diffi culty in 
the Implementation of thi s law in daily , real life, al-Ghazdli Invocations and 
Supplications , Kiliib al-Adhkiir wa·'f-Da'awiir, Book IX of the Revival of the 
Religious Scitmces, I/.Iyd' 'Ulum ai-Din. Translated with an introduction and notes 
by K. Nakamura, Cambridge. 1990, p. 82. 

ll~ AI-Wasiti, p. 21, no. 24; Gil, loc. cit. See on Thawr b. Yazid, ibid., n. I. 
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not seeing the things to come. They could not find a place in which to 
build a church except the Valley of Jahannam. 

A similar tradition, with an interesting and important variation, 
adds: 

Do not come to the Church of Mary which is named so after al
Jismaniyya Church. nor go into the two pillars in the church of the 
Mount of Olives (Kanisat al-Tur), for they are both idols and who
ever enters there in a spirit of devotion. his act shall be annulled.3I1 

In his description of the Church of the Ascension on the Mount 
of Olives, SI. Vilibald (approx. 724-730) echoes the above description: 

There, inside the same church, there are two pillars facing the north 
and south walls. They stand there in memory of the two men who 
said: 'Men of Galilee. why do you stand and lift your eyes to heaven' 
(Aels, It verse 2). The man who can pass there between the pillars 
and the wall is freed of hi s sins .318 

Thus it appears that in Muslim tradition, the Church of al-Tilr is 
the Church of the Ascension. St. Vilibald's statement explains the 
text of the Islamic tradition which seeks to prevent Muslims from 
visiting the Church of the Ascension on the Mount of Olives and 
praying between the two pillars there. 

A well-known I)adfth from 'Vmar relates that "we, in fact, do 
not enter their churches (Le., of the Christians) because of the statues 
of which they have pictures" (innii ta nadkhulu kanii'isahum min 
aj/ al-tamathil '/lati fihiJ al-$uwar); but refrains from an absolute 
prohibition: "Ibn' Abbas used to pray in a monastery (or church 
hi'a), apart from a church with statues."319 

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 1350) discussed this problem and 
quoted the different views of scholars regarding prayer in churches 
and monasteries. AlJrnad b. l:Ianbal expresses three different opinions 
concerning this subject: one completely forbids prayers, the second 
permits it, and the third makes a distinction between prayer in a 
church which contains painted figures and where prayer is forbidden, 
and a church without paintings, where prayer is not forbidden. Those 
who forbid prayer in churches argue that they are foci for heresy 

111 Ibn al-Murajj!, foJ. 94b; cf. al-Suyuli. op. CiL. fol. 3Ib (published ed. vol. 
I. p. 213 fr.); Mujir, loc. cit.: la ta'I;:' Kanisat Maryam ' lIat; tunsabu ita Kanisat 
al-Jisnuinjyya wa-ta '1- 'am;:'dayn ' liati ji-Kanisat al-Tur fa-innahunui tawarit wa
man atahum muta'ammidan bubi,a 'amaluhu; Mujir and al·Suyuli. ibid .• instead 
of tunsabu ita al·Jismaniyya: ayy Kanlsat al·Jisnuiniyya. 

m I am grateful to Dr. Ora Limor, who drew my attention to this text and 
also translated it for me. See the English translation: PPTS. vol. m. pp. 22. 47 
(with errors); see this pilgrim 's description of the Church of the Ascension and 
the two pillars (Limor, Mount of Olives, p. 88). 

319 AI-Bukhiri. Sabih. vol. I (Leiden, 1862, Kitab al·Saldt), no. 54 fl. 
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and idolatry, places which arouse curses and anger and house the 
enemies of God. Those who permit prayer argue that companions 
of the Prophet (al-$a/:liiba) prayed in churches. which were Mus
lim property. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya asserts that there are two 
reasons for permitting prayers in churches: a) al-$a/:laba prayed in 
churches; b) the churches and the monasteries, according to the 
covenant of 'Umar {'ahd 'Umar)320 are Muslim property. having 
become so following the conquest (in contrast to private Christian 
homes). Accordingly, churches do not come in the category of prayer 
in a place which arouses anger (where prayer is forbidden). for on 
being requisitioned by Muslims from the Christians, they became 
Muslim property and there was thus no need to seek Christian per
mission to enter and pray there.321 Here Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya 
rejects the view of Muslim jurists who permit Muslims to enter 
churches only with Christian permission and consent.322 

3. AI-Sahira and the Mount of Olives (T.r Zayta) 

3.1 AI-Sahira 

The Mount of Olives (rur Zayta) enjoys an important status in 
Muslim tradition. Its special significance lies in the role assigned 
to it in the Latter Days, when all mankind will be assembled there 
and the bridge will be thrown across from the mountain to the l:laram.323 

Al-Sahira, the place on the Mount of Olives at which mankind will 

120 The complex of rights and duties of Ahl al·Dhimma in Islam, allegedly 
given according to Muslim tradition by 'Umar b. al·KhaHiib at the time of the 
con~ues l of Syria. 

J~ A~kom Ahl-al·Dhimma. vol. II, pp. 212-213. 
m See al-SuyOli. op. cit. , fol. 32a (printed ed. vol. I, p. 214 fr.). quoting the 

opinion of the Shifi'ite Faqih from Syria. 'Izz·aI·Din, 'Abd al-' Aziz b. 'Abd al· 
Salim (577/1181-660/1262) In his book al·Qawo'id (=al·Qawo'jd al·Kubro; on the 
lauer, see Brockelmann, GAL. S. vol. I, pp. 766-767J; see also Zarkashi, p. 384; 
al,Suyuli, loe. cit., quotes also the opinion of Shihib al·Din, A~mad b. al·'lmad 
al-Aqfashi (750/1349-808/1405) in his book: Tashil al.Maqa#d Jj·Zuwwar af· 
Masojid; he was a Shafi'He scholar from Egypt [on him, see !::Iajji Khalifa. vol. 
I, p. 407; Brockelmann. op. cit., vol. II, p. IIOJ. Inter alia, he asserts that there 
are churches which are not to be emered without authorized Christian permis· 
sion, since they are in the same category as the houses which Muslims are for
bidden to enter. AI-Suyuti, loc. cit., quotes from essays by other Shaft'lte scholars, 
such as al·Rlfi'i (Abu 'I-Qisim, 'Abd·al-Karim b. Mu~ammad, d. 623/1226; on 
him, see the exhaustive bibliography of the editor of al-Suyuti. loe. cit.]; or al· 
Dhakhtl';r (which is possibly the composition of Abu ' I.Ma 'ili, Mujalli b. Jaml' 
al·Makhzumi d. 550/1155-56 (see on him Gil. Palestine, p. 425. no. 632 [=vol. 
I, p. 350)). al·Dhakha'ir fi-'Uliim a!·Shaj'iyya]; al,Suyu{i also mentions the book 
of Ibn al-,$abbigh, al·Ash'ar bi·/khtila/ al· 'Ufamo' (he is the qOt!i, Abu Na$r, 
'Abd al-Sayyld b. Mu~ammad b. al-,$abbagh. al·Shifi'i , d. 477/1084; on him, 
see Brockelmann, op. cit .• vol. I. p. 671); the complete title of hi s book is af· 
Ash'iir bi·Ma'ri/at lkhtilii/ 'Ulama' al.Amlar. 

JlJ Hirschberg. "Sources," pp. 342-344, and his references therein; and see 
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be assembled in the Latter Days, is mentioned in the Quran, LXXIX, 
(a/-Nazi'al), v. 14): 

13 . "verily it will be but one sounding of the trumpet 
14. and behold they shall appear (alive) on al-Sahira (wa-idha 

hum bi-~/-Sahira)." 

These verses describe the gathering in the Latter Days in the 
place known as al-Sahira. Commentators on the Quran offer two 
main interpretations of this verse. The first, from a linguistic point 
of view. states that al-Sahira means a barren area or a white pla
teau. The second approach attempts to locate al-Sahira in geographical 
terms as: 

i. the area between Jabal ijassan and Jabal Ari!:la; 
ii. a region in Syria (aI-Sham); 

iii. the land of Jerusalem; 
iv. the mountain of Jerusalem; 
v. the mountain near Jerusalem; 

vi. Hell (Jahannam).324 

According to an early tradition, ~afiyya. the Prophet's wife (d. 
35 or 51/655 or 671-672), came to Jerusalem, went up to Tilr Zayta 
and prayed there, then stood on the edge of the mountain and said: 
"Here all men will be divided on the Day of Resurrection to Heaven 
and to the fire (of Hell) ."'" 

A tradition transmitted by al-Wasili has an ;snad which ends with 

Abu ' I-Fida' al-Tadmuri, Muthir, p. 156. The Mount of Olives Is one of five 
holy mounlalos, from which Abraham took stones to build the Ka'ba. This tra
dition is quoted by Busse, "Biblical Cull," p. 121; see also al-Mus,aq~d, fols. 
86a-87a: traditions 00 the Mount of Olives; see also Sadan, "New Sources," 
p. 190, quoting another ms. by the author of al-Mustaq~d (1). See Sadan's dis
cussion on the identity of the author of the ms., ibid. , p. 188; and see further the 
detailed chapter of Livne, The Sanctity 0/ Jerusalem , pp. 216-276. 

ll-< AI-Tabari. To/sir, vol. XXX, pp. 35-38; Ibn Kathir, To/sir, vol. IV , 
p. 467; al-QuJ1ubi, To/sir, vol. VII, pp. 6989-6991. They all reflect these two 
trends, the general linguistic approach and the attempt to supply geographical 
and topographical identification; but see Muqatil, Ta/sir, fol. 277a, for only a 
linguistic discussion! ; see al-Wisl~i, pp. 87-88, no. 143 1=lbn al-Muraiji, fols. 
84a-84b): the unbelievers assemble in the Latter Days in the place known as al
Sihira, near Jerusalem; see also al-Suyuli, 11/.10/, fol. 34b [=vol. I, p. 2221, from 
Ibn 'lmrin: 'The Land of Assembly is called al-Siblra" (Ar~ ol-malJ.shar tusommd 
ol-Sahira); see also al-Bakri, Mu"jam, vol. 111, p. 898; Livne, op. cit., p. 221. 

)U Muthir al-Gharam (printed ed.), p. 35; Mujir, vol. II (Amman cd.), p. 61; 
Ibn al-Firkii). pp. 5-6 (quoted by Busse in "Biblical Cult," p. 122); the isndd in 
Muthir and Ibn aJ-Firkii) ends with Khulayd b. Oa' laj (d. 166n82-783) who 
lived in Jerusalem; on him, see al-Wasili, p. 47, no. 67; al-Bukhiri, Ta'rikh, 
vol. III , p. 199; al-Riizi, al-Jar/;f, vol. 1/2, p. 383; Ibn 'Asiklr, Ta'rikh, (Am
man), vol. V, pp. 674-677; idem., Mukhlafar, vol. VlII, p. 84; idem., Tahdhib, 
vol. V, p. 171; Livne, loco cit. 
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Sulayman b .• Abd al-Ral)man < Rudayl) b. 'A!iyya and Hani ' b. 
'Abd al-Ra~man < Ibrahim b. Abi 'Abla (d. 152n69-770), who 
explains the verse: "wa-idhii hum bi->J-Siihira." He said: "This is 
the wide, wooded expanse (al-baqi') located in the proximity of 
al-Tur, TOr Zayta.,,326 

This /:ladith locates al-Sahira on the Mount of Olives. It appears 
in the collection of "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem" . Its 
transmitters , at least the earlier ones, were inhabitants of Palestine, 
who lived in Jerusalem and Ramla. One of them, Ruday~ b. ' A~iyya 
was an important Jerusalem scholar in the first half of the 8th century 
and was the muJadhdhin of Jerusalem in the year 132nSO.327 Another. 
Ibrahim b. Abi 'Abla, the scholar from Ramla, has already been 
discussed. 328 

Ibn al-Murajja records the above-mentioned tradition with an 
identical isniid but with a very interesting addition: "He said: (it is 
= al-Sahira] the wide expanse of land wooded with trees (al -baqrj. 
below the monastery (?) , where the road [goes up] to Jerusalem."329 

AI-Suyu~i cites this tradition with a different interesting varia
tion , saying: "The wide expanse of land with trees (a/-baqf'), situ
ated close to rur Zayta, near the place of prayer (mu$allti) of 'Umar, 
known as aJ-Sahira ... 330 

Palestinian scholars naturally and definitely place al-Sahira on 
the Mount of Olives. Ibn al-Firkal) adds a quotation from AbO: Bakr 
b. Ibrahim (unidentified), relaling to this /:radith: "There is a well
known /:radith in Jerusalem that al-Sahira is situated on Jabal rur 
Zayta. This is a graveyard. close to the place of prayer (mu$allii) 
of 'Umar, known as al_Sahira."331 

In the mi,d-lOth century, al-Muqaddasi describes the Mount of 
Olives of his time as follows: 

"And the Mount of Olives (Jabal Zayta) stands high above the 
Mosque, to the east of this valley (Qidron VaHey described earlier 
by him]. At the top stands a mosque of 'Umar [b. al-KhaHab] who 
sojourned here during the days when the city capitulated. There is 

Jl6 Al-Wasiti, p. 48, no. 71; Ibn al-Firkal) , p. n (quoting the same tradition); 
on the meaning of al-baqi' see Lane, Lexicon, h.q.', s .v. 

m Ibn al-Murajjii., fo!. 9Oa; for more on RudayJ:l, see Ibn I;lajar. Tahdhib , vol. 
IIlIJ'P' 271-272; al-Mizzi, Tahdhib , vol. IX, pp. 175- 176. 

See Introduction, p. 19. 
319 Ibn al-Murajjii., foL 84b; text: al-baqi' ' lladhi tabta al-dayr (in the text: 

da~n , sic! ) alladhi fihi ' I·tariq ita 8ayt al-Maqdis. 
)II AI .Suyu!i , op. cit., fol s. 34a-34b; quoted by Mujir, vol. II , p. 412 (=Am

man ed. , voL II, p. 62). 
III Ibn al-Firkiil) , p. 72. 
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also a church built on the spot from which Jesus, may peace be 
upon him, ascended, and a place cal1ed al-Sahira. A /:ladith from 
Ibn 'Abbas was handed down, which said that al-Sihira was the 
land of reswrection, a white area on which no blood has been spilled.")J2 

Na~ir-i Khusraw (1047) also describes al-Siihira as a great plateau 
on the edge of a large cemetery, where many saintly men are buried. 
He adds that many make the pilgrimage so as to be buried there 
close to the place of the resurrection of the dead.))) 

3.2. The Mount of Olives 

The Mount of Olives was sanctified in Muslim tradition for a number 
of reasons, prominent among which were the influences of Jewish 
and Christian traditions of the Latter Days, which concentrated on 
Jerusalem. Within this whole complex of traditions, a special and 
important role was ascribed to the Mount of Olives. The Muslims 
also emphasized Jesus' activity on the Mount of Olives and his ascen
sion to heaven at the spot where the Church of the Ascension was 
later erected.334 

It is not surprising that this mountain was also identified with 
the well-known verse in the Qur'an, XCV (ai-Tin), v, 1) where 
God took an oath by the figs and olives. Notable here, too, are two 
main trends in interpreting this verse. The first relates to the figs 
and olives as simply fruit, whereas ·the second identifies them with 
specific, topograhical places. Thus the olives (al-zaytun) are iden-

m AI-Muqaddasi. pp. 171- 172; Le Strange. op. cit., pp. 218-219; Limor, Moullt 
o[ Olives, p. 148 (quoting Le Strange); the accepted meaning of al-Sihira is 
clean, White, untrodden area of land, see below. n. 324; see also Muslim Sa~ll;l. 
vol. IV, Cairo, 1375/1955, p. 2150. no. 50/28. 

m Na~ir-i Khusraw, pp. 24-25 (English); p. 20 (Arabic); Le Strange. op. cit .• 
pp. 219-220; Limor. op. cit.; Ibn al-'Arabi locates al-Sihira above Wadi Jahannam 
(Qidron Valley), see Drory, Ibll al-'Arabi, p. 104 (quoting A~kam al-Qur'an. 
vol. III, Cairo, 1968, p. 1 3~6); Mujir ai-Din, vol. II . p. 412 (Amman ed., vol. II. 
pp. 62-63) reports at the end of the 15th century that the place called in his day 
al-Sahira stretches outside the city opposite the northern wall. where there was 
a large cemetery on a high mountain. Accordingly , it was approximately oppo
site the Cave of Zedek.lah as we know it today, and which Mujir called. "The 
Cave of Flu" (Maghirat ai-Kanan). 

JH For the Jewish traditions regarding the Latter Days and the Mount of Ol
ives which penetrated and were adopted by Islam, see Hirschberg, "Sources," 
pp. 342-350; see also Limor, op. cit .• pp. 142-144, 146 (the Lauer Days in 
Jewish tradition, and the role of the Mount of Olives in this context). Regarding 
the Importance of the Mount of Olives for the Jews in the early Muslim period. 
see Gil, Palestine. pp. 626-630, nos. 831-833 [=vol. I, pp. 512-515J; see also 
Braslavi, pp. 74-75, 78-79; see also idem., "Mount of Olives" (see Bibliogra
phy); for the Christian traditions about the Latter Days and the role of the Mount 
of Olives in this conteltt, see Llmor, op. cit., pp. 125-142. 
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tifted with: 

i. the Mosque of Jerusalem; 
ii. the Aq$a Mosque; 

iii. the mountain on which Jerusalem is situated; 
iv. Jerusalem; 
v. the mountains of ai-Sham; 

vi. a mountain in ai-Sham that is called Tur Zayta; or 
vii. the Land of Palestine.335 
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The obvious identification with the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem 
is, of course, emphasized in the "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem": 
"And [as to] the olives [the meaning is] Tur Zayta [in Jerusalem]."336 

The special status of the Mount of Olives attracted pilgrims and 
visitors as early as the Umayyad period to ascend the mountain 
and pray there. Thus Ziyiid b. Abi Sawda (second half of the 7th 
century) said that every time he came to Jerusalem, he would go 
up to the Mount of Olives.337 As noted before, a well-known tradi
tion describes how the Prophet's wife ~afiyya visited Jerusalem and 
went up to the Mount of Ohves. 338 The writer of Muthir al-Ghariim 
(mid-14th century) reported that at the top of the Mount of Olives 
was the tomb of Rabi'a al-'Adawiyya, the famous mystic (d. 135/ 
752 or 165n81-782). that was visited by many pilgrims in his days.''' 

One of the holy places on the Mount of Olives to which Mus-

m AI'Tabari, Ta/sir, vol. XXX, pp. 238- 240; Ibn Kathir, Ta/sir, vol. IV. 
p. 526; al-Qurtubi, Ta/sir, vol. VIII, pp. 7200-7201; al·Durr al·Manthur, vol. 
VI, pp. 365-367, adding: the Land of Palestine; Muqatil, Ta/sir. fol . 243b. gives 
only one interpretation and refers to figs, as fruilS, and to olives from which oil 
Is RIessed. 

AI·Wasiti, pp. 47-48, no. 69, and the editor's parallel sources therein; see 
also Ibn al-Murajja, fols. 83b-84a; al-Suyuti , op. cir. . fol. 34a (printed ed., vol. 
1, K 221); Khalil b. Shahin, Zubda, p. 18. 

7 Muthir a/.Ghartim (printed ed.), p. 49; on Ziyad b. Abi Sawda, see al· 
Wasiti, p. 14, no. 14. 

HI Ibn al-Murajja, fol. 84b: from Sa'id b. 'Abd al·'Aziz (d. 167{783-784); 
Muthir a/·Ghartim. p. 35; Ibn al-Firkii~, p. 55; al-Suyuti, loco cit.; see also al
Wclslti, p. 76, no. 123. from Abu l;Iudhayfa, the mu'adhdhin of Jerusalem, from 
hlsJrandmother. describing Safiyya's visit to Jerusalem. 

J Muthir al-Ghartim, p. 49; see also al-Suyuti, op. cit., fol. 34b (printed ed., 
vol. I, p. 222): the grave of Rabl'a, among other places (maztirtit) on the Mount 
of Olives; see also Ibn KhalIikAn. vol. II (ll)san . Abbas' ed.). p. 287 (quoting 
Ibn aJ-Jawzi's ShudhuT al· 'Uqud): "and her grave is visited outside Jerusalem, 
to the east on top of a mountain calJed al-Tur." but cf. M. Smith, Riibi'a the 
Mystic and Her Fellow Saints in Islam. Cambridge, 1928. pp. 45-46, who says 
that she died in al-Ba~ra!; see also Mukhli~, pp. 197- 200, a discussion on Rabl'a 's 
grave. 
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Jirns made a pilgrimage was the spot from which Jesus ascended 
to heaven. The sanctification of this place was emphasized in early 
Muslim tradition, which describes Jesus' ascension to heaven from 
the Mount of OHves.340 Among the holy places to be visited, al
Suyfiti lists "the place of Jesus' ascension, peace be upon him, to 
heaven."341 The Church of the Ascension (of Jesus) was apparently 
a focus of Muslim pilgrimage and visits as far back as the lst(7th 
century.342 

).00 AI-WiSi!i, p. 48, no. 70 and the many parallels therein. 
lfl AI-Suyliti, Jt~iif, vol. I, p. 223. 
)41 See the discussion below, pp. 139--140. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE RELIGIO-POLITICAL STATUS OF JERUSALEM 
DURING THE UMA YY AD PERIOD 

The status of Syria (including Palestine: ai-Sham) in the Umayyad 
period has been briefly discussed by a number of important late 
19th and 20th century scholars. They adopted the basic idea that 
the Umayyads made this region the political and administrative centre 
of the caliphate, and that they were interested in exalting its politi
cal and religious status. 

In 1871 , Palmer discussed the political events in • Abd ai-Malik's 
times which directed the interest of the people towards Syria and 
Palestine, and specifically to Jerusalem. He noted that' Abd ai-Malik 
was eager to prevent the pilgrims from being religiously and politi
cally influenced by 'Abdallah Ibn al-Zubayr, who had dominion 
over extensive parts of the caliphate. He thus conceived a plan to 
divert the people from the J;ajj to Mecca, encouraging them to make 
the pilgrimage to Jerusalem instead. I Similarly, in 1887, Ganneau 
insisted that, as a result of Ibn al-Zubayr's control of Mecca and 
al-Madina, 'Abd ai-Malik had a political interest in developing the 
roads from Damascus to Jerusalem, and in transferring the pilgrimage 
from Mecca to Jerusalem. This was also the reason for his construction 
of the Dome of the Rock, which the Muslims circumambulated as 
at the Ka'ba. In order to quiet opposition to this deed, he circu
lated the /:ladith of the Three Mosques, transmitted to him by al
Zuhri.2 This was also the opinion of Miednikov, who wrote his 
comprehensive book on Palestine at the end of the 19th century.) 

Wellhausen (1902) claimed that the Umayyads tried to reinforce 
the political supremacy of Syria, and that an attempt was made to 

1 Palmer, pp. 85-86; partially quoted by Le Strange, Palestine, p. 115; Palmer, 
who was Professor of Arabic at Cambridge, does not give references in his 
book. However, it seems that he read Arabic literature and was an authority on 
it. See. for instance, ibid. , pp. 80-86. a translation of the deSCription of the 
building of the Dome of the Rock , as reported by Mujir aI-Din and other 
Muslim authors. 

2 Ganneau, "Notes," pp. 482-483 (referring to a!·Ya'qiibi, Ta'rikh, vol. II , 
p. 31 I, and Mujir, vol. I, p. 241); see also Frankel, p. 213; this is the fundamental 
J:!adith, legitimizing the sanctlly of Jerusalem 10 Islam. See the discussion on p. 
153f. 

) Miednikov (see Introduction . note 18). 
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transfer the centre of worship there. These efforts were reinforced 
because of 'Abdal1ah b. al~Zubayr's continued occupation of Mecca 
(for almost ten years), which made it almost impossible for the 
Syrians to perform the bajj. In Wellhausen's opinion, 'Abd aI-Malik 
used this as a pretext to ban the bajj to Mecca and to insist on the 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The building of the Dome of the Rock 
certainly testifies to • Abd ai-Malik's attempts to increase Jerusa
lem's majesty as a place of Muslim worship. But for Wellhausen, 
the need to replace Mecca by Jerusalem-if this was indeed the 
intention--ended when 'Abd ai-Malik gained unlimited control in 
Syria. 

However, he attempted to increase the attraction of Syria as a 
place of worship instead of al-Madina. Wellhausen brings as proof 
the tradition (Tabari, II, pp. 92-93) that' Abd ai-Malik, as Mu'iiwiya 
before him and al-Walid after him, attempted to transfer the minbar 
of the Prophet from al-Madina to Syria. He concluded this matter 
by noting that, "The Umayyads did not have to relate to al-Madina 
in the way they related to Mecca .... ". 

It was the thorough study of Goldziher (1889-1890) which con
solidated and developed the opinions and evaluations presented by 
scholars of his day. He showed "how the Umayyads made it their 
business to put into circulation l)adUhs which seemed to them de
sirable. " .1 ]n his discussion of Syria and Palestine he said that the 
Syrians never tired of creating l)adiths explaining the advantage 
and merit of visits to the holy places of Syria and Palestine and 
their equal status to the holy places in the l:Iijiz. 

When speaking of Jerusalem in this respect, he notes: "A large 
number of I)adiths have the purpose of demonstrating the special 
dignity of the Jerusalem sanctuary, which was brought to the fore 
during the Umayyad period."'6 Goldziher's main thesis is that the 
incentive for the sanctity of Syria and Palestine generally and of 
Jerusalem in particular must be sought in the Umayyad political 
field, namely, in the many efforts of the Umayyads to increase the 
political importance of Syria and of Palestine. To back up his claim 
Goldziher cites the l)adith of "The Three Mosques", that he claims 
was invented for 'Abd ai-Malik by al-Zuhri (d. 124n42) as part of 

• WeUhausen. pp. 214-215; with regard to the minbar of the Prophet and Mu'Awiya's 
desire to bring it to Jerusalem, see also Hagarism. p. 32; the authors quote G.R. 
Hawting's article: ''The Umayyads and the I;lijiz" (Proceedings of the Fifth Seminar 
for Arabian Studies, held at the Oriental Institute, Oxford, 22nd and 23rd Septem
be<, 1971, p. 42). 

J Goldzlher. Muslim Studies. vol. II. p. 46. 
6 Ibid .• p. 45. 
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this caliph's efforts to divert the IJajj from Mecca to Jerusalem, thus 
counteracting the efforts of the rival caliph in Mecca, 'AbdalHih b. 
al-Zubayr, to coerce the Syrian pilgrims to take his side.' 

Goldziher's basic thesis was rejected by Goitein, who said: "The 
original incentive for the appreciation of the sanctity of Palestine 
in early Islam should be sought not in the field of politics but in the 
field of religion alooe."8 Hirschberg also argued that "the importance 
of Jerusalem for Islam is only from a religious viewpoint and even 
here it is subject to controversy and decline. ''9 He comments that: 

Considering the multitude of these testimonies (meaning the writ
ings in praise of Jerusalem] it is quite astounding that Jerusalem 
played such a small part in the political framework of Islam. No 
important political events in the history of Islam happened there. As 
far as we know, the only important event which happened in Jerusa· 
lem was the declaring of Mu'awiya as Caliph .... Jerusalem never 
served as the capital of any of the Arab countries. Further, it was 
never a national center or an important district. ... The famous con
structors of the Umayyad dynasty. who erected splendid palaces in 
different places in Palestine, did not construct one single secular 
building in Jerusalem.lo 

Concluding his discussion of the traditions on the sanctity of 
Jerusalem, Hirschberg reached the same conclusion as Goitein,ll 
that "the traditions concerning Jerusalem do not originate in Umayyad 
politics."l2 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Thus it can be seen that scholars had sharply conflicting viewpoints 
as to the relative importance of political and religious motivations 
in determining the sanctity and status of Jerusalem. It should be 
noted, however, at the outset of this discussion, that religion and 
politiCS are inseparable in early Islam. Every political activity in 
Islam had to have a religious basis. Some of the "Traditions in 
Praise of Jerusalem" existed in Jewish or Christian form, but their 
use and circulation with Islamic embellishments began during the 
Umayyad rule in Syria and Palestine_ The traditions were created 

7 Ibid., pp. 44- 45 . 
• Goitein, "The Sanctity of Palesline," p. 121 I::: Hayishuv ... • p. 26]; idem .• 

"The Sanctity of Jerusalem," pp. 140. 148. 
9 Hirschberg. "Jerusalem," p. 60. 

10 Ibid., p. 58; this article was written long before the discovery of Umayyad 
buildings in the excavation at the Western Wall. 

J1 Gollein, Joe. cit. 
12 Hirschberg. "Sources." p. 317. 
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and developed by scholars of this period, under the inspiration and 
direction of the Umayyads-to whom the scholars, some of which 
frequented the courts of these rulers, actively responded,lJ 

These traditions reflect the Umayyad desire to exalt the political 
and religious importance of Syria and Palestine, the new centre of 
the caliphate-principally in opposition to the I:lijaz, the old politi
cal and religious centre. With this in mind, a number of the tradi
tions recorded by Goitein in order to prove his thesis that the roots 
of the sanctity of Palestine (and Jerusalem) are to be found in re
ligious motives alone may be examined. Goitein cites a number of 
traditions in which the Holy Land (ai-Art! al-Muqaddasa) is men
tioned, testifying, in his opinion, to the religious status of Palestine: 

1. "A Jewish religious scholar predicted to the Caliph 'Omar that 
'the governor of the Holy Land', that is to say Mu'awiya, would at 
one point take his place as ruler of Islam."14 

In the author's view, this is absolutely a pro-Umayyad /:ladith, 
which attempts to validate the Caliphate of Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan 
and the Umayyad reign in general, through 'Umar b. al-Khanab 
and through a Jew, an embodiment of the Jewish heritage. 

2. A tradition in the name of Ibn l:Iawala: "The Messenger of 
God put his hand on my head and said: when the [caliphate] will 
fix its place in the Holy Land, earthquakes and other tribulations 
will occur and the Hour [of the Last Judgement] will be nearer 
than my hand is now to your head. "1$ 

It seems that this /:ladith was created in the context of one of the 
struggles between the Umayyads and their opponents, and was in
troduced in the Fitan literature. that deals with the Last Days and 
their turmoils. 

3. "Ibn l:Iawata, being reluctant to take up residence in a1-Sham, 
the Prophet allegedly conveyed to him the following pronouncement 
of God: 'It is the choicest of all my countries, therefore J place there 
the best of my servants. "'16 

Goitein sees this as an expression of pure Islamic significance, 
conveying the message that emigration to Jerusalem is something 
positive, reminiscent of the hijra. Palestine is the land to which 
Abraham emigrated. 

I ) See Goldzlher, op. cit., p. 44 fr.; KISler, "Traditions in Praise of Jerusa
lem," p. 186; al-Wasili, pp. 19-23. introduction by the editor. 

I. Goltein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem," p. 143 (quoting al-Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, 
pp. 3251-3252) . 

., Goltein, loc. cit., (quoting Abu- Oawud's Sunan). 
16 Goltein, loc. cit., p. 144 (quoting Ibn 'Asiikir, Tahdhib, vol. I, p. 33); Gollein 

compares this tradition with the midrash (Bamidbar Rabba, ch. 23). 
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4. And in a similar lJadith, it is reported from <Ala': "The Hour 
of the Last Judgement shall not come until Allah brings the best of 
His servants to Jerusalem and the Holy Land."17 In discussing this 
last badlth, Goitein says: 

Naturally, political tendencies may also be found here. During the 
entire Umayyad Period, Syria and Palestine were attacked by the 
Byzantine fleet. Thus the precept of settling the Land of ai-Sham 
was related to the holy war ... , but it would be a reverse chronol
ogy to see in the military situation the source of those l)adiths. 18 

There is no doubt that the expression used to describe Pales
tine-"The Holy Land"-has religious origins. Certainly the source 
of many of these traditions can be found in the Jewish and Chris
tian traditions concerning the sanctity of Palestine and Jerusalem. 
But the last two lJadfths cited by Goitein are examples of those 
circulated by the Umayyads in order to promote the settlement of 
Syria and Palestine. This explains why, in the same collections of 
"Traditions in Praise of Syria and Palestine," traditions in praise 
of the coastal cities of Palestine are found. These traditions encouraged 
settlement there, which was apparently seen as an answer to the 
difficult security, financial and demographic problems of the region.'9 

5. "Abu 'I-Darada' (d. 652), one of the Companions of the Prophet, 
invited Salman al Farisi to come to the Holy Land, and he replied 
that it is not the Land which sanctifies its inhabitants, but the righteous 
one who sanctifies the place in which he lives." 

Goitein claims that this is a general religious question, while 
Goldziher tends here, too, to see Umayyad propaganda in favour 
of Syria.20 It would appear that Goldziher is correct in that the 
tradition ex presses the struggle of hegemony between Syria and 
the 1:Iijaz. This becomes clear when looking at a similar important 
tradition reported by al-Baladhuri from al-Mada'ini (d. 8401)21 from 
'Awana b. al-l:Iakam (d. 147/764 or 158/775)" relating that: 

17 Idem., "The Sanctity of Palestine," pp. 26-27 (quoting al-Nuwayri, Nihayat 
ai-Arab, vol. I, p. 333). 

I' Golteln, loe. cit. 
19 See Elad, "The Coastal Cities," pp. 162- 163; Livne. the "Ribat Towns," pp. 

1-9. 
10 Goitein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem", pp. 27- 28 (quoting Goldziher. op. 

cit. p. 46); liVRe, The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 53. 
2f On al-Mada'ini, see Duri, Ba/.lht, pp. 38-39,270-27 1 (bul esp. the compre

hensive bibliography in Conrad's translation of this book, p. 48); Sezgin, voL I, 
pp. 314-315. 

22 'Awina b. al·l:lakam is considered one of the important sources for the Umayyad 
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.$a'~a'a b. ~iiQan came to Mu'awiya (b. Abi SufyanJ. Mu'awiya said 
to him: You have come to the best place, you have come to the 
place of the gathering of the dead on the Day of Judgement. 
~a'~a'a said [to him]: The best place will be for him who will ap
pear on the Day of Judgement before Allah as a believer. As to the 
Day of Judgement, it will not help the sinner if he is near to it. And 
it will not harm the believer if he is far from itY 

The answer placed in the mouth of Salman al-Farisi to AbO 
'I-Darda' is identical to $a'~a'a's response to Mu'awiya. In the 
second tradition, reported by al-Baladhuri from al-Mada)ini •• Awana 
b. al-f:J.akam recounts that Mu'awiya, the founder of the Umayyad 
Dynasty, notes the sanctity of Syria and Palestine. It is difficult to 
know whether Mu'awiya himself really said what is related in his 
name. However, the tradition itself is most probably from the 
Umayyad period, and is representative of the struggle for the sanc
tity of Palestine. It may have already been Circulated at the time of 
the early Umayyads, and 'Awana b. al-ijakam may have believed 
that the tradition was apt to have been transmitted from Mu' awiya. 
It certainly was in keeping with his thinking and the ideas he wished 
to circulate.24 

Goitein cites al-Mulahhar b. Tahir al-Maqdisi and Ibn Kathir,lS 
who both opposed the traditions which situate the Day of Judge
ment and the Last Days in Jerusalem, in order to show that these 
are purely local traditions with a foreign origin, having no early 
Muslim (religious) basis. However, the words of these two Muslim 
authors contain even further proof of the political motives behind 
the creation and circulation of the ~adiths on the sanctity of Pales
tine. While it is true, as Goitein claims. that most of the traditions 
were of a foreign nuance. they were already introduced and con
solidated in Islam-despite the opposition of some of the religious 

period. He was an important source for early historians (AkhbO,iyyun), such as 
Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 819) and al-Mada'ini. On him, see Ell, '''Awana b. al-I:fakam" 
($aliJ:a el·'Ali), s.v.; Sezgin, vol. I, pp. 307-308. 

13 AI-Baladhuri, Ansab, vol. IV/A, p. 25, I. 2; quoted by the editor of al
Wisi{i, p. 20 (Arabic Introduction); Duri, "al-Quds," p. 15; cf. MaJ:lmud Ibrahim, 
Fat!a'iI, pp. 53- 54. 

1'1 Dr. Livne drew my attention to a tradition along lines parallel to the tradition 
in question (Ibn al-Faqih, p. 115, from al-Mada'ini), according to which $a'~a'a 
came to Mu'awiya at the head of a delegation from Iraq, after which the dispute 
on the sanctity of Palestine developed. See Uvne, op. cit., p. 54, quoting this tradi
tion. To my mind, this indeed increases the possibility that this is a stereotype 
literary description, naturally fitting the way of thinking of the early Umayyads. 

U AI-Mutahhar b. Tahir, vol. n, pp. 230-231; Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, vol. VIII. 
p. 280, I. 24; both sources are quoted by Goltein, "The Historical Background," 
p. 107; idem., "The Sanctity of Jerusalem," pp. 140-141. 
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scholars-by the end of the I stnth century. In other words, by the 
time the early Muslim foundation was created, they were already 
an integral part of that foundation. 

It seems that even Goitein himself was somewhat aware that 
not only religious motives were involved, since in another place 
he maintained that: 

Another factor too, most probably contributed to this broadening of 
the term "The Holy Land" ... the prolonged contest with Byzan
tium. While the very idea of a sacred soil. expressed already in the 
Koran, was originally and essentially religious, it is only natural 
that it was used to attract volunteers for the perpetual war against 
the unbelievers on the Syrian front .26 

* * * * 
MJ. Kister' s studies opened up new angles for scholars research
ing the status of Jerusalem in the I stl7th-2nd/8th centuries. 

In his article on the "tradition of the Three Mosques", Kister 
concludes that towards the end of the t stf7th century, beginning 
of the 2nd/8th century. there was general agreement in the Muslim 
community as to the sanctity of Jerusalem. An important I;ladith 
which bears out this trend is the I;ladith permitting the pilgrimage 
to the three mosques of Mecca, al-Madina and Jerusalem.27 

As noted before, Goldziher claimed that the " I;ladith of the Three 
Mosques" was invented for the Umayyads by the famous scholar, 
Ibn Shihiib al-Zuhri (SO-SI/670-671-124n42)-whom he claimed 
to be a tool of the ruler. though not personally guided by selfish 
motives.28 He served the Umayyad caliphs from 'Abd ai-Malik to 
Hisham (reigned 724--744), and was qiuji in the reign of Yazid II 
(reigned 720-724)." The only source which Goldziher referred to 
was the tradition recorded by the important historian, al-Ya'qiibi 
(d. 897), that al-Zuhri brought the ~adith on the Three Mosques to 
'Abd ai-Malik. AI-Ya 'qiibi lioks the "~adith of the Three Mosques" 
to the building of the Dome of the Rock. According to him. the 
I;ladith transmitted by al-Zuhri was already known at the time of 
the building of the Dome. Thus •• Abd ai-Malik was in need of this 
hadith not later than the year 72/691- 92, the date of the comple
tion of the building.30 

26 Goitein, "The Sanctity of Palestine," p. 146. 
11 Kister, "The Three Mosques," pp. 173- 178, 193; see also Duri, "al-Quds," 

p. 8 (relying extensively on Kister' s article). 
21 Goldzlher, op. cit., p. 46. 
29 Ibid., pp. 47-49; Leeker, pp. 2-26. 
:10 See ch. I , n. 100. 
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This claim (adopted by Goldziher) is strongly refuted by several 
scholars. One of their main arguments is that al-Zum was too young 
and too unknown at that time to appear before the caliph, and that 
he only settled in Syria in 80--81/699-701. 31 These scholars must 
have accepted the later date of birth of al-Zuhri, (56/675-{i or 58/ 
677- 78), as genuine rather than the earlier (50/670--71 or 51); ac
cording to the later date, he was about 14 and too young to appear 
before the Caliph. 

But it seems that the earlier date, (50), leading to the inevitable 
conclusion that aI-Zuhrl was able to spread the "tradition of The 
Three Mosques" already in 70/689-90, is to be preferred. This is 
so for the following reasqns: 

1) AI-Zuhri came to Syria from al-Madina (most probably 
before settling in Syria) several times. 32 This information may be 
linked to another piece of evidence, related by aI-Zuhri himself, 
that as a young boy before attaining puberty (mubtalim), he was 
one of the delegates to the Umayyad caliph Marwan b. al-l:Iakam 
(reigned 684-{j85). 33 

2) The most prevalent traditions relate that al-Zuhri was born 
between 50 and 51.34 The prevailing age concerning al-Zuhri's age 
at death is 72Y' Since the accepted view is that al-Zuhri died in 
124n42, at the age of 72, he would have been born between 49 

Jl J. Horovitz, "The Earliest Biographies of the Prophet and their Authors," 
(II) , Islamic Culture, vol. II (1928), pp. 33- 36; Duri, "al-Zuhri," p. II; idem. , 
BalJth, pp. 78- 102, esp. p. 99; Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," p. 36; Azmi, 
pp. 288. 290. 

l2 Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh (Amman), vol. XV, p. 976. 
lJ AI-Fasawi, vol. Ill, p. 432 ('Anbasa [b. Khalid b. Yazid, al-AyliJ < Yiinus 

b. Yazid [al-Alyi] < al-Zuhri). In answer to the quesllon of Ya'qiib b. Sufyan 
[al-Fasawil, Ibn Bukayr disqualifies (he authenticity of the tradition since 'Anbasa 
was an Umayyad official; see also Ibn 'Asikir, op. cit .• p. 982; Azmi, p. 288, 
according to a shorter parallel source {al-Dhahabi. Ta'rikh, vol. V, Cairo, 1367 
H., p. 147 [= al-Tadmuri ed. (!.Jawadith wa-wafayat 121 - 140), Beirut, 1408/1988, 
p. 2421. sheds doubts on the authenticity of the tradition. His arguments are not 
convincing. however. 

,. Although there are some traditions which give the date as 56 or 58; Ibn 
Sa'd (al-Qism al-Mutammim), p. 18S; Ibn 'Asakir, op . cit .• pp. 928. 985 [= 01-
Mukhta$ar , vol. XXIII, p. 231]; al-$afadi , ai-Waft. vol. V, p. 25; Ibn l:Iajar, 
T ohdhib. vol. IX, p. 450. 

lS $afadi, op. cit. , p. 26: from al-Waqidi; Ibn l:Iajar, loc. cit.: from al-Zubayr 
b. Bakki.r; Ibn' Asikir, Ta'rikh, (Amman), vol. XV, p. 982 {= Mukhta$ar, op. 
cit., p. 243]: from al-Waqidi; note versions that he died at the age of 74 (al
$afadi, loe. cit.). and 75 [Ibn Sa'd, [al-Qism al-Mutammim], p. 185; Ibn 'Asikir, 
Ta'rikh (Amman), vol. XV, p. 984); and one piece of evidence from al-Waqidi 
in his History Book (wa·qala al·Waqidi fi ' I·Ta'rikh). relating that he died at the 
age of 90! But this text is most probably garbled, read: sab'in (70) instead of 
tis'in (90). 
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and 52. Accordingly. in the year 70/689-90 he was about 20 years 
of age. It is more plausible that the age of his death would be remem
bered more than the date of hi s birth. 

The following evidence may strengthen the claim that al-Zuhri 
came to 'Abd ai-Malik in Damascus already at the end of the 80's 
of the seventh century. 

3) A tradition is related by al-ZuM ('Anbasa < Yunus < al-Zuhri), 
that he came to Damascus at the time when 'Abd ai-Malik was 
preoccupied with the rebellion of MU$'ab b. al-Zubayr.J6 Abu Zuc'a 
concludes from this tradition37 that al-Zuhri came to Damascus before 
'Abd ai-Malik's campaign against MU$'ab {in the year 72/691].38 
This tradition is corroborated by another unique tradition also re
lated by al-Zuhri (Nafi' < Shu'ayb b. Abi J:lamza < al-Zuhri), that 
he heard' Abd ai-Malik b. Marwan in Jerusalem. delivering a ser
mon .... This was [adds al-Zuhrn, before the occurrence of the 
plague, which is why he left the city to go to al-Muwaqqar (sam;ftu 
'Abd aI-Malik b. Marwan b;-jliya~ qabla an yaqa'a al-waja' alladhi 
kharaja minhu Ua >l-Muwaqqar. kha!iban yaqulu ... ).39 It is highly 
possible that the plague mentioned in this tradition is the second 

l6 Ta'rikh Abi Zur'a, vol. I. p. 583: Lecker, p. 29 ff. 
37 Ta'rikh Abi Zur'a, p. 584; Lecker, p. 29. 
~ Mu~'ab died on 15 Jumada I. 72/0ctober the 14th, 691; on the rebellion 

and its supression by 'Abd ai-Malik, see EI\ "Mu~'ab b. al-Zubayr" (H. Lammens), 
s.v.; Ameer 'Abd Dixon, The Umayyad Caliphau 65-86/684- 705 (A Political 
Study), Lusan and Company, London, 1971, pp. 131-132. 

J9 Ta'rikh Abi Zur'a. vol. I. p. 409; Leck:er. p. 34. On the word waja', as 
meaning plague, see M.W. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East. Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1972, pp. 315- 316 (Appendix 11). The accepted view 
is that al-Muwaqqar was an Umayyad palace in al-Balqii', where Caliph Yazid 
b. 'Abd ai-Malik (reigned 720-724) used to dwell, see Yaqut, Mu'jam, vol. V 
(Beirut ed.), p. 226 (entry al·Muwaqqar). It stands to reason that like many 
other Umayyad palaces/fortresses in ai-Sham it was part of an agricultural com
plex, related to (he economic and social organizalion of the pre-islamic world. 
See O. Grabar. "Umayyad 'Palace' and the 'Abbasid 'Revolution'," Studia Islamica, 
vol. XVIII (1963), pp. 5-18; idem., The Formation of Islamic Art, New Haven 
and London, Yale University Press, 1973, pp. 139-187 (ch. 6, "Islamic Secular 
Art: Palace and City"); idem., "Early Islamic Settlements in Badiyal ai-Sham," 
Proceedings of the Firstlmernational Conference on BHad ai-Sham, 20-25 April. 
1974, Amman, 1984, pp. 67-74; R. EUinghausen and O. Grabar. The Art and 
Architecture of Islam: 650-1250, Penguin Books, 1987, pp. 45-71. 

For a comprehensive bibliography on al-Muwaqqar, see K.A.C. Creswell, Early 
Mus:im Architecture, vol. I, part II, pp. 493-497; but especially, Fawaz AlJmad 
Tuqan, "al-J:la'ir fi 'J-'Imara al-Umawiyya al-Islamiyya," Ta'rikh Bilad al·Sham 
min al-Qarn al·Sadis ila 'I-Qarn al-Sabi' 'Ashar (al.Mu'tamar al·Duwali li-Ta'rikh 
BUad ai-Sham), al-Jami'a al-Urduniyya, ai-Dar al-MutaJ:llJida Ii-'I-Nashr, 1974, 
pp.119- 120. 

L.A. Mayer argued ("Note on the Inscription from al-Muwaqqar," The Quar. 
terly of the Department of Antiquities in Palestine, vol. XII (1946), pp. 73- 74), 
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wave of the big plague that spread from Iraq to Egypt during the 
80's and 90's of the 7th century. The first wave continued from 
684-689 while the second started in Ba~ra in 689 and reached Egypt 
in 690.'" 

There is evidence of a plague in Syria and Egypt between 79/ 
698 and 80/69941 but it seems more plausible that the first plague 
mentioned (between 689 and 690) is referred to by al-Zuhri, mainly 
because it fits in with the tradition (mentioned above). according 
to which al-Zuhri reached • Abd ai-Malik in Damascus, while the 
latter was preoccupied with the rebellion of Mu~'ab b. al-Zubayr, 
that is, between 68 and 70/687-90. It is no coincidence that ' Abd 
ai-Malik was in Jerusalem precisely at that time, during the build
ing activities on the I:laram. And, indeed, a tradition from those in 
charge of the building of the Dome of the Rock, related by mem
bers of a Jerusalem family, tells of the coming of Caliph' Abd al
Malik to Jerusalem at the initial stages of the building, Le. between 
66/685-86 and 69/688-89." 

Kister showed that the I;adith of the Three Mosques is reponed 
in the names of a number of different I)adith transmitters, and that 
al-Zuhri is one of them. The earliest date that can be established 
for the existence of the /:radith is around the late 7th--early 8th cen
tury.") It seems, therefore, that it was indeed possible for al-Zuhri, 

that although connecti ng al-Muwaqqar to Yazid b. 'Abd ai-Malik is accepted, 
no source (except Yaqut) mentions Yazid as the builder of the site nor that It 
was his preferred place of residence. This comment was ignored by other schol
ars (except for Creswell); for example, see G.R.D. King, "The Umayyad Qusur 
and Related Settlements in Jordan," The Fourth International Conference on the 
History of Bi/ad ai-Sham During the Umayyad Period, Amman, 1989, pp. 76-
77; Gazi Bisheh, "Qasr Mshash and Qasr 'Ay n al-SII : Two Umayyad Sites In 
Jordan," The Fourth International Conference on BUdd a/-Shiim ... , pp. 87-88; 
the quoted tradition bears evidence that the Umayyads resided in al-Muwaqqar 
already during ' Abd ai-Malik 's reign! 

010 G. Rotter, "Natural Catastrophics and Their Impact on Political and Economic 
Life During the Second Fitna," LAnd Tenure and Social Transformation in the 
Middle East, ed. Tarlf Khalidl, Beirut, The American University of Beirut, 1984, 
pp. 229-234, esp. p, 230; M. Dols, "Plague In Early islamic History," Journal 
of the American Oriental Society, vol. XCIV (1974), p, 379: the plague spread 
from Ba,ra \lia Syria to Egypt between 68-70/688-690; but cf. Lecker, p. 36. 

t l Dots, loc. cit. 
t2 AI-Wisili, p. 81, no. 136; the beginning of the building of the Dome of the 

Rock is dated to 66 or 69, see ch. I, notes 98- 99. 
t) Kister, op. cit., p, 173, n. I; the earliest transmitters are Ma 'mar b. Rashid 

(d. 153n70) and Ibn Jurayj (d. 150n67); Kister asserted in another place that 
"the traditions recorded by Ma' mar b. Rashid In his Jiimi ' can be estimated as 
going back to original sources of the end of the first century," see Kister, "J;laddi
thil," p. 237, and especially the important study of H. Motzki, "The Mu~annafof 
'Abd al-Razziq al-San'ani as a Source of Authentic AIJOdith of the First Cen
tury A.H.," Journal of Near Eastern Studiu, \101. L (1991), pp. 1- 21. 
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who was active in Syria in the period in which this Qadith was 
crystallized, to have circulated it. AI-Zuhri was only one of the 
scholars who served the Umayyad caliphs,'" among the others were 
several famous scholars who served as instructors for the children 
of the caliphs.-4S 

Kister shows how this i)adith underwent modifications and was 
even the subject of bitter conflict prior to its final crystallization. 
He also proved the existence of an early layer of traditions of a 
legalistic nature. from the early to mid-8th century, which com
bated the tendency to grant Jerusalem a status equal to that of 
Mecca and al-Madina. These traditions clearly reflect the view
point of those who attempted to suppress the ever-increasing trend 
of adoration with regard to the sanctity of Jerusalem. Kister none
theless demonstrates that in the first decade of the 8th century [namely, 
during the reign of • Abd aI-Malik (reigned 685-705) and of his 
son al-Walid (reigned 705-715)] there is evidence that Mecca and 
Jerusalem were indeed placed on the same level of importance.-46 

The early rivalry between Jerusalem and Mecca-and their equa
tion-is revealed in the early traditions. It is said that when 'Umar 
b. al-Khanab entered Jerusalem, he said: Labbayka alliihumma, 
Labbayka, which means: "Oh, God, I am offering you my devoted 
service."-41 This is a well-known formula pronounced on the i)ajj at 
the early stage of the ii)riim, and is continually said during the 
i)ajj.-4' 

* * * ... * 
This tendency to equate Mecca and Jerusalem, which Kister dis
cussed, is evident in the early traditions that report 'Umar b. al
Khanab 's refusal to pray from behind the Rock, in accordance with 
the proposal of the Jewish convert Ka'b al-Af:1bar, an act which 

.. Goldziher. foc . cit. 
4' Among these: 'AtA' b. Abi Rabai:l (d. 11Sn33-734), see Kister, "The Three 

Mosques," p. 179, n. 24; Raja' b. l:Jaywa, KhAlid b. Ma'dan (see below p. 19), 
and see also Goldziher, op. cit., pp. 52-53. 

4/; Kister, ''The Three Mosques." p. 182. 
41 AI-Fasawi, vol. I. p. 365: from: ... Mul:lammad b. Isl:liq (d. ISOn67) < 

MulJammad b. Shlh!b < YalJya b. 'A bbad < 'Abbad [b. 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr]; 
al-Tabari. Ta'rikh. I, p. 2408 I. II: when 'Umar entered through the gate of the 
Mosque [= the l;Iaram area] he said: Labbayka Allahumma, labbayka bi·ma huwa 
ababbu ilayka: quoted by Busse, '''Omar b. al-Ijanib." p. 83: "Nachdem das 
Tor ge6fnel worden war, sprach er die talbiya, den Gruss der Pilger bei der 
Ankunft in Mekka, der hier aber in einer speziellen Form erscheint ... "; it is 
significant to note that the isntid of the tradition ends with Raja' b. i:laywa (d. 
112n30)! 

.. See El l, "Talbiya" (A.J. Wensinck), S.V.; KiSler. "Labbayka," pp. 46-47, 52. 
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would have combined the qibla of Jerusalem and Mecca.49 These 
traditions clearly show the early tendency to accord equal status 
and importance to the Rock and to the Ka ' ba, namely. to Jerusa
lem and to Mecca. The efforts of the Muslim scholars in the Umayyad 
period to abolish this custom were only partly successful. Ibn al
l:lii.u al-' Abdari testifies that in the 14th century there were still people 
who prayed from behind the Rock in order to unite the qiblatayn in 
their prayers.Xl 

* * * * * 
WHY OlD 'ABO AL-MALlK B UILD THE DOME OF THE ROCK? 

One of the important contentions in the discussion on the status of 
Syria and Palestine in general, and of Jerusalem in particular in 
the Umayyad period, relates to the reasons for the building of the 
Dome of the Rock. The 19th and early 20th century scholars noted 
above, and mainly Goldziher, see in • Abd ai-Malik's building of 
the Dome of the Rock a clear manifestation of the Umayyad de
sire to transfer the political and religious centre to Jerusalem. Char
acteristically, it was GOitein who, in a series of articles, sought to 
refute this thesis. 

After a number of arguments Goitein concludes: 

There is no foundation to the surmise that the Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem was erected in order to divert the Muslim pilgrimage from 
the holy sites of Islam to those of Judaism and Christianity .... The 
erection of the Dome of the Rock was prompted by the cultural needs 
of the second generation of the Muslims. It was intended-as proven 
by its inscriptions-as a means of rivalry with the Christians and as 
an appeal to them to join the new religion, which, so to say, incor
porated their own.51 

Very few scholars remained faithful to Goldziher's theory .52 Most 

-* See ch. I , pp. 30-31; see also Busse, "'Omar b. al-ijanab," pp. &4, 88. 
sa Kister, Opt cit., p. 194. n. 106, quoting Ibn aJ.l:lajj al-'Abdari, al-Madkhal, 

vol. IV, Cairo 1929, p. 243 [Beirut ed., 1972, vol. IV , p. 257]. 
II GOilein, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem," p. 147; ef. idem., "The Historical 

Background", pp. 104-108; idem., "AI-JS,:uds," Ell S.V. 
Jl Among them; W. Caskel. Der Felsendom und die Wallahrt nach Jerusa

lem, Koln, 1963, pp. 24-28; Polak, "Even Shtiyya," p. 172, and Creswell. Opt 
cit., p. 66f, who supports Goldziher's thesis and as proof brings six more histo
rianS,two Christian and four Muslim, who support and corroborate al-Ya'qlibi's 
tradition. To this Goitein replies that this is the way of Arab historiography , 
which is based on copying. Goitein claims that the tradition was copied by one 
author from another. Creswell seeks 10 strengthen his arguments by claiming 
that in 68/687-688, Ihe year in which, according 10 Goilein, Ihe Syrian delega
tion went up 10 the IJajj, the Dome of the Rock was not yel completed. 
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contemporary scholars support Goitein's thesis and develop differ
ent elements of it. They do not consider that the Dome of the Rock 
was intended to compete with the Ka'ba and certainly not to re
place it. ~) 

The controversy between Goitein and Goldziher is general and 
extensive, and concerns the reasons and background for the in
creased status of Syria and Palestine-and Jerusalem as an impor
tant part in this region- in the Umayyad period. One aspect of this 
dispute relates to the background and motives for the development 
of the sanctity of Palestine and Jerusalem in the early Muslim 
period. Goitein and Hirschberg stressed mainly the religious side, 
whereas Goldziher, and with him a number of orienta lists, stressed 
the political motives. Thus, the discussion on the Dome of the Rock 
is only one sub-topic in the context of this wider discussion, which 
is itself subordinate to the overall polemics concerning the status 
and sanctity of Jerusalem in the Umayyad period. 

One of Goitein's main arguments in refuting Goldziher 's thesis 
was that the latter relied almost exclusively on the biased single 
tradition of the pro-Shi' jte historian al-Ya'qubi. Elsewhere it is shown 
that this tradition is not the only one. It was transmitted by some 
very early historians, Hisham b. Mul)ammad al-Kalbi, his father, 
and al-Waqidi, through Sib! b. al-Jawzi (see below , pp. 52-{)1). 
This tradition seems to have had the greatest influence upon later 
Muslim historians such as Ibn Kathir, Ibn Taghri Sirdi, Mujir al
Oin and al-Diyar Sakri. All these historians agree that the struggle 
between 'Abd ai-Malik and Ibn al-Zubayr was the only explana
tion for the construction of the Dome of the Rock and the attempt 
to divert the bajj from Mecca to Jerusalem. None offers an alterna
tive explanation. Indeed, this is the explanation which best fits the 
historical framework. 

THE HISTORICA L FRAMEWORK 

The effort made by the Umayyads to exalt and to glorify the reli
gious and political status of Jerusalem was enormous. The evi
dence for this is to be found in the scope of the Umayyad building 
programme in Jerusalem, in the sanctification of the l:Iaram, and in 

'l Among the scholars: Grabar, "The Dome of the Rock," pp. 36, 45; Kessler, 
, .. Abd aI-Malik," p. II ; Hirschberg, "Sources", pp. 319-320; Busse, "Jerusa
lem", p. 454 ; idem., "Biblica l Cult," p. 124; Gil, Palesline p. 93, no. 105 [= vol. 
I. p. 77]; Livne, The SanclilY of Jerusalem, pp. 288-290; Rosen-Ayalon, The 
/;Iaram, p. 14; Peters, Jerusalem and Mecca, pp. 94-95 totally rejects Goldziher's 
thesis. 
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the rituals instituted there. The building programme included not 
just Qubbat al~Sakhra and al-Masjid al-Aq~a, but also: the smaller 
domed buildings on the l:Iaram (Qubbat al-Silsila, Qubbat ai-Nab!, 
Qubbat al-Mi'raj); the l:Iaram wall with its holy gates. which have 
combined Jewish and Islamic resonances (Bab al-Nabi, Bab aJ
Silina); the six large structures, outside the l:Iaram, including the 
large two-storeyed palace, from the second floor of which a bridge 
led apparently to the al-Aq$a~ and. finally. the roads to and from 
Jerusalem built and repaired by 'Abd aI-Malik. 

This intense building activity must be seen in the context of the 
sanctification of the ijaram and the rituals performed there. Par
ticularly notable are the placing within the Dome of the Rock the 
Black Paving-Stone, and the horns of the ram sacrificed by Abraham 
(which, according to one tradition, were removed from the Ka 'ba); 
the rites of worship practiced within the Dome, and their special 
attendants; the purification of the Rock, and the rituals surround
ing it; and the opening of the Dome to the public only on Mondays 
and Thursdays (the same days on which the Jew s read from the 
Torah). Although there is no explicit written testimony that the 
Umayyads considered Jerusalem to be their capital, their extraor
dinary investment of human and material resources in the city leaves 
no doubt that this was so. Certainly, at the local level, it would 
seem that the city was for some time the political and administrative 
centre of the district ()und) of Filas~in. The abundance of "Tra
ditions in Praise of Jerusalem", including the exegeses of passages 
of the Qur'an which are devoted to the city, and the "historical" 
traditions concerning the conquest of the city and the peace treaty 
granted it, all belong to this concerted effort on the part of the first 
Umayyads to give exceptional status to Jerusalem. 

It therefore seems evident that the Umayyads intended to de
velop Jerusalem into both a political and religious centre which, if 
not intended to surpass Mecca, would at least be its equal. This 
effort began with Mu'awiya b. Ab! Sufyan (661~80) and ended 
during the reign of Sulayman b. 'Abd ai-Malik (715-717), when 
he started to build Ramla. Sulayman, apparently, did not share the 
adoration of Jerusalem which his father and brother had demon
strated before him. 

What was the nature and source of their adoration? It has been 
argued above that there is good reason to discount the objections 
of Goitein and adhere to the earlier contention of Goldziher that it 
was the struggle with Ibn al-Zubayr which caused 'Abd ai-Malik 
to build the Dome of the Rock and to attempt to divert the /:tai) 
from Mecca to Jerusalem. This in no way conflicts with what appears 
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to have been two other important considerations in 'Abd aI-Malik's 
development of the f:Iaram: the association of the spot with the 
Last Days and with the Temple of Solomon. 

The Jewish background to the construction of the Dome of the 
Rock and to the elevation of early Muslim Jerusalem has been com
monly accepted by scholars. 

A number of scholars saw the construction of the Dome of the 
Rock as a sign of a Muslim desire to rebuild the Temple. Hamil
ton proposed that for 'Abd aI-Malik the Rock served as a symbol 
of Solomon's Temple or of the MiI:uab Dftwud.S4 Busse felt that in 
Islamic tradition the Dome of the Rock was and is considered the 
successor of Solomon's Temple. The ·cult of the Holy Rock is an
chored in Jewish traditions, which were changed to suit Islamic 
aims as well as the elevated, honoured status that the Umayyads 
wished to give to Jerusalem. Like Grabar, Busse claims that this is 
the primary legitimization for the sanctity of the Rock and that oJ
mi'rtij traditions were transferred to the Rock only later.55 In Busse's 
opinion, the structure of the Dome of the Rock was not intended 
to rival the Ka'ba, but nevertheless should be recognized as one of 
the Umayyad attempts to increase the religious value of Syria as 
opposed to the l:Iijaz . .s6 

Crone and Cook believe that originally the Muslims truly in
tended to rebuild the Jewish Temple. They attempt to prove this 
thesis by referring to the two Jewish apocalypses.57 This Jewish 
link was temporary and short, however, and the separation from 

~ See Kessler, "'Abd ai-Malik," p. ii, nn. 19-20, in which she quotes part 
of Hamilton's lecture delivered in Cairo in 1966; Hawting. The Umayyad Caliphate, 
p. 60; G.J. Reinink. "Ps.-Methodlus: A Concept of History in Response to the 
Rise of Islam," The Byzantine and Early Islamic Near East, pp. 182-183. 

}} Busse, "Jerusalem," pp. 454-460; Grabar, op. cit., pp. 38, 42 (followed by 
Peters, Jerusalem and Mecca, p. 95). However, Grabar. p. 46, considers that: "It 
is only through the person of Abraham that the ancient symbolism of the Rock 
could have been adapted to the new faith, since no strictly Muslim symbol seems 
to have been connected with it at so early a date. In Itself, this hypothesis cannot 
be more than a suggestion. There is no clear-cut indication for Abraham's asso
ciation with the Rock of Jerusalem at the time of • Abd ai-Malik"; and see Llvne, 
The Sanctity of Jerusalem, p. 197. who notes the marginal role which Abraham 
plays in "Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," in contrast to the role played by 
David and particularly Solomon; see also Hirschberg, "Sources," pp. 316-337; 
Polak, loco cit. 
~ Busse, op. cit., p. 454; idem., "Biblical Cult," p. 124; Grabar, p. 45. 
57 Hagarism, p. 10; they base themselves on "The Secrets of R. Simon Ben 

Yol).ay" (published by B. lewis, BSOAS, vol. XIII (1950), pp. 308-339, esp. 
325, 327): "The second king who restores the breaches of the Temple"; and the 
Apocalypse published by t. Levi. REi, vol. LXVII (1914), pp. 178-182, esp. 
p. 178 (' Abd ai-Malik as the builder of the Temple); see also Uvne, op. cit., p. 275. 
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Judaism was swift.58 Livne argues that the cosmologico-eschatological 
factor was the principle motivation behind the construction of the 
Dome of the Rock. In his view, in spite of the extensive evidence 
of Jewish traditions which parallel the traditions on the Dome of 
the Rock, there is no solid evidence that ' Abd ai-Malik wished to 
renew the Jewish Temple.59 

Although the reference to the Jewish apocalypses is problem
atic,60 it is significant that it was decided to rebuild the Muslim 
Temple in the place where the Jewish Temple had stood. Many 
traditions, circulated in the second half of the 7th century or in the 
early 8th century, deal with the building of the Temple by Solomon 
and its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar.61 A few are even more spe
cific, linking the building of the Muslim Dome of the Rock with 
Solomon's Temple. One of these is that: "The nation of Mul)ammad 
shall build the Temple of Jerusalem" (Haykal bayt al-Maqd;s)Y 

The Jewish connection is evident in the early traditions on the 
rituals held at the $akhra, which were most probably an echo of 
Jewish ceremonies held at the Temple.63 

A rare tradition highly significant to this discussion is that which 
corroborates the primary stage (according to the authors of Hagarism), 
the primary link of the Dome of the Rock to Judaism, before the 
disassociation: 

From Ka'b al-A!)bar, it is written in one of the holy books: Ayriisaliiim. 
which means Jerusalem, and the Rock which is called the Temple. I 
shall send to you my servant 'Abd ai-Malik, who will build you and 
adorn you. I shall surely restore to Bayt al-Maqdis its first kingdom, 

sa Hagarism. pp. 10, 19. 
" Livne, op. cit., pp. 288- 291. 
60 In the Secrets (Lewis, op. cit., pp. 324-325; Even Shmuels' ed., Midrashei 

Geula\ Tel Aviv-Jerusalem 1954, p. 401), the text presents difficult problems: 
The second king ('Umar1!) restores the breaches of the Temple Mount but he 
also builds a mosque (hishta~avaya) there, on the Temple Rock. Here there are 
already echoes of the Umayyad Muslim tradition about the "construction works" 
of 'Umar in Jerusalem; see also Gil, Palestine, I, p. 75, no. 103, who also shows 
the difficulty in this text, and that apparently the name of 'Abd ai-Malik was 
replaced by that of 'Umar; while the second text, The Ten Kings ('Atidat Simon 
ben Yo~y), (Lewis, foc . cit.; Even Shmuel, p. 404), can perhaps. in fact, imply 
the works of Mu'iwiya on the Temple Mount, and the war described may be 
the war with 'Ali b. Abi TaUb. 

61 Kister, ''Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem," p. 186; Ibn al-Murajji, fols. 
3b-15a. 

6l Polak, "Even Shtiyya," p. 176; Kister. loco cit.; Livne, The Sanctity of 
Jerusalem. p. 181. 

63 AI.Wasli, no. 136. 
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and I shall crown it with gold and sil ver and gems. And shall 
surely send to you my creatures. And I shall surely invest my throne 
of glory upon the Rock, since I am the sovereign God, and David is 
the King of the Children of Israel.64 

The other consideration that seems to have prompted • Abd al
Malik in the sanctification of Jerusalem in general and of the l:Iaram 
and Sakhra in particular is the association of the spot with the 
events of the Last Days. The names of the gates of the Dome of 
the Rock- Bab Israfil and Bab al-Janna-refer directly to the Last 
Days. And, recently , Myriam Ro sen-Ayalon has advanced a 
convincing new interpretation of the ornamental and architectural 
elements of the Dome of the Rock as pictures, ideas and symbols, 
relating to the Last Days ,65 

Rosen-Ayalon 's interpretation of the architecture and decoration 
of the Dome of the Rock is in perfect accord with the tradition of 
Ibn Kathir, which tells of the pictures and signs relating to the 
Last Days on the l:Iaram, which were executed during the caliphate 
of 'Abel ai-Malik (see above, p. 57). 1t indicates that although the 
immediate cause of the construction of the Dome of the Rock and 
the attempt to divert the /:Iajj from Mecca to Jerusalem may have 
been his struggle with Ibn al-Zubayr, 'Abd ai-Malik was also con
cerned with emphasizing the central place of Jerusalem, of the f:laram, 
and of the Sakhra within the religious landscape of early Islam. 
There is no contradiction in arguing that he built the Dome of 
the Rock on the site of the Temple of Solomon as a symbol of the 
Last Days and also as a rival to Mecca, which was then in the 
hands of his political opponent Ibn al-Zubayr. 

" Ibn al-Murajja, foJ. 25b: maktub fi ba't! al-Kutub, Ayrusa!dim, wa-hiyii Bayt 
al-Maqdis, wa-'I-$akhra yuqiilu lahii ' [,haykal, ah'athu ilayki 'abdi 'Abd ai-Malik 
yabnik; wa-yuzakhriJuki, wa-Iaaruddanna ita Bayt al-Maqdis mulkahii al-awwal, 
wa-Iaukallilannahd bi-'l-dhahab wa-'I-fit!tja wa-'l-mirjdn wa·laab'athannna ilayki 
khalqi wa-Iaa$na 'anna 'aid 'I·$akhra 'arshi wa-and 'l/iih al-Rabb wa·Diiwud 
maW: Bani Isrd' il. See also al-Wasili, p. 86, no. 138, a partial parallel to this 
tradition. Livne, loc. cit., quotes the tradition and translates it; see ai-WaSil', 
edllor's note, quoting the whole tradition from Ibn al-Murajja; al-Wlisiti, loc. 
cit.: maktub fi 'I-tawrat instead of ba·tj al-kutub; the word Ayrusataim in al· 
Wasiti is nOI clear. 

6S Rosen.Ayalon, The l:Iaram, esp. ch. 7. 
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A MID-16TH CENTURY GUIDE FOR THE MUSLIM 
PILGRIM TO JERUSALEM 

This Guide was written by Na~ir ai-Din, MuJ::tammad b. Khh;tr al-Rumi 
(mid-16th century), and is included in his book al-Muslaq$d fi Fatjd' jJ 
al~Masjid al-Aq$d, which is still in manuscript form. The last two chap
ters of this book (the eighth and the ninth) are devoted to the description 
of an accurate and detailed circuit of the visits to the holy sites of the 
Muslims on and off the l:Iaram. A partial summary of this book, includ
ing the Guide for Muslim Pilgrims, was written for the first time by E. 
Ashtor, and has subsequently been mentioned by a few scholars.' As far 
as I know, this is the first book explicitly described by its author as a 
guide for the Muslim visitor in Jerusalem.2 The other parts of the book 
serve only as an introduction, preparing the reader for the chapters deal
ing with the detailed route of the visitor in Jerusalem and its surround
ings. Although the historical period and descriptions of this writer are 
beyond the frame of this book, it is presented here as a valuable supple
ment to the Guide of Ibn al-Murajja. 

• • • • * 
In his description of the places to be visited. the author accompanies 
each stop with the appropriate prayers and invocations. Unlike Ibn al
Murajja, he omits the isndd before the prayer. a custom common among 
later medieval writers of Fatjii )j[ al-Quds literature. from the 13th cen
tury onward.' A superficial examination reveals that the writer copied 
from earlier compilations of "the Literature in Praise of Jerusalem", in~ 
eluding Ibn al-Murajja or his copiers. Some of the versions of the prayers 
were most probably taken from the book of Ibn al-Murajja, for example. 
the prayers said at the Black PaVing-Stone and at the Gate of Mercy. But 
in many other cases the author brings different versions of prayers, some
times even longer. 

This 16th century Guide reflects its own period, but also an earlier pe
riod, the end of the MamHik sultanate. It reflects the changes which took 
place on the J:laram between the 11 th and 16th century. Indeed. many 
places on and of the l:Iaram which are not mentioned by Ibn al-Murajja 
are found in this Guide. Some are not even mentioned by the later authors 
from the 14th-15th centuries that copied extensively from Ibn al-Murajji's 

I Ashtor. "An Arab Book." pp. 209-214; Sivan, p. 271; Sadan. "Nabi Mus!" 
(part twa), pp. 231 - 232; Livne, The Sanctity 0/ Jerusalem, p. 302. 

2 AI-Mustaq$ii, fols. 2a-2b; Llvne, op. cit .• n. 330; after the visit to Jerusalem 
the author devotes a chapter to the visit to the holy places in Hebron with a 
detailed itinerary of stops. Afterwards he describes the visit to the grave of Lut 
(Nabi Yaqin) and to Moses ' Grave (Nabi Musi). near Jericho. 

l Hasson. "The Literature in Praise of Jerusalem," p. 8. 
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book. These writers commented a number of times about changes that 
occurred with respect to the Holy Places in their own days. Sometimes 
they added new places in their descriptions. A close examination of the 
Guide from the 16th century will show that in a few instances the author 
copied from al-Suyiiti's book lt~af al-Akhi$$a' (although it Is possible 
that he copied from those who preceded al-Suyuli, especially from the 
author of Muthlr al-Ghardm, or maybe from those who copied from ai
Suyuli himself, like Mujir aI-Din). Yet some genuine historical material 
is found in thi s book. 

As for the subject of discussion, the circuit of the Holy Places in Jeru
salem, in comparison with the preceding compositions from the Mamluk 
period, many additions are found. The Guide's author adds new places 
which were not heard of before. It is not possible at this stage of knowl
edge to assert whether these places "appeared" or were added after the 
Ottoman conquest, or were perhaps already in existence in the Mamliik 
period. This is a basic and important point in the study of this Guide 
(and other guides of this kind). Until the problem of the authenticity 
(and source) of the author of al-Mustaq$a is solved, any discussion of 
this book will not be complete and exhaustive. and the results will be 
only panial. The study of thi s book reqUires first and foremost a thorough 
in-depth analysis of the later compositions on the "Merits of Jerusalem", 
in order to attest to the relation between them and thi s book. This kind 
of comparative study is essential for the study of the Holy Places in 
Jerusalem during the Mamluk period and the beginning of the Ottoman 
rule, a topic that is beyond the scope of this book. 

The Description of the Circuit of the Muslim Pilgrim in Jerusalem, 
According to the Guide from the 16th Century. 

In describing the course for the Muslim pilgrim within the J:Iaram and 
outside it, emphasis is put on those places that were not mentioned by 
earlier writers. Where copying from other sources was detected, this is 
noted. The relevant prayers and invocations, which were given for every 
holy site, have been omitted. The philologico-etymological explanations 
or citations from the ~adith literature, added by the author, are also omitted 
here. 

• • • • • 
The Muslim enters the l:Iaram through: 

I . Bab I:litta (fol. 66a). This is the first station on the J::iaram. From 
there he continues to: 

lao The twan (the roofed hall), located to the right side of the entrance 
to this gate. The twan is considered part of this gate (fols. 67b-68a). 
Then he continues towards: 

2. Qubbat Sulayman (The Dome of Solomon), called "The 'Chair' of 
Solomon" (Kursl Sulayman). There, after the prayers and the reading of 
al-Fati/Ja, the Muslim must put his hand on the rock that is within the 
building with the dome. (foi. 68a). [It is evident that the Dome of Solo· 
man is still called the "Chair" of Solomon in the 16th century. It seems 
to corroborate my assumption that the "Chair of Solomon" mentioned by 
earlier traditions is identified with the later "Dome of Solomon" (see the 
discussion on pp. 82-93).} 
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From the Dome of Solomon the Muslim now turns towards the el
evated ground of the l;Iaram, ascends through the western staircase (i.e. 
the north-west staircase, from which one can descend to the Gate of the 
Inspector (Bib al-Nqir)] towards the place called: 

3. Magharat al-ArwaiJ (The Cave of the Spirits), which is located at a 
distance of 10 cubits or more (about 5 to 6 m.) from the edge of the 
staircase. From there he continues to: 

4. Qubbat al-Mi'raj (The Dome of the Ascension of the Prophet) which 
is [explains the author] Qubbat al-Nabi (The Dome of the Prophet). Then 
the Muslim turns to: 

5. AI-MilJrab al-AiJmar (The Red MilJriib), which is located west of 
the Dome of the Rock (fols. 68b-69a). [AI-Suyuti mentions this MiiJrab 
(in 1470), but does not include it among the holy places that are visited.4 

From the 16th century author, Nal;iir al~Din, it is also clear that in his 
days the Dome of the Ascension is identical to the Dome of the Prophet. 
AI~SuytW did not unite the two. One may recall that above the entrance 
gate of the Dome of the Ascension there is a dedication inSCription, dated 
1201, which identifies the Dome as the Dome of the Prophet. This might 
be the reason why Nal;iir ai-Din connects and combines the two domes.] 
Afterwards the Muslim enters: 

6. Qubbat aH,akhra (The Dome of the Rock), through The Gate of 
Paradise (Bab ai-Janna) (fol. 69b) [Le. the northern gate. This was the 
name of the gate during 'Abd aI-Malik's reign; this is explicitly told by 
Sibt b. aJ-Jawzi (quoting very early sources).~ 

It is also possible to deduce it from a very early tradition in al-Wasili's 
book.6 It is also told by Ibn Fa<;!1 Allah al-'Umari in the mid-14th cen
tury .7] Inside the Dome of the Rock the Muslim must visit the following 
places: 

6a. AI-Balata al-5awda' (The Black Paving-Stone) (fols. 69~70a). [Here 
the author copies part of the text of al-Suyiiti. From his description it is 
clear that this Paving-Stone is located immediately past the northern 
entrance to the Dome of the Rock. This location fits in with other 
earlier descriptions of the Black Paving-Stone (see our discussion on 
pp.78-81)] . When he has passed the Black Paving-stone, the Muslim 
goes on and enters through an iron-grilled gate (al-bab al-shubbdk al
lJ.adid), between the inner circle of the columns, a gate which is parallel 
to the northern gate of the Dome of the Rock. and comes to the Rock 
(al-~akhra). On the Rock, the author mentions two holy places: 

6b. Al;iabi' al-Mala'ika ([The place of] The Fingers of the Angels) and: 
6c. Qadam aI-Nab' (The Foot[pr'nt] of the Prophet) (fols. 70.-71 a). 

[Ibn al-Murajja mentions only Maqam al-Nabi . most probably within the 
Dome of the Rock. It is noteworthy that they are mentioned by Ibn al-
• Arabi during the 90's of the 11 th century. (He is quoted by the author 
of Murhir al-Gharam {mid-14th century] and by al-Suyiiti (1470) who 

• AI-Suyuti, JlhfJ[. vol I. p. 173. 
j See ch. 2, p. 55. 
6 AI-Wasili, pp. 89-90, no. 146. 
7 Masdfik al-Abldr. p. 144. 
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copied him.)' But al-Suyflti does not include these places among the sites 
of the circuit of the holy places, nor does he mention any prayers connected 
with them. The author of the Guide from the 16th century mentions them 
as part of the itinerary of the Muslim pilgrim. Nevertheless, he copies, 
word for word, a big part of the lext of al-Suyflli (I.e. from MUlhlr at
Ghariim), say ing that the [Holy] Place of The Fingers of the Angels is in 
the western part of the Rock. It is separate, but close to the noble Fool
print, and parallel to the western gate of the Dome of the Rock. As for 
the Footprint of the Prophet (i n hi s own days), says Na~ir ai-Din. it is on 
a stone separate from the Rock, parallel to it, at the south-west comer, 
standing on six small pillars.'l Then the Muslim goes down to the Noble 
Cave (al-Maghara al-Shartfa), to which one descends by 15 stairs. Halfway 
down the staircase there is a small stone bench, on which the Muslim stands 
in order to visit: 

6<:1. Lisan al-$akhra ("The Tongue of the Rock") (fols. 71b-72b). There 
one finds a beautiful marble pillar whose lower edge rests on the edge of 
the stone bench (mentioned above), and whose upper edge supports the 
edge of the Rock-as if it prevents it from falling towards the south. 
One must caress the "Tongue" with the hand, not kiss it, for kissing it is 
a disgraceful innovation (bid'a). Then the Muslim descends to the cave 
in which there are the following Holy Places: 

6e. Maqam Sulayman (the Holy Place of Solomon). 
6f. Shas ai-Nab! [the word shiis is illegible]. 
6g. Maqam of Isaiah? [Text: Sha'ba], very close to the wall, and it is 

not polite to stand on it. Then the Muslim prays in: 
6h. Maqam [of the Angel) Jibril (Gabriel), where the Angel sat on the 

night of the ;srii' (fol. 72b). Then the Muslim continues and prays in: 
61. Maqam of Dawfld (David). Then he turns and prays in: 
6j. The Hole in the centre of the Cave. There one finds a big candle. 

lit day and night (fols. 72b-73a). (All these sites, eight in number are 
located inside the cave. They are not mentioned by Ibn al-Muraija.] Af
ter he has finished praying in all the sites in the Cave. the Muslim as
cends from the Cave and continues, within the Dome of the Rock. towards: 

6k. Qadam al-Sayyid Idris (The Footprint of the Lord Idris) (fol. 73b). 
Here the Muslim is about to leave the Dome of the Rock. [The author 
described (12)! Holy Places within the Dome of the Rock. Ibn al-Murajja 
described only (4)!] His exit is through the eastern gate. While leaving 
the Dome. to his right side there is a Holy Place called: 

7. Maqam 'Ali [b. AbI TaUb) where the Muslim should pray (fols. 
73b-74a). [One may recall that the author does not specify the name of 
the gate and that one should pray there. We remember that Ibn al-Murajja 
names this gate as the gale of the (Angel) Isriifil. and attributes to it 
great importance. On the other hand. it is evident that here is a new 
Holy Place, in memory of Caliph' Ali b. Abi TaUb. It is possible that his 

I AI-Suyfiti. op. cit., pp. 134-135; see also the discussion. ch. 2. pp. 72-73 
(Maqiim al-Nabi). 

, Af-Mustaqlo, fol. 70b; a parallel tradition: al-Suyfi{i. loco cit .• caples Muthir 
al-Gharam; al-Suyfi!i does not mention the number of the pillars. 
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Maqam was inside the gate, although this is not unequivocally under
stood from the text.] From there the Muslim continues to: 

8. Qubbat al-SilsiJa (The Dome of the Chain), built on marble col
umns (fols. 74a-74b). Here the Muslim turns towards: 

9. AI-Mizan (The Scales), which is parallel to and south of the Rock, 
adjacent ('inda) to the Marble Minbar. The Muslim should pray in the 
mil;mjb (of the Minhar?) (fol. 75a). [The Scales are not mentioned by Ibn 
al-Murajja. This site is connected to the traditions of the End of Days. 
These early traditions (most certainly from the Umayyad period) describe 
the Mawiizin (the Scales), on which, at the End of Days, people will be 
weighed in order to determine their destiny. 1O Since the resurrection of 
the dead was to take place in Jerusalem, the Scales were also identified 
in Jerusalem already during 'Abd al~Malik's reign (685-705)." Accord~ 
ing to the Guide's author, it is clear that by the scales he means the 
southern arch opposite the central northern gate of the al~Aq~a Mosque, 
and opposite the southern gate of the Dome of the Rock. Most of the 
arches above the staircases that lead to the Dome of the Rock were rebuilt 
and renovated during the Mamluk period. 12 The inscription on the above
mentioned arch is late and testifies to its renovation during the reign of 
'Abd al-J:Iamid II (in IS93). But it is noteworthy that on the north-western 
arch. opposite the staircase that leads towards Bab al~Na~ir (= Bab al~ 
J:Iabs), there is an inscription from the time of Sulayman the Magnificent 
(early to mid~16th century),ll referring to the arch as the blessed scales 
(al~Mizan al-Mubarak). The Marble Minbar mentioned by the author is 
undoubtedly the splendid min bar found nowadays to the right (west) of 
the above-mentioned arch. called Minbar Burhin al~Din. Mujic ai-Din 
relates that it was erected by the well-known qaq.i. Burhan ai-Din, Ibrihim 
b. 'Abd al-RaJ:tim b. Mul:tammad b. Ibrahim. b. Sa'd b. Jama'a (d. Sha'ban 
790/Aug-Sept. 138S). Before this minbar was built there was a different 

10 Wensinck, Concordance, w.z.n . (p. 203). 
II Al-Wasiti, p. 23. no. 28; another early tradition: ibid .• p. 92, no. lSI . and 

the editor's parallel sources; and see also Yiiqut, Mu'jam, vol. IV (WUslenfeld 
ed.), p. 593, from Abu Malik al-Qura~i (a Jewish convert 10 Islam from the 
lribe of QuraHa), quoting from the [holy] book of the Jews that was not changed 
(i.e. forged) (ft kilab al-Yahud alladhi lam yughayyar): the location of al-Mizan, 
Heaven, Hell, and the gathering of the creatures on Judgement Day Is in Jerusa~ 
lem; a parallel, slightly different tradition. Ibn al~Faqih, p. 97; see also Ibn al~ 
FirkaJ:I. p. 77 from Muqatll (d. 150n67-S): the Scales (al-Mawazin) will be 
posted in Jerusalem on Judgement Day. 

11 They are already mentioned by N~ir·1 Khusraw, pp. 31-32 (Arable); the 
two southern archs were built by the governor of Syria, Anushtalc.in al~Ghuri 
(reigned 1028-1041) during the reign of the Fapmid Caliph al-:?ahlr (ruled 1021-
1036). The arch under discussion was called Maqam al-Ghuri. 

13 The inscription from 1893: see' Arif el-' Arif. Ta'rikh Qubbat al-$akhra al
Musharrafa wa-'I-Masjid al.Aq/O, aJ-Mubtirak ... al~Quds, 1955, p. 144; the south
ern arch: Van Berchem, Haram, no. 198; the north-western arch: 'A.rif e l·'Arif, 
op. cit., p. 142. . 
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minbar made of wood on wheels, in that same place. On this minbar, 
says Mujir, prayers and invocations are held on the holidays and during 
public prayers for rain. " ] From this place the Muslim descends and enters: 

10. AI~Aq~a Mosque. Inside the mosque he visits the following sites: 
lOa. AI~'AmUd (The Pillar), on which the Prophet is said to have prayed 

several times (fol. 75b). From there, the Muslim continues to: 
lOb. MiJ:triib Mu'iiwiya, within the roofed construction (al·Maq~Ora) 

made of iron located to the right of the minbar [of the al-Aq~ii Mosque). 
Here the author adds that it is strictly forbidden to pass between the two 
pillars, as people used to do, hoping by this to receive forgiveness for 
their sins. The author condemns this habit, calls it bid'a shanta (a loathed 
religious innovation), and describes how the citizens of Jerusalem drag 
the Muslim pilgrim between the columns, push him, and make him go 
through the pil1ars by pressing and pushing. It happens quite often that 
women get mixed among the men. (fol. 76b) [Notable here is the parallel 
between the two columns in the Church of the Ascension on the Mount 
of Olives and the custom of the Christians (and the Muslims) to pass be· 
tween them. See the discussion on p. 140.] From there, the Muslim turns to: 

IOc. AI·Mil)riib al·Kabir (The Great MiiJrab), that was erected by or· 
der of Salah ai-Din (fol. 77a).I~ 

IOd. ·Mil).rab 'Umar (fol. 77b). 
10e. MiJ:trab Zakariyyii' (fol. 78a). [First mentioned inside the al·Aq~ii 

Mosque in the 15th century, see the discussion on pp. 129-130] 
The visil within al-Aq~ii Mosque ends here. The Muslim leaves the 

Mosque through the eastern gate and ascends towards: 
II. MiiJrab Yal).yii b. Zakariyya'. Then to: 
12. Jubb Sulayman (Solomon's Well), also called The Well of the Leaf 

(Bi'r at·Waraqa). [Solomon's Well and the Well of the Leaf (or Leaves) 
are described as identical in an earlier period (14th century).16 Whether 
they were identified as one site in a period prior to the 14th century is 
not clear. The tradition about Bi 'r al-Waraqa (the well through which 
Sharik b. Khubiisha descended, during the reign of 'Umar b. al-Khanab 
(634-644), and went to heaven from y.-here he took a few leaves) is very 
early.l7] From there, the Muslim continues to: 

13. MiiJriib Dawud (fol. 78b). [Most probably in the eastern wall of 
the I:laram. The author does not explicitly states that the Mil)riib is on 
the I:laram, but in the late Middle Ages it was mainly located in the 
eastern wall of the I:laram. See the discussions, on pp. 137-138.] From 
there, the Muslim continues, descending towards: 

I. Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), pp. 19, 108; see also Van Berchem's discus-
sion, op. cit., pp. 211-215. 

I' Rosen-Ayalon, "Ayyilbid Jerusalem." p. 66. 
16 AI-SuYUli. ltlJizf, vol. I, p. 199. quoting Muthir a/-CharOm. 
17 AI-Wisil!. p. 91, no. 148; cf. a l-Suyu~i. lac. cit., copies this tradition but 

adds a sentence, in which he identifies Sulaymiin's Well with BI'r al-Waraqa. 
See on Bi 'r al-Waraqa, al-Wasi!i, p. 93, no. 154. and the editor's many paral
lels; see also al-Suyl1~i. op. cit .• pp. 206-209; I;>iyii' ai-Din al-Maqdlsi. pp. 94-
97. several traditions: in one of them his name is Mukhshin b. Mukhashin. 
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14. Haykal (Ma'bad) Maryam (The Temple of Mary). This is the place 
known as the Cradle of Jesus (Mahd 'Isa) (fols. 78b-79a). There he as
cends (0: 

14a. AI-.$uffa (a long, roofed portico), that is near the Cradle. He must 
not go down to the Cradle since this is considered impolite. Then the 
Muslim continues towards a nearby site, Maqarn Maryam, ascends four 
steps inside the roofed hall (Iwan) and then continues to the adjacent site: 

14b. Maqam al-J:lawariyyun (Place of the Apostles?).l1 Here ends the 
visit in Ma'bad Maryam. From there, the Muslim ascends and exits from 
the underground hall, turning towards: 

15. The (Place of) aH,irat. located near the (eastern) wall, overlook
ing Wadi lahannam. {The traditions about the $irti!. the bridge that in 
the Last Days will be stretched over the Qidron Valley (which is identi
fied as Gei Ben Hinnom-Wadi lahannam in the Muslim traditions) are 
very early. It was noted in Chapter Two that al-Sirti{ was drawn on the 
J:laram during' Abd ai-Malik's reign. 19] From there, the Muslim turns towards: 

16. Mii),rab al-Khic;lr [a holy prophet who is very often identified with 
Elias], that is near the wall, towards the western side, on a small plat
form (fol. 79a). [On the several places on the 1:Iaram where the location 
of al-Khic;lr was identified, see Chapter Three, p. 117.] Then the Muslim 
continues to: 

17. Bab al-Tawba and Bab al-Ral;lma (The Gate of Repentance and 
The Gate of Mercy) (fol. 80a). From there the Muslim visitor leaves the 
1:Iaram to go to the holy sites surrounding it. The author devotes Chapter 
Nine in his book to these sites. 

... ... ... .. ... 
The Muslim pilgrim leaves the 1:Iaram through the Gate of the Tribes 
(Bab al-Asban, arriving at: 

18. The Tomb of Mary (fols. 83b-84a). He enters through the gate 
and descends the stairs within the church towards the tomb. which is in 
a small room. Then he goes out of the room and turns towards: 

18a. Maqam 'Umar b. al-Khanab. which is the Mil;lrab located to the 
south of the burial place (turba), and near it. [It seems that this Mil;lrab 
was erected for the commemoration of the "Prayers" of this Caliph in 
the Tomb of Mary; see the discussion on pp. 138-141.] From there, the 
Muslim ascends towards: 

19. The Mount of Olives and the holy sites on it, which people used 
to visit (fols. 84b-86a): 

19a. The Tomb of Rabi'a al-'Adawiyya. Her tomb. says the author. is 
located at the summit of the Mount of Olives. It is frequently visited. 
[See the discussion on the tomb of Rabi'a, on p. 145] The visitor enters 

I I It seems that the reference is to the Apostles of Iesus. It is possible that 
the 12 Nuqabo' of the Prophet in the second 'Aqaba are meant, but this second 
suggestion is much less plausible. The Christian connections of the Ma'bad Maryam 
complex are clear and more obvious. 

19 See, ch. 2, p. 57; see also Muqatll. TO/Sir, fol. 21Ob: The place (mawt;ij') of 
the $ird( is in Jerusalem; Ibn al-Faqih, p. 95: copies Muqitil; al-Muqaddasi. 
p. 170: Maw«;lr al-Sirit. 
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the burial place through the gate, goes down and turns towards the grave 
from the south. At this place, at the top edge of the grave (ra's al-qabr), 
is the Footprint. It may be possible, says the author, and only God knows 
best, that this is the Footprint of one of the Prophets. After he has finished 
his prayers in this place, the Muslim goes on and ascends the stairs to
wards: 

19b. The small roofed portico where the mil)rtib is located (fol. 85a). 
From the Tomb of Rabi'a al-'Adawiyya the Muslim goes up towards: 

19c. Mas'ad 'Isa b. Maryam ([the Building with the Dome commemo
rating the] Ascension of Jesus son of Mary) (fols. 85a-85b). The Muslim 
prays inside the mi~rtib, then turns to: 

19c.l. AI-Qadam [The Footprint of Jesus]. From there, the Muslim turns 
to: 

19d. The Eastern Mosque, known as the Carob (Kharriiba) (fols. 86a-
86b). Inside is a tomb, and the Muslim prays to its spirit. It is said that 
it is Salman al-Farisi [a close friend and advisor of the Prophet], but the 
author rejects this opinion and claims that it is the grave of one of the 
famous holy men. [Mujir ai-Din (end of the 15th century) also mentions 
this mosque and the Carob tree nearby, called the Carob of the Ten (Kham1b 
al-'Ashara). He does not know the reason for this name.20] From this 
mosque the Muslim descends to: 

20. 'Ayn (The Spring of) Silwan (fol. 87a) and then he continues to
wards: 

21. The burial-place (turba) of the Shaykh, Abu '1- ' Abbas Al:tmad al
Thawri, which is, according to the author, on the mountain, near Mount 
Zion (fols. 88a-88b). He also quotes a ~adith from the book of "ai-Imam 
al-AwJ:tad", called Kitiib al-Wasi!. According to this book, Mount Abu 
Thawr, its wadi and its waters are from heaven and he who comes to the 
grave of its holy man (ai-Wall), called Abu Thawr, will be granted plen
tiful bounty.21 When entering the place, the visitor must pray at the gate 
of the building of the grave. Then he has to come closer to the grave. 
There he finds the Qur'iin (mu$l)af) of 'Ali b. Abi Talib, which he should 
kiss, stand beside and pray ... [Mujir ai-Din has some information con
cerning Abu Thawr and his grave. His full name is Shihab ai-Din, Abu 
' 1- ' Abbas, AJ:tmad b. Jamal aI-Din, 'Abdallah b. Mul:tammad b .• Abd al
Jabbar, the Jerusalemite, known also as Abu Thawr. (That is, the owner 
of the Ox). He attended the conquest of Jerusalem (by the Ayyubids, 
most probably in 1187) and as one of the warriors (against the Franks?). 
He fought while riding his Ox. AI-Malik al-'Aziz, Abu ' I-Fat1) 'Uthman 
b. $alal) ai-Din gave him as endowment (waqf) on the 25th of Rajab 594 
(= 2nd June 1198), the village near the Gate of Hebron (Bab al·Khalil) 
in Jerusalem. This village, says Mujir, is called: The Monastery (Dayr) 

lG Mujir, vol. II (Amman ed.), p. 61; Lafii'ij ai-UriS, fol. 21b, copies Mujir: 
Kharrubat al-Ghara (instead of al-'Ashara); see also, Mujir. yol. II (Bulaq ed.), 
p. 611: Kharrubat al-<Ashara. 

11 T was unable to identify ai-Imam al-Awl:lad and his book Kitiib al-Wasi~. It 
may possibly refer to one of the many commentaries to al-Ghariili's, al-Wasif 
fi-'I-Furu' (see l:fajji Khalifa, Kashf al-?unun, yol. II, Istanbul, 1943, pp. 2008-
2009). 
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of Abu Thawr. This is a small village, adds Mujir. In it there is a mon
astery (Dayr), built during the Byzantine (ai-Rum) period, known in the 
early period as Dayr Marqfl~. (In another place it is mentioned by Mujir 
as DaYT Marqiyus) and later it became known as DaYT Abii Thawr, after 
the name of the Shaykh, known as Abu Thawr. Mujir goes on to say that 
this Shaykh was buried in the village and the (people) come to visit his 
grave. Some of his descendants (still) live in this village.]22 Then the 
visitor continues towards: 

22. The Tomb of David on Mount Zion. There he prays inside. at the 
mil;riib (fol. 89a). [It is obvious that the two last places mentioned could 
not be part of the Guide of Ibn al-Murajja. Exactly when Muslims started 
visiting and venerating the burial place of Abu Thawr is not known, 
certainly not before the end of the 12th century. As for David's Tomb on 
Mount Zion, it was finally taken from the Franciscans and given to the 
Muslims only in 1452.131 

* * * * * 
This Appendix is not complete without referring briefly to a very impor
tant topic, i.e., the possible influence of the Guides for the Christian pil
grim to the Holy Land on the Muslim Guides discussed in this book, for 
this kind of literature was very developed in the Christian world. One of 
the first guides already known at the beginning of the 4th century is the 
Onomastikon of Eusebius, the Guide to the Land of the Bible. At the 

21 Mujir, op. cit., p. 410 [Amman ed., p. 60]: about the village Abu Thawr 
(the name of the monastery: Dayr Marquf); ibid., pp. 487-488 [Amman ed., pp. 
144-145]: biograhy of Abu Thawr (the name of the monastery: Dayr Miirqiyil$); 
Ashtor, "An Arab Book," p. 213 (according to Mujir); Larii'if al-Uns, fols. 27b--
28a: copies Mujir. In the Amman edition of Mujir (vol. II, p. 60), there is an 
error, the word fatl) was omitted, which changes the meaning of the sentence. 
Sauvair, the translator of Mujir, read in the ms. he used, instead of Dayr Miirqiq 
(Mujir, II, p. 410): Dayr Miir Qubus. The second place in Mujir where this 
place Is called Dayr Miirqiyus (ibid., p. 488), was missing from the Sauvair ms., 
so he translated it from the printed (Bulaq) edition, but changed Mar Qiyus to: 
Miir QubUf; see H. Sauvaire, Histoire de Jerusalem et d'Hebron .... Paris, 1876, 
pp. 192,290, note a. Vincent and Abel quote Sauvalre and go further to claim 
that this church was dedicated to the Martyr Procoplus and the name Miir QubUf 
is a distortion of the Greek name of Procopius, Borqibos and that the original B 
was changed in the Arabic text to M; see Vincent et Abel, llrusalem Nouvelle, 
vol. II, Paris, 1926, pp. 8~68; Dalman also agrees with this interpretation, 
see G. Dalman, jerusalem und sein Geliinde, Giitersloh, 1930, p. 147, but it 
seems rather far-fetched and almost a coercion of the text; and see also, T. 
Canaan, "Muhammedan Saints and Sanctuaries in Palestine," The JourfliJl of the 
Palestine Oriental Society, vol. VII (1927), p. 54; about the archeological exca
vations and the Byzantine church on Jabal AbU Thawr, see A. Ovadiah, Corpus 
of the Byzantine Churches in the Holy Land, Bonn, 1970, pp. 30-81, and the 
bibliography therein. 

2J See E. Ashtor, "Jerusalem in the Late Middle Ages," Yerushalayim. Review 
for Eretz-lsrael Research (published by Rabbi Kook Foundation, Jerusalem), vol. 
V (1955), pp. 111-114 (in Hebrew); J. Prawer, "The Franciscans on Mount Zion 
and the Jews of Jerusalem in the 15th century," Bulletin of the jewish Palestine 
Exploration Society, vol. XIV (1948), pp. 15-24 (in Hebrew). 
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beginning of the 6th century, there are shan, complete guides written for 
the Christian pilgrim. They were written for the pilgrim to carry during 
his visit to the Holy Places, and were distributed to him already in his 
place of origin. in the west.2' Ashtor believed that the Christian Guides 
for the pilgrims influenced the Muslim compilations of this kind. He was 
only familiar with al-Mustaq$ii from the 16th century and did not know 
of Ibn al-Murajja's book, from the 11th century.2S Although it is possible 
that there was a Christian Influence in this context (which still has to be 
proven). it has been shown in this work that the praises of the Holy Places 
of Muslims in Jerusalem and its close surrounding are very early. Even 
If some of these Holy Places have Christian links, in most cases they are 
venerated and visited by Muslims because of their connection to Islam. 
Sometimes the Christian link is renounced and a new, Islamic link is 
made. This is the case of Mit,.rab Maryam [Jesus' mother], which is ven
erated because Maryam Is the mother of the Prophet Jesus, mentioned in 
the Qur'an. There the Muslim recites sural Maryam! The Tomb of Maryam 
was also sanctified by 'Umar's "prayers" at this site. This topic Is un
doubtedly wonby of an in-depth comparative study. 

loI J. Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims Before the Crusades, Ariel Publishing 
House, Jerusalem, 1977, pp. 1,4-5 fJ.; on the Christian pilgrimage to Palestine, 
see also J. Prawer, Histoire du Royaume Latin du Jerusalem, vol. I, Paris, 1969, 
pp. 21-134; A. Grabols, "The Christian Pilgrimage in the Mediterranean during 
the Middle Ages and Its Consciousness Projection," in The Mediterranean: Its 
Place in the History and Culture of the Jews and Other Nations . ... The His
torical Society of Israel, Jerusalem, 1910, pp. 68-85, esp. pp. 69-10; the first 
Guide for the Jewish pilgrim is most probably from the I I th century, published 
by Braslavi (see Bibliography); mention should also be made here of the Genin 
document from the II th or 121h cenlury, dealing wilh the special prayers of the 
Jewish pilgrims at the gales of Jerusalem (falawol ai-abwab Ii ' I-Quds). The 
document was first published by J. Mann, Texts and Studies . .. vol. II, Cincinalti, 
1931, p. 458; and was re-published by Lea Naomi Gold: "A Version of a Prayer 
al Ihe Gales of Jerusalem," Ha-Aretz (literary Supplement) from the 18/Sn2; 
the Guides for Jewish PlIgrlms to Erelz Israel are from later periods. 

U E. Ashtor, "Muslim and Christian Literature in Praise of Jerusalem," The 
Jeru$alem Cathedra, vol. I (1981), pp. 181- 189. 
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lrmiya b.J::Iilqiya (the Prophet). 123 
Isaiah (the Prophet), 124-125 
Isaiah's Ascent (Apocryphal book), 125 
Isba' (sis ter of Maryam), 120 
Ishi.mic Museum (in Jerusalem), 3, 102 
Ismii'il b. 'Abd al-Ral:J.man al-Suddi, 122 
Ismii'il b. 'Ali b. Ma/:lmud ... b. Ayyub, 

Abu ' I-Fidii', 39 
Ismii'il b. 'Umar b. Kathir, 57-58, 68, 

104-105.118,152,159,163 
isnad, 11 , 15-16, 18-19,21,27,36,45, 

63,70,78,83-84,90,94,98, 106, 
114,138,142-143 

Al-isrti', 21, 28, 63, 97-98,100, [102) 
Isram (the Angel), 81; see also Gate of 

(the Angel) lsrafil 
It~tiJ al-Akhi~lti' (of Shams al·Din al-

Suyuti), 36, 165 
twan Sulaymiin Pasha, 91 

Jabal Ariha. 142 
Jabalijassan, 142 
Ja'far b. Musiifir, 67 
Jiimi' 'Umar, 77 

AI-Jazira,54 
Jenkinson. EJ., 136 
Jericho, 114-115 
Jerusalem, passim 
Jesus, 93, 95-96,121,123-124,126, 

128,133,135-136,144, 146, 173 
Jews (Jewish, Judaism), 31-32, 34. 47-

48,51,64,82,106.108,112,115. 
122. 125,130,1 44,149-151 ,157-
158, 160-162 

jiluid. (Ayyfibid period), 15 
AI-Jismaniyya (Church of), see Church 

of al·Jismaniyya 
John the Baptist, 93. 117, 120, 122.1 23, 

126 
Jones, M., 60 
Jubayr b. Nufayr, 98 
Judgement Day, 134, 152; see also Last 

Day(s) 
Jund Filas!in, 12,24,27.160; see also 

Palestine 
Juynboll, G., 13, 16, 18 

Ka'b al-A/:Ibiir, 30, 50, 58, 82,105,112, 
123.139. 157,162 

AI-Ka'ba, 52-53, 57-58, 80. 147-148. 
158-161 

Kalb (tribe). 108 
AI-Kha~ra ', (in Damascus), 54 
Khiilid b. Hazim, 21 
Khiilid b. Ma'dAn, 19,63 
Khalifa b. Khayya~, 24 
khaluq, 55 
AI-Khi"r, 75 (Place of). 117, 170 
Al-KhuJaJti' al-Riishidim. see "Four 

Guided Caliphs" 
khums, 52. 56 
Khurdus (King), 123 
AI-Kindi, see Mul:J.ammad b. Yusuf al-

Kindi 
Kisra,52 
Kister, M.J., 13 , 153, 156-157 
Kitab aJ-Fi/an (of Nu'aym b.ijammid), 

108 
KittibaJ-Wasl!,171 
Kursi 'Isa, sa Dome of Solomon 

Last (Lauer) Day(s), 57, 68, 78, [81)-82, 
104,108, 11 2,14 1- 142.144,150, 
152,161,163, 170; see also Judge
ment Day 

Le Strange, G., 4-5, 9·10, 14.40-41,85, 
91.102,1 16,127 

"Literature in Praise of Jerusalem. see 
"Traditions in Praise of Jerusalem" 
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Livne, 0., 36, 69, 162 
Lod (Ludd), 65-66, 134-136; see also 

Gate of Lad; 'id LuJd 

AI-Mada'ini, see 'Ali b. Muhammad al-
Mada'ini . 

Madina, 23, 31, 37-39, 65,147- 148. 
153-154,157 

[AI-Madrasal al-Duwaydliriyya, 87 
AI-Mahdi (the Messiah), 108, Ill-l12 
AI-Mahdi CAbbasid Caliph), see 

Mu/:lammad b .• Abdallah, al-Mahdi 
Ma/:lmiid b. Rabi', Abu Nu'aym, 64 
AI-Malik al·'Aziz, AbO. ' I-Fath. 

'Uthman b. ~ala/:l ai-Din al~Ayyiibi. 
171 

Mamliik(s), 2-3,164-165,168 
AI-Ma'mlin, see 'Abdallah b. Hiriin a1-

Rashid 
AI-Manl1ur. see 'Abdallah b. MuJ:!am-

mad, Abu Ja'far al-Man~iir 
AI-Manl1iir b. Thabit, 17 
Maqam, see also Place of 
Maqam of 'Ali b. Abi Tilib (in the 

Dome of the Rock), 167-168 
Maqaffi of David (Dawiid, in the Dome 

of the Rock), 167 
Maqarn (of the Angel) Gabriel (Jibril. in 

the Cave of the Dome of the Rock), 
74, 167 

Maqam of isaiah (in the Dome of the 
Rock), 167 

Maqam of Mary (Mary am), 170 
Maqam of the Prophet (al-Nabi), 71-72, 

76, 166 
Maqam of Sulayman (in the Cave of the 

Dome of the Rock), 167 
Maqam of 'Umar b. a1-Khanab (in the 

Church of Mary), 170 
AI-Maqdisi, Shihlib aI-Din, see AJ:amad 

b. Muhammad b. Ibrihim ... AbO 
MuJ:aammad, al-Maqdisi 

AI-Maqrizi, see AJ:amad b. 'Ali, Taqiyy 
ai-Din al-Maqrizi 

Market of Knowledge [Suq al-Ma'rifal, 
95 

Marmarji, A.S .• 5 
Marwlin b. al-l:Jakam. 154 
Marwan b. Muhammad. 19-20,40 
Mary (Jesus' mOther). 93. 139, 170 (Tomb 

00 
Maryam (Jesus' mother), 118. 121. 124, 

133,173 (Tomb at) 
Mas'ad 'Isli b. Maryam, 171 
AI-Masjid al-Aqfja. see al-Aqlj:a Mosque 

Maskan al-Khidr, 117 
IlUJtn (of I,wdith). 10-11 
ma'ward,55 
Maw4i' al-Khi4r, 75, 117 
Mecca. 23. 30-3 1, 40, 42, 52-53, 57-58. 

61,65.80,82,100,116,149,157-
160, 163 

Menashe (King). 108. 124-125 
Mesopotamia, 12 
Micha (the Prophet), 125 
Michael the Syrian, 31 
midrash(im}, 29, 33, 47,121-122 
Miednikov, N.A., 147 
mi~rdb, 119 
AI-Mii},rib al-AJ:amar, 166 
MiJ:arab of David (Diwud). 50, 62-63, 

68-69.71,89-90,131-134,136-137. 
139.161,169 

Mi!:arib of Jacob (Ya'qOb). 87, 126 
AI-MiJ:arib al-Kabil (in al-Aq~i Mosque). 

169 
Mihriib al-Khidr, 117, 170 
Mi~rib of MarY (Mary am). SO. 60, 70-

71,93-97,1 18-119,126-128,173 
Mi!:arab Mu'awlya (in al-Aqlj:i Mosque). 

71,76-77, 169 
Mit:u"ab 'Umar (in al-Aq~a Mosque), 7l, 

76-77,169 
MI!:trib Zechariah (Zakariyya'), 70-71, 

82,96,1 17-119,126-130, 169 
Mi!:trab Ya!:aya b. Zakariyya', 169 
Mini,54 
Minbar Burhan ai-Din. 168 
al-mi'raj, 28, 48-49,161 
Mirat ai-Zaman (of Sib! b. aI-Jawzi), 

52,58-59 
MishfUlh, 115 
mislc,55 
Moriah (Mountain), 10 
Moses, 101, 110-112 
Mosque of the Maghribis [Jami' al

Maghiriba],101-102 
Mosque of the Prophet (in al-Madina), 

102 
Mosul. 15 
Mount AbO Thawr, 171 
Mount of Olives [rur Zaytal, 68, 71, 73, 

103,130.140-146,169-170 
Mount of Zion, 171-172 
mu'adhdhin (mu'adhdhinun, of Jerusa-

lem), 19, 50, 84,105,143 
AI-Mu'alla b. Tarlf, 65, 66 
Mu'ammal b. Ismil'i!, 67 
Mu'iwiya b. Abi Sufyan, 23-24, 33, 35, 

54,76,136, 138, 148-150, 152, 160 
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Mu'iiwiya b. 'Ubaydalliih. Abu 
'UbaydalJiih. 82 

AI-Mu'azzam 'Isa, 89 
AI-Muhaiiabi, see ai-Hasan b. Ahmad, 

Abii ' I-J:lusayn al-Muhallabi . 
Mul).ammad (the Prophet). 7, 18.21.28. 

31,63,72,75.97-102.108.110, 
115·116,133,138.141-142,145, 
150-151.162.169,171 

Muhammad b. 'Abdallah. al-Mahdi, 17. 
41-42,44,58,61.65-66,79,82 

Muhammad b. 'Abdallah b. 
Muhammad. Abu Bakr. known as 
Ibnal-'Arabi , 72,114,116·117,128, 
166 

Muhammad b. 'Abd al-SaUm, 115 
Mu~ammad b. 'Abd al-Wal).id b. 

Ai:lmad, I;>iya' al·Din al-Maqdisi al· 
I:Ianbali, 98 

Mui:lammad b. Ai:lmad, al·Muqaddasi 
(the Geographer), 1.5,25,41.42.65, 
68,72,74-75,82,86,94,109.113, 
135 

Mui:lammad b. Al).mad, AbO Bah al
Wiisiti.6-7. 10, 14, 17,21,30,45-46, 
49·50. 59,78,82.94-95,104,106-
107.133,139,166 

Mul).ammad b. Abi Bakr b. Ayyfib, 
known as Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, 
140-141 

MuJ:lammad b. 'Ali b. Taba~ba, Ibn al
Tiqfa,qa, 37, 39 

Muhammad b. 'Isa, Abu 'Isa al
Tirmidhi, 100 

Mul.tammad b. Isl.taq, 123 
Muhammad b.Jarir al-Tabari, 37, 105. 

118. 119,122-124,148 
Mul.tammad b. KhI4J". Na$ir ai-Din al

Rumi, 164. 166·167 
MuJ:lammad b. Man$ur b. Thiibit, 17 
MuJ:lammad b. Mui).ammad b. Mui).am

mad b. al·f:liijj al·'Abdari, 158 
Mui).ammad b. Muslim b. 'Ubaydallah, 

known as Ibn ShihAb al·Zuhri, 21, 
147-148.153·157 

Muhammad b. al-Sii'ib al.Kalbi, 53, 58-
60, [159) 

Mui).ammad b. Shihiib ai-Din, Al).mad b. 
'Ali, al-Minhaji al-Suyiiti, 4, 10,36, 
45,75-77,84,89-91,96, 113-114. 
129-130,137,143,146.165·167 

Mul)ammad b. 'Umar al-Wiqidi, 27. 53, 
56, 58-60. 159 

Mul)ammad b. al-Walid b. Khalaf, al
Qurashi ai·Andalusi al-TuI1fJshi. 

known as Ibn (Abi) Randaqa. 61 
Mul)ammad b. Yiisuf al-Kindi. 85 
Mujilhid b.Jabr, 105 
Mujir ai-Din, see 'Abd al-RaJ:tmiin b. 

Mui:lammad, Mujir ai-Din 
muntifiqun (in the Qur'an), 102 
AI·Muqaddasi, see MuI).ammad b. 

AJ:amad, al-Muqaddasi 
Muqatil b. Sulayman. 17, 95, 112, 118-

119, 131-132 
Mufab b. al-Zubayr, 60,155·156 
MU$aJla al-Khi~r, 117 
MU$allii of 'Umar, 143 
AI-Musharraf b. al-Muraija, 7, 10, 14, 

16,36,46,49,59,68-70,72,76,78, 
81·87, 89·90, 94-96, 106, 111. 113· 
114,127.128,131.133,143,164. 
166·168.172-173 

AI·Musta~ir bi-'lIah b. al-+ahir 
(Fa!imid Caliph). 44 

al-Musraq$iifi Fat;ia'i/ al·Masjid af· 
Aq,.s-ti, 164-165, 173 

AI-Mu!ahhar b. Tahir al-Maqdisi, 24, 
33, 152 

MU'tazila,59 
Muthir ai·Ghariim, 10,36,45,80.84, 

87-89,145,165-167 
AI·Muwaqqar.155 

AI-Nabulsi, see 'Abd ai-Ghani ai-
Nabulsi 

N abulus. 130 
Nadav (son of Aharon). 107 
Nat;lir (tribe). 34 
Nifi' (maw/a of 'Umar b. al-Kha\tab). 

155 
Al·Nasikh wa· ' /·Mansukh (of Abu 

Dawud).27 
Nii~ir al·Din ai.Rumi, see Mui).ammad 

b. Khh;l.r, N~ir ai-Din al·ROmi 
Nii$lr-1 Khusraw, 5, 41, 44, 61, 75-76, 

86·90,95·98,109,113.116,127-
128,137,144 

Al·N~ir Mu~ammad b. QaJa'un, 76 
Nebuchadnezzar. 106. 122·123, 162 
Nevuzaradhan, 122-123 
Nicephorus (Byzantine historian), 4 
North Africa, 65 
Noth, A., 7 
Nu'aym b. l:Iammad ai-Marwazi, 108, 

III 
Niir al·Din. MaJ:!mOd b. Zengi, 15 

Ollomasticon (of Eusebius), 172 
Ottoman (conquest). 165 
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Palestine, 12, 15-16, 18,22-24,27-28, 
32-33,42,44,47,65-66, 95, 104, 
109,111,130,134-136,143,145. 
147- 152,158-159; see also Jund 
Filastin 

Palmer, E.H., 147 
Paradise, 63, 78-81,103-107 
Petersen, E.L., 59 
The Pillar (al-' Amiid) (in al-Aq$ii 

Mosque), 169 
Place of the Apostles [? Maqam 31-

f:{awariyyun), 170 
[The Holy J Place of the Chain, 63 
The Place where Gabriel tied al-Buraq, 

99 
Prawer, J., 126 
Psalms, 69 

AI-Qalqashandi. see A~mad b .• Ali, 
Shihlib ai-Din al-QaJqashandi 

qaH,34-35 
Qatada b. Di 'ama, 81, 104-105 
Qazwin.81 
qibla(s), 31, 54, 63, 99-100, 158 
Qubba(l), see Dome (00 
Qur'dn, 15,20-21,38,46,81.93,95, 

102-106,109-110,112,114-119, 
122, 124-125, 129, 131, 142, 144, 
153, 160,1 71,173 

qurrii!.38 
QUITa b. Shafik. 26 

Rabi'a al·'Adawiyya, 145, 170-171 
(Tomb or) 

Raja' b. i;laywa, 17, 19, 36, 45,54,56. 
B2 

Ramla, 12, 19,27-28,38, 82,98, 133-
136, 143, 160 

ribatat, 66 
Rivlin. J. , 115-116 
[The Holy] Rock (In the Dome of the 

Rock), 49, 51, 53-55.61-63,65.72-
73,78.81-82,87.100.107,113, 
137,157-158,160-163,166-167 

Rosen Ayalon, M. , 42, 74,163 
Ru'ayn (tribe), 34-35 
Ruday J:l b. 'Atiyya. 143 
Rumiya [Rumiyat al-Madi'in}. 106 

Sabas~iya , 130 
Sa'd b .. Atiyya b. Qays, 105 
Safad,62 
~afiyya (the Prophet's wife), 50, 142, 

145 
$al)dba, su Companions 

$dl)ib af-shurta, 19 
AI-Sihira, 71, 141-144 
Sa'jd b. 'Abd al- 'Aziz, 138 
Sa'id b. al-Bllriq, see Eutychius 
AI-~akhra , see [the Holy] Rock 
AI-$akhra al-Munqatl'a, 92; su also 

Dome of Solomon 
AI-$akhra al-$aghira, 91; su also 

Dome of Solomon 
sakina, su Divine Presence 
$aliIJ ai-Din al-Ayyfibi, 2. 10,62, 129, 169 
Salama b. Qay~ar . 17, 133 
$alii). b. Yusuf, Abu Shu'ayb, 65 
Salman al-Farisi, 151-152, 171 
San'a',81 
Sa'~a'a b. $iii).an, 152 
Saul (King), 110-111 , 1I3 
Scales [al-Mizan] , 168 
Schacht, J., 12, 18 
Schick, K., 93 
Schwabe, M., 32-33 
Sebcos (the Annenian), 32 
Shaddad b. Aws, 98 
AI-Sham, see Syria 
Sham'iin b. Zayd, Abu RayJ:aana, 34-35 
Sharik b. Khuhasha, 169 
Sash al-Nabi (in the Cave of the Dome 

of the Rock). 167 
Sha'yA (the Prophet), 123 
Shi'a (Shi 'i), 59-61 
Shu'ayb b. Abi i;lamza, 155 
Sib\ b. al-Jawzi, see Yusuf b. Kizog1u, 

Shams ai-Din Abu 'I-Mu?Jlffar 45, 
52-53,57-59, 159, 166 

Sind,38 
Single Gate, 97 
Al-$irit, 57-58, 68, 170 (Place or) 
Solomon (son of David), 82-84, 9 1, 106. 

108, ll2. 162 
Solomon's "Chair" [Stool] , 71, 82-87, 

89-90,92-93,137,165 
Solomon's Well [Jubb Sulaymiin]. 169 
Solomon's Stables. 96-97 
Spain, 138 
Spring of SlIwan, 62-63, 68, 80-81, 133, 

171 
St. George, 66, 135-136 
S1. Vllibald, 140 
"Stories of the Prophets" (Qi$a$ al

Anbiya'), 119 
Successors (of the Prophet MuJ:aammad), 

16, 18 
AI-Suddi, see Isma' iJ b. 'Abd aJ

RaJ:lmiln 
AI-$uffa (near the Cradle of Jesus), 170 
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AI-Sufyan! (lhe Messiah), 108 
AI-SuhayJi, 100 
Sulayman b. ' Abd ai-Malik. 19.27-28, 

30.90,160 
Sulaymiin b. 'Abd al-RaJ:lmiin, 143 
Sulayman b. AJ:lmad al-Tabarani, 98 
Sulaymiin b. al.Ash'ath, Abii Dawiid al-

Sijistani,27 
Sulayman b. Habib, 31 
Sulayman b. 'lsa, 111 -11 2 
Sulayman the Magnificent, 168 
Sunna (Sunni), 60-61 
AI-Suyii!i, see 'Abel al-Ra/:lman b. Abi 

Bakr, lalal aI-Din al-Suyii!i 
Al-Suyii!i, see MuJ:lammad b. Shihab al

Din. AJ:lmad b. ' Ali al-Minhaji al
SUYiili 

Syria, 12- 13, 15- 16, 2 1-23, 33, 42, 47, 
53,63,65. 104,109,142, 145.147-
152,154,157-159, 161 

Syriac (sources), 8 

AI-Tabari, see MuJ:lammad b. Jarir al-
Tabari 

Tacimor.81 
Ta/sir (Muqatil b. Sulayman), 112 
Ta'if,23 
talith,125 
Talmud, 115, 12 1-122. 124-125 
tariiwih, 128 
ta'ri[,6 1 
Ta'rikh (of Mujir aI-Din), 58 
lawii!,54 
Temple (of the Jews), 84, 96, 108, 11 1, 

115-116, 121 ,123,161- 163 
Temple of Mary (Haykal, Ma 'bad 

Maryam), 170 
Templars, 96 
Thflbit b. Istiinibiyadh, ai-Faris! al

Khumsi, 17, 36 
AI-Tha 'iabi, see Al:lmad b. Mul:lammad 

b. Ibriihim 
Thawr b. Yazid, 139 
Theophanes (Byzantine historian), 4, 

31-32 
Tiberias, 82, 111-1 12 
AI-Tirmidhi, see Muhammad b. 'lsa, 

Abii'Isa . 
Tomb of David (on Mount of Zion), 172 
''Tongue of the Rock" [Lisan al-

SakhraJ. 167 
Torah,16O 
Tower of David , 132, 136-137 
"Traditions in Praise of jerusalem" 

(Far,la'il Bayt al-Maqdis), 2, 6, 9-21. 

28-29,58-59,63.66,68-69,98, 11 2. 
132, 143,145, [149], lSI, 160, 164-
165 

"Traditions in Praise of Syria" (Fa(jii'i/ 
ai-Sham),63 

Treasury [Bayt ai-Mal], 47, 54 
Triple Gate, 97 
AI-TUl1iishi, see MuJ:lammad b. al

Walid b. MuJ:lammad b. Khalaf al
Qurashi al-Tut1iishi 

Tur Zayta, see Mount of Olives 

'Ubada b. al-Samit, 105 
al- 'ud al-qamiiri, 55 
'ulama',15 
' Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, 19,30,67 
'Umar b. al-Khanab, 2,10,29-33,76, 

In,1 38.1~.I~.157,1@, 1 73, 1~ 
'Umar b. Shabba, 37 
Umayyad(s), 2, 7-8,11-15.17-19,21-

23,25,27-30,33,35-36,39-42,46-
48,50-53,60-63 , 68,78,82,91,96-
98,102,106, 108, 132, 138, 145, 
147-154,157-161, 168 

'umra, 64 
'Uqba b. Abi Zaynab, 21 
'Uwaymir b. Zayd a[-All!iari, [51-[52 

Valley of Gehenna [Wadi Jahannam], 
57,63, [04-105, 138, 140, 170 

Valley of Jehoshaphat, 138 
Valley of Qidron, 94,130,143,170 
Van Berchem, M., 6, 84·86, 88-89, 91-

92, Ill, 113, 116, 128-130 
Village of the Monastery of Abu Thawr, 

17 1-172 
Vincent, H., 5, 102 

Wahb b. al-Munabbih, 79, III 
Waki' b. al-Jarrih, 64-65, 67 
AI-Walid b. 'Abel" ai-Malik, 19·20,26-

27,29-30,36-39,46,49,73 
AI-Walid b. f:Jammad al-Ramli, 15, 17, 

36,59 
A[-Walid b. MuJ:lammad , 106 
waq'at ai-jamal, 60 
waq'at $i/fin, 60 
AI-Waqidi, see Mul:lammad b. 'Umar 
AI-Wasi!i, see Mul:lammad b. Ai)mad, 

AbO Bakr a[-Wasiti 
Wellhausen, J. , 80, 147- 148 
Well of the Leaf [Bl 'r al-Waraqa], 169 
Wilson, C.W., 85, 97,116 
wuqu/, 61-62 
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Ya~ya b. Sa'id al~QaHiin aJ ·Ba~ri, 11]-
112 

YaQyi b. Zakariyyi', 118, 122- 123. 126, 
130 

AI-Ya'quhi. see A/:Imad b. Abi Ya'qub 
(Isl)aq) ... b. Wii!Ji/:l 

Yaqiit b. 'Abdallah al-Rumi, 74, 112 
Vazid b .• Abd ai-Malik, 30. 153 
Yazid b. Mu'iwiya b. Abi Sufyin, 19 
Yazid b. Salam, 36, 45, 54, 56 
Yoash (King), 121 
Yoel (the Prophet), 125 
yom kippur, 115-116 
Yiinus b. Vazid al-Ayli, 155 
YOsuf b. Klzoglu, Shams ai-Din AbO '1-

Mu;affar. known as Sibt b. al-Jawzi, 
45,52-53,57-59, 159. 166 

Yiisuf b. Taghribirdi, Abu ' l-Ma/:liisin, 
159 

z,arar (in Yemen), 81 
zo'jaran, 55 
Al-ZAhir (Fii~imld Caliph), see 'Ali b. 

al-l:Iakim bi-Arnr Allih 
Zakarlyya' b. Brakhya (Or ' Ida, father 

ofYal)ya). 117-120, 122-126. 129-130 
Zamzam (in Mecca), 81 
Zechariah (father of John the 8aptisl), 

93, 122, 126 
Zechariah ben Brachiah (the Prophet). 

72,120-124.126.130 
Zechariah ben Yehoyada (the Priest). 

121-123 
Zengl, 'Imild ai-Din (ruler of Mosul and 

Aleppo), 15 
ZiyAd b. Abi Sawda, 145 
ziy(jra (to Jerusalem), 21. 55 , 65 
zuhluid,66 
AI-Zuhri, see Mul).ammad b. Muslim 
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